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PREFACE 
With the publication of M idAmerica IX the Society for the 

Study of Midwestern Literature marks another year of progress, 
highlighted by the most Successful twelfth annual conference, the 
Symposium on the Cultural Heritage of the Midwest and con
current Midwest Poetry Festival held at Michigan State Univer
sity on May 6-8. Awards presented at the conference were the 
MidAmerica Award to Clarence Andrews and the Mark Twain 
Award to Wright Morris. The symposium and festival to be held 
in May 1983 are expected to be equally successful. 

The wide variety of essays, many of which had their incep
tion at past symposia, and the impressive bibliography that make 
up MidAmerica IX are further evidence of the continued growth 
of Midwestern literature and Midwestern literary study. Espe
cially commendable axe the efforts of Donald Pady and Robert 
Beasecker, the Society's bibliographers, in making available the 
record of Midwestern literature and literary study in this yearbook 
and in their computerized records. Commendable, too, are the 

'continued efforts of Marc Van Wormer, Conference Coordinator 
at Michigan State University, in making the symposia and poetry 
festivals successful. We dedicate this volume to him as an ex
pression of the Society's appreciation. 

October, 1982 DAVID D. ANDERSON 
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JOHN RUSSELL AND THE PIASA LEGEND 

JOHN E. HALLWAS 

John Russell (1793-1863), who spent much of his life at Bluff
dale, Illinois, near Carrollton, was the most well-known fiction 
writer in that state after James Hall left in 1833. Unfortunately, 
he was not as talented as Hall, and so today there is little reason 
to read any of his moralistic and sentimental short stories and 
novelettes. However, Russell's works were admired in his own 
day, not only by Hall, who printed "The Emigrant" and "The 
Spectre Hunter" in his Western Monthly Magazine, but by John 
Mason Peck and John Reynolds, who were also widely known 
contemporaneous men of letters. 

Three decades ago Russell's career was the subject of an ar
ticle by John Flanagan, but he failed to discuss, or even mention, 
the most successful story in the author's canon, "The Piasa: An 
Indian Tradition of Illinois.'" However, seven years later Rus
.sell's authorship of that narrative was discussed by Wayne C. 
Temple in "The Piasa Bird: Fact or Fiction?" As his title indi
cates, he was concerned only with determining whether there 
was any historical basis for the tale - and his research led him 
to conclude that there was none: 

Russell's story is full of the supernatural and its compo
sition shows the flair of a novelist. He certainly never 
intended for this fanciful tale to be accepted as a historical 
article, but the reading public did just that. When ques
tioned by William McAdams about the Piasa legend, Rus
sell admitted that his story was "somewhat illustrated." And 
years later, his son, Spencer G. Russell, related to John F. 
Snyder that his father at one time coufessed to him that 
the legend of the Piasa Bird was the product of his imagi
nation coupled with Marquette's account? 

9 
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Temple's conclusion is not very surprising, for a story about :' 
huge man-eating bird was not likely to be factual. However, It 
is evident from what he uncovered that the Piasa legend should 
clearly be regarded as Russell's literary creation and not an In
dian tale that the latter ran across and sinlply transcribed for 

publication. / , 
Although Temple mentions other authors who retold Russell s 

story, he does not discuss the literary quality of the various ver
sions Yet this is an interesting consideration because there are 
signtlicant differences between Russell's tale and later versi~ns 
that were based on it. These differences allow us to determme 
how various tellers of the legend tried to interpret it, and they 
also provide insights into the transmission history of this famous 

tale. 
Russell's account first appeared in an eastern magazine dur-

ing 1836, and it is brief enough to present here in its entirety: 

No part of the United States, not ev~n the highla;'ds of 
the Hudson, can vie, in wild and romantik ~cenery, wIth the 
bluffs of the Illinois. On one side of the flver, often at the 
water's edge a perpendicular wall of rock rises to the height 
of some hu~dred feet. Generally on the opposite shore is 
a level bottom or prairie, of several miles in width, extend
ing to a similar bluff that runs parallel with the river. 

One of these ranges commences at Alton, and extends 
with few intervals for many miles along the left bank of 
the Illinois. In descending the river to Alton, the trl!cvell~r 
will observe between that town and the mouth of the I1~
nois a narrow ravine through which a small stream d,S
cha;ges its waters into the Mississippi. The stream is the 
Piasa. Its name is Indian, and signifies in the lang:;age of 
the Illini "THE BIRD THAT DEVOURS MEN. Near 
the mouti, of that stream, on the smooth and perpendicular 
face of the bluff at an elevation which no human art can 
reach, is cut the figure of an enormous bird, with its wings 
extended. The bird which this figure represents was called 
by the Indians, the Piasa, and from this is derived the 
name of the stream. 

The tradition of the Piasa is still current among all the 
tribes of the Upper Mississippi, and those who have in
habited the valley of the Illinois, and is briefly this: "Many 
thousand moons before the arrival of the pale faces, when 
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the great magalonyx and mastodon, whose bones are now 
dug up, were still living in this land of the green prairies 
there exist.ed ~ bird of such dinlensions that he could easil; 
carry off, m his talons, a full grown deer. Having obtained 
a taste of human flesh, from that time he would prey upon 
nothing else. He was artful as he was powerful; would dart 
~uddenly and unexpectedly upon an Indian, bear him off 
mto one of the caves in the bluff, and devour him. Hun
ru:eds of Warriours attempted for years to destroy him, but 
Wlthout success. Whole villages were nearly depopulated, 
and consternation spread through all the tribes of the Illini. 
At length, Ouatoga, a chief, whose fame as a warriour ex
tendeCl beyond the great lakes, separating himself from the 
rest of his tribe, fasted in solitude for the space of a whole 
moon, and prayed to the Great Spirit, the Master of life, 
that he would protect his children from the Piasa. On the 
~ast night of the fa~t, the Great Spirit appeared to Ouatoga 
m a dream, and drrected him to select twenty of his war
riours, each armed with a bow and a poisoned arrow, and 
conceal them in a desiguated spot. Near the place of their 
conce~~ent, another warriour waS to stand in open view, 
as a VIctim for the Piasa, which they must shoot the instant 
that he pounced upon his prey. When the chief awoke in 
t~e n:0ming, he thanked the Great Spirit, and returning to 
his trIbe, told them his dream. The warriours were quickly 
s~lected and placed in ambush as directed. Ouatoga offered 
himself as the victim. He was willing to die for his tribe. 
P~acing himself in open view of the bluff, he soon saw the 
Plasa perched on the cliff eyeing his prey. Ouatoga drew 
up his manly form to its utlnost height, and planting his 
feet firmly upon the earth, began to chant the death-song 
of a warriour. A moment after, the Piasa rose into the air, 
and swift as the thunderbolt, darted down upon the chief. 
Scarcely had he reached his victinl when every bow was 
sprung, and every arrow sent, to the feather, into his body. 
The Piasa uttered a wild, fearful scream, that resounded 
far over the opposite side of the river, and expired. Ouatoga 
was safe. Not an arrow, not even the talons of the bird 
had touched him. The Master of life, in admiration of th~ 
generous deed of Ouatoga, had held over hinl an invisible 
shield. In memory of this event, the inlage of the Piasa 
was engraved on the face of the bluff." Such is the Indian 
tradition. Of course I do not vouch for its truth. This much , 
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. h f' f I rge bird cut into the 
however, is certam; t e Igudre 0 \ ~ ht that is perfectly 
solid rock is still there, an at a eIg 't was made I 
inaccessible. How and for what purpos~ I d Indian 
leave for others to det~rm~e; even !:t ~~in; his gun 
never passes that spot.Idn hiTs

h 
canoe k of balls on the rock 

at the figure of the bIT. e mar s 
are almost innumerable. ear I was in-

Near the close of March of the present Yh illi' d 
d d t "t the bluffs below the mouth of t e nms an uce 0 VISI . . . . ally di-
above that of the Piasa. My curIOsIty was prrr:tp ·th the 
rected to the examination of a cavi/~~~~ird had car
above traditions, ~s ?ne of thos~ t~ b l~n intelligent guide 
ried its human VIctims. Prece e Y . The cave 
who carried a spade, I set out on my excursIOn. . r 
was extremely difficult of access, and at~ne pom~ of~~d 
progress I stood at an elevation of more. an one r~~m to 
and fifty feet on the face of the bluff, WIth b:del~ 
sustain one foot. The unbroken wall tower ~o~~~l~;: 
while below was the river. After ~ ~ng an~b~~t fifty feet 
b ing we reached the cave, whic was I 
a~~ve the surface of the river. By the aid of a long p~ e, 
placed on the projecting rock and the. upper ~nd .iou~:ili~ 
the mouth of the cave, we succeeded m e?terrg I 'the en-
. Id be more impressive than the VIew rom 
~!u~~uof this cavern. The Mississippi was rolli~g ~n sil~nt 

r:::~~rb~:;~!~ o~~r hJ,~\{ili:~~~~:bdia~~e; :~;:oL~~~ 
was seated a bald eagle. No other soun or SIgu 0 e" 
near us. A sabbath stillness rested upon th~ scene·

s
:

r
: a 

I d . the heavens' not a breath of aIr was g. 
c ou was m , hn d oth as a 
The broad Mississippi lay befodrehus, ca anild s:S~ect' as it 
lake. The landscape presente t e same w . 
did before it had yet met the eye of the whhite mar- hich 

The roof of the cavern was vault~d, t .e top 0 w e 
was hardly less than twenty-five f;et m ~eIgh~d '!'~g~h~he 
of the cave was irregular, but ~ ~;;:tys fe~~u T~~ flo~r of 
bottom would average twenty Y . f h 
this cave throughout its whole extent wa~ a ImJss 0 th:':: 
bones Sculls and other bones were mmg e to~e d I 
the utmost confusion. To what depth thg ,£xtfn e f~: 
unable to decide, but we dug to the ddep till° t lfe~J ouly 
£ . e quarter of the cavern an s we 0 

be;~:~ ~h~emains of thousands must have been deposited 
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here. How, and by whom, and for what purpose, it is inl
possible even to conjecture. J. R.3 

Temple's comment that Russell "certainly never intended for this 
fanciful tale to be accepted as a historical article" is not sup
ported by the text. The very title labels the narrative as an "In
dian tradition" rather than a fiction, and the purpose of the 
author's closing account about his visit to a cave filled with bones 
is clearly to suggest that the tradition may have been factual. 

Moreover, Russell commonly asserted a historical basis, or 
an authentic source, for his stories. For example, in a longer work 
published the very next year, "Cahokia: A Legend of the Olden 
Tinle in Illinois," ,he makes this statement about his sources: 

To one who thoroughly understands their language, and 
is fond of "legendary lore,' a richer banquet can hardly be 
devised than sitting at the winter evening hearth of one of 
these venerable fathers of Cahokia, and listening to "a tale 
of the times of old." Partly from this source, and partly 
from an old manuscript still in my possession, belonging to 
one of the principal families of that village, I have obtained 
the following narrative.' 

Likewise, he opens the article with historical information about 
the founding of Cahokia. And yet the narrative - about how 
the French settlement tried to save itself from destruction by 
.offering a beautiful bride to an Indian leader, and how the two 
fell in love and subsequently died in each other's arms - is just 
as obviously fictitious as the Piasa story. (It was common for 
authors of this period to attempt to create an air of authenticity 
for their stories.) 

There are several reasons why Russell was successful in pass
ing off his tale as an authentic Indian tradition. His preface to 
the narrative - which offers a description of the Piasa River lo
cale, gives an English meaning for the word Piasa, and refers to 
the painting of an enormous bird on a Mississippi River bluff -
seems like accurate factual information. While it does not dem
onstrate that such a man-eating bird existed, it does appear to 
prove that the story which follows was an Indian tradition. Fur
thermore, the narrative itself is simple enough to have been an 
oral tale, and it carries a theme which is essential to Indian cul
ture: self-sacrifice for the tribe. Also, the details about Ouatoga 
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fasting and praying to the Great Spirit and, later, singing his 
death song are consistent with what is known of Indian behavior. 
Finally, the explicit connection of the narrative to the supposed 
Piasa painting on the bluff (at the end of the tale) appears to 
verify the existence of the Indian tradition. 

It is not surprising that the story also expresses God's (the 
Great Spirit's) response to Ouatoga's prayers and his protection 
of the brave warrior, for Russell was a Baptist minister who fre
quently made a religious point in his narratives. In "Cahokia," 
for example, the entire town prays to God for help, and the leader 
of the attacking Indians is converted to the Christian perspective. 

The first author to retell the story was Edmund Flagg, who 
included the narrative about Ouatoga almost verbatim in' The 
Far West (1838).' It is interesting to note that he does not give 
credit to Russell for the story, in spite of the fact that he men
tions (and quotes from) dozens of other authors in his travel book. 
He accepted the notion that the Piasa legend was an Indian tra
dition, and consequently, he must have felt that the text was 
not Russell's literary property but the transcription of an oral 
tale. In short, Russell succeeded in convincing Flagg of the story's 
autllenticity. 

In the same year A. D. Jones published Illinois and the West, 
which also included a version of the story, and again no credit 
was given to Russell. However, the narrative is expanded con
siderably. Jones introduces the tale of Owatoga (as he spells the 
name) by first describing the extent and power of the illinois 
Indians, and then he gives a lengthy description of the" Piasa 
bird: 

they were terrified with a fearful visitation from the Great 
Spirit. There appeared upon the inaccessible bluffs, where 
it made its home, an inlmense and hideous animal, half 
bird, half beast, which, from the circumstance of its having 
wings, they called the Piasau Bird. This name, like all 
Indian names, is significant of the character of the monster 
which it designates - it means "the man-destroying Bfrd." 
This bird is described as being of gigantic size, capable of 
bearing off with ease in its talons, a horse or buffalo. Its 
head and back were like those of a vulture, with eyes of 
the most dazzling brilliancy; its wings black as the raven 
and clothed with thunder, making a most fearful noise in 
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heavy flight; its legs, four in number, and talons like those 
of a mighty eagle; its body sinlilar to that of a dragon, end
ing with a tail of huge dinlensions, like a scorpion. Its body 
was gorgeously colored with every hue, and in its flight it 
made a most imposing spectacle, inspiring terror, awe and 
wonder." 

It is apparent from this description that Jones attempted to sen
sationalize the tale. And there are other significant variations 
from Russell's version: Owaoga does not fast alone but with his 
priests, and his role as sacrificial victinl is kept secret until the 
last minute - although the secrecy serves no useful purpose. 
Moreover, he delivers a speech to the tribe just prior to the sac
rifice, which includes an explanation for the bird's appearance: 
"'The Great Spirit is angry with his children. He hatll sent us 
this scourge to punish us for our sins. He hath demanded tlris 
sacrifice. Who is so fit as your chief?' "7 As this indicates, Jones's 
version makes the Great Spirit the adversary rather than the pro
tector of the tribe. 

That Russell's story is the ultinlate source for this longer nar
rative there is no question, but it is apparent that Jones knew 
only an oral version of the legend. That is to say, Russell's simple 
tale must have been orally transmitted among residents of the 
Alton area after it appeared in The Alton Telegraph of 1836, for 
Jones visited that area on June 10, 1838, and heard the story _ 
as he indicates in his book. Specifically, he mentions that he 
visited the Piasa bluff, which "seemed to corroborate the tradi
tion related to me in the neighborhood.'" This then explains the 
extensive variations in Jones's version of the story and the com
plete lack of verbal correspondence between his narrative and 
Russell's. 

Another version of the tale appeared three years later, in The 
Valley of the Mississippi (1841) by Lewis F. Thomas. He too 
visited the bluff on which the monster was painted, and he gives 
a very precise description of what he saw. Either he viewed the 
original figures (there were actually two of them) described by 
Marquette, or he viewed someone's restoration of them. In any 
case, he introduces his version of the tale by saying, "The legend, 
as we have heard it, is as follows ... [my emphasis].'" Hence, 
his story is also based on an oral version of the Piasa legend, 
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which he undoubtedly heard while inspecting the bluff north of 
Alton. Since he mentions that the painting was "marked over 
with the names of ambitious visitors," it is likely that the fame 
of the legend had made the bluff a popular place to visit. 

Thomas provides numerous details that differ from the ,:rer-
sions of Russell and Jones. He asserts that the monster w~s 
covered with scales of every possible color, and had a huge tail, 
with a blow of which it could shake the earth . . . and its four 
feet were armed with powerful claws, in each of which it could 
carry a buffaloe." (Hence, it could carry off four ti~e~ as many 
buffaloes as the monster described by Jones.) The Brrd of the 
Piasan" (as he spells it) is declared to mean "bird of the ~vil 
spirit," and the young Indian is called Wassatogo. ~t.er ,~~e Great 
Spirit told him that he must "offer himself as a sacriflCe ill order 
to "rid his people of their destroyer," he made elaborate prepara-

tions to confront the monster: 
He then assembled the tribe, and made a speech, recount
ing his deeds of valor, acquainting them of his ~eam, an~ 
exhorting them, like him, to be ever ready to dIe f~r the~ 
people. Wassatogo then dressed himself in his chieft~n s 
garb, put on his war paint, as if going to battle, and taking 
his bow arrows and tomahawk, he placed himself on a 
promine~t point of the rock, to await the coming of the 
monster-bird. 

And when the bird approached, it actually "seized the chief tan 
in its talons" and Wassatogo then "dealt it a blow on the head 
with his to~ahawk." Hence, the climactic moment in Lewis's 
version is much more of a battle between man and bird than in 
the two earlier versions. Consequently, the role of the Great 
Spirit, who protected Ouatoga in Russell's versio~, is di~nis~ed. 
However, Thomas's tale is effective, for it reads like a bnef Item 

of heroic literature. 
During the same decade, two other Piasa stories that differed 

entirely from Russell's narrative appeared in Illinois newspapers. 
Both were attempts to displace Russell's legend with other tales 
that were presented as the genuine tradition behind the pai~ting / 
on the bluff. The earliest is called "The Manitou of the Piasa: 
An Indian Tradition," and it was written by "L." for The Alton 
Telegraph and Democratic Review in 1844. This story, about 
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Pottawatomie twins named Peasayah and Onecaw who defeat a 
monster living along the Mississippi River, is not relevant to the 
discussion of the Russell legend. However, the author at least 
recognizes that Russell wrote the other Piasa bird narrative, even 
though he refers to it as a "gross fable" which simply displays 
the writer's "ingenuity."!O It is possible that "L." may have known 
for sure that Russell's tale was fiction, l;mt more than likely he 
was simply attacking the notion that it was an Indian tradition 
in order to replace the tale with his own legendary account. 

Another anonymous author took a very different approach to 
the same goal: he published an article called "The Piasa Bird -
An Illinois Legend"-in Springfield's Illinois J oumal in 1847 under 
the name of John Russell." Temple assumes that this story -
about an Indian named Alpeora who defeats a man-eating con
dor - was written by Russell, but it undoubtedly was not. In 
the first place, Russell was not living in Illinois at the time and 
hence, was not publishing in the state's newspapers. Second, a~ 
Temple indicates, Russell reprinted the Ouatoga narrative in the 
Evangelical Magazine and Gospel Advocate of Utica New York . ' ill 1848.12 Thus, he had no intention of replacing his tale with 
another Piasa legend. Third, the 1847 story is unlike any other 
literary work by Russell. It has no Christian or moral overtones 
at all, and it is clearly not written in Russell's style. (For instance, 

• he would never have said, "the Illinois were at their wits end 
what to do," which is far too idiomatic for his formal mode of 
expression.) In any case, this story, like the 1844 tale, failed to 
replace Russell's narrative as the legend of the Piasa bluff. There 
is no evidence that it was ever reprinted or retold. 

In 1873 Martin Beem published a Piasa story in Springfield's 
Illinois State Register tllat is obviously related to Russell's legend 
but at the same time, it is conSiderably different from the earlie; 
versions. The cenb'al figure is Lincahtello, an Indian chieftain 
who was leader of the Ottowwah and Illinois tribes. He is de
scribed as "saddened at the mysterious loss of his only daughter, 
and the death of her lover, who flung himself over the cliffs, in 
a moment of despair" - a circumstance which is not further ex
plain~d in the tale. ~1 The Piasa bird is depieted as "Possessing an 
eagle s head and WillgS, - the former crested with steel, - it had 
the tongue of an adder, and the tail of a dragon, tipped with the 
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sting of a scorpion. It had four legs, human to the knees, an~ 
eagle the rest, pointed by the longest and sharpest talons ... 
And the author explicitly indicates that the meaning of the word 
Piasa is a mystery: "how it received its name, or what that name 
meant, is unlrn.own." 

Moreover, in this tale, the Indian medicine men attempt to 
get rid of the monster before Lincahtello steps in. They first in
voke Meesakkamnego, the grandmother of mankind, then Klapo
cheesek, the north wind, and finally Ahminmeeogeechee, the spirit 
of Thunder. When all of their incantations fail, they appeal to 
Lincahtello, who is described as a heroic figure: "Lincahtello 
was a great chief, wise in council, strong in arm, brave in battle. 
He had often dallied with death, and laughed it to scorn. He 
had gone fifty days without food; had cut the tongue from a bear, 
tom the fangs from an adder; and had made the greatest chief of 
his foes swallow an arrow .... " He proposes (without the help 
of the Great Spirit) that someone be sacrificed in order to allow 
the bird to be ambushed. The identity of the victim is kept a 
secret until the last minute, as in the version by Jones. Mter 
Lincahtello offers himself and the monster is killed, the Indians 
rejoice. 

The article concludes with a variety of additional information. 
Lincahtello's later death and burial is briefly described. Then 
the co;rung of white men - "another scourge, deadlier and more 
fearful" - given as the reason why the Ottawwah and Illinois 
Indians died and the memory of Lincahtello was forgotten (Beem 
thus forgets to indicate how he could have acquired the story.) 
He also mentions the "lover's leap" where Lincahtello's daughter's 
lover supposedly hurled himself into the river. Finally, he asserts 
that time has now destroyed the painting of the bird on the bluff. 

Beem's story is not as different from Russell's as it first ap
pears. Evidently he combined an oral version of th,e Russell leg
end with a vague tale about a lover's leap and added information 
of his own about the activities of Indian medicine men. (The j 

name Lincahtello was apparently associated with the lover's leap 
story, for he is first introduced as the father of the missing daugh-
ter whose lover subsequently leaped to his death.) In any case, 
the narrative i~ now so involved and sO sentimentalized that it 
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could no longer be easily mistaken for an authentic Indian qa
dition. 

Fourteen years after Beem's story appeared two scholars pub
lished their investigations of the Piasa legend. William McAdams 
included his findings in Records of Ancient Races in the M issis
sippi Valley (1887), and Perry Armstrong privately printed a slim 
volume called The Piasa, or the Devil Among the Indians (1887). 
They recognize that Russell wrote the first published version of 
the legend, and they both reprint his text. As mentioned earlier, 
McAdams offers evidence that Russell's tale was exaggerated, if 
not entirely fictitious: "A few years after the publication of the 
b'adition of the Piasa, we wrote a letter to Russell at Bll)ifdale. 
He answered that there was a somewhat similar tradition among 
the Indians, but he admitted, to use his own words, that the story 
was 'somewhat illustrated'."" On the other hand, Armstrong, who 
was a much less capable scholar, simply accepts Russell's article 
as fact. Moreover, he offers, as a complement to it, "Th,e Miami 
Tradition of the Piasa," which he claims was "related to us nearly 
sixty years ago by a chief.'u, It is unrelated to the Russell story 
and features two warring Indian tribes, two Piasa monsters, and 
a version of the Starved Rock legend. Unlike Russell's tale, Arm
strong's could never be misunderstood as anything but his own 
concoctioll. 

Nine years later 0Ile more version of Russell's Piasa legend was 
published. Mary Hartwell Catherwood, author of many romantic 
novels and short stories about the Midwest, wrote a series of 
articles about the Lower Illinois River Valley for the Chicago 
Daily Tribune in January of 1896, and the third of these is entitled 
"Legend of the Piasa." ' 

The article is part historical investigation and part narrative. 
She begins by mentioning that Marquette first saw the picture 
on the bluff, and she discusses William McAdams'S description 
of the Piasa in his recellt b09k. More importantly, she asserts 
that she has visited "Squire Russell of Bluffdale, who has been 
nearer the Piasa than any person now living," to get his recol_ 
lections of the painting on th,e bluff.' • She must have been. re
ferring to J ohn Russell's son, Spencer, for t)1e auth,or had died 
in 1863, but in any case, she quotes three paragraphs about the 
paintings that are pre~ented as "Squire Russell's" recollections. 
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Then she offers a version of the Piasa story which is very 
close to Russell's 1836 legend. However, there are no verbal 
correspondences, and so she was probably retelling the story ap
proximately as Spencer Russell related it to her. Unfortunately, 
her style has several colloquial expressions that detract from the 
effectiveness of the tale: "down the hopper," "by hook or crook," 
"no more free lunches," and so on. Her most distinctive addition 
to the narrative is an attempt to heighten the emotional impact 
of the story with a sensational description of the monster in ac
tion: "He hangs an instant over the wretched village, his bat 
wings quivering, his fiery eyes selecting; he drops and is awayl 
One more . . . warrior is gone. His doomed legs may be seen 
kicking and struggling as that ugly beast trails away in its low 
and oozing flight, with him."" 

She concludes the article by presenting the hypothesis - based 
on Chapter IV of McAdam's' book - that the Piasa bird may have 
been the last of the prehistoric £lying reptiles. Her final line 
asks, "do we positively know there never was a Piasa, a Destroyer, 
a Thunder-bird - a true lumbering saurian, hanging with claw
fingers to the cliffs of the Illinois?"!· 

As the foregoing discussion has shown, the main reason why 
Rusself s· tale inspired· so many later versions of the Piasa legend 
is that it became an orally transmitted ~tory in the Alton area. 
This is surely why Russell is not referred to by writers like Jones, 
Lewis, and Beem - all of whom had at least visited the Piasa 
bluff region - and it is also the reason why later printed versions 
had so many differences from the narrative published in 1836. 

It is also worth emphasizing that Russell's tale is the most 
well-written version of the Piasa legend. The spare narrative 
very effectively conveys his two themes: Ouatoga's devotion to 
the welfare of his tribe and the Great Spirit's interest in helping 
the warrior and his people. In contrast, both Jones and Beem 
indicate that the monster was sent ,by the Great Spirit, and thus, 
they confuse or eliminate the second theme. Likewise, they both 
add the.melodramatic but essentially pointless matter of Ouatoga's 
(Lincahtello's) secrecy about who will be sacrificed in the am
bush attempt. Furthermore, their descriptions of the monster 
add sensationalism but diminish the sense of mystery about the 
Piasa bird. that is found in Russell's story. To some extent, this is 
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also true of the version by Thomas, although it is the most well
constructed narrative aside from Russell's. The emotionalism of 
Catherwood's story, as well as the frequent c~lloquialismsin her 
style, make it perhaps the least satisfactory of the Piasa versions. 
Finally, it should be stressed that no one succeeded in creating 
a frame for the narrative that was as effective as Russell's. In 
short, "The Piasa: An Indian Tradition of Illinois" is not only 
the source of a famous Illinois legend, it is the one literary work 
by John Russell that deserves a continuing readership. 

Western Illinois University 
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HAMLIN GARLAND: REALIST OF OLD AGE 
LELAND KRAUTH 

When he is remembered at all, Hamlin Garland is recalled in 
literary history as a writer who took the right trail in the begin
ning, as the realist of Main-Travelled Roads, only to wander astray 
into the thin atmosphere of rocky mountain romance in the end. 
Garland has been praised for opening the Midwest to fiction more 
authentically than his regional predecessors, writers like Edward 
Eggleston, E. W. Howe, and Joseph Kirkland; for fulfilling How
ells' dictum that the commonplace is the proper subject for the 
realist; and for instilling into the main-stream of American writ
ing a capacious yet gritty humanitarian sympathy. But he has, 
I believe, also done one other notable thing: he has given serious, 
extended, and succesSful treatment to a subject that is more often 
than not skirted in American literature - old age. 

Garland's consideration of old people is especially notable be
cause it runs counter to the prevailing myths embodied in the 
classic literature of our culture. Whitman gave voice to the imagc 
that has stirred the American literary imagination most deeply: 

As Adam early in the morning, 
Walking forth from the bower refresh'd with sleep 
Behold me where I pass ... , 

Our literature has been predisposed to see America in Edenic 
terms, as the New World garden, and to see the archetypal Ameri
cans as the New Adam and the New Eve, wandering hand-in-hand 
their solitary way, perpetually beginning anew? With their em
phasis upon youthful innocence and change, our Edenic myths 
exclude a priori the elderly whose characters tend to be fised 
and whose knowledge has come from a gradual accumulation of 
experience. In this context, Garland's depiction of the aged is 
both a needed counterbalance and a daring experiment. 
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While old age is a motif running throughout Garland's many 
prose works (he wrote over fifty separate volumes), it appears 
most definitely, I believe, in two categories of his writing: first 
in the fiction centered on the Middle Border, of which Main
Travelled Roads is clearly the most significant; and second, in 
Garland's journal, which is a neglected masterwork of American 
letters. By looking briefly at these, I hope to show not only Gar
land's realistic view of old age but also the significance he assigns 
the aged. 

Garland himself outlived his generation of realistS, "The Class 
of the '70s" as Warner Berthoff has called them: that included 
Stephen Crane and Frank Norris. But long before he was old 
himself, Garland was haunted by visions of the elderly, by images 
of people who had, as he put it in one of the prosey, sentimental 
verses he sometimes mistook for poetry, grown old together: 

F'r forty years next Easter day, 
Him and me in wind and weather 

Have been a-gittin' bent 'n' gray, 
Moggin' along together.' 

The "bent 'n' gray" loom large in Garland's fiction from the first, 
partly because they were pivotal in his life. As Garland repeatedly 
made clear, the immediate impetus behind Main-Travelled Roads 
was his return from the East, first in 1887 and then again in 1888, 
to the prairie home of his aged parents in Ordway, South Dakota, 
where he discovered both regional poverty and familial distress. 
With a lacerating mixture of pity and guilt, he witnessed "the 
ugliness, the endless drudgery, and the loneliness of the farmer's 
lot," and he found his parents, especially his mother, hopelessly 
"imprisoned" in that dreary life." Most critics have emphasized 
the general awareness of hard times instilled in Garland by his 
returns, but it seems clear that what stirred his creativity, as it 
cut closest to the bone of his compassion, was the plight of his 
aging parents. Garland got the idea for the first of the Main
Travelled Roads stories, "Mrs. Ripley's Trip," from his mother, 
and he wrote most of it in between grinding work with his fifty
nine year old father as a stacker in the wheat harvest. In a real 
sense, Garland's aged and struggling parents - to whom he dedi
cated his book - provided the models as well as the inspiration 
for Main-Travelled Roads. 
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Old people are central to the book. They appear in one role 
or another in all six of the original stories, and tlley are prominent 
in four of them. Garland creates his old people in the spirit of 
the realist - or more exactly, in the spirit of what he would come 
to caII "veritism," which was for him a combination of truth to 
things as they are and to individual perception. In Crumbling 
Idols he summarized the essence of his version of realism in this 
injunction: "Write of those things of which you know most, and 
for which you care most. By so doing you will be true to your
self, true to your locality, and true to your time."· Garland's old 
people are perfect examples of this theory. While they are pat
terned after his family members, about whom Garland cared 
deeply, they represent quite convincingly the Middle Border re
gion in its time of agrarian struggle. They appear as the debili
tated survivors of the hardships of Midwestern life. 

On the face of it, the most commonplace feature of Garland's 
elderly characters is their attachment to the land. Of course the 
heroes of our literature are often found absorbed in the natural 
world, whether that world is a receding frontier ,a whale-haunted 
ocean, a Mississippi flowing insistently South, or a rocky moun
tain peak rising starkly from the plains. Garland's aged charac
ters, however, inhabit a more down-to-earth landscape; they 
are simply living on farms. Garland frames the opening and 
closing of the book with realistic scenes of old people at work 
on the land, In the first story, "A Branch-Road," old man Kinney, 
who is, Garland says, a "Hard-featured, wiry old man," "entering 
his second childhood," is pictured begimling "to limp painfuIIy" 
as he goes through the daily chore of "driving the cows" out to 
pasture, and in the last story of the original six, "Mrs. Ripley's 
Trip," old Ethan Ripley is seen ''husking all alone in the field, 
his spare form rigged out in two or three ragged coats, his hands 
inserted in a pair of gloves minus nearly all the fingers, his 
thumbs done up in 'StaIIs', and his feet thrust into huge coarse 
boots."7 Both men are bent and stiff, weary from work, poverty, 
and age. Like Kinney' and Ripley, all the elderly of Main
Travelled Roads are locked into a farm life that yields only a 
marginal existence at best. They are enslaved on the land, and 
while its natural beauty prOvides intermitent satisfaction, there 
is no retirement from their grinding work short of death. 
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Garland's old people of the Middle Border do not live in 
consonance with the deeper rhythms of the natural world. Max 
Westbrook has pointed out that the seminal Western hero has 
an intimate relationship with nature in its most profound dimen
sion; he is, Westbrook says, one who has experienced at some 
moment the sacred "original creation" and thereafter knows the 
essential "unity" of all things.· For all of their direct contact 
with the land, Garland's old people have no such knowledge. 
They do not take from the land ultimate truth, but only labor 
to eke out a living. They are not extraordinary Western heroes 
but ordinary Midwestern people, a part of the land in its non
mythic actuality. 

The young people of Main-Travelled Roads often try to sever 
themselves from the land. Will Hannan, Agnes Kinney, Howard 
McLane, Rob Rademaker, and Julia Peterson all leave their Mid
dle Border farms for such places East and West as New York, 
South Dakota, and Arizona. In their desire to escape, to flee 
from home, as well as in their mobility, they are typical of the 
figures who populate most American fiction, characters who are, 
more often than not, on the tun, lighting out for the territories-or 
if they start there, for the cities-;-to get away from or to catch up 
with the rest. Further, in their urgent exodus Garland's younger 
people trace a pattern that will become distinctive in Midwestern 
literature - a path of departure followed by such later figures 
as Anderson's George Willard, Lewis's Carol Kennicott, and Fitz
gerald's Nick Carraway, to mention only a few.· Garland's old 
people, on the other hand, are sedentary. And this makes them 
unique. They are confined to their regional homes by economic 
necessity, by the exhaustion of old age, and, most importantly, 
by choice. Of all the elderly people in Main-Travelled Roads only 
one, Mrs. Ripley, leaves the region, and she does so simply to 
visit her family in the state of New York. Siguificantly, having 
begun Main-Travelled Roads with the flight of young, Will Han
nan, Garland ends the volume with tl,e return of old Mrs. Ripley, 
who comes back to her husband, her grandson, and her work -
to stay. 

At the emotional and normative center of Main-Travelled 
Roads is the home. With the single exception of old widow Gray 
in "The Return of a Private," all of Garland's old people are 
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married couples - home-folk "Moggin' along together," as he 
put it in his poem. In all six of the stories Garland depicts fami
lies which include more than one generation. While he is atten
tive to the hardships of farming and the snares of capitalism, 
issues' which make Main-Travelled Roads protest fiction, Garland 
envisions the ultimate threat arising from these conditions as the 
loss of the family home. Fully two-thirds of the stories turn 
upon eitl,er the fact or the possibility of dispossession. Such loss 
looms as the ultimate horror, for home is the core of life in Gar
land's Middle Border. Lapsing at one point into Victorian sen
timentality, Garland observes, 

. There is no despair as deep as the despair of a homeless 
man or woman. To roam the roads of the country or the 
streets of the city, to feel there is no rood of ground on which 
the feet can rest, to halt weary and hungry outside lighted 
windows and hear laughter and song within-these are the 
hungers and rebellions that drive men to crime and women 
to shame. (p. 166) 

The homes Garland cherishes are uniformly dilapidated, realistic 
emblems of Midwestern poverty and deprivation. Yet they are 
enlivened by the spirit of their aged inhabitants, especially tl,e 
old women. 

For all of his interest in realism, Garland was, as Jay Martin 
has observed, "a maker and follower of myth and romance."l0 
His imagination, even at its most factual, strained to lift its cre
ations into larger configurations of meaning. In Main-Travelled 
Roads this inclination results in a glorification of the Aged Mother. 
While the Mother figure obviously derives from Garland's own 
mother, to find in the type, as some critics have, only an embar
rassingly unconscious Oedipal love is to miss Garland's indication 
of universality. Old Widow Gray, old Mother Council, old Mrs. 
Ripley are virtually mythologized as avators of love; they are 
Garland's equivalents of the archetypal Great Earth Mother who 
is the source and sustainer of life.H Garland describes Old Widow 
Gray, the quintessence of the type, in quasisacramental language 
as the "visible incarnation of hospitality" (p. 141), and he com
pares the aged Mother Council to the sun and endows her with 
the power to instill vitality into those lifeless in body and spirit 
(p. 163). Garland is too realistic to bestow fuII mythic stature 
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upon the Mothers of the Middle Border, but he sees them all 
as elemental forces, universal nourishers, timeless figures of un
conditional, enduring charity. 

These almost mythic women live in a world that is not only 
real but even shabby. The widow Gray's parlor, a best-room car
peted with "a faded and patched rag" rug, is decorated, Garland 
says, by a "horrible white-and-green-striped wall-paper" and "a 
few ghastly effigies of dead members of the family hung in 
variously-sized oval walnut frames" (p. 142). Whatever the fail
ures of taste here (the room is Garland's counterpart to the 
Grangerford parlor in Huckleberry Finn), the family portraits 
attest to a sense of the past. Unlike the typical heroes of our lit
erature who are so bereft of history as to exist primarily in space, 
not time, Garland's old people are linked to the past. They have 
family as well as personal histories. Both resentments, like the 
Hannans' dislike of the Kinneys in "A Branch-Road," and loyal
ties, like the McTurgs' ties to the MacLanes in "Up the CouIe," 
linger through generations. The young are identified as the son 
or daughter of their parents, and the old are defined by the time 
they - or their parents - first settled in the region. Garland's 
old people naturally conceive of themselves in time as well as 
place, as Jane Ripley does when she explains her desire for a trip, 
"I ain't been away't stay overnight for thirteen years in this house, 
'n' it was just so in Davis Country for ten more" (p. 173). Hav
ing lived out their histories, the aged retell them to newcomers 
with dignified restraint - in "Western fashion," Garland says, 
slowly, equitably, trading one long lifestory for another (p. 157). 

Embodying the past, Garland's old people represent not only 
continuity but also an ethic of communal cooperation, the code 
of "help" that obtained of necessity when the land was first 
settled. The sense of mutuality that informed such pioneer tasks 
as house-roofing, bam-raising, and harvesting lives on in the el
derly people of Main-Travelled Roads. It leads the old Councils 
first to talre-in the Haskins family and then to back their effort 
to farm with advice, seed, stock, and labor. And it prompts old 
widow Gray to help feed Private Smith's family while he is at 
war. In the later additions to Main-Travelled Roads this ethic 
of cooperation degenerates into what one critic has called Gar
land's "ersatz glorification of small-town togetherness,"12 but in 
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the original stories the code convincingly animates the old people. 
For while Garland is, as Donald Pizer has pointed out, a roman
tic individualist,13 he deviates from romantics like Emerson and 
Thoreau in his outright celebration of communal living, both in 
the extended families headed by the elderly and in the larger 
rural SOciety knit together by a common past. 

Perhaps most importantly Garland's old people - like Faulk
ner's after him - endure. Despite their deprivations and suffer
ings, despite their drudgery and poverty, they survive, and their 
survival is in itself a kind of triumph. For Garland their spirit 
is unconquerable. Intertwining the ideas of a harsh land, of home 
and family, of mutual concern, and of a binding past, Garland 
conveys the spirit of his old people in the image of old Mrs. Ripley 
returning from her once-in-a-lifetime trip: 

And off up the road tlle indomitable little figure trudged, 
head held down to the cutting blast. Little snow-fly, a 
speck on a measureless expanse, crawling along with painful 
breathing, and slipping, sliding steps-"Gittin' home to Rip
ley an' the boy." (p. 184) 

In Main-Travelled Roads Garland envisions the Midwest as 
a coherent culture: built upon a series of family farms, centered 
in the values of the home, animated by an ethic of communal 
cooperation, and bound together by tlle past living on into the 
present in the old people. Garland creates a dramatic and sym
bolic representation of the cohesion of the Middle Border ethos 
in "Up the Coule," when William McTurg plays, for the young 
and the old, for the permanent community members and the 
temporarily estranged native sons, the old fiddle tunes of frontier 
settlement.14 As McTurg plays the old songs of Westward dream
ing, the people of the Middle Border sense their common past 
and sO draw together in their present. Personal resentments, in
tellectual differences, economic disparities, and separate genera
tions are all bridged as the region's music sounds the past. The 
moment of transfiguring music is, however, heavy with melan
choly, for McTurg's music reminds the community of unrealized 
hopes as well as heroic achievements. 

Ignored in criticism, the aged William McTurg is one of the 
most significant figures in Main-Travelled Roads. Garland depicts 
him as an embodiment Qf the past: he is a patriachal figure _ 
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a grizzled old man 'with white "hair and beard" and "great lion
like head," a "soft-voiced giant" who, despite his years, holds him
self as "erect as an Indian" (pp. 52-53). McTurg's enormous 
strength, instinctive kindness, and aesthetic appreciation of the 
land's austere beauty represent the noble qualities of the early 
pioneers. Most importantly, old McTurg is the native artist who 
expresses in his musiC the heritage of the region. Unlike the 
elderly mothers who suffer the ills of advancing age but who 
in their maternal aspect seem to rise beyond time, out of history 
to the realm of myth, Garland's regional artist is timebound, 
linked to a specific moment of heroic settlement. His traditional 
materials express again and again the emotions, aspirations, and 
endeavors of a bygone era. In Main-Travelled Roads both the 
character of this artist and his art are honored. 

But in Prairie Folks, one of the sequels to Main-Travelled 
Roads, the native artist becomes a displaced person, as change 
overtakes Garland's Middle Border. In "Daddy Deering," for 
instance, Garland conveys with considerable power both the com
ing of old age and the passing of an heroic era. Deering, de
scribed as a "gaunt old man of sixty years" or "older," as.a "giant" 
with a body as "bony and tough as hickery," is a varient of the 
aged William McTurg, and like McTurg, Deering is both pro
digious worker of the land and its native artist (PF, pp. 157-58). 
As a former logger, farmer, horse trader, cattle herder, hog butch
er, and grain harvester, he is the epitome of the passing Middle 
Border life, and "above all else," Garland tells us, he loves to 
"play tl,e fiddle for dances" (PF, p. 165). With more grim hon
esty than pathos, Garland shows Deering's gradual but steady 
loss of physical prowess, a decline that finally leaves him Crippled 
in his hands and lame in his legs. His diminished state terrifies 
him; it makes him, Garland observes, begin "to think and to 
tremble," for it brings "age and decay close to him" (PF, pp. 
171-72). Deering's demise strips him of his heroic stature as an 
invincible pioneer. At the same time, the changing culture of 
the region denies him his place as its artist, and for Deering -
and no doubt for Garland - this is more tragic than physical 
decay. 

In his early old age Deering is able to fiddle for the local 
dances, sitting in a chair on the kitchen table "as if it were a 
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throne," bearing himself with a "rude sort of grace and a certain 
dignity," playing the songs filled with "old-time memories" (PF, 
pp. 166, 168). Although the young people delight more in his 
"antics" tl,an his "tunes," they are nevertheless "immensely 
pleased" with him (PF, p. 166). But as an even newer genera
tion comes of age, as the old neighbors die, as the young migrate 
West or to the cities, as, Garland says, "the wholesome simplicity 
of pioneer days is lost, Daddy Deering becomes not only unwanted 
as a musician but even unwelcome as a "visitor" (PF, p. 170). 
He says flatly of himself, ''I'm left out" (PF, p. 170), and ironic
ally his plain, laconic statement marks him indelibly as a Middle 
Border man, even as 'it expresses his exclusion from the region's 
present life. The utterance is Garland's epitaph for all his time
bound heroes, who become obsolete when the prairie lands are 
broken, when their own Herculean bodies decay, and"when their 
traditional music falls upon indifferent young ears. 

Mter Main-Travelled Roads, to which Prairie Folks is a kind 
of coda, Garland soon shifted his fiction from the Middle Border 
to the Rocky Mountain West. From 1898 to 1916 he created a 
series of romances notable for their flimsiness. With the occasional 
exception of an ancient Indian meant to suggest the passing of 
the oldest West, Garland's dozen or so romances do not attend 
to the aged in any Significant way. Perhaps his most interesting 
use of old people in the romances is in fact a single brief scene in 
Cavanagh: Forest Ranger (1910) in which he describes an old 
government scout, an old miner, and an old remittance man-all 
figures of an earlier era-living out their later years in a dreary 
poverty, relieved only by half-illusory memories of the "good old 
days." All three of these early Western men are displaced by 
change, much as Daddy Deering is. Largely ignoring the aged, 
Garland's romances center upon the young, for compared to his 
Middle Border fictions, Garland's tales of the far West are a cres
cendo of youth and decrescendo of reality. Aging himself, Gar
land recaptured his youth vicariously in his romances, evading 
the reality of his condition as well as the actuality of Western life. 

Garland's most inlportant work after Main-Travelled Roads is 
his autobiographical tetralogy of Midwestern life: A Son of the 
Middle Border (1917), A Daughter of the Middle Border (1921), 
Trail-Makers of the Middle Border (1926), and Back-Trailers from 
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the Midle Border (1928). Paradoxically Garland, who escaped 
his own farm life to become a writer in the East, did so only to 
discover, as Donald Pizer has said, that the "world of his mother 
and father, of the farm and of westering," was the "one great 
emotional reality of his life and . . . in a sense his only literary 
materiaL"" The four Middle Border volumes confirm Henry 
James's judgment that in Garland "saturation" amounts almost to 
"genius," and on the basis of these works Warner Berthoff rightly 
insists that Garland has made a "genuine contribution to the docu
mentary record of American life."!· But what the tetralogy also 
documents is Garland's early realistic fiction, his Main-Travelled 
Roads. His fictional old people in particular are revealed as au
thentically modeled upon his family-his father and mother, to 
be sure, but also his grandparents and his uncles. William Mc
Turg and Daddy Deering are based on Garland's maternal uncles, 
the McClintocks, as well as the local farm-worker, Daddy Fair
burn, while the Widow Gray and Mother Council reflect his 
grandmother McClintock as well as his own mother. The Middle 
Border chronicles thus define in their different way the same old 
people, with the same strengths and vulnerabilities, that appear 
in the fiction. 

Garland did, however, hit upon one new thing in his tetralogy 
-his "final literary voice."!7 That voice is of course the personal 
one, a harmonious blending of realistic statement with nostalgic 
reminiscence. Nowhere is this voice more honest or more moving 
than in his diaries. Beginning in 1898, Garland kept a journal of 
his daily life until his death in March of 1940. These diaries ex-, 
cerpts of which have been published, are a rich record of the 
man and of the several eras he lived through. Of particular inter
est are the entries from Garland's later years, for in them he faced 
his own aging. His life, in a sense, caught up at last with his 
imagination, and he became more than ever the realist of old age. 

Coming somewhat late to literature, not publisPJng his first 
book until he was thirty-one, Garland was extremely conscious of 
his age. At forty he mused in his diary that he had reached "the 
youth of old age," and from then on no year passed without at
tention to his advancing age. IS The frequency and the candor 
with which Garland recorded his days are the more notable be
cause he often felt there was little meaning and satisfaction in 
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existence. "Life," he observed, "will not bear close investigation. 
It yields depressing results at its best" (p. 50). Garland's account 
of his older age centers about three interrelated conditions, all, as 
he said, "depressing," yet all fully and realistically recorded: his 
physiCal and mental decline, his increasing isolation,and his sense 
of obsolescence. 

Perhaps the most startling motif in the diaries is the detailed 
account of physical and mental decay. Garland felt that his vital
ity had begun to ebb at fifty, and each succeeding year seemed 
only to quicken the loss. By the time he was in his early sixties 
this man who would live to be seventy-nine noted, "I am not only 
lame but my brain is not of much use" (p. 56). At sixty-five he 
recorded: 

This winter is to be a fight for me, a contest against fat, 
inertia, and the megrims. To exercise is a task. To set out 
for a walk is a bore and I find all kinds of excuses for not 
doing it. Lossening teeth, thinning hair and stiffening joints 
warn me that I must keep moving. (p. 57) 

The will to resist the depletions of old age persisted in Garland, 
no doubt contributing to his longevity, and his effort to endure 
recalls the spirit of the aged men and women of his Middle Border 
fiction. In his late seventies, however, Garland not only acknowl
edged the physical enfeeblement he had. by then been tracing 
for decades but also sounded a plaintif note: 

Signs of decay multiply. One eye is now useless. My teeth 
are growing thinner and hearing is impaired, and my feet 
are so tender that walking is a painful "process of falling," 
as Dr. Homes called it. But can a man of seventy-eight ex
pect but growing disability? The worst of it is I have no 
one to help me, no one to share the daily burden of main
taining this house and garden. (p. 71) 

Garland also records his loss of mental alertness. "The feeling, 
the ,·ealization of age," he noted in his seventy-eighth year, "was 
in my mind as well as my body today .. My jOints cracked and my 
brain was 'fuzzy'" (p. 70). The lucid diary entries themselves 
belie Garland's sense of deteriorating intelligence. But while he 
maintained his clarity of mind, he was unable to effect any satis
factory corresponding. soundness of body.· So in his last year.the 
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diaries reveal a startling-and poignant-dissociation of Garland's 
consciousness from Iris corporeal self: 

~ I was dressing tllis morning, I had a disheartening con
cept of what my aging body requires. It is not only a poor, 
fumbling, tremulous machine; it is a decaying mass of flesh 
and bone. It needs constant care to prevent its being a 
nuisance to others. It stinks. It sheds its hair. It itches, 
aches and burns. It constantly sloughs its skin. It sweats, 
wrinkles and cracks. It was a poor contrivance at the be
ginning-it is now a burden. I ml,lst continue to wash it, 
dress it, endure its out-thrusting hair and fingernails and 
keep its internal cogworks from clogging. The best I can do 
for it is to cover it up with cloth of pleasing texture and 
color, for it is certaip to become I:\lore unsightly as the 
months march on. (pp. 72-73) 

As his years increased Garland found himself, as he put it, 
"more and more solitary" (p. 60). With the honesty that is so 
characteristic of his journal-keeping, however, he questioned the 
desirability of being close to friends in mutual old age, for in 
their "gray and sluggish" condition he felt "the chill of the twi
light zone" into which he too had "entered" (p. 62). "I am not 
sure," he said, "that I want to live where I can see theI:\l decay" 
(pp. 62-63). He experienced much the same distress as he watch
ed· his wife grow old, though like the aged couples of his fiction, 
Garland and Zulime remained affectionate and tenderly helpful 
to each other. He understood their position as the inevitable trial 
of love in old age: "Every faithful married couple must go through 
what We are now going through-seeing Our partners growing 
old and gray and inert from day to day while we look helplessly 
on" (p. 66). While Garland had the cherished companionslrip of 
his wife, he suffered from his growing social isolation. "I am," he 
recorded, "like a man on some lovely alien island with no one of 
his old companions and colaborers about him, but at times, I am 
fully aware that tllis is about all that remains for me" (p. 65). 

Garland'S later years ~ere by no means a time of unrelieved 
gloom. It would misrepreseI).t his acco1plt of old age not to take 
note of the consolations he found. tIis wife, his family, his home 
in California, his beautiful garden, his modest financial security, 
and his various literary honors were all sources of comfort, even 
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causes of joy. Surprisingly, the most powerful and traditional con
solation of all, a belief in immortality, eluded Garland. Although 
he was fascinated by sp:iJ:itual phenomena throughout his life, he 
concluded his book, Forty Years of Psychic Research (published 
just four years before his death), with tllis avowal: "I confess to 
a state of doubt."" 

Garland's journal account of aging is as remarkable for its 
scant selfpity as it is for its honesty. As he lived on and on into 
deeper old age, Garland could even twit himself about his longev
ity. "Is anything gained by long life?" he asked himself. "Is it 
anything to boast about? Is it not a progressively bad habit?" (p. 
69). Perhaps the most difficult thing for ~Garland to contend with 
as he pursued his "bad habit" of living long was his sense of irrele
vance as a writer. Like the elderly pioneer artists of his Middle 
Border fiction, like Daddy Deering, Garland came to feel that he 
was "left out." The sense of displacement came over him early, 
a symptom of his insecurity, so that at fifty-two with the triumph 
of the Middle Border chronicles stilI before him, Garland could 
record that he felt "helpless and unproductive" and that tllis was 
"the beginning" of his "supersedence by the:) younger men" (pp. 
52-53). Even when he was honored he felt obsolete. Invited in 
1926 to speak at Dartmouth, Garland felt antiquated and un
appreciated: 

As tlle day wore on I wondered how I happened to be called 
to speak here. No one knew of me or cared to hear me. Why 
do I continue to go where I am in a false position? I have 
nothing in common with these young people. I am an old 
man celebrating tlj.e past-talking of men for whom they 
care nothing. Why should tlj.ey? They have their own 
heroes and prophets I I am merely chanting songs in praise 
of the slain. (p. 58) 

Even more disheatening to Garland than the indifference of the 
young was tlle defection of his own ~eneration. "Even my friends," 
he noted, "are no longer interested in my books or in me" (p. 63). 

While Garland noted down the depressing facts of his physical 
decay, his social isolation, and his artistic superannuation, he con
tinued, as he put it at seventy-fOur, to "feel the necessity of push
ing ahead" (p. 66). And in a real sense Garland mana:ged, I be
lieve, to turn the defeat of old age into a yictory~ne that was 
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both personal and literary. His final triumph as a man aud writer 
is simply his journal record of aging. It is a major, though neg
lected, document which certifies the power of the realism that 
Garland at his best practiced. There are more than a few sug
gestions in the diaries that Garland conceived of his record of 
aging as a literary work. With something of the rebellious spirit 
of his own iconoclastic youth, Garland, at seventy-eight, pointed 
out what he took to be the originality for American letters of his 
bleak account of his own senescence: 

We seldom find in journals of famous authors any mention 
of their deterioration. In Thoreau, in Emerson, in Haw
thorne, so far as their printed records go, no mention of 
disability or death appears. Mark Twain looked ahead, saw 
certain decay coming and said so, but for the most part 
men and women even after seventy shut their eyes to the 
dark future ... (pp. 71-72) 

Garland refused to shut his eyes to the realities of old age. In his 
youth he looked about him, saw the elderly folk of the Middle 
Border, and recorded them in his fiction; in his own old age he 
looked at himself, saw the changes wrought by time, and recorded 
them in his diaries. He did not shirk the grimness in either ac
counting. In the last year of his life he declared: 

I am fully aware that these later volumes of my dairy bear 
witness to my growing loneliness and decay, but these ad
missions by their repetition are a part of my mental and 
bodily history. Whoever reads these books will not find in 
them any striving to be younger and gayer than a man of 
my years naturally is .... As I have repeatedly recorded in 
this chronicle, "It is my business to be old." (p. 73) 

Garland's final "business," his honest record of aging, is one of the 
great legacies of Our realistic literature. 
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TWENTY ACRES OF INDEPENDENCE 
. THE LETTERS OF OMAR MORSE, 1890-1900 

. JAMES MARSHALL 

"The whole country has improved in everything but morals," 
Omar Morse wrote to his Son, Manly, a skilled blacksmith for 
the railroad in Burlington, Iowa.' He also voiced his distrust of 
~e age in four others of the thirty-two letters he wrote to his son 
mthe.last deca~e. of his life (1824-1901). In the quoted letter, 
he wrItes of a VISIt to Fine ISland, Minnesota, near his twenty
:cre homeste:d farm in Roscoe Township, where a creamery and 
water works recently had been constructed. While he admired 

such technological progress, he was uncertain of the values they 
represented. A homestead farmer, he had been several times dis
possessed from his farms iIi Wisconsin and Minnesota (from 1847 
throug~ 1878) due to ~e "everlasting mortgage" (his term), 
~hus d,strustful of a SOCIety which he felt was manipulated by 
mOney sharks and speculators" (or usurers) in the past and in-

dustry, the source of progress, in the present. A letter warns 
Ma~y that he is in the employ of an "aristocratic corporation" 
which held less regard for its employees than he held for his barn
yard animals. A small "spot of God's green earth," such as he 
owned, would provide an insurance against the hazards of the 
railroad "smokehouse" (the repair shop where Manly worked) 
as well as the economic circumstances of retirement (LaM, 
1892-3?). Two worlds, an agrarian past and an industrial future 
stand in opposition in this father-to-son correspondence. The; 
serve to illuminate a gray area of the nineteenth-century mid
western and national cultural landscape, a legacy of an agrarian 
language created by changes of the national economy. (The Pop
ulists' campaigns brought the troubled farmer to national atten
tion in the 1890's.') To illustrate this unexplored aspect of nine-
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teenth-century culture, the essay will analyze Mr. Morse's uses 
of language in the repossession of his identity as an American -
on twenty acres of independence, so to speak, - through his ad~ 
justment of a homestead myth which had retained its Jeffersonian 
idealiSm. 

Numerous studies have made pioneer homestead farmers as 
familiar as neighbors, if more paradOxical: they are violent, waste
ful, isolated in their rugged individualism, racist, shiftless and 
Indian killers, yet religious, industrious, cooperative in mutual 
aid, curious, disciplined, democratic, suffering and independent; 
The list is not exhaustive. The purpose of the essay is not to re
solve scholarly contradictions but to illuminate a human dimen
sion evident in the language of Morse's letters, among the sev
eral abstractions. Mr. Morse was not an educated person, but 
he reveals a depth of character which by any definition suggests 
his human qualities. To this end, then, the essay first describes 
his background and source of cultural attitudes, his repossession 
of independence through renewal of identity and, in conclusion, 
an analysis of the tragiC wisdom Morse acquired in the recovery 
of his identity and its relation to Hamlin Garland's perceptive 
A Spoil of Office (1892).' 

Born in the backwoods of Hastings Township in Oswego 
County, New York, the son of a pioneer homesteader in that 
county and grandson of a chaplain in the American Revolution, 
he first migrated to Fond Du Lac County, Wisconsin, and later 
to Dodge and Goodhue Counties in Minnesota. Yet, economic
ally, his life was comparable to that of the field hand he had 
been in New York. Dispossession by mortgage seemed to follow 
his plough, a not uncommon predicament on the frontier. In 
1882, his wife, Delia, died and he faced the care of five children 
as well as his farming. For a time he also worked as a builder, 
a field hand, a wood cutter, any work that came to his hand. 
With the help of his oldest son, Manly, he was able to repossess 
twenty of a former seventy acres in Roscoe Township, Goodhue 
County, but much of it was woodland yet to be cleared. From 
the vantage point of this pocket-sized homestead farm, he saw 
himself living beyond cultural earshot of the "toots of the Master's 
whistle" (his phrase) which he felt controlled Manly's life. If 
the century had stranded him at sixty-eight in. poverty on mar" 
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ginal land, his displaced values were renewed by the creation of 
a symbolic place, "The Old House at Home." This was his name 
for his repossessed farm, a name that implies an old self that 
found itself, if you will, because he at last owned a farm free and 
clear of mortgage debt, and a bachelor son, Omar, Jr., helped 
him to work the land. For them it seemed independence (it was 
not life as dispossessed farmers) although necessity required that 
Omar write to Anna, Manly's wife, to send them old clothes." 

Curiously, his letters contrast significantly with his unpub
lished autobiography. In his letters the persona, a blistling father
advisor, vigorously attacks the outrages of the railroad company 
for whom Manly was working in the manner of the Populist 
party, historically the oligin of American liberalism. In the lat
ter he tells of his loss of homesteads to mortgage and other debts 
as if unaware of the "cold, uuiversal Laissez-faire" (Thomas Car
lyle's phrase) that had caused his dispossession. Since he wrote 
the later part of his autobiography while writing letters of advice 
to his son, and thus illustrates an understanding of "gilded age" 
political morality, he apparently chose not to intrude social com
ment in a personal narrative. However, both in the letters and 
autobiography the character of the persona at first seems familiar; 
he is the American of the frontier scholars' fable, an idealist seek
ing independence on the homestead and a realist pragmatically 
aware of his situation, a humorist capable of satirizing land spec
ulators (with amused irony in the autobiography) and a stoic 
grappling with the fates who had led him into the mythic garden 
of the west only to desert him when the mortgage was due. More
over, as scholars have suggested, Morse is typical in his deep 
attachment to his family, indeed, a self"confessed sentimentalist 
in this respect. If tile Amelican heritage of a family-centered 
society is anti-social, as some scholars think,. leading to dynasty 
and financial empire, clearly Morse and other homesteaders 
sought family companionship as their buffer against log-cabin 
isolation. But a less familiar settler also appears in Morse's let
ters. He is tile once dispossessed homesteader whose loss of farms 
had frustrated and isolated him. He seldom reveals the pain and 
frustration of loss directly; however, one letter states that the 
purpose of the autobiography was to prove his identity as a citi
zen, that is, he intended to show that he had always been a good 
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American, a person who had no vices and held a philanthropic 
concern for the common good. While he makes no reference to 
his virtues or vices and writes few incidents to realize this pur
pose, his need to assure his family, for whom his autobiography 
was written, of his personal character implies the unnecessary 
guilt of failure and, it seems, an uncertain identity in a society 
in which poverty became shameful. Thus the rhetoric of Populist 
campaign language must have furnished him with a model of 
the liberal with whom he could identify. His letters give dramatic 
examples of his pleasure in the use of Populist metaphors of pro
test and became a verbal means, the following pages suggest, of 
repossessing an identity as an independent homestead farmer, 
however reduced his acreage. 

But Morse was not a Populist. He mentions his relief when 
a Populist speaker failed to appear at a rally and picnic supper. 
Perhaps he distrusted politicians in general. An excerpt from a 
letter to his son in Burlington, Iowa, illustrates his enjoyment 
of language useful to his intent, to attack the employer responsi
ble for Manly's loss of homestead freedom. 

You are nearly 40-about One half of your life has been 
spent in the hardest kind of servitude for an Aristocratic 
corporation that cares less for your interest or well-being 
than we do for our Stock-while your Labor and sweat 
holds out to build them up and enrich them you are all 
right-if you vote right. 

But you understand this state of things can't last always 
-The Strongest Constitution fail [s] up in time and Old 
Age comes on-a little Spot of God's green earth to fall back 
on will help Materially to tide you over the pinch if it be. 
When the knees get weak and the eyes grow dim and many 
other Sumptoms of debility I might enumerate having ex
perienced all this in my short life [he was sixty-eight] you 
need a few acres with a comfortable Shanty to shield the 
wife and little ones from the blasts of winter and scorching 
rays of the Summer Sun-

I believe you advised us [himself and son Omar] in days 
gone by to get rid of this little Homestead-It is true that 
it is not as desirable a place as we would like but we have 
it free and clear-It makes us a home and by being saving 
and Equinomical [pun?] we live and are independent-in 
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this sense-if we want a holiday-Or if we feel inclined we 
can sleep in the Morning regardless of the toots of the Mas
ters whistle [factory whistles?] and the grass grows just the 
same-the com beans Cabbage and other products thrive 
and the Chickens tend to their business just the Same-We 
are our Own masters as well as servants. This I call Inde
pendence what would you call it. [underlining Morse's] 
(LOM, 1892-3?). 

Morse's attack of the "Aristocratic corporation" and defiance 
of "Corporations trusts or Combines" is demonstrable Populist 
rhetoric. 

While nineteenth-century audiences and orators enjoyed a 
"spreadeagle" oratory, Populists with homestead backgrounds 
seem to have chosen a transposed biblical idiom familiar to the 
homestead community where such circuit riders as Peter Cart
wright had once evangelized. Edwin H. Atwood, when president 
of the Minnesota Farmers' Alliance (1886-89), illustrates this 
style in the draft of a letter to Congress which had recently passed 
a bill to raise import duty on agricultural products. "The master 
thief of the continent is monopoly. Where we lose one dollar, by 
the tariff [i'!lport duty], we lose ten by watered railroad stock, 
high rates of transportation, land grabbers, speculators and coal 
and oil trusts. The poor workman of the country may gain some 
benefit from protection [import duty] but only the rich profit 
from monopoly." Atwood's letter is comparable to such Populist 
speeches as Ignatius Donnelly's antimonopoly speech at the state 
meeting in Rochester.7 In such speeches, a homestead satan, ''land' 
grabbers" who were the monopolistic railroad corporations, had 
presumably ruined an edenic garden of the west, leaving farmers 
and laborers to travel unaided through this world of wOe. The 
innocent victim should therefore have been helped by the gov
ernment through stronger legislation of farmers' transportation 
costs. Since railroads had caused near and actual starvation by 
manipulating prices in some areas, the Populists' anger was jus
tified. They felt an indifferent government had failed to assure 
rural and urban labor its "natural" or Jeffersonian liberty, its 
right to a fair share of their farm profits. Like other midwest 
farmers, Morse obviously enjoyed this homespun dialectic, even 
if he distrusted politices. 
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He may have heard or read Donnelly's speeches or those of 
another state Populist leader. His farm was a day's ride by horse 
and wagon from Nininger, Donnelly's farm; moreover, Donnelly 
was campaigning for governer at the time of Morse's quoted let
ter. Whatever source he found congenial to his purposes, his aim 
in part is that of the Populists - to protest the gilded-age cor
poration. As a mordant satirist, he seems to find the Populists' 
melodrama of virtue and villainy useful because it loaned its tone 
of idealism and attack, freeing him to express the bitterness he 
had felt, when a dispossessed homesteader, against usurious ''land 
grabbers." This liberal stance bristling with political assurance, 
suggests his personal renewal of independence. He returns to 
the myth of the west, not as the Jeffersonian yeoman he believed 
he had been on his first homestead in 1849, harvesting abstract 
freedom and virtue, but as an idealist in righteous battle with 
specific materialistic ''land grabbers." The railroads for him were 
simply the land speculators who had dispossessed him grown 
richer and more powerful. As Atwood's defiant satire illustrates, 
Morse's verbal landscape reflects the Populists' vision of cultural 
decay: he had adjusted their fallen landscape of righteous inno
cents to his own limited freedom, perhaps aware that his was a 
rear guard action to cover an old man's strategic retreat from an 
industrial progress he distrusted but perceived as his son's future. 
Such a democratic vista was on the high river bluffs of an allu
vial deposit which time and the river (i.e., technology) could 
destroy, as it were, but Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt bor
rowed freely from the political ideology stated in the Populists' 
Omaha Platform (July, 1892), making further adjustments to en
hance and legislate social progress. 

Note that Morse's letter also combines humor with angry in
vective. The humorist seems to focus on the theme of independ
ence as the angry satirist seems to focus on the theme of inde
pendence as the angry satirist does; irony turns on an imaginary 
garden-homestead with real fowl and livestock. It is a frontier 
humorist's ironic adjustment of the popular romance of the home
stead.8 He will sleep late while factory slaves labor: the grass 
will grow to feed his cow, the chickens lay, the garden ripen 
without his effort. A naive contrast shapes the simple form of 
his letter; his intent is to warn his son against the new factory 
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system by persuasion. The independence of the lazy farmer is 
frontier burlesque to illustrate an implied identity as a citizen 
who determines his own schedule. Seasonal time, not railroad 
time, is the clock he watches. His humorist's garden of pastoral 
bliss is psycholOgical, suggesting inward independence. However, 
the Atwood letter reflects the Populists' belief that individual lib
erty required just economic reward." Jefferson's agrarian philoso
phy visualized a western yeoman farmer who was self-snfficient, 
harvesting land with which he had mixed his sweat and pur
chased with that sweat, in short, land granted without cost by 
the government. Thus Populists, aware of this promise, felt rail
roads had deprived them of liberty by virtual theft of their income 
through transportation costs, that is, liberty defined as the fruits 
of labor.'o Morse could not have escaped at least some under
standing of tins principle, but his income denied its political 
application. His frontier exaggeration of independence implies 
an ironist's consciousness that his liberty was confined to his fann 
because he lived on a survival income. It is a poor man's adjust
ment of expectations to reality with laughter; he had identity as 
a person rich in leisure provided by nature's bounty. The tech
nique restores an identity which parodies "land grabbers" and 
conceals the shame of poverty in the comfort and ease of the 
"lazy" farmer. His is a defensive postute, of course, using mate
rials supplied by political idealism and the method of the early 
humorist, comic irony. 

Yet Morse's stance remains difficult to define. He is neither 
Emerson's or Jefferson's abstract self-reliant citizen; his independ~ 
ence is that of an angry individualist. Nor is he the strawchewing 
yokel whom we conventionally associate with the politically stoic 
midwestern and plains farmer. Perhaps his counterpart in mod
ern life is the independent backwoods farmer in the Ozarks or 
the dusty flatlands of Kansas. Nor is he the eponymous farmer 
armed with virtue, a plough and a rifle who subdued ti,e un
tamed wilderness and implemented national progress by killing 
Indians, a nineteenth-century popular notion. Nor is he the ideal 
of Frederick Jackson Turner and Theodore Roosevelt who, like 
Cooper, were at once nostalgic, evoking the myth of the west, 
and progressives who believe new leadership would come from 
the tough democratic frontier." Nor is Morse the imlOcent tender-
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foot of Mark Twain's Roughing It, nor de Tocqueville's hopeful 
critic or Dickens' disillusioned idealist. He poses as the farmer 
in the homestead garden where, humourously of course, nature's 
bounty feeds the poor in pocket and free in spirit. This also seems 
his adjustment of the Populists' myth of the farmer who would 
now feed the nation and himself if his transportation costs were 
regulated by the government, long indifferent to his plight. Such 
common definitions of the neglected homestead farmer do not 
seem applicable, however. 

Morse's need to restore his identity, after his dispossessions, 
is indicated by a brief mention of the autobiography and state
ment of its purpose in a letter of 1892. He writes: "My object 
was merely to show to my family when on Earth I had a person
ality - did really exist and that I tried to live a sober and indus
trious life such as becomes a true American citizen and that in 
all the transactions of life I had for my object the betterment of 
mankind." Somewhat like Huckleberry Finn, it seems, he longs 
to be part of Tom Sawyer's respectable "gang." This appears, in 
part, the intent of his desire to portray himself as the "true Amer
ican." But he may also reveal an early homestead folk culture 
in which such humanitarian values as the betterment of mankind 
were patriotic ideals. However, we can be certain only that his 
need to restore such a grand identity for his family reflected his 
needless sense of disgrace as a poor farmer who had several times 
been dispossessed. His independence is, in effect, a disguise, an 
attempt to relieve the isolation of the dispossessed person he had 
been. 

The tropes of Populists' defiance in his letter illustrate that 
he had recovered his identity. As earlier pages have indicated, 
his mixture of humor and· invective imply a new identity in his 
freedom as defiant owner, free and clear of mortgage debt. Brief 
analysis, however, uncovers a more complex and human identity. 
First, let us examine a culture change. Morse's metophors of re
newed identity as an American independent, it appears, reflect 
Atwood's rural Populism, an indication of their common source: 
the homestead garden replanted, so to speak, which had been, 
as we know, a nineteenth-century heritage of Jefferson's agrarian 
vision of the west. Such metaphors of Morse's adjusted identity 
as the independent who owns but twenty acres of land free and 
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clear of mortgage debt, the humourous master who is his own 
servaut and whose table is supplied by nature's "magic" bounty 
seem as native to a homestead aud Populist cultural laudscape 
as his language of protest against monopoly, the industrial land
scape of the "aristocratic corporation" where devoted servants 
live by the "toots of the Master's whistle" and silently endure 
hazardous working conditions, factory politics and retirement 
poverty. Thus, as the Morse letter suggests aud as Richard Hof
stader believes, a rural Populism had adjusted the patriotism and 
humanism of the early Jeffersonian garden myth to renew aud 
support their aspirations for western independence. The Morse 
letter, in addition, illustrates a rural society in which ordinary 
people were liberating themselves from the morality of the evan
gelists' jeremiad. They were free to attack political indifference 
in the government which they saw as the instrument of wealth. 
His letter, like that of Atwood's, suggests a uew form of the 
jeremiad - western, political aud indigenous - that enabled Pop
ulists and the "grass-roots" liberalism they reflected to perceive 
a self-definition (or identity) through protest more flexible and 
adaptable thau the traditional jeremiad which, as Sacvan Ber
cowitz has poiuted out, was a):l Americau form of self-definition 
through protest. 

Thus Morse's renewal of identity as a humourously independ
ent farmer mirrors a cultural change through protest and an 
identity as an angry, vocal liberal, impotent to change the direc
tion of "gilded-age" society through local Alliance (or Populists') 
meetings although he was not a Populist. The farmers were able 
to relieve rural isolation and renew their hopes of a long promised 
aid from a government they believed dedicated to all of the 
people; however, their identity as an independept people saved 
little but their human dignity. They met the fate of all American 
third parties in the national election of 1892. It was an adjl,istment 
to tlle realities of economic aud social change. 

From this perspective, secure in an identity as an independent 
man (hence au American citizen), Morse delights in taking caus
tic aim at the political world. Irritated at first by the delay in 
progress of the Spanish-American War, for example, he writes, 
"McKinley is no warrior. and his advisor are money sharks and 
speculators." (Both terms are Populists' verbal brickbats for usur-
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ers.) He continl1es with provincial, perhaps midwestern insular
ity, not without its perceptive edge: "Starving Cubaus - 0 my -
look at the starving miners here at home - helpless women aud 
children without a crust of bread - whole families right in St. 
Paul Starving to death" (LOM, 1893-6?). Morse refers to a coal 
miners' strike. The humanism of the world in which he lived 
appears to have encouraged his change of opinion toward the 
Spauish-Americau as well as the recent invasion of the Philippine 
Islands. A later letter illustrates his change. Once a Republicau 
( when Lincoffi's party), Morse comments, "Our Republican Gov
ernment had so much sympathy for the poor Cubans. They knock 
out the Spanish Fleet and have assumed the responsibility of 
Seducing the Philippines ~ Big job they have got on their 
hands - more Cauned Mule Meat - More Ships, More Murder" 
(LOM, 1899?). Although he mentions that he ~ubscribed to the 
N ew York World, and likely read local papers as well, his per
spective reveals his compassion. With humor aud invective, he 
shows that strength which we associate with a firm sense of iden
tity. While "money sharks aud speculators" peopled the national 
and regional landscape, he also found au heritage of common hu
mauity. In this respect, his world was not anti-social. Populist 
rhetoric had relieved his isolation and strengthened his identity 
as an independent person. He and his son continued their sur
vival existence; letterS record floods, droughts, the back-wrench
ing chore of clearing land and - invariably - a short sl1Pply 
of crops and cash. He drew a plan of his large vegetable and fruit 
garden which he believed would prosper, advising Manly to fol
low his example. But the climate had other plans - a flood 
ruined it before it became profitable. To acquire the tough hu
manity of compassiou for others with equanimity in personal mis
fortune, however, also suggests his tragic wisdom.12 It is the 
wisdom which led to his adjusted identity, the humau dimension 
which modern historians overlook. 

Edward Eggleston, Joseph Kirkland and Hamliu Garland, 
"prairie realists" if YOl1 will, perceived the tragic limits of human 
character in their grasp of the eu!Wlfing space, topographiGally 
and SOcially, of the western frontier. It is the isolation of the self 
that centers their common theme of a dispossessed society, em
bryonic yet decadent in its violence, corrupt politics and lmethi-
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cal businesses. Eggleston and Kirkland, like Twain, found a stra
tegic retreat into history a writer's necessity. Only Garland was 
openly contemporary and political; his realism was short lived. 
Kirkland did not share Garland's conversion to and deconversion 
from Populism, thus his sympathies were masked in a strategic 
withdrawal to historian of the prairie frontier in his novel, Zury; 
The Meanest Man In Spring County. My "A Homestead Protest 
and the Prairie Realists" has dealt with this literary perspective 
at length." Although the major stage of Garland's political novel, 
A Spoil of Office (1892) is Washington and its corrupt manuevers, 
the most powerful writing occurs when his hero, Bradley Talcott, 
returns to his heroine, Ida Wilbur, in the Iowa-Nebraska mid
west. 14 Analysis of these chapters illuminates Garland's source 
of insight into the pioneer folk culture that Morse reflects. 

Bradley, an idealistic Senator, and Ida, his companion and a 
gifted ora tor, address a Kansas Alliance meeting in a district 
schoolhouse, to point out a central thematic chapter. Talcott, now 
thoroughly disillusioned by his tenure in Congress, has been un
able to campaign enthusiastically and seriously for re-election. 
The driver who takes them to the meeting seems an historian of 
dispossession, so to speak, and thus Garland's spokesman. Once 
a hopeful farmer in the next county, the driver remarks that he 
had "sunk nine hundred and fifty dollars" in land, home and tools 
before losing it to mortgage debt; he explains that "they're all 
mortgaged out there." Talcott sees this as the common fate of 
homesteaders - their "pitiful tragic life - a life of incessant toi!." 
His implied theme of dispossession, actual and political, in these 
chapters is suggested through such background characters as the 
driver. The setting too contributes; the district schoolhouse lies 
on an "iIliroitable prairie," a Garland metaphor of his "vitalist" 
nature, here as indifferent to human suffering as the frontier land 
speculation that originally caused it. The assembled farmers seem 
at first an unpromising audience for Ida to inspire to heights of 
political action; they are unkempt, drab, the men, with hands 
like "bludgeons," wearing wool "Kansas" hats. Talcott finds him
self seated next to a young farmer whose hands seem in raw con
trast to sensitive eyes and '10w, soft voice." He is Garland's nat
ural gentleman, uneducated but aware. Brother Williams the 
older generation exemplified, is similar in appearance. Wh~n he 
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rises to speak, however, he demonstrates the eloquence of a nat
ural gentleman. "His words were well chosen and his gestures 
almost majestic. He spoke in a conversational way, but with great 
power and sincerity" (SO, p. 370). For Garland, it is the innate 
courtesy of the natural gentleman taking form in the restrained 
eloquence that stamps his oration with the authority of an art. 
However, Morse's borrowed invectives suggest that Garland's 
Kansans would have used Populist "purple" invective with its ser
mon-style hellfire transposed to political ends. Accuracy is not 
invaribly art, however, neither for Garland nor other literary 
realists. 

Both Omar and his family understood the fact of homestead 
suffering in remembered fields of wheat and com sold to pay 
mortgages. That is, they recognized in their usurious mortgagers 
the limitations of man and his terrifying isolation; it seems an un
stated tragic perception common to homestead life. Garland's 
eloquent farmers, to suggest example, imply his consciousness of 
their education by a tragic experience, the numbing experience 
of human avarice, that expresses itself in the sincerity of restraint. 
This seems the reality, the art, that supercedes the surfaces of. 
accurate observation. Perhaps like Morse and other dispossessed 
homesteaders, Garland's source of consciousness was not the hard 
farm labor of his youth, but the frontier greed that isolated and 
undermined human character (and dissolved with its acid the 
hope of frontier ideals); perhaps such a western consciousness 
led to his finest art. 

Garland's portrayal of Kansas homesteaders in their hunger, 
actual and spiritual, would seem to recognize this tragic fact of 
human nature. It is a perception, moreover, which he shares with 
Morse, several times dispossessed. Its source, we may assume, is 
the experience of being dispossessed of an identity by greed which 
became a midwestern and national homestead culture's history
and awarness. A comparable incident seems to illustrate this 
aspect of the early homestead culture, as yet insufficiently ex
plored by scholars. A previous meeting of the Farmers' Alliance 
( or Populists) which Bradley and Ida witnessed ends in a hunger 
march, or so it may be described. With mute despair these hard
ened farmers protest their neglect by the government in a march 
through town; they are "old or middle-aged men and women with 
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stooping shoulders, and eyes dim with toil and suffering. There 
was nothing of lovely girlhood or elastic smiling boyhood; not a 
t.ouch of color or grace in the whole line of march. It was somber, 
silent, ominous, and resolute" (SO, p. 340). (While Garland is 
a minor novelist, such moments in his fiction have the memor
ability of greatness.) A bystander comments that if the marchers 
had cannon and guns, then and only then would politicians re
spond. Morse may have lmown but did not wish to describe his 
impotence as a person who felt without voice in government. 
Garlanc;l gives it a tragic figwe. It is froll) t1;rls somber moral 
vision that both were able t9 perceive the human helplessness of 
the frontier, an aspect of its reality. Through wit, and ownership, 
Morse was able to harvest the seeds of acceptance in later life, 
thus regaining "twenty acres of independence" and with it his 
hUlllan dignity. To I,lse Garland's figure of the hunger marchers, 
he could define his limits and in irony accept hlmse!f as he was 
without feeling the shame of poverty. 

Morse's U1:\published autobiography illustrates th.e lives of 
Garland's homesteaders, in Garland's phrase, "their pitiful tragic 
life - a life of incessant toil." With ownership of the land, how
ever, he could better confront "cold, universal Laissez-faire" (Car
lye's phrase) in letters of advice to his son. It was his act of re
possession, a gain of confidence in the reality of the self - a con
fidence lost when he had been tragic victim of avarice - hunger
ing to march in the uniform of newfounc;l independence. With 
this identity, he could protest the age, "improved in everything 
bl,lt morals," with courage and laughter." 

In sum, the essay has suggested that Morse illuminates the 
courage of adjustment demanded by the realities of homestead 
independence, in effect, a practical individual's adjustment of the 
myth of America's manifest destiny - the homestead garden, once 
the symbol of Jefferson's vision, inflated by fronti",r opportunism. 
Although scholars have indicated the significance 9f iudependence 
and equality in the eady west (now the midwest), they do not 
recognize the human element of suffering, wit, the sense of loss, 
necessary for the consciotlsness that leads to adjustment, of as
piration to reality. Secondly, in Morse's repossession, the essay 
suggests the suffering that preceeds such an adjustment. Behind 
a m!lsking humour and the passion of his outrage is his need for 
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a wall of independence against the encroachment of human greed. 
In Garland's farmers we also find an implied tragic consciousness 
of frontier isolation and limitation. Grant Woods' "American 
Gothic" implies the heritage of cultural failure in the desperate 
respect'ability of his middle-age couple; they can not march in 
protest or declare their independence. The support offered by 
Populist idealism, apparently understood by Morse and cl~arly by 
Garland, had submerged and with it the tragic perception that 
had originally inspired an American liberal spirit. These aspects 
of homestead folk culture have been neglected or insufficiently 
understood by scholars: 
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11. Richard Slatkin, "Nostalgia and Progre~s: Theodore Roosevelt's Myth of the 
Frontier," American Quarterly, 33 (1981) 4, 608-37. Slotkin compares Fred
erick Turner's logical perception of the west as the historian and idealist with 
Roosevelt's mythological view as the «initiate" and politician. 

12. James Marshall, "An Unheard Voice; The Autobiography of a Dispossessed 
Homesteader and a Nineteenth-Century Cultural Theme of Dispossession," 
The Old Northwest; A Journal of History and Culture, 6 (1980-81) 4, 303-329. 

13. See also, «A Homestead Protest and the Prairie Realists," MidAmerica X. 
Publication pending at this writing. 

14. A Spoil of Office (New York and London: Johnson Reprint Corporation, 
1969): hereafter referred to as SO and included in the text.' 

15. Land Fever; The Autobiography of a Dispossessed HomeSteader and The 
'Unweeded Garden' of the West, my unpublished book, has a complete selec
tion of excerpts from Morse's letters. Typescript available to scholars and 
publishers on request. ' 

ANOTHER ANGLE OF WILLA CATHER'S 
ARTISTIC PRISM: IMPRESSIONISTIC CHARACTER 

PORTRAITURE IN MY ANTONIA 

EDWARD J. PIACENTINO 

My Antonia, although not a work within the elitist domain of 
avant garde fiction of the early twentieth century, is generally 
acknowledged to be Willa Cather's masterpiece. Regarded as a 
classic of modem American fiction, a novel with an irresistibly 
enduring appeal, My Antonia has been widely and sometimes 
ingeniously discussed, and, as one might expect, there are almost 
as many divergent views of the novel and its merits, artistic and 
otherwise, as there are critics who have explored it. H. L. Menc
ken, in a contemporary review that appeared in Smart Set, lauded 
it enthusiastically, saying that My Antonia "shows an earnest sh-iv
ing toward . . . free and dignified self-expression, high artistic 
conscience, ... [and] civilized point of view"'; and his generous 
appraisal helped to establish a positive tone that much of the sub
sequent criticism of the novel would later echo. 

My Antonia is respected highly because it demonstrates the 
impressive imaginative sensibility of Willa Cather functioning as 
a serious and conscientious craftsman of distinguished magnitude. 
Miss Cather herself, at different points in her career, made pro
nouncements clearly suggesting that she perceived the novel genre 
to be an art form. In one of her more famous pronouncements, 
found in her oft-quoted essay, "The Novel Demeuble," Cather 
remarked, "Out of the teeming, gleaming stream of the present 
it [the novel] must select the eternal material of art.'''' She then 
went on to say that she hoped some of the younger writers of her 
time would "attempt to break away from mere verisimilitude, and 
following the development of modem painting, to interpret imag
inatively the material and social investiture of their characters; 
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to present their scene by suggestion rather than enumeration.'" 
Thus since Cather was an advocate of the suggestive, or as it is 
sometimes called, the impressionistic method, an important di
mension of her artistry, Dorothy Tuck McFarland has accurately 
recoguized, '1ies primarily in her power to create with words 
vivid pictorial images that are imbued with an ineffable quality 
of felt reality .... '" 

If as she viewed it, the purpose of the novel was to be selective 
and hence suggestive for the intention of evoking feeling - the 
"quality of felt reality" - then this may in part explain the re
action of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who, when reading 
My Antonia in 1930, twelve years after the initial publication, 
wrote that the book had "unfailing charm ... , a beautiful tender
ness. . . . It is a poem made from nature'" or that of Cather's 
official biographer, E. K. Brown, who noted that "everything in 
the book is there to convey a feeling, not to tell a story, not to 
establish a social philosophy, not even to animate a group of 
characters. The feeling attaches to persons, places, moments."· 

Because to Willa Cather the transference of feeling was of 
the utmost importance in a novel, she seems to have consciously 
adopted a stylistic strategy in My Antonia that closely approxi
mates the general method of the lyric poet: the evocation of feel
ing through concrete images and image patterns; however, in car
rying out her intention, she turned over the narrative responsi
bility to Jim Burden, who, in becoming the first-person retrospec
tive narrator of My Antonia - the controlling character through 
whom the events are filtered - also serves as Cather's author
surrogate. From the information revealed in the introduction of 
My Antonia, we recognize that Jim is not a writer by profession; 
rather he is a lawyer employed by one of the great western rail
ways and a writer by avocation only. As many of the novel's 
commentators have observed, Jim is a romantic, an idealist, a 
middleaged malcontent who, although dissatified with the state 
of his present life, is a character with an astute poetic sensibility. 

As Cather's surrogate-author, an imaginative idealist then 
Jim often describes Antonia and some of the other foreig~ immi~ 
grants who settle the Nebraska Divide impressionistically, fre
quently almost poetically, rather tllan resorting to the techniques 
of photographic, representational realism.7 In his portrait of An-
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tonia, particularly, as well as his portraits of some of the other 
foreigu-born settlers, but to a lesser degree, Jim presents a series 
of vivid details, chiefly apt impressionistic natural images to ac
centuate some of their dominant attributes and personality traits 
and to' convey his personal impressions of and attitudes toward 
these characters - a practice which importantly influences the 
way the reader, too, ultimately perceives iliem. 

Of all the characters Antonia - Jim's beloved embodiment 
of the agrarian ideal - is mainly depicted in terms of natural, 
land-related images.s , In Jim's description of her, Antonia's eyes 
are delineated figuratively, within an idyllic frame of reference, 
as "big and warm and full of light, like the Sun shining on brown 
pools in the wObd."9 "Her skin," Jim continues, "was brown, too, 
and in her cheeks she had a glow of rich, dark colour. Her brown 
hair was curly and wildlooking" (p. 23). The qualities of warmth 
and light importantly comlOte the very vitality, the vigor that is 
so frequently associated with Antonia's character throughout the 
novel, and anticipate the ingredients essential to the earth-goddess 
image Antonia projects in the last section of the book. The color 
brown that dominates this passage clearly has affinities with the 
land itself, bringing to mind the rich hue of the soil and thus 
serving to reinforce Antonia's relationship to the land. 

In addition, there are several recurring imagistic references 
to Antonia's brown skin that seem to re-emphasize her close kin
ship to the land. In one such reference accenting Antonia's vital
ity, Frances Harling, using a figure of speech dra~ from a prod
uct of the land itself, tells Grandmother Burden, She had such 
fine brown legs and arms, and splendid colour in her cheeks like 
those big dark red plums'" (p. 153) And in ilie first of several 
reunion scenes between Jim and Antonia, when she is twenty
four years old and back on the family farm with a child born 
out of wedlock, Jim avidly recalls, "I took her hands and held 
them against my breast, feeling once more how strong and warm 
and good they were, those brown hands, and remembering how 
many kind things they had done for me" (p. 322). And finally 
when Jim returnS to the Divide and confronts Antonia after a 
twenty-year absence, Antonia, though a middle-aged veteran of 
an arduous life and the matron of a large family and a fertile and 
productive farm, is viewed by him impressionistically: "Antonia 
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came in and stood before me; a stalwart, brown woman, flat
chested, her curly brown hair a little grizzled" (p. 331). Even 
though physical change is evident to Jim as he views her at this 
time, still to him " ... Antonia had not lost the fire of life. Her 
skin, so brown and hardened, had not that look of flabbiness as 
if the sap beneath it had been secretly drawn away" (p. 336). 
In every instance cited, the vital dark brown hue of Antonia's 
skin remains dominant and constant, an emblem of the qualities 
of endurance and fecundity reflected in the land itself, the same 
land to which she has cast her destiny. In short, such recurring 
color imagery implicitly establishes the strong link between An
tonia and the land and tlms highlights the endearing naturalness 
and durability of her character - qualities which Jim (as well 
as Cather) seems to admire. 

Antonia's "curly," "wild-looking" hair can by association also 
be shown to correspond to the land, particularly its qualities of 
spontaneity and freedom - seemingly unwieldly, natural attri
butes - that Jim often assigns to the land in his descriptions 
of it.'· Such attributes are usually viewed positively, almost ideal
istically, by Jim; and in Book II, the Black Hawk section, he em
phasizes this attitude by pointing out the strong harmony that 
exists between Antonia and Mrs. Harling, the cultured Norwegian 
lady for whose family Antonia temporarily works and with whom 
she shares so many similarities: "They had strong, independent 
natures, both of them. They knew what they liked, and were not 
always trying to imitate other people. They loved children and 
music, and rough play and digging in the earth. . . . Deep down 
in each of them there was a kind of hearty joviality, a relish of 
life, not over-delicate, but very invigorating" (p. 180). 

This invigorating quality of Antonia's personality _ in part 
suggested by her eyes, described in terms of fire imagery as "fairly 
blazing with things she could not say" (p. 25) -, is described 
in the first section of the novel when Jim relates her manner of 
temporarily arousing her father from one of his frequent states 
of depression: "Tony ran up to him, caught his hand and pressed 
it against her cheek. She was the only one of his family who 
could rouse the old man from the torpor in which he seemed to 
live" (p. 41). 
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Another facet of Antonia's personality - her stability and for
titude - suggestive more of a man than of a woman - personality 
traits that become pragmatic for her to adopt in the spring fol
lowing her father's suicide, is also presented impressionistically 
through the use of apt natural images. "Her neck," Jim remarks, 
"came up strongly out of her shoulders, like a bole of a tree out 
of the turf" (p. 122). 

Book V, the final section of My Antonia, represents the cul
mination of Jim Burden's impressionistic rendering of the heroine, 
the quintessence of Antonia's idealization within a mythic per
spective as an "earth goddess, mother earth, the madonna of the 
cornfields," to use James Woodress's designation." The image 
of Antonia as earth goddess fittingly reveals, John H. Randall III 
observes, "the final fruition of both woman and land, which comes 
about because Antonia is able to combine the vitality of nature 
with the order of civilization, both in her own life and in the life 
of the land."12 In Book V, to be sure, Antonia is portrayed in her 
greatest glory. She is the mother of a large and happy family 
and the matron of a fertile and prosperous farm, the very epitome 
of her vitalty and triumph which serves as a counterpoint to 
Jim's own failure and unhappiness. In tlns section, moreover, 
Antonia's maternal care and control of her children are viewed 
figuratively by Jim in terms of animal imagery which suggests 
that AntOnia, in her role as mother, acts naturally, almost instinct
ively: "She pulled them [her children] out of comers and came 
bringing them like a mother cat bringing in her kittens" (p. 332). 
In addition, Jim sees several of her children as displaying some 
of the same exurberant vitality which he has always associated 
with Antonia herself. For example, one of her sons, whom Jim 
meets when he nears the Cuzak farm, is described as "fair-skinned 
and freckled, with red cheeks and a ruddy pelt as thick as a lamb's 
wool, growing down his neck in little tufts" (p. 330). Another 
of her sons, Leo, as he runs up to his mother, is impressionistically 
seen by Jim as "like a little ram" as he "butted her playfully with 
his curly head" (p. 333). And finally when Anhmia's children 
emerge from the fully stocked fruit cave, as Jim and Antonia 
patiently wait outside, Jim's impression of them - an impression 
in accord with the fertility myth - is that they are "a veritable 
explosion of life out of the dark cave into the sunlight" (p. 339). 
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Such strikingly impressionistic descriptions of Antonia's chil
dren and her relationship with them are just several of many in
dicators in the novel that serve to shape the reader's attitude 
toward the Cuzaks so that what he sees of them is, in fact, strongly 
affected by Jim's own impressionable sensibility. 

As Jim concludes his visit at the Cuzak farm, though he fully 
realizes that Antonia is now "a battered woman, not a lovely girl" 
(p. 353), he at the same time recognizes that "she still had that 
something which fires the imagination, could stop one's breath 
for a moment by a look or gesture" (p. 353). This climactic por
trait of Antonia is significant, for in lucidly reinforcing the image 
of Antonia as a symbol of fertility, Jim perceives and compre
hends the harmonic relationship she has with the land, an asso
ciation, lames Woodress acknowledges, that relates Antonia "to 
the old story of man and the earth."" As Jim nostalgically dis
closes, "She had only to stand in the orchard, to put her hand on 
a little crab apple tree and look up at the apples, to make you 
feel the goodness of planting and tending and harvesting at last. 
All the strong things came out of her body, that had been so 
tireless in serving generous emotions .... She was a rich mine of 
life ... " (p. 353). In referring to Antonia as a "mine of life," Jim 
chooses an appropriate metaphor which interestingly relates back 
to Antonia's association with the land at the novefs outset when 
she and her family lived in a dugout cave hewn from the very 
earth itself. 

Though Jim Burden also portrays some of the other foreign 
immigrants through sometimes provocative impressionistic images 
which serve to establish certain distinguishing characteristics in 
aiding the reader to gain insight into their personalities, none is 
idealized to the extent that Antonia has been. And in fact as 
many critics of My Antonia have noted, many of these characters, 
especially Lena Lingard, though they exhibit some of the heroine's 
vitality - since they too spend their first years on the Divide 
on family farms - they, unlike Antonia, eventually permanently 
withdraw from the land, the very source of their vitality. 

Of the two Norwegian girls that Jim portrays most fully, Lena 
Lingard and Tiny Soderball, Lena is, through the imagery used 
to describe her, shown to be the very antithesis of Antonia." 
Lena, one of the hired girls whom Jim affectionately admires and 
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to whom he is enamored for a brief period during his college 
years at the University of Nebraska, is consistently described in 
very light color tones that contrast to the brown tones so often 
associated Witll Antonia. Lena, whose first name derives from 
the G~eek appelation, Helena, meaning torch or light one, is aptly 
named and thus is described as a "plump, fair-skimled girl. . . , 
demure and pretty" (p. 159). "Her yellow hair," Jim observes, 
"was burned to a ruddy thatch on her head; but her legs and 
arms, curiously enough, in spite of constant exposure to the sun, 
kept a miraculous whiteness ... " (p. 165). Another physical fea
ture that Jim stresses about Lena is her eyes, "candid eyes, that 
always looked a little sleepy under their long lashes ... " (p. 163). 
Lena, we learn; is repeatedly depicted in relation to soft, gentle, 
delicate things - silks, satins, fine clothes - and when Jim meets 
her at the Harlings, he makes note of her being attracted to the 
"cheerful rooms with naive admiration" (p. 163). 

Yet Jim's relationShip with Lena is far from Platonic; he is 
charmed, in a romantic sense, by her beauty, by her radiance, 
and by her delicate nature. And while still living in Black Hawk, 
Jim has a recurring dream about Lena, a dream that reflects his 
erotic view of her. When he describes this dream, he does so 
using natural, light-related imagery: "I was in a harvest-field full 
of shocks, and I was lying against one of them. Lena Lingard 
came across the stubble barefoot, in a short skirt, with a curved 
reapirtg-hook in her hand, and she was flushed like the dawn, 
with a kind of luminous rosiness all about her. She sat beside 
me, turned to me with a soft sigh and said, 'Now they are all 
gone, and I can kiss you as much as I like'" (pp. 225-226). If 
the soft, romantic imagery is not enough to create the impression 
Jim seeks to convey and to establish a contrast with Antonia, his 
afterthoughts about this dream make the contrast intended bla
tantly clear: "I used to wish I could have this flattering dream 
about Antonia, but I never did" (p. 226). 

Later, when Jim carries on a brief romantic affair with Lena 
in Lincoln, where she has set up her own dress-making shop, he 
again describes her, using predominantly gently soft, natural, 
light imagery. For instance, when Jim used to meet Lena in 
downtown Lincom after his morning classes, she seemed to him 
"as fresh as the spring morning" (p. 280), and frequently her 
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delicate vitality would be enhanced by the jonquils or the hya
cinth plants she carried with her. The tone of her voice he views 
as "soft," "with her caressing intonation and arch naivete" (p. 
281). To hear Lena's voice, moreover, becomes a pleasant diver
sion for Jim, for she "was almost as candid as Nature" (p. 281). 
"Lena," Jim further muses, "was never so pretty as in the morn
ing; she wakened fresh with the world every day, and her eyes 
had a deeper colour then, like the blue flowers that are never 
so blue as when they first open" (pp. 281-282). 

Lena, the converse of Antonia, like Jim, leaves the land, be
coming, James Woodress points out, "a Benjamin Franklin type 
who works hard, builds a business, prospers, and remains devout
ly attached to the work ethic."" 

Some of the other characters whose physical traits, particularly 
the color tone of their skin, are enhanced in part through natural 
imagery, are not given extended portraits; albeit a strong resem
blance exists between the images used to describe them and their 
dominant personality traits. In several of the descriptions of Mr. 
Shimerda, Antonia's father, for example, some fine suggestive 
touches can be recognized in the images Jim selects to delineate 
him. In the first scene in which Jim describes Mr. Schimerda's 
physical features, he observes that "he was tall and slender and 
his thin shoulders stooped" (p. 24). While his hands are '\~vhite 
and well-shaped" (p. 24), "his eyes were melancholy, and were 
set back deep under his brow. His face [Jim conthmesl was rug
gedly formed, but it looked like ashes - like something from 
which all the warmth and light had died out" (p. 24). Mr. 
Shimerda's listlessness, his broken spirit, is suitably complement
ed by the image of ashes, the waste product of a consumed fire. 
The vital elements of warmth, light, activity - some of the very 
qualities of life embodied in his daughter Antonia - are notice
ably absent in him. In fact, Mr. Shim erda seems to have lost all 
purpose for living; he is sick and very despondent. When An
tonia and Jim confront him late one afternoon as he is hunting 
rabbits on the prairie, Jim observes that he '100ked at Antonia 
with a wintry flicker of a smile" (p. 41), a well chosen metaphor 
to capture the old man's depressed spirit as well as the overbear
ing inertia characterizing his present life. 
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Another character whose personality is partially disclosed 
through natural imagery is Otto Fuchs, an Austrian immigrant 
who is the Burdens' hired man. When first seen by Jim on the 
night of his arrival at the train station in Black Hawk, Otto is 
viewed' as resembling a desperado, someone who "might have 
stepped out of the pages of 'Jesse James'" (p. 6). A former cow
boy, stage driver, bartender, and miner, who "had wandered all 
over the great Western country and done hard work everywhere" 
(p. 67) and who ''had drifted back to live in a milder country for 
a while" (p. 12), Otto is an adventurer, a lover of the outdoors, 
"one of those drifting case-hardened labourers who never marry 
or have any children of his own" (p. 84). Furthermore, Otto 
seems a man of firm constitution, ready and apparently completely 
able to use his fists, his brute strength, when necessary. Interest
ingly, one of his favorite pastimes is to tell tales of titillating 
escapades about his experiences in the Black Tiger Mine and 
"about violent deatlls and casual buryings, and the queer fancies 
of dying men" (p. 111). Otto's physical features fittingly give 
the impression of just such a man. As Jim readily perceives at 
the time of his first encounter with Otto, "the ends of his mous
tache were twisted up stiffly, Hke little horns. He looked lively 
and ferocious .... A long scar ran aCross one cheek and drew the 
comer of his mouth up in a sinister curl. The top of his left ear 
was gone, and his skin was brown as an Indian's" (p. 6). Several 
natural images stand out in this passage: his moustache shaped 
like animal's horns, presumably a bull's, and his brown skin tone; 
both of these references serve to suggest Otto's ruggedness and 
durability, his assertive nature, and his untamed vitality, a vitality 
that may be representative of the prairie land of the Divide itself. 
Though his fierceness and aggressiveness have for the most part 
been subdued while in the employ of the Burdens, these traits, 
so important to his sense of being, may, Jim implies, assert them
selves again-this time in the wilds of the Colorado mountains. 
When the Burdens decide to leave the land (a harmonious agri
cultural existence), rent their farm, and move to Black Hawk, 
the necessary stimulus is provided; and Otto and Jake Marpole 
depart for the "the Wild West" (p. 144), seeking further adven
ture as silver prospectors. 
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And lastly, Mr. Cuzak, Antonia's husband, a Bohemian immi
grant with a similar background to Mr. Shimerda, Antonia's father, 
is, like the other characters examined thus far, a person whose 
physical constitution and lively personality are in part accentuated 
by natmal imagery. When Jim first sees Mr. Cuzak, he states 
that "he moved very quickly, and there was an air of jaunty liveli
ness about him. He had a strong, ruddy colour, thick black hair, 
a little grizzled, a cmly moustache, and red lips" (p. 356). Fmther
more, he has "strong teeth" aI).d a "hard hand, burned red on the 
back and heavily coated ~th hair" pp. 356-357). Such details as 
his liveliness, ruddy skin color, grizzled hair, and generally weath
ered demeanor-either when considered individually Or as a 
collective unit-can be associated with the primitive natmalness 
of the land itself, a quality, it should be recalled, previously illu
minated in Antonia's character through markedly similar image 
clusters.'" Of some slight interest as well is Mr. Cuzak's habit of 
glancing sidewise at people to whom he speaks, an idiosyncracy 
that Jim implies is sincere, innocent, aQd almost habitually in
stinctive as the behavior of an animal. .As Jim remarks, Mr. 
Cuzak "always looked at people sidewise, as a workhorse does 
at its yokemate. . . . This trick did not suggest duplicity or 
secretiveness, but merely long habit, as with a horse" (p. 358). 

Though farm life is Qot the kind of existence the city-bred 
Cuzak necessarily preferred, still he has managed to adapt, having 
learned to live in a relatively happy harmony with his wife and 
children. As Jim reflects, "Cuzak had been made the instrument 
of Antonia's special mission" (p. 367), a mission of a woman, her 
husband simply acknowledges, with "'such a warm he!!Xt'" (p. 
367). 

Edith Lewis, a life-long friend of Willa Cather, noted in her 
commemorative biography on the author that Cather felt My 
Antonia "was the best thing she had done-that she has succeeded, 
more nearly than ever before, in writing the way she wanted to 
write."'7 In adopting as one facet of her artistic strategy, her 
philosophy of composition, the imagistic method in order to de
lineate personality traits of some of the characters impressionisti
cally-characters who make up the dramatic personae of My An
tonia, Cather ably demonstrated that she could give solid sub
stance to her precept: "that in writing novels as in poetry, the 
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facts are nothing, the feeling is everything,"'· feeling, we have 
seen, that can be most effectively evoked and artfully transmitted 
through carefully selected and skillfully wrought imagery. True 
to her own high standards of artistic integrity, true to her con
ception that the novel is an art form, Willa Cather, in the discern
ing judgment of Dorothy Tuck MCFarland, created in My Antonia 
a novel with a "~eemingly artless smface [but which actua)ly 1 is 
... the result of the most careful artistry."'· 

High Point College 
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BELGIAN SOURCES OF BRAND WHITLOCK'S 
"FRENCH" EXPATRIATE NOVELS 

PAUL W. MILLER 

Following his retirement from public life in 1922, Brand Whit
lock, American author and diplomat (1869-1934), wrote two 
novels reflecting his considerable experience as an American ex
patriate in Belgium and France. ' These novels, Uprooted (1926) 
and Transplanted (1927), are linked by the character of Ameri
can expatriate Leslie Waldron, a talented, refined, world-weary 
artist reflecting the post-World War I outlook of Whitlock himself 
in retirement on the French Riviera? 

In both novels, Waldron is involved in love triangles reminding 
him of his lost opportunities to marry and providing him with 
what may well be his "last chance" to change the solitary pattern 
of his life. In the first novel, Uprooted, he is simultaneously at
tracted to Betty Marsh, a small-town, Midwestern siren on holiday 
in France, and to the American expatriate heiress Dorothy de 
Granvallon, widow of the French Count de Granvallon killed in 
World War I. In the second novel, Transplanted, set in France 
before tl,e war, Waldron has a commission to paint the lovely 
but unhappily married Countess de Granvallon, tlle fonner Dor~ 
othy Manning he had once had a chance to marry. Then she 
had met and married the Count, whose title and aristocratic 
charm proved irresistible. Eventually she learned that her marri
age to the Count was no more than a marriage of convenience 
designed to restore the family's ravaged fortunes; meanwhile tlle 
Count, with the tacit approval of his family, was continuing his 
long love affair with his cousin Helene. Into this emotionally 
charged atmosphere stepped Waldron, privileged by his artist's 
commission to spend long hours alone with the desperately un
happy Countess, and perhaps to renew his long-abandoned court-
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ship. Both novels deal with the philosophic question to which 
Robert Frost gave a memorable answer in his poem "The Road 
Not Taken." Does the course of our lives depend on a choice 
made at one critical juncture along the way? Or alternately, are 
our lives very much of a piece regardless of particular choices we 
make, and regardless of how many chances we have to take one 
direction rather than another? Whitlock suggests in these novels 
that the latter answer comes closer to the truth than the former 
(Frost's) . 

Along with reflecting the expatriate attitudes of an important 
American diplomat, these novels are interesting as they recall 
actual places and people Whitlock knew during his eight years as 
U.S. Minister and Ambassador tQ Belgium (19)A-22) and as they 
illuminate the process by which Whitlock transformed the raw 
materials of his Belgium el'perienceinto absorbing novels with 
French settings. 

One first learns of his intention to write a novel with a Bel
gian sett4lg in a letter to his editor Rutger B. Jewett dated May 
19, 1922: "Then I have broken ground on two more novels-Euro
pean scenes, one Belgium, th~ other France .... ". By August of 
the following year, he had made no progress with either novels
or with the third of the linked novels, of whose projected existence 
we first learn in an unpublished letter to Jewett of March 12, 1925' 
Unsure which to begin, he thought he would start "this Belgium 
story ... as in my own mind I call it: I planned it years ago when 
we were living here" [in Brussels]." Later lie decided it would 
not do to write the Belgian novel because of the restrictions im
posed by his relations with the Belgians. "I should not be free, 
artistically, for I should not d;tre I?e reiilistic so far as Belgian 
characters are concerned."· Still later, after several false starts 
on both novels, he decided to write the so-called French novel, 
which was published as Uprooted in 1926. 

On January 30, 1925, a few weeks after finishing the manu
script of Uprooted, he indicated he would at last begin, or recom
mence his "Belgian novel" about Dorothy Manning. Al~hough he 
had been thinking of writing this novel for six years, he had been 
kept from writing it by "a· silly fear of offending the Belgians. 
But I have hit upon a plan of making Georges de Granvallon a 
Frenchman, and not a Belgian, and so /lviter that objection, and 
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feel free, and, too, the novel must not be one about Belgium, but 
one about life."7 Not until July of the following year do we learn 
that Jewett has received a draft of it.s On November 21, 1926 he 
reports to Jewett in the course of his revisions that he has decided 
to change the novel's setting from Belgium to France: 

I am going to change the scene Qf the story, moving the 
chateau across the border into France, and the old house 
to Paris. I find that it will be comparatively simple to do 
this, and it will relieve me of that uneasy feeling I have al
ways had about the Belgians. While in Brussels I showed 
the MS. to two or three persons, and they thought that the 
society was so well done--that sounds conceited perhaps
that it might possibly offend some of the old French [speak
ing] families in Brussels." 

Completing his change of scene and his other revisions by 
December 14, he again reports to Jewett: "It has been a terrific 
task to change the whole scene, and transfer it from Belgium to 
France .... However, tant pis, I shan't offend my Belgians, any
hOW,"lO 

Whitlock's use of what he called his "Belgian materials" in 
these novels, especially in Transplanted, may be conveniently di
vided into 1) his fictional treatment of actual Belgiap. persons, 
2) his conscious departures from Belgian customs intep.ded to 
accomI1lodate Transplanted to its ;French setting, and 3) his errors 
reflecting an understandably imperfect knowledge of Belgian and 
French customs, or of the differences between them." 

Whitlock's adaptation of fictiOnal characters froID, Belgian or
iginals constitutes his chief debt to Belgium in these novels. His 
character development of Dorothy Manning and Count de Gran
vallon in Transplanted is particularly interesting, shedding light 
as it does on his fear of offending the Belgians, since his portrayal 
of these characters is not altogether cOJ;p.plirnentary to them or 
their recognizable Belgian prototypes." 

My first clue as to the probable originals of these characters 
came in an interview with the Baroness Albert HQutart of Brus
sels, who as a young lady knew the Whitlocks and their circle of 
aristocratic friends quite well. She pointed out that as chief 
American diplomat in Brussels, in a period when its international 
set was still small and comparatively intimate, Whitlock was in 
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a singularly good position to meet and observe any American 
heiresses who had married into the Belgian nobility in the first 
decades of the twentieth century, the chronological setting of 
Transplanted. And indeed, the Baroness recalls at least five 
titled Belgians, all but one of them ambassadors or engaged in 
some other form of diplomatic service, who were married to 
American heiresses while Whitlock was U.S. Minister to Bel
gium." The one not involved in diplomacy was Count Paul Cor
net de Ways-Ruart (1866-1951). He is the one who, according 
to the Baroness, most closely resembles the fictional Count de 
Granvallon of Whitlock's novel. 

Like the fictional Count of Granvallon, but unlike the four 
other titled Belgians married to American heiresses, Count Cornet 
"did nothing" but pursue his pleasures and avocations. A "beau" 
of tl,e late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Count Paul 
loved horses, shooting parties, horse races, card playing and pretty 
girls. The fast pace he kept afforded him no time or money for 
restoring his big, terribly run-down castle. It was even bruited 
about that he had more debts than money, though his nephew 
and heir, Count Arthur, denies the truth of this rumor. Sometime 
prior to 1914, in his late forties, Count Paul met the young, inl
mensely wealthy Gladys McMillan of Detroit (1890-1967), who 
had come to Belgium to complete her education at Sacn\-Coeur 
finishing school in Ostend.14 Early in 1914, just about the time 
of Whitlock's arrival in Belgium, Count Paul married Gladys; 
they soon had their only child, Pauline, and settled down to an 
agreeable life of riding, attending the races and entertaining. 
They were both very generous and hospitable. Gladys was "tres 
mondaine et tres elegante."'· According to Count Arthur, who 
inherited the castle and who still occupies it, this aging bachelor 
type and his wife were very much in love, the liaisons of his early 
years all having been abandoned. Though the Count kept his 
keen eye for a pretty girl to his dying day, he reserved his serious 
attentions for his wife, a habit that evidently got easier as he got 
older. So deep was his wife's love for him that from the date of 
his death in 1951 till her own death some sixteen years later, 
she insisted that his room in their castle be left undisturbed." 

In exchange for her title, Gladys used a considerable portion 
of her wealtll to restore the castle; in addition, over a period of 
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years, she and her husband donated several charruing, painted 
glass windows to the village church at Ways. One of them, in 
the florid style of Rossetti and Burne-Jones, shows the Count at 
prayer before an altar. A second window portrays the countess 
and her young daughter Paulioe kneeliog and giving thinks to 
God. At one side stands Saint Rose of Lima, holding in her hand 
a lily. As the first female saint to be camlOnized in the New 
World, she cou~d be aptly associated, no doubt, with Gladys 
McMillan of Detroit. In this window the Countess herself ap
pears, holding what appears to be a purse or money bag.'7 

Although .there are strildng differences as well as similarities 
between the' characters of Count Paul 'and the fictional Count 
Georges, their similar marriages, the restoration of their ravaged 
castles and fortunes, their lack of any serious purpose in life, their 
love of pleasure and riding and shooting, all suggest that Whit
lock had Cornet in mind as he sketched Granvallon. 

There are other details linking the Cornet family with the fic
tional Granvallons. For example ,when Whitlock was writing the 
twelfth chapter of Transplanted, he explained to Jewett that it 
concerned "Dorothy's early experiences as the wife of the Count 
of Granvallon and in the Chateau of Chenois, and in Brussels, 
and later, in Paris, society."" When the book finally appeared, 
the name of the castle had been changed to the meaningless 
"Chaunois," probably to disguise Whitlock's earlier allusion to the 
Cornet d'Elzius du Chenoy family, of which Cornet de Ways
Ruart was the first branch. Another detail lioking the Cornet 
castle with the fictional castle of Chaunois was brought, out in 
my second interview with Count Arthur, who said that the long 
avenue of beech trees remarked upon by Dorothy in the opening 
pages of Transplanted'• is a rare feature among Belgian castles, 
absolutely distinctive of the Cornet castle as well as the fictional 
castle. 

Most of the fictional elements that Whitlock introduces into 
the marriage of Dorothy and Georges, as contrasted witll Gladys 
and Paul, initially take the direction of idealizing and romanti
cizing their union. For example, Dorothy is represented as com
ing from a distinguished family in New York, whereas Gladys' 
family came from Detroit. And Georges himself is represented 
in Whitlock's fiction not as an aging bachelor like Count Paul, 
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but as a near contemporary of young Dorothy. Later revelations 
about Georges probably invented by Whitlock, have the effect 
of intensifying the clash of European and American values in the 
novel, and heightening our sympathy for Dorothy. One such 
revelation is that Georges has a lover with whom he is determined 
to continue the liaison he began before marrying Dorothy for 
her money. To add a whiff of incest to his adultery, the fictional 
count turns out to be in love with his cousin, a relationship that 
the rest of the family knows about and tacitly countenances, so 
long as it is not made public. In contrast, so far as we learn from 
Count Paul's nephew, his uncle dropped all his early liaisons 
when he married Gladys. 

Like the Cornets, the fictional couple have only one child, 
but theirs is a boy, to carry on the Granvallon name after Georges 
is killed in the war. For the historical Comets, on the other hand, 
the war seems to have been no more than a disagreeable hiatus 
in their otherwise pleasurable early married lives. 

Turning now from Whitlock's fictional adaptation of Belgian 
prototypes, one comes to his deliberate "Frenchifying" of Belgian 
attitudes in the course of changing his novel's setting from Bel
gium to France. Among such changes, one must surely include 
his portrayal of the Granvallons as a xenophobic family especially 
where the English and Americans are concerned. Although such 
an attitude may be characteristic of the French nobility, it scarcely 
applies to the Belgians. For the Belgian people, victims of re
peated conquest, have long had to cultivate a tolerance for for
eigners, often extending to genuine appreciation of their dif
ferences. Another departure from Belgian custom in order to 
accommodate Transplalited to its French setting is Whitlock's 
portrayal of the "grande maison," the "hotel particulier," of the 
Granvallon family in PariS, where all or most members of the 
noble family live under one roof, even after the children are 
married. One can mention one or two old Belgian families, such 
as Merode or D'Ursel, who lived that way, but they were excep
tions to the rule. In portraying this style of life, Whitlock was 
probably dependent on his reading in Balzac, or in Proust, who 
was his great enthusiasm at the time he was composing his Belgian 
novels. Another noteworthy departure from Belgian custom has 
to do with his portrayal of the concierge as a trusted confidant 
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of the entire household, almost like a member of the family, with 
keys to every room. While this role for the concierge of a noble 
family still prevailed in France at the time Whitlock was writing, 
it was not at all typical of Belgian usage, where the typical con
cierge had a key to the apartment building but not to the apart
ments in it. (An alternative approach in Brussels was for the 
concierge to be given apartment keys in a sealed envelope, to 
be opened and used only in case of fire.) In addition to the 
literary sources cited above, Whitlock may have drawn his no
tions of the French concierge from a turn of the century American 
novel, Lilian Bell's The Expatriates, which assigns an extremely 
privileged role to this household functionary.2. 

Along with these deliberate changes intended to make credible 
the change from a Belgian to a French setting in Transplanted, 
Whitlock falls into Some errors reflecting his incomplete knowl
edge of European culture, or his confusion of French and Belgian 
customs. Going unrecognized by the typical American reader, 
these errors would doubtless be irritating to a European reader, 
so it is perhaps merciful to Whitlock's literary reputation abroad 
that Uprooted and TranSplanted have not been translated. 

Along with a few minor errors, he makes two more serious 
mistakes, the first reflecting his confusion of Belgian and French 
custo;ms, the second reflecting a surprising ignorance, in view of 
Whitlock's legal training, of Napoleonic inheritance laws. His 
first error of assigning the title of baron or baroness to each of 
Mardanne's children in Transplanted probably reflects Whitlock's 
confusion of French and Belgian customs. For while in certain 
ancient Belgian families titles are passed on to all the children, 
such is not the case in France. Finally, in assuming Dorothy's 
absolute control of the disposition of the Granvallon castle which 
she purchases, Whitlock follows the American rather than the 
Napoleonic inheritance laws requiring even foreign wives of 
French nationals to pass on half of their real estate to their hus
bands, and the remainder to their children.2l 

Summing up, one sees that Whitlock, though drawn to the 
European nobility like a moth to the flame, could not write about 
them with sufficient knowledge and conviction; as a Midwestern 
realist with a limited imagination, he lacked the birth and breed
ing to know what it felt like to be one of the nobility. As the 
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Baroness Houtart said quite precisely, Whitlock did well with 
things, and types of people, he !mew first-hand - femmes de 
chambres and the other servants of his own and others' houses;22 
he was a good observer, "tres observateur." But he did not do 
equally well writing about the nobility, which he had to observe 
at a distance or on state occasions. As a result, his novels contain 
a number of "petites fautes" from a Belgian, aristocratic, point of 
view. Insignificant in themselves, they are important as they re
veal his lack of sufficiently profound !mowledge of and feeling for 
Belgian life, particularly of the nobility. What particularly flaws 
his treatment of the Belgian nobility is his one-sided judgmental, 
one could almost say puritanical, excoriation' of the nobility for 
laziness, for lack of serious purpose in life, for endless pursuit of 
pleasure, lack of social conscience; and a patriarchal value system 
tending to deny the rights of women. (Ironically, this judgmental, 
puritanical approach to life is exactly what Whitlock had casti
gated in a previous novel, ]. Hardin & Son.) Whether or not 
Count de Granvallon is intended to be representative of the Bel
gian nobility, his very existence in a novel constitutes a harsh 
indictment of some Significant portion of that society. No wonder 
Whitlock was afraid of offending his Belgians, and especially 
his noble Belgians, with whom he had ostensibly maintained most 
amicable relations. 

He is' much more convincing in his portrayal of American 
characters than with aristocratic European types. He is best of 
all, and superior to Hemingway, in conveying the deep nostalgia, 
the inevitable alienation of the expatriate who, like Whitlock 
himself, had cast his lot permanently with foreigners in a foreign 
land. Compared to Leslie Waldron and Dorothy in Transplanted, 
Hemingway as spokesman for the "lost generation" was almost 
a tourist, confident of returning one day to America, there to be 
comforted by the soothing presence of other Americans with simi
lar values. With Waldron and Dorothy - and with Whitlock 
himself as he grew older - it was quite otherwise, as the follow
ing unvarnished but poignant passages make plain: 

Waldron, like all his countrymen residing abroad, still played 
with the idea of returning, of going home, as tl,ey like to 
say, for the comfort it gives in those inevitable hours when 
they come to realize their alien state in a foreign land, and 
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a certain nostalgia floods in upon them. ~e :-v~s going back 
in the spring, he said, and after a visit to Vrrgmla, he thought 
of opening a studio in ,New York.23 .'. 
She [Dorothy] had that feeling of frustr,,;tlOn which c~me 
over her every so often in her relations Wlth. these f?relgn
ers that want of reciprocity and understandmg, which, on 
all 'vital topics, made intimate convers,~tion impossible: ~ot
withstanding her facility in French- But you speak It Just 
like a Parisienne!" the Marquise had assured her that very 
morning-there was always that veil between them, which 
could,not be penetrated and was never withdrawn?4 

, Wittenberg' University 

NOTES 

Although Uprooted was the first to be published of the three linked novels 
1. using Belgian materials that Whitlock projected (Tra~la~ted. The Storm, 

Uprooted), its distinctively Belgian content is largely ~env~tive f;om t~e sec
ond novel published, Transplanted, and is relatively shght, mvolvmg th~ post
World War I life of the American-Belgian Countess Dorothy Manmng de 
Granvallon, the protagonist of Transplanted, a nov~l set in the periO~ before 
the war. The third novel projected, The Storm, whICh was to deal Wlth Dor-
othy's life during the war, was never completed. . 
Uprooted (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1926) a.nd T:ansplanted 

2. (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1927). Though WhItlock s protagon
. ts Dorothy Manning in 'Transplanted and Betty Marsh in Uprooted are both 
~merican expatriates in Europe, their economic and social backgr~unds are 
different. Whereas Dorothy comes from a sophisticated, well establIshed E~st 
Coast family with almost unlimited wealth, Betty is a naive Midwestern gnl 
whose newly rich father indulges her every whim. A tourist to the core, she 
is detennined to have a once-in-a-lifetime fling in post-World. War I Fran~e 
before returning to ·the dullness of Macochee, OhiO, her AmerIcan val.u~s Vl';
tually untouched by her European e."perience. Dorothy, however, hvmg lD 
pre-World War I France, has used her money, her social position and her good 
looks to secure the title of countess by her marriage to Count Georges de Gran
vallon. She has been "transplanted," sO to speak, but ·the soil around her is 
foreign. she feels deeply' alienated from the family into which she has mar
ried e;peciaUy when she learns that Georges has a mistress - an open secret 
that' his family has known aU along - and that he has married her, Dorothy, 
not for love but to restore the family fortunes. 
The Letters and Journal of Brand Whitlock/The Letters, ed. Allan Nevins 

3. (New York: D. Appleton Century Company, ,1936), I, 337. 

4. Setting forth his outline of Transplanted he writes: all<<It conce1rnhs DOrtO~~;s 
early experiences as the wife of the Count of Granv on >~ ., ope . ~ , -
low it with a story of her experiences during the war. : ., (Brand WhItlock 
Papers, Library of Congress, Washing,ton, D.~., ContalDer 4~). We. learn of 
the eventual abandonment of this last project lD a letter to his old friend Oc
tavia Roberts on Jan. 15, 1929: " intended to write a novel to complete the 
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trilogy that I had in inind when i: planned Transplanted. It Was to be the first, 
and Uprooted the third; the second was to be d.Ued Storm, and take the.same 
characters, or some of them, through the war, but the publishers say that 
America doesn't wish to hear of the war any more" (Letters, p. 431), 

5. Journal. 19 August 1923, Library o£ Congress, Container 5. 
6. Journal, 28 August 1923, Container 5. 

7. Journal, 30 Jan. 1925, COntainer 5. 
8. "To Rutger Jewett," 2 July 1926, Container 44. 
9. "To Rutger Jewett," 2.i Nov. 1926, TS in Container 44. 

16. 'To Rutger Jewett;' 1:4 Dec. 1926, Container 44. 
11. I am here and everywhei"~ in this article indebted to the Baroness Albert Hou

tart Of Brussels, Belgium for the knowledge, the sbund judgment, and unfailing 
courtesy with which she resporided to my many questions about Whitlock's 
use of Belgian materials in Uprooted and Transplanted. She is the daughter 
of the late Count Heriry Cart6n de Wiart (1869-1951) and Countess Juliette 
Verhaegen Carton de Wiart (1872-i955), both of whom were friends of the 
Whitlocks. as were the Baroness and her hte husband. Indeed she took pride 
in showing me on her mantel. two exquiSite Chinese porcelains presented to 
her and her husband by the Whitlocks in 1922, as an engagement present. 
Count Henry was a distinguiShed Belgian jurist, statesman and author; his 
wife, besides having initiated successful legislation to end child labor in Bel
gium, translated Whitlocl<'s Forty Years of It in 1915 while imprisoned by the 
Germans in Berlin, a work published in 1~n7 as Un Americain d~auiourd·hul. 

I am also grateful fot the opportunity afforded me by a grant from the 
Commission for Educational Exchange Between the United States of America' 
Belgium and Luxembourg (Fulbright Commission) to shIdy Whitlock at th~ 
Bibliotheque Royale Albert lar in Brussels during the summer and fall of 1979 
and a grant from Wittenberg University for brief shIdy at the Library of Con~ 
gress in June, 1980. 

12. Other possible prototypes include the American Irone-Goldy Hare, wife of 
Viscount Ferdinand de Beughem de Houtem, who resembles the English Lady 
Agnes in Uprooted, and Marcel de Vigneron, a well known Belgian hunter and 
man of the world, resembling Baron Reusden in Transplanted. (The figure 
of the successful American expatriate artist Leslie Waldron in both novels is 
a barely disguised persona of Whitlock himself.) 

The Baroness Houtart, my chief source of information on these correspond
ences, emphatically made the point, however. that neither of these novels is 
a roman a clef; Whitlock's characters are in general a melange of the charac
teristics of people the novelist had observed in his years in Belgium and 
France. 

13. The Baroness listed the following, ~arried to titled Belgians' engaged to dip
lomatic service: . Washington hone-Goldy Hare. married in 1909 to Viscount 
Ferdinand de Beughe", de Houten (1861-1926); Mary-Daisy Holman, born in 
Baltimor~, married in 1887 and Charlotte Clayton, born in Lakewood [Ohio?], 
marrIed III 1902 to Ba~on Ludovic Moncheur (1857-1940); and Alice Draper
Colburn, married in 1907 and Marie Dow, born in New York, married in 1919 
to Baron Emile de Cartier de Marchienne (1871-1946), (The above details 
may be found in Etat Present de la Noblesse Beige for the years 1971, 1966 
and 1961.) . 
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14. A letter I received from Mrs. Alice C. Dalligan, Chief. Burton Historical Col
lection of the Detroit Public Library, where the McMillan family papers are 
stored, contains the follOwing information concerning Gladys and her family: 
"Gladys was the granddaughter of James McMillan, the wealthy United States 
Senator from Michigan whose fortunes; entrusted to his family after his death 
in 1902, were made in the railroad, forging. banking, and manufacturing indus
tries. Gladys came into the bulk of her inheritanc~ UpOlll. the death of her 
father in 1902, twelve years before she married Count Comet de Ways-Ruart 
in 1914." S.he was eleven years old at the time of her father's death. 

15. Quoted from the Baroness Houtart. 
16. Count Arthur Cornet de Ways-Ruart graciously granted me two interviews 

devoted to the lives and characters of his Uncle Paul and Aunt Gladys and to 
the changes made b:t the Chateau of Ways-Ruart over the years. For such in
formation from him as I have included above. I am most grateful. 

17. G. Lambert and Raoul de Hault, Autour aun Vieux Clocher (Malines, 1930), 
pp. 173-75. pictures of the painted windows are shown facing pp. 128.144. 

18. "To Rutger Jewett," 12 March, 1925, Container 44. 
Hi. Transplanted, p. 3. 
20. Lilian Bell, The Expatriates (New York and London: Hiuper and Br~thers, 

1900). There is a good chance that Whitlock knew and was influenced by 
this bitterly anti-rrench novel, of which Countess Carton de Wiart had a copy 
now in my possession, a gift of the Baroness. In her letter of October 20, 1928 
to Whitlock among the Whitlock papers at the Library of Congress, the Coun
tess ·thanked him for a copy of Uprooted, then compared it with The Expa
triates, to the disadvantage of the latter. 

21. Information from the Baroness and from Attorney Marcel Slusny of Brussels, 
with appreciation and thanks. (See Transplanted, p. 311, where Dorothy says 
that her marriage contract calls for a separate estate.) 

22. rhe Baroness cited an example in Trimsplanted, pp. 112-13, where Whitlock 
briefly but vividly describes the concierge's bustling wife in her lodge at the 
entrance to the great Granvallon house in Paris. 

23. Transplanted, p. 159. 
24. Transplanted, p. i19. 



MICHIGAN PROLETARIAN WRITERS· 
AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

DAVID D. ANDERSON 

In his preface to The American Earthquake, a documentary of 
the twenties and thirties published in 1958, Edmund Wilson com
mented that it is difficult "for persons who were born too late to 
have memories of the depression to believe that it really occurred, 
that between 1929 and 1933 the whole structure of American so
ciety seemed actually to be going to pieces."! It was the· shock 
of this recognition, of this American Earthquake, as -Wilson 
termed it, that gave rise to the equally sudden emergence of a 
literary movement that pridefully called itself proletarian, that 
flourished briefly, reaching its apex in the mid-1930's, and that 
then, confused or refuted by Stalinism, by the rise of Fascism, 
and the signing of a mutual non-agression pact by Germany and 
Russia, faded into an oblivion that permits it to emerge only as 
a social, historical, or literary curiosity. 

Nevertheless, during its brief history, proletarian writing cap
tured the leadership as well as the imagination of much of the 
intellectual establishment in the United States, and its effects, 
largely through the influence of the Federal Writers Project and 
the lively intellectual press of the period, were felt in every state 
of the forty-eight. In each - and Michigan, caught between ag
ricultural decline and industrial chaos, was admirable suited to be 
prominent among them - writers, young and not so young, pro
claimed themselves proletarian and proceeded to write books -
essays, poems, novels, plays - that they were convinced were 
truly proletarian. 

0-An earlier version of this essay was presented at coA Half Century Ago: Michigan 
in the Great Depression," a symposium held at Michigan State University on 
January 19, 1980, and published in the Symposium Proceedings. 
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Nevertheless, at the time and since, there has been a good 
deal of debate about the meaning of the term in a literary con
text. Although its origins are in ancient Rome and its use in 
English as a term for the lowest social and economic classes in 
the modem sense dates to the mid-nineteenth century, its literary 
meaning began in this century, and in use it has taken on con
notations of social action and commitment rather than description. 
Almost invariably it has become read as Marxist, revolutionary, 
or communist. 

What appears to have been its first literary use in' America 
was, however, descriptive rather than ideological. In The New 
Republic for September 20, 1917, in his review of Marching Men, 
Sherwood Anderson's novel of a purposeful revolutionary, Francis 
Hackett comments, 

The chief fact about Marching Men is not, however, its 
rhetoric, its grandiloquence. It is its apprehension of the 
great fictional theme of our generation, industrial America. 
Because the subject is barbarous, anarchic and brutal it is 
not easy for its story to be t9ld .... 

... it seems to me, the proletarian has had small place 
in American fiction. Under the ban of negligible ugliness, 
as the eminent novelists see it, comes the majority of the 
people. They, the .eminent ones have prJ:ncipally b~en 0-e 
-children of circumspect parents .... OutSIde theIr VIeW hes 
the life of the proletarian except as it impinges on the middle 
class. . . . The proletarians are in a different universe of 
discourse .... 

Where Marching Men succeeds is in thrusting the greater 
American realities before us, seen as by a workingman him
self. It is ... a narrative that suggests the presence in our 
fiction of a man who knows our largest theme? 

When Hackett's definition of proletarian literature as based 
on subject matter is applied to other novels of essentially the same 
generation - Stephen Crane's Maggie, Brand Whitlock's The 
Turn of the Balance, Frank Norris's The Octopus, or Upton Sin
clair's The Jungle, for example - it is evident that Anderson's 
novel was by no means the first American proletarian work of 
fiction, but it was apparently the first to be perceived as such. 
Not only was Marching Men apparently the first to be defined 
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in the context of a proletarian subject matter, but it was to remain 
so until the call for a proletarian literah,rre by Michael Gold and· 
V. F. Calverton nearly a decade later. 

By the mid-1920's, the concept of a proletarian literature had 
been taken up by leftist write~s and critics, among whom the most 
prominent were Gold, writing in The New Masses and Calverton 
in the Modern Quarterly. Both were Marxists, although both were 
often at war with doctrine Communists, and both sought to fuse, 
in the literature, a new subject matter and an activist philosophy 
without surrendering to politics. and becoming propagandistic 
rather than artistic. . 

As early as 1926, in an essay in New Masses, Gold challenged 
Lenin's statement in Literature and Revolution that a true pro
letarian literature was impossible, that the proletarian dictator
ship wocld disappear in the classless society before such a litera
ture could evolve. He asserted that "It is not a matter of theory; 
it is a fact that a proletarian style is emerging in art,'" a style 
he was later to define in the term "proletarian realism." This 
style, he declared, "deals with the real conflicts of men and 
women . . .;" it "must have a social theme or it is mere con
fection ... ;" it rejects "drabness, the bourgeois notion that the 
Worker's life is sorc).id ... ;" it must reject "all lies about human 
nature . . .;" it must recognize that "life itself is the supreme 
melodrama. . . .'" 

V. F. Calvertori's concept of proletarian literature was, how
ever, less doctrinary than evolutionary as a natural, organic de
velopment in literature and a movement toward freedom in 
American culture. In The Liberation of American Literature, 
published in 1932, he wrote: 

What is needed in America today is a renewed faith in 
the masses. American literature has to find something of 
that faith in the potentialities of the proletariat which Emer
son and Whitman possessed in the nineteenth century. It 
was Emerson ... who was so enthusiastic about the civili
zation which was being created in the Westby men in shirt 
sleeves, men of unexalted station and plebian origin, and 
who looked to that civilization with its democratic spirit to 
transform the country. It was Whitman who was ecstatic 
about the fact that it was democratic America which had 
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elevated the poor man into the lord of creation, and had 
made the world recognize "the dignity of the common 
people .... " But the faith in the common man which Emer
son and Whitman entertained was faith in him as an in
. dividual and not as a mass. . . . What we need today is a 
return to that faith in the common man, in the mass, but 
a faith founded upon a collective instead of an individual
istic premise. . .. In that belief lies the ultimate liberation 
of American literature - and American life.' 

Important to both Gold and Calverton was an insistence that 
the new literature be optimistic, that it celebrate the common 
man in the mass rather than as an individual, that it reject the 
prevailing naturalistic pessimism of AmericaIl realism and return 
American literature to the note of affirmation that had charac
terized it in the past. 

However, neither Gold's nor Calverton's pronouncements de
fined a clear path for proletarian literature to take. Not only did 
critical and political battles over its nature, substance, and em
phasis continue throughout the decade of the 1930's, but echoes 
of them are with us yet, as became clear to me in a discussion 
with James T. Farrell not long before his death. More important, 
however, writers who are artists rather than propagandists refuse 
to be bound by doctrinaire pron<;>uncements and orthodoxies, but 
seek to present their <;>Wll private visions of truth, and the prole
tariari literature of the decade was as varied in that vision as the 
writers themselves. But the spirit of the age and the atmosphere 
that permeated it bind that literature together in a recognizable 
proletarian movement. . . 

By the time Gold had published his essay in the New Masses, 
a proletarian literary tradition had already begun among Michi
gan writers in the works of two men, Lawrence H. Conrad, who 
drew his subject matter from the burgeoning automobile indus
try, and G. D. Eaton, who wrote of conflict and exploitation on 
the farm. Both of them, however, anticipated Gold's assertion 
that a true proletarian literature must deal with the real conflicts 
of men and women in a socially conscious qontext. 

Conrad's Temper, published in 1924, is set in Detroit in a 
factory, the function and product of which are wisely not revealed 
in the novel, so that work itself rather than manufacturing a prod-
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uct becomes the function of the men who - if they are lucky -
spend most of their waking hours there, engaged in heavy, dan· 
gerous, repetitive work that has no meaning to them other than 
the job itself. In its mindless, dehumanizing effects, the novel 
has much in common with the world of work portrayed by Sher· 
wood Anderson in Marching Men. In the novel,the overtones of 
brutality and an equally mindless but covert rebellion that in· 
frequently becomes overt violence dominate the atmosphere of 
the plant. 

The central character, Paul Rinelli, resembles two of Ander" 
son's protagonists, Sam McPherson of Windy McPhersons Son 
and Beaut McGregor of Marching Men. Although Rinelli is an 
Italian iromigrant, the son of an Italian father and an American 
school teacher mother, he brings with him to America and to the 
factory an excellent command of English and, like Sam McPher· 
son, a firm faith in the opportunity open to him to rise. Like 
Beaut McGregor, he learns early tllat he can persuade men to 
act, and he dreams of great power, in the factory or out of it. He 
determines to rise by whatever means he can find. Completely 
self.centered, he is determined to use others - fellow workers, 
foremen, merchants, others whom he meets - in the process of 
advancement. 

Very quickly, however, the struggle becomes one between 
hiroself and a system beyond his comprehension, of which the 
factory is only a part, but his determination to win carries him 
through brutal fights with fellow workers as well as foremen. It 
also sustains him through an aborted relationship with members 
of a society group who are determined to improve the lot of im· 
migrant families by making them "good Americans," and for whom 
he becomes an organizer although he knows nothing about iromi· 
grant groups, even Italians, for whom he is presumably the spokes· 
man. His willingness to use others leads him to ,seduce a poor, 
ignorant girl at his boarding house and when she becomes preg~ 
nant he abandons her and she commits suicide. Through it all , 
he takes refuge in dreams of what was to be. 

He remains convinced that his life in the factory is temporary 
as he works in a variety of departments, each job heavier and 
more brutal than the others. Then, convinced that, as his fellow 
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workers say, "a man needs a woman," he marries the daughter 
of a co·worker, telling her in his confidence, that 

" ... this isn't my battle any more; its ours. We are go· 
ing to be something in this big country. We are going to 
be something up near the top somewhere. There are just 
millions of places on the way up, and we are going to take 
them steadily, we are going to keep going upward as long 
as we live. You don't know what a force I've got in me .... 
I have got the force, all right. Only I am not smart enough. 
Now you are smart, and we are going to go upward to· 
gether." 

"I am not smart," she said .... "All I want is for you to 
get out of tlle factory before you are old like father is, be· 
cause an old man has too hard a time there.'" 

He is transferred to the drop forge department as a fumace 
tender, where he spends two and a half years, "feeding and feed· 
ing the fire·fury within him, doing easily his hardest tasks, tllrow· 
ing off great power in the trifling things he did" (p. 217). There, 
too, he found a source and a sense of power in the furnaces he 
tended: 

Sometiroes at night, when he would catch the glint of 
the fire in some worker's eyes, he would think that the men 
and the fires were playing some kind of game together, as 
children do, trying to stare each otller out of countenance, 
trying to see which one could stare so intensely as to force 
the other one to tUln away .... 

Then there was the way that the furnaces and the men 
breathed against each other. They stood hissing all night 
long, and there was deadly hate in the hot breath that each 
one breathed out. And there was a feeling, too, that some 
day this would have to end, that some day one of these 
breaths would fail, and every man knew that it would not 
be the breatll of the furnace .... (pp. 196·197) 

Transferred to the blacksmith shop as a helper after an alter· 
cation he is furious: 

He knew how to hate, now; the fire had taught him that. 
He hated, now ... and some day he was going to get some" 
body good and proper. In the meantime, he took it out on 
the steel. What a blow he could strike I He could sink the 
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nose of his sledge deep into an ingot, and he did, too, when 
the blacksmiths didn't get their tools there in time. - They 
would look at him angrily, but they never said anything. 
That's what they had him there for-to swing the sledge
and wasn't he swinging it? They were blacksmiths; if they 
didn't get their cutters under his hammer in time, that was 
their lookol,lt .... (pp.222-224) 

From this point, Paul's defiance and anger are challenged. 
His foreman, a Scot, determine~ to teach him a lesson by sh,owing 
him who the better man is: 

II). a moment they had squared off on a part of the floor 
that was clearer, and they began to pound each other. It 
was not a swift fight but a slow one. Each man had been 
trained to deliver sledge-hammer blows, and so they merely 
went to work, grimly. It was half an hOUf that they fought 
in this way, meeting each other with the terrible impact of 
their hard fists, staggering bac;k for a new footing, only to 
come forward again. Sometimes one, sometimes the other 
and often both of them were Urrown to the floor with the 
force of their blows .... 

At last Pal,ll thought he would rather be whipped and 
have every man know it, than to suffer any more, so he 
stopped. He could stand the shame of defeat for a while 
rather than take any more punishment .... (pp. 226-227) 

But his humiliation is I1lore than temporary, and he deter
mines to shut the machines, the factory, the foreman, and the 
men out of his mind. The fore~an moves him to a small rolling 
mill· in a moment's inattention, a hot steel rod comes toward , 
him; he grasps it, and faints with pain. When h,e awakens in 
the hospital, his hand is a misshapen mass. 

Released from the hospital, he looks for a job outside the fac
tory, but not only is he rejected by those whom he approached -
the millionaire department-store owner who had financed the at
tempt to aid the poor, a young acquaintance who had invented 
a paper container f\lr liq¢ds, the young lawyer who had suqcess
fully used the attempt to aid the pOOr as a political base - hut 
he learns that they are more frightened of the world than he. 
He returns to th", mill, relegated, with his useless hand, to a lonely 
job as night watchman, knowing that whatever fulfillment he 
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may find can only be at home, with the wife he had ignored and 
the young son whom he determines will never go into the factory. 

Although the end su~gests that Rinelli has finally found a 
measure of peace - a suggestion that his character throughout 
the novel denies - the novel does not deal with a search for ful
fillment, but it deals with conflict: a battle very nearly to the 
death between the factory and the man, each determined to dom
inate the other, and with the conflict that lies beyond: that 
between the exploiters \U\d the exploited who would himself be
come an exploiter. Rather than dealing, in Michael Gold's terms, 
with the real conflicts of m",n aI).d women, with a ~olid social 
theme, or, in V. F. Calverton's terms, affirming a faith in the 
potentialities of the proletariat, Conrad deals instead with com
petition - the competition for power - that characterizes the 
capitalistic-industrial systeI1l as defill-ed by Jo~ D. Rockefeller 
and other proclaimers of the Gospel of Wealth. But Conrad re
jects Darwin's insistence that the fit survive in the world-jungle, 
and in the novel the victory does not go to the fit or the strong 
except on the lowest levels; instead it goes to those singled out 
by circumstances and chance, and Rinelli, in the final analysis, 
knows that he cannot win; he can oI).ly endur", and fill-d what-
ever peace is available to him. . 

The final sections of Conrad's Temper are as jarring and as 
unsatisfactory in the context of the novel as those at the end of 
Ander~on's Windy McPhersons Son. In that novel the protagon
ist, after having risen to power and wealth, rejects that life, and 
seeks fulfilhnent by adopting the children of a woman who aban
dons them and taking them home to his wife. Here the protag
onist goes home to find a similar fulfilhnent with his family. In 
both cases the conclusion is neither resolution nor denouement; 
it is simply an attempt by the author to promise peace and ful
fillment in a context that has amply demonstrated that there 
is none. 

Nevertheless, in spite of the weakness of its conclusion, the 
novel' s su~ject matter is clearly proletarian, and, in the context 
of proletarian literature, it points the way toward the conflict 
that was to characterize proletarian writing in the future: the 
workman, glorying in his strength and his humanity, matching 
his strength against that of the exploiter. But Conrad saw the 
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conflict in terms other than the class struggle of the Marxist; he 
saw it as a battle in which there was neither glory for the fighters 
nor meaningful success for the winner. His, vision was not doc
trinaire but cosmic. 

Whereas Temper is set in the factories of Detroit in the early 
1920's, G. D. Eaton's Backfurrow, published in 1925, is set in the 
rolling farmland of Central Michigan at the time of World War 1. 
But the novels have a great deal in common although Backfurrow 
is a better novel. The protagonist of Backfurrow is Ralph Dutton, 
a young farm boy, who, like Rinelli, is determined to rise in the 
greater world of Detroit. But Dutton's ,dream of the city is that 
of a world of ideas, of culture, of books, and at sixteen, after his 
grandfather's death, he escapes to the city to find his world of 
books and a young love with a prostitute scarcely older than 
himself. But he finds, too, little work, and that low-paying, and 
finally, no work at all. Broke but not discouraged, he returns to 
the country to work as a farmhand and save money for another 

assault on the city. ' 
But the return to the farm was to be permanent and the city 

to remain no more than an interlude that faded to a dream. Like 
Rinelli' a hard worker who had the same physical desires as 
other ;oung men, by twenty-one he is married and farming his 
disabled father-in-Iaw's farm; by twenty-two he is a father and 
the owner of the farm at a time when, with war on the horizon, 
farm prosperity hovered there, too. But the work, ambition, and 
the vagaries of illness and weather keep prosperity on the horizon, 
and a brief, unrequited, but consummated affair with a neighbor's 
daughter, home from the city, drives him to melancholy, a nerv
ous breakdown, and a curious detachment from reality. The novel 
ends with Dutton, childlike, explaining the wonders of the world 
to his uncomprehending children, while his wife is working the 

farm. 
The novel is harsh in its depiction of the brutality and the evil 

that dominate life on the farm as well as in the city, so mucb 
so that the novel's pre-publication history is similar to that of 
Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie a generation earlier. Sister Carrie 
had been accepted in 1900 by Walter Hines Page, then an editor 
at Doubleday, Page & Company, only to have it denounced by 
Frank Doubleday after his return from Europe and his wife had 
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read it and called it a celebration of evil. Doubleday neverthe
less published it, and, although it was widely reviewed, it was 
characterized as evil, it was poorly promoted, and it sold only a 
few hundred copies. 

Bdckfurrow, similarly, was accepted by G. P. Putnam's Sons 
while George Putnam was iIi, Europe. On his return he was 
shocked by the graphic detail of Eaton's portrayal ot'rural so
ciety and demanded changes. Eaton toned down some of the 
more graphic passages, but Putnam still detested the novel, and, 
although he permitted its publication, he forbade' publicity or 
sale in any' of his retail stores, and it vanished quickly, to remain 
virtually unknown today. 

Eaton's portrayal of rurai Michigan and, by implication, rural 
America makes clear the reasons for Putnam's dislike although 
it certainly does not justify it. The novel focuses on a society 
tormented by its nature and by human nature; 'a society in which 
Ralph Dutton's dying grandfather can cry out, "God damn you, 
Godl"; a society in which Ralph, on guard at the farmhouse to 
watch for an armed escaped convict, can, on seeing him, react 
as a good citizen should not: 

He had an impulse to shoot at him, but it was fleeting, 
and he was tom with extreme pity for the man. He thought 
of the reward, "dead or alive," but he knew he wouldn't 
shoot at the man, even if the reward were a million dollars. 
He knew that even if the man didn't have a gun he would 
never try to stop him. A man fighting desperately, blindly, 
for his freedom with all odds against him. Why! if the man 
didn't have the gun, Ralph would step before him and offer 
to hide him. He had an impulse to do it anyway, but he was 
afraid the man would shoot him." 

Ralph's relief when the man returns to the woods is tempered 
by the barrage of shots that he knows ends the man's freedom 
and his life. 

Vignettes of the bitterness of farm life abound : Ralph and 
the hired man, Tim, go down to look at a new colt: 

... The mare bared her teeth and laid back her ears but 
Ralph laughed and tickled her nose. He noted that part of 
the umbilical cord was still attached to the colt, and he cut 
it off gently. 
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"HelI have to be gelded," Ralph announced to Tim as 
he straightened up. "Not for a while yet though," he added. 
Tim's eyes flamed. 

"Gelded. God damn it, yes! Why in hell don't they 
geld men too! Old hired men like me." Then with extreme 
violence and bitterness, he said again, "God damn!" 

''Why, Tim! You're not old," answered Ralph. "Only 
thirty or thirty-five." 

"I might as well be a hundett," said Tim, and he walked 
rapidly away muttering. (p. 96) 

But there are moments of tenderness: 

Then the two stepped outside and sat together a long 
while without speaking, gazing at the misty moon, some
times casting shy glances at each other ... (p. 161) 

And frustration: 

In a stretch of woods he put his arm about her, kissed 
her agaih and again, and tried to put his hands on her 
breasts, under her frock. Again the indignation, and Ralph 
became impatieht, sensing that she did not stop him be
cause, as she pretended, she thought it was wrong. 

"Why is it any worse than a kiss?" he asked. 
"Because it is," she answered him. "At least till a person 

is married," 
Something within him brindled, and they drove home 

in silence. (p. 166) 

Social change makes itself felt in the countryside: 

... they started to talk the news of the town. Prohibition, 
now in force, had brought about a number of changes. The 
old sheriff ... had been impeached for not arresting a boot
legger and several young men who had bought from the fel
low. The sheriff had merely warned the bootlegger out of 
town and sent the drunken young purchasers home. Led by 
the Methodist and Baptist church ministers, who for once 
got together~ a band of citizens had caused the sheriff's 
dismissal. ... Since then scarcely a week had passed but 
what someone went to jail .... 

"And now," said Doc, "they are preaching in the church
es against bailing such fellows out. A fine neighborhood of 
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jailbirds we are getting! ... After they've been in jail they 
go around sullen as hell and defiant as the devil .... There 
are more young men gettin' drunk than before, and we're 
havin' too much trouble .... (pp. 377-378) 

But the reality of the life cycle on the farm goes on: 

The proceeds from Ralph's harvest barely yielded him 
four hundred dollars. He took this and paid all but fifty 
dollars of his note, then borrowed two hundred more to 
keep him through the winter. He doubted that it would 
be enbugh. There were clothes to be bought all around, and 
another child was coming. Still, Ellen had again saved up 
about thirty dollars and she expected about fifty more be
fore the cows ran low on milk and before the hens stopped 
laying. Perhaps things would be all right. (p. 288) 

The novel's conclusion, like that of Temper, is an ending 
rather than a resolution, but the implications are clear: one does 
not escape, nor does he rise; he simply endures until the point 
where he must accept defeat or withdraw from life. Like Ander
son's Windy McPhersons Son and Conrad's Te~per, Eaton's Back
furrow concludes with the suggestion that whatever fulfilhnent is 
possible is that which one finds in a close association with his 
children. But both Anderson's and Eaton's protagonists have once 
been children, and children become adults. Yet neither author 
suggests that the fulfillment their people find is fleeting at best, 
and the cycle of life and defeat will go on. 

Neither Temper nor Backfurrow was proletarian in the sense 
that Marxist and other leftist critics a few years later were to de
mand that a novel must be. Nevertheless, in the finality with 
which each protagonist is directed and eventually destroyed by 
his environment the novels are reminiscent of the first of the 
Studs Lonigan trilogy, Young Lonigan, which was already germi
nating in James T. Farrell's mind, and which, upon publication in 
1932, was hailed as the prototype of what such a novel should be. 

When Temper and Backfurrow were published, however, the 
word proletarian had not yet become part of American critical 
vocabulary, but by 1932 it had become commonplace, particularly 
by those on the left. In 1928 the Russian Association of Prole
tarian Writers declared, in conjunction with the first Soviet Five
Year Plan beginning in that year, that it was mobilizing prole-
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tarian writers to support the cause. But although the Association's 
use of the term was vague, it qUickly became a part of the vo
cabulary of American leftist writers and critics and by 1932, 
Michael Gold, Calverton, and others attempted to make their 
own definitions. No single definition other than that of subject 
matter was, however, to be agreed upon by American critics or 
writers, leftists or otherwise. 

Nevertheless, two important, clearly proletarian novels were 
published by Michigan writers during the years of the depression. 
Both are set in the automobile plants of Detroit, a setting in
variably 'approved by criticS on the left. The two novels are The 
Conveyor by James Steele (Robert Cruden), published in 1935, 
and F. O. B. Detroit by Wessel Smitter, published in 1938. 

The Conveyor is the story of the making of a proletarian hero 
in a novel that recreates'the violence prone, totalitarian situation 
in the Ford River Rouge plant. A novel that comes close to the 
proletarian ideal as defined by both Gold and Calverton, it deals 
with the theme of social conflict and it celebrates, the innate 
wisdom and courage of the American worker. At the same time, 
it carries on in the American tradition of social protest fiction by 
defining abuses as pointedly as Melville's White-Jacket and Sin
clair's The Jungle, and as such, like them, it is more powerful 
as a social document than as a work of fiction. 

The novel opens on the assembly line in the Pascal Motor 
Car Company on the eve of the Presidential election of 1928. The 
industry and the company are at the peak of Coolidge prosperity, 
but the workers feel only the effects of the speedup to meet pro
duction quotas: 

To work! The wet sanders swayed from side to side, 
, rubbing their fingers bloody with the fine sandpaper. There 

must not be a spot, a scratch, on Pascal bodies! On the 
backs of the bodies, the sanders reached and stooped, up 
and down, up and down endlessly, rubbing the metal, with 
water on their legs, water Qn their chests, water all over 
them. Between their legs their scrotums tossed their leaden 
weights. In spite of their brave words there was not a 
sander who was not sore there at the end of the day. 

So with the polishers. Back and forth, up and down, 
they forced into the cloth and paste their blood and muscle 
until the dull steel glowed like a jewel. 
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, The vent assemblers hildthe best job, unquestionably. 
They took the ventilators, slipped them into pans in the 
cowl provided for them, tightened the screw with a ratchet 
and pushed the vent down. If it was straight so that it 
'could not. be distinguished from the cowl, then it was cor-

, rect. If not, it was taken out, ground down, tried again .... 8 

Jim Brogan" the ,protagonist of the novel, is a vent man, and 
he is in a bad mood:" 

. , . A lot of bad jobs had gone through and they were 
, raising hell about it~as' though he had dripped the paint 

and dinged the cowl! ... 'And this had to happen just when 
he was getting his vents in so nicely and was looking for
ward to a big bonus on the next pay day. It would knock 

, the bonus all to hell, having all them bodies sent back for 
repair! (p. 12) , 

The' speedup continues, ,the straw ,boss shouts at a sander, 
"Jesus Christ, man, don't go to sleep! ' Get the rag out, damn it, 
faster!" and then, a few minutes later, the foreman shouts "Over
time tOnight! ,Overtime tonight!" and three sanliers lay down 
their sandpaper and qUit. There ,are plenty of jobs. The foreman 
turns to Brogan, shouting "go on sandin' over there." (p. 18) 

Jim turned and looked at hini. Then he very deliberately 
, put a plug of tobacco in his mouth and squirted a brown 
, 'pool near Stover's feet.. 

"What d' yuh say?" he asked arrogantly. 
"Go on sandin' over there," Stover replied, with an at

tempt at a smile. ''You'll get fifty-four cents." 
"Oh no I won't., I'm quittin'." Jim got down off the 

truck, took up his tool-box and walked past Stover. The 
foreman stared at him balefully and swore under his breath. 

Jim turned back - "Did yuh say somethin'?" Again he 
almost spattered Stover's shoes with tobacco juice. 

''Yeah, go an' get your time, 'ats what I said." 
Jim smiled insolently and departed. 
Every conveyor in the department was tied up! (p. 19) 

There were plenty of jobs, 'as Jim well knew. In the years 
before his marriage he had worked in almost every auto shop in 
Detroit, and had left each one for a different reason - qUit be
cause of the danger of losing fingers at Bridges Body and a fight 
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with the boss at Crystal, fired at Rodgers for talking to the women . 
on company time, laid-off for model chimgeover at Crystal again, 
quit, fired, and lilid off at each of the three plants of Lawrence 
Body. But then he had married, imd the former filrm boy had 
been at Pascal ever since, and had a fine Wife, a baby, a bank 
account, and a nice house full of furniture, neither yet paid for. 
But jobs were plentiful. He bated Reds and agitators in the 
plants, he had faith in the system, he planned to vote for Hoover 
in a few days. 

But jobs are not plentiful; he quits as a retrenchment is be
ginning, Imd the rest of the novel is the stoty of Brogan's de
generation and conversion. The savings are spent, the house is 
lost, Jim begins to drink, and the marriage deteriorates. In des
peration, Marie Brogan writes pleadihgly for advice to "Miss 
Fairbanks," conductor of the Your Problems column in the Herald. 
The reply in the paper is no more and no less meaningful than 
they had received at the bank, the finance company, and else
where: 

"Cheer up, littie 1pothet. . . . Hubby will find work after 
a while arid after a hard struggle youll get the bills paid, 
too. It s~ems as if life is made up of stretches of catching 
up. That s what makes us strong in will and good citizens. 
Keep on being happy." (p. 50) 

The irony of the reply infuriates Marie - at Miss Fairbanks, 
at Jim, at the world - and she determines to find a job in spite 
of Jim'S protest that her place is at home with the child. Bridge's 
is hiring women instead of men because they're cheaper and more 
tractable, and she goes there and is hired at once: 

She was put on a fast stamping job, which curved metal 
in thre~ planes. The safety guard oIi this was also tied up, 
she noticed, but she made no comment. 

"D' yuh know how to run one 0' them?" the boss asked. 
She nodded. 
"Awright. Go to it." The boss walked off. 
... She inserted the metal, saw it was in place, pulled 

over the lever and the die came speeding down. Crash, 
cling, clang-crash, cling, clang! The shiny, greasy press 
block flew as she got into the rhythm of the work. . .. Her 
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arms darted from the levers to the tongs to the dies, up, 
down, across .... 

She was nervous with [the boss] back of her, watching 
every move. She fumbled the pieces as she tried to set them 
.on the die. When she tried to right them with the tongs 
the latter slid over the greasy little pieces. . . . 

"Good God, throw them tongs away." 
Before she heard hiro he wrenched them from her and 

tosse(! them on a pile of stock. "Use yuhr hands. What 
yuh got them for?" 

Marie was nervous and distraught. If she were caught 
without the tongs, with the safety guard up, she'd be fired. 
But if she didn't obey the boss she'd be fired too! She looked 
at hiro, appealing. "I can't -" 

"I say, use yuhr hands!" He stuck his face in hers. "Go 
on now, get gain'!" . 

His foul breath moved her to defiance. 
«I won't." , 
"Yuh won't, eh?" His lips curled in contempt. Marie 

saw he was used to beating down women by sheer brutish
ness. 

"No, I won't," Her chin set. "An' I'm gain' right over 
to tell the safety man about it, too." 

He spat out a wad of tobacco. "Get to work, yuh god
dam whore." 

Marie's cheeks flamed. Her fists landed between the 
boss's eyes. Dirty tobacco juice slavered over his chin. For 
a moment he staggered and stepped back. Then he strode 
up to her, bellowing ... , (pp. 92-93) 

That night, when Jim, having returned from a futile search 
for work at Bridges, is reading an old detective magazine, Marie 
comes in, laughing hysterically. 

... ''I'm fired, I'm fired." She threw a crumpled check 
on the table. "We can eat now, anyway. I made 'at boss 
take to his heels." She took off her coat. "Ain't that high 
wages, though!" 

Jiro smoothed out the check. 
A dollar ninety-eight for ten hours' work! (p. 96) 

Then Jim learns that River Motors is hiring at their River 
Rohte plant; he joins thousands of men at the gate in the snow. 
When their fires are scattered by cops, the men storm the gate 
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and are driven off. Later, after cleaning himself up, he slips 
back through the line of cops, and is hired. 

There he learns to endure the speedup and the "service men," 
plant spies who kept order in the plant and speeded up pro
duction: 

... "Keep yuh mind on your work! This ain't no picnic! 
Step on it now, goddam yuh, faster, faster." 

Jim was dizzy from the pace - fifteen pans of stock a 
day, 850 push rods an hour, 15 a minute, one every four 
seconds! Fifteen push rods spinning hot and gleaming from 
the speeding wheels every minute - pull, release; pull, re
lease - 15 times a minute . .. (p. 165) 

Finally, spontanously, as a layoff is announced, the men rebel: 

A gang of service men arrive, smiling contemptuously. 
One of them casually walked up to a worker and struck a 
cigarette from his mouth. In an instant, before Jim knew 
what was happening, there was fighting. Workers were 
running to the rescue of their mate; the service men went 
down under sheer force of numbers. 

Jim la~er remembered the fight that morning. "Take 
theIr gats! he bellowed, and plunged into the milling crowd. 
A .service man got behind him, tripped him. Jim rose, 
twIsted, and jumped on his assailant .... felt a thud behind 
his ear .... stumbled, saw a blackjack drive at his mouth 
and then suddenly there was a roar at the back of his head 
and black silence. " (p. 219) , 

Later, battered and fired, Jim goes to the union hall, deter
mined to fight, to find Solidarity with his fellow workers, and 
to win. 

The Conveyor was, in Marxist tenns, the most clearly prole
tarian novel to come out of the automobile industry and Michi
gan in the Depression. The ingredients - exploitation, overwork, 
brutality, and rebellion - define, graphically and in detaiL the 
proletarian as he is driven by capitalistic greed and inhumanity 
to join the revolution of the proletariat, the capture of the tools 
of production, and the establishment of a socialist order as the 
first major step toward a classless democratic society. In the 
novel Steele makes his point clear; with only the thinnest of dis
guises- Universal Motors (General Motors), River Motor Com-
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pany (Ford Motor Company), Pascal Motor Car Company (Pack
ard Motor Car Company), Lawrence Body (Fisher Body) -
he indicts an entire industry whose God is profits and whose 
church is the assembly line. Rather than depicting a study of 
degeneration and defeat, however, as do Temper and Backfurrow, 
Steele's novel concludes with the note that most clearly marks 
the proletarian novel of the Great Depression: the identification 
of· the oppressor and the detennination to destroy him. 

When F. O. B. Detroit was published three years after The 
Conveyor, the depreSSion had eased although it was not over, and 
working conditions in the plants, dominated by the speedup and 
the layoff, were much the same as they had been before the na
tion plunged into depression. Although 1937 had been the year 
of the great sitdown strikes in General Motors plants, culminat
ing in the recognition of the United Automobile Workers by the 
corporation as the bargaining agent for its workers, the union 
had not yet made inroads into Ford Motor Company, portrayed 
in this novel as Holt Motor Company. In the novel, "Mr. Holt," 
the provider of maxims and the supervision of morality for the 
company's workers, was as strongly opposed to unionization as 
his prototype. 

The novel is the story of two young men employed on the 
same day in the Holt Motor Company: Russ, a newcomer from 
Northern Michigan, who hopes to earn enough to outfit himself 
as a clammer at home, and Bennie, who had worked in the shop 
before and considered himself an auto worker. Unlike The Con
veyor, the novel is not a study of degeneration and redemption, 
but, like Backfurrow and Temper, it is a story of survival The 
novel is narrated by Bennie, who is thoroughly familiar with the 
techniques necessary for survival and advancement under the 
maxims of Mr. Holt and the eyes of the H.P.'s - Holt Police, 
or, in the terminology of The Conveyor, the "service men." The 
novel opens as the two men stand inthe employment line: 

I went up to the guard. 
"They hiring anybody?" I said. 
"Yesterday we put on a few. Got a paper?" 
"No." 
"Had a paper I might let you in. All these fellows ain't 

got no papers either." 
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I knew what he meant. It was a paper showing that 
you had bought a new car. It had to be a Holt car, of 
course .... You buy the car and Mr. Holt gives you a job. 
It's like Mr. Holt says - "What is good for the manufacturer 
is good for the worker." But if you can't make the down 
payment, the system don't work." 

But in the momentary diversion of an altercation in the line, 
Russ and Bennie get inside the office and are empl9yed, and the 
difference between the two men becomes immediately evide.nt. 
Russ is determined to use the system in order to escape it -
"Clamming, he said, was t4e most independent life that any man 
could get into" (p.5) but Bennie is determined to use it t9 sur
vive within the system itse)£. They converse: 

"Listen, partner," [Russ] said, "you don't have to worry 
about me. I want a job that'll give me a chance to show 
what I'm worth. In the woods - I've always 1;>een a9le to 
bold up my end along with the rest of 'em." 

"That's me, too,' I said. ''I'm trying to work my way ",p. 
Some day I'm gonna be a straw boss in motor assembly. But 
right now, I'd take any job they got for me." (pp. 7-8) 

Russ is hardworking, innovative, demanding, sometimes abra
sive, as they work in various departments of the plant, whereas 
Bennie, equally hardworking, is l,lUobtrusive as he attempts to 
work by the maxims of Mr. Holt. In an altercation at the gate, -
Bennie is suddenly afraid:. 

. . . in a flash, my whole life came up before me; things 
that Mr. Holt is against, that he writes about in his book: 
fooling around with women - labor unions - gambling 
with wages - drinking and smoking cigarettes in toilets. 
I thought of his book and the golden text popped into my 
head: "Work hard and behave yourself." And here I was 
in a fight - and getting the worst of it - might even get 
killed. "Oh, Mr. Holt ---..:' I dug the words out of myself -
"Please get me out of this mess. Amen." (p. 47) 

Neither Bennie nor the author is being ironic; adherance to 
the maxims are the path to survival and adva.ncement, and, al
though Mr. Holt, like God, is never seen, he - or his agents -
and his maxims are everywhere. While Russ is courting a girl, 
Bennie pursues his own vision of happiness: 
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Sometimes when the weather was too dirty to go out 
I stayed up in the room and read Mr. Holt's book. For the 
first time I began making a real study of it - going through 
it systematic -learning whole pafagraphs by heart. I made 
neat copies of some of the verses and stuck them up on the 
walls on my side of the rQom. One of Mr. Holt's favorite 
mottoes I pasted Qn,to the edge of the mirror. It read: 

Machinery - the new Messiah (p.74) 
Russ marries, fathers a child, b",ys an outboard, m<;>tor as part 

of his plan to escape, and i.n the fac;tory he wor~ hard, quarrels 
with those who resist iImovation, demand~ raises as rewards, re
main~ an individualist throughout speedups, slowdowns, and lay
offs. He proc~aims that machi.nes sllOuld serve men rather than 
the reverse, while Bennie is willing to serve Mr. Holt and his 
machines. Tra.nsferred to a new department, the rolling mill, 
Be.n.nie stands back, while Russ steps forward to master the job 
on his own terms: . , 

The whole business of the pla.nt was to change short, heavy 
pieces of steel into light ones; short, fat snakes into long, 
thin ones. They came with incredible speed - slowed up 
a little as they came up to Russ standing on a steel platform 
beside the big rollers. 

. . . )luss seized the heads with his tongs - got the 
snakes started ipto the right grooves .... 

Water sprayed over the bQt rollers and for a minute or 
two Russ would be lost to sight in the steam .... 

I co1,1ld see it was not exactly the kind of job that he 
would have liked. "I like 1Uachines," he had said, "that I 
run - not those that run 1Ue." WelJ, he wasn't f!xactly 
running this one. . . . . 

Learning a job like that a ma.n has to keep his wits about 
him. A sudden turn - or jerk - and he might easily slip 
off the shiny steel platform. Those big 1Uotors could stop 
and reverse - but not quick enough. . . . 

I went down the long stairs and walked home, thinking 
that Russ was all straightened out and that he was going 
to get along swen. (pp. 325-326) 

Later that night, Bennie is awakened by aI). H.P. There has 
been an accident; Russ is in the hospital; his legs have been 
amp",tated. There will1;>e no cla1Uming for Russ, Bennie reflects 
as he takes Russ's wife to the hospital, but it won't be so bad: 
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There are lots of good jobs in a place like the Holt fac
tory for a man without legs ..... 

Russ would be a Holt worker. again. The company would 
find a place for him. I'd help. 

That was one of the advantages of working for a big 
outfit like the Holt Motor Company - they took care of 
their men. They didn't have to kick out their. cripples like 
the smaller. outfits .... 

I thought of the salvage department on the top floor of 
a high building where the factory visitors never came - a 
whole department where every man lacked a leg or an arm 
or a nose or an eye; where the floor sweepings were dumped 
on a long belt, and the men sorted out bits of brass, cotter 
pins, bolts, lock washers, small pieces of copper. . .. (pp. 
333-334) 

With Russ's accident, the proletarian novel in Michigan had 
come full circle, returning to the predicament of Paul Rinelli in 
Temper and Ralph Dutton in Backfurrow. Like them, Russ was 
a proletarian victim, but he was less a victim of economics and 
the capitalist system - in fact, like them he had planned to use 
the system to escape it - than he was the victim of circumstances 
and his own nature. Unlike )im Brogan in The Conveyor, there 
is for Rinelli, Dutton, and Russ no cause in which to be swept 
up, no conversion to experience, nO solidarity with fellow workers 
to enjoy, no victory to anticipate. 

With the end of the depression, the outbreak of World War II, 
the nonaggression pact between Hitler and Stalin, the return of 
prosperity, and the emergence of a national cause, proletarianism 
and the proletarian novel faded into literary and intellectual his
tory. To many scholars, its only remaining significance is pri
marily documentary, and its artistic flaws are more evident now 
than in the past of which they are a part. 

Nevertheless, proletarian novels in the decades of the 1920's 
and 1930's are more than documentary; they are vivid portrayals 
of a time, a place, and a people in a period of crisis, torment, 
and self-searching greater than any other in American history, 
with the single exception of the Civil· War .. They recreate a folk
drama. difficult, as E.dmund Wilson commented, for those who 
did not experience it, to believe in as human experience. In this 
sense, in their power to recreate that time, not .only in moments 
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of violence, turmoil, and torment, but in vivid vignettes of human 
beings coping with a world they could not understand, the pro
letarian novels of America - and Michigan - deserve, at times 
like this, to be resurrected from the obscurity into which they have 
unfortunately passed. 

Michigan State University 
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MARK SCHORER'S WISCONSIN WRITINCS 

JOHN STARK 

Ascertaining the essence of Mark Scharer's Wisconsin writing 
is no effortless task. First, Scharer, who was born in Sauk City 
in 1908, is only partly a Wisconsin writer an<;l is known mainly 
for book& that have little or nothing to do with this state. Second, 
a cursory analysis reveals much more diversity than unity in his 
Wisconsin writing: an early novel, six early short stones and 
several autol?iographical sketches that are interspersed with short 
storie~ to comprise a b(,lOk that he wrote late in his life and that 
was published posthumously. Thus, those works are in three 
genres and were written over a ijmespan more than forty years 
long. Luckily, however, Schorer himself provides a clue about 
a way to elucidate the details of his Wisconsin writing. 

Schorer was struck by the aptness of a quotation that was 
written in a book presel1ted to him when he graduated from high 
school by his eighth grade teacher, Josephine Merk, who was. 
also the sister of both the Sank City librarian and the noted 
American historian Frederick Merk. Schorer uses part of that 
quotation as an epigraph for Pieces of Life. The full quotation, 
from Emerson's "To J.W.," is: . 

Life is too short to waste 
In critic peep or cynic bark, 
Quarrel Or reprimand: 
'Twill SOOl:\ be dark; 
Upl Mind thine own aim, and 
God speeQ.the markl 

The last line must have been particularly meaningful to the 
young Schorer. The wish for success in it is appropriate for 
SOmeone who is commencing from high school and Sank City to 
the University of Wisconsin and then beyond into thll larger 

j 
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world. The pun on his first name made the wish for success more 
personal and is sigrtificant also because Josephine Merk made it 
possible. Schorer's given I)ame was Marcus; he was named for 
Dr. Marcus Bossard, an uncle he mentions in Pieces of Life who 
was Frank Lloyd Wright's physician and a leading citizen of 
Spring Green: the library in that village is named for hiro. Jo
sephine . M~r~ was the first person to call him Mark, a change 
he consIdered to be emblematic of an identity change, perhaps 
because the renaming sigrtified to him attention by a respected 
teacher and separation from his family. That is, a teacher thought 
that he, at a critical age, pad a slightly different ideT\tity than 
his family thought he pad. 

Tpe desire fox his success that he and his teacher harbored 
was realized. Mter obtaining a B.A. at the UI)iversity <;If Wiscon
sin in 1929, an M.A. at Harvard in 1\130 and a Ph.D. at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin in 193\1, he s",t fOrth on a distinguished career 
as a professor of English and writer. He taught first at Dartmouth 
and Harvard, and in 1945 l1e joined the English Departme~t at 
the University of California-Berkeley, which was his academic 
base for the rest of his teaching Career and of which for a while 
he was chairman. He taught at other universities, both in this 
country and abroad, and held fellowships fr9m the Cuggenheim 
Foundation, the Bollingen Foundation and the Center for Ad
vanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University. 
His non-Wisconsin works include two novels: The Hermit Place 
( 1941) and The Wars of Love (1954). In each he creates a group 
of cosmopolitans inextricably liI)ked to one an,other by psycho
logical ties, some of them lleuro~c. The Wars of Love is the 
stronger book because its characters are more vivid and more 
meticulously differentiated and because in it thEl t4eme of psy
chological bonds is more thoughtfully developed. His William 
Blake: The Politics of VisiQn (1\l46) is one of the first incisive, 
book-length studies of that writer, and it helped focus attention 
on Blake's work. SChorer's other major scholarly work is Sinclair 
Lewis: An American Life (1961), a definitive biography. He 
also published briefer books, many short stories and dozens of 
critical essays, some of which are collected in The World We 
Imagine: Selected E~says (1968). 
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Schorer wrote one purely ,Wisconsin book and two hybrids. 
One sunnner as a relief from his graduate studies he wrote A 
House Too Old (1935), a purely Wisconsin book. One hybrid 
book is The State of Mind (1947), a collection of stories, the first 
six set in Wisconsin, the other twenty-six set elsewhere. Pieces 
of Life (1977), the last book he finished during his lifetime, is a 
hybrid in a different way. In it autobiographical sketches, mainly 
about his experiences in Wisconsin, alternate with non-Wisconsin 
short stories. This form is similar to that of A House Too Old, in 
which the main plot line is, interrupted by historical accounts of 
that novel's physical, setting. ,Of those two ingredients Schorer 
wrote, correctly I think, "thematic relationships are, as far as I 
can see, almost non-existent." Some of those stories, for example 
"What We Don:t Know Hurts Us" and "A Lamp," are impressive. 

'The penultimate line of the 'quotation from, Emerson - Up! 
Mind thine own aim ... " ~ raises the issue of Schorer's relation 
to Sauk City, the aim of which he could have adopted as his own. 
He realized the importance of the place where one matures, the , 
extent to which a person, especially a sensitive writer, is imbued 
with the values and the atmosphere of the first place that he or 
she comprehends. For example, Schorer devotes the first chapter 
of his biography of Sinclair Lewis to an account of Sauk Centre. 
One of Scharer's theses in 'that book is that Lewis never succeeded' 
in his fervid pursuit of sophistication, that he took himself out 
of Sauk Centre but he never took, Sauk Centre out of himself. 
The same' cannot accurately be said of Schorer, whose sophisti
cation is clear, but he was shaped, and !mew he was shaped, by 
his early environment. His interest in that environment is evident 
in his writing about it. A House Too Old and the first six 
stories of State of Mind are set there despite his decision not to 
use the town's name and despite his disclaimer in that novel: "the 
scenes and characters in this fiction are wholly imaginary, and 
the historical passages are intended to refer' to no specific com
munity." The physical details of his fictional town are the same 
as Sauk City's: the river, the marshes to the south, Ferry Bluff. 
His fictional town's size, its high proportion of persons of Ger
man descent and its history also recallSauk City. Thus, early in 
his career he, used the material that lay at hand. becoming an 
expert in Sauk City by getting it down 9n paper. 
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Later, to achieve his "own aim" Schorer left Sauk City, both 
physically and spiritually. In these ways, he is unlike his friend 
Derleth, who, after a brief interlude in the Twin Cities, returned 
to his home town to stay, using it as a source 'of much of his work 
and settling into a role as the town gadfly and leader of the loyal 
opposition: a role symbolized by his house's location at such a 
distance from the m'ain cluster' of the town's buildings that it was 
clearly separate but also clearly connected. For some time, ex
cept for a brief foray to Harvard for a master's degree, Scharer 
lived either in Sauk City or in Madison. 'As soon as he had his 
Ph.D., however, he was' gone. As his residence changed so did 
his fiction's setting. By the time he began teaching at Dartmouth 
in the autumn of 1936 aU but one of his seven works of fiction 
set in Wisconsin had been published and the' other, "Long in 
Populous City Pent," appeared the next year. 'Although he pub
lished "To the Wind" in 1934 rather than a few years later' when 
he was leaving Wisconsin behind, that story serves in two ways 
as a bridge from his Wisconsin fiction to his non-Wisconsin fic
tion. It is the last of the' Wisconsin stories in The State of Mind, 
and it is other than a Wisconsin story. In it Schorer narrates the 
story of a young college instn;'ctorremembering the home town 
he left and some of the events of his youth. ' 

Schorer's memories of his home town, however, did not take 
fictional form again. He reveals a major reason for his change 
in subject matter in "The World We Imagine: Notes on the 
Creative Act and Its Function": "the world we create . . . de
pends in large part on the world that we inhabit." This statement 
can be interpreted as an equivalent to the truism that the only 
possible basis for a work of fiction, is its author's experiences. 
However, because of Schorer's comment in a letter to me that 
a writer is motivated by his or her present environment I think 
that his statement ought to be taken to mean that the world one 
presently inhabits is the source of one's fiction. Thus, Schorer did 
not abandon Sauk City as an unpromising source of material. 
Following Derleth's writing convinced him of the folly of that 
position. This is not to say that he maintained a uniformly high 
opinion of his native state. To the contrary, in a letter he men
tions, that, after he left, both the natural setting and the politics 
of Wisconsin deteriorated. However, he did not absent himself 
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totally from Sauk City. He made occasional trips there even after 
both of his parents were dead, and as late as 1966 in a letter to 
Derleth he mentions reading the local newspaper. Pieces of Life 
is the last best proof that he did not sever himself from his home 
town. 

The fourth line of th~ quotation from Emerson -:-- <OTwiIl soon 
be dark;" - indiCates the most salient theme in Scharer's Wis
consin fiction. That statement suggests that his work is unreliev
edly bleak; at the outset it should be pointed out that that is 
not so. Scharer was IlOt an inveterate pessimist or obsessed with 
gloom. One effective way to discern his sensibility is to use the 
method he himself uses in some of his best literary criticism. In 
several classic essays on nineteenth century novelists he analyzes 
recurring images and clarifies their relation to other elements of 
fiction, thereby revealing the inner workings of a novel and the 
characteristic attitude Of its author. That kind of examination of 
Scharer's Wisconsin fiction reveals a less insistent and less dra
matic cluster of light imagery that contrasts to and thereby amel~ 
iorates the more characteristic, sombre dark or nighttime images. 
Some of those light images are descriptions of manufactured light, 
such as street lights swaying in the breeze. The most important 
are of nature's light: fire. That image is particularly crucial in 
A House Too Old, an important event of which is a fire that d~
strays the store of a competitor of the main character, Selma. Un
like her sister Lisa, who is sympathetic to the victim, Selma is 
delighted and uses the interval before the rival store is rebuilt 
to capture a larger share of the market. That fire thus reveals 
the depths of her greed. Scharer also uses fire as a backdrop to 
devastating scenes for Sehna and Lisa. In one Sehna throws 
mementos of her husband into the fire when she discovers his 
unfaithfulness, and in the other there is a fire in the room when 
Lisa is the victim of a half-hearted sexual assault. Thus, in that 
novel fire may literally be a contrast to darIaless but it also accom
panies disasters. 

The less literal but more effective contrasts to the nighttime 
world in Scharer's WiScoIlsin works are nature and certain other 
persons. In "Long in Populous City Pent" the name Scharer gives 
to his fictional Sauk City, Green Glade, and the title suggest that 
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the story is a contrast between, on the one hand, nature and the 
small town that has accommodated itself to it and, on the other 
hand, cities, which kill nature's spirit. One Of the characters takes 
this view when she says, "'in the country the personality has a 
chance to survive, to achieve its form. In the city it is only con
fused'." In A House Too Old nature is frequently described in 
the historical interludes. A scene in which Karanszcy, the founder 
of the town, tosses a rock into the river soon after he views for 
the first time the site where he wishes to build a town is repeated 
several times. Schorer counterpoises this scene, in which nature 
and idealism are prominent, with other historical sections and 
with the main narrative, in both of which pragmatism, often of 
a barbaric sort, reigns and nature is one of the many things that 
the townspeople and the characters forget. Nature finally tri
umphs, however. As the town's favorite son, a plutocrat who is 
the descendant of one of the settlers, begins to speak at a cele
bration of the town's centennial, ram begins. Later, as the rain 
terminates the festivities, Scharer makes his point a bit too bla
tantly: "it ahnost seemed at last as if some old gods of the place 
had suddenly riseIl in wrath and tried to wash back into the earth 
the effort of a hundred years." 

Some of Scharer's characters avoid becoming denizens of the 
nighttime world. He paints a vary flattering portrait of Karanszcy, 
who is a fictional representation of Agostin Haranszcy: liberal 
Hungarian nobleman, founder of Sauk City, early sheriff of San 
Diego County and father of the California wine industry. In A 
House Too Old he is a selfless humanitarian offering help to others 
in order to btJild not only it town but also a just society. The 
main characters in the Wisconsin short stories are admirable for 
the most part, although they do not provide very good evidence 
of a less pessimistic side to Scharer because most of them are fic
tional versions of Scharer himself. In Pieces of Life he sympa
thetically portrays many real persons. He was closely attached 
to his long-suffering, sensitive mother, who is the model for the 
mother in "In the Night." Another relative whom Schorer liked 
is his uncle Dr. Bossard. He also favorably mentions a boyhood 
friend who became a high school teacher: "if I lived in Wiscon
sin today, he would still be that,the most amusing, the most 
tolerant, the best of men." 
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Despite these glimmers of light; the world of Schorer's Wis
consin writing is dark, as, he claims, are the worlds created by 
most writers. He considers recognition of darkness to be· a trait 
characteristic of writers. In "The World We Imagine: Notes on 
the Creative Act and Its Function," for example; he discusses the 
priinitive or nighttime world that is invisible to most persons but 
is manifested in the works of writers .. Schorer began to delineate 
that world as early as his first works. The epigraph of The State 
of Mind is a suitable quotation from Wallace Stevens: "It was 
evening all afternoon." Stevens' allusion to the power of black
ness that has gripped many writers introduces the night theme 
that is prevalent in the stories collected in that volume. 

The first story in The State of Mind, "In the Night," as its title 
indicates, describes the nighttime world; it also portrays· that 
world's primary feeling: fear. Many details are· appropriate to 
such a frightening trip. The main character, at thirteen years of 
age, is on the brink of adolescence, and it is autumn, one· season 
away from a Wisconsin winter. Moreover, the story opens at ~e 
approach of' night, which is hastened by a heavy mist. More 
frightening than portents of those future times is the trip back
ward into the past that the boy takes through his memory. Try
ing again and again to remember one event that happened ,dur
ing each year of his life, he mentally composes a reverse chronicle 
beginning with the year when the story takes place. He remem
bers only negative experiences:, a death, a sicknss and, most 
disturbing of all, his mother's temporary, albeit short, flight from 
tlle family. That event occurred when the boy was eight and he 
can remember back to his fifth year, but then "he always came 
finally to the place where was nothing but darkness in the r00m 
under- the eaves and the wind blowing and the train's whistle 
in the night, a sound that made him afraid in the lonely dark, 
as if he were all alone in the house and as if there were, no people 
in the world,' and sometimes he called, his mother." ,These 
themes - fear, train, mother, dark, loneliness - recur in the 
story, but he never can quite understand their interrelations or 
find their cause, 

Later the boy walks to the station to observe the evening train 
come in. Its "monster engine" frightens him and, although he 
does not realize it, that reveals the cause of his fright earlier in 
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the story. Now the boy has 'traveled all the way into the night 
world: when he returns home "the night [is] black." Again 
he tries to remember an event that happens before he was five 
years old, and he does recall his father's meanness and his mother's 
threat to leave; which 'he thinks happened not at a definite time 
but "once." Because of this memory he fearfully" runs home to 
make sure"that his'motheds there; It thus becomes clear - and 
he recognizes it atleast unconsciously - that his mother's threat 
to leave for good is the memory that he has repressed. He had 
associated it with, the. train, the means of escape from the village. 
Although he is not fully conscious of his discovery, he has estab
lished the etiology of his fear, has found the entrance to the night
time world. 

"Obituary" is a quiet little story that makes the point that 
nighttime often is other people. In ita: widow helps her clergy
man pi'epare an obituary about the man to whom she had been 
married for fifry-nine years. The central problem for the widow 
in this story is not his death, however, but the evaluation of her life 
With him thai: occurs 'as she helps prepare the obituary. The 
traditional fomi of the obibiary, its list of dates and conventional 
events, precludes a statement of the truly worthwhile events in 
their lives. As the clergyman elicits those dates and events she 
admits, "'Iguess nothing much ever did happen to us'." Scharer 
could have ended there, making a banal point about the empti
ness of many lives, but he 'uses' a surprising reversal to make a 
more interesting point. ' The widow resists the clergyman's triv
ializing efforts and stands up for the meaningfuhless of her mar
ried life, dechiring about herself and her husband "'there never 
[were] two people who had a better life, and now you want to 
read that scrap with nothing on it but four or five dates'." She 
begins to recall happy moments that were important to her but 
do not fit into the form of the obituary. At this point she takes 
a stand that Will repel the world of the night, but then Scharer 
makes one more reversal, at the end of the story describing her 
staring "out coldly atthe accumulated vanities of her lifetimes." 
Thus, despite her earlier resistance, at the 'end she accepts the 
clergyman's denigration of her married life. She falls victim to 
the non-understanding observer, the clergyman, who is similar 
to the character who, comes on the scene at the .end of Heming-
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way's novels. In so doing she fills victim to the world of the 
night, not because her husband has died but because she allows 
herself to be convinced that het life With him was in 'vain. 

In «Long in Populous City Pent," where Scharer plays a vari
ation on the theme of intrusion that he sounds in «Obituary," a 
marriage is still intact. Indeed, it is thriving in the natural set
ting of Green Glade, and the writer-husband and pirinter-wife 
are flourishing. This situation is observed by the young narrator, 
to whom the married couple is an attractive contrast to the more 
mundane townspeople. The intruder is their friend Nickie, whose 
letter announcing his hninent arrival disconcerts the couple. The 
narrator thinkS that Nickie is only a little unusual, and he is baffled 
by the chilling effect NiCkie has on the husband. His confusion 
is exacerbated by the wife's departure. When Scharer clarifies 
the threat that Nickie poses and the reason for the breakup of 
the marriage, the reaSOll why he uses a naive narrator also becomes 
clear. The narrator reports on a Scene in which the husband 
caresses NiCkie but he does not dwell on its significance, his re
ticence being a logiCal concomitant of his youthfulness. Scharer's 
narrative strategy allows him to describe a homosexuitl mcident 
at a time, 1937, when that was not common. That theme is im
portant much less in itself than as an example of the nighttime 
world intruding into and destroying two apparently sunny lives. 

Although it was published four years earlier than «Long in 
Populous City Pent," «For Winter Nights;' is more weighty. That 
is so to a large extent because SchMer uSes a more sophisticated 
narrator: a twenty-two-year-old writer who has returned to Green 
Glade for a visit with his aunt after art absence of ten years. In 
the first four stories in The State of Mind Scharer, except for very 
minor characters, uses only four character types: a married couple 
(in "For Winter Nights" they are ahnost married), an intruder 
and an observor-narrator. In «For Winter Nights" there appear 
only the fiancee and the narrator, who takes a more active role 
than do the narrators in the other three stories. This story differs 
from the other three in that, because of the events that occur , 
the narrator changes. This story;s main external event is the nar
rator's meeting with Anna Bretly, whose mind is addled because 
her anticipated wedding did not take place. She continually 
searches for a ring on a hill near town, reenacting the traumatic 
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scene during which she lost her fiance. The main internal event 
is the narrator's generalization from Anna's plight to his own re
lation to a woman With whom he vows to try a reconciliation. 
However, Scharer ends as he does in «Obituary": with a second, 
pessimistic reversal. The narrator explains that «searching the 
ground fora mad woman's ring that was not there, I was antici
pating the 'certain failure of a letter which I had not yet written 
but would surely write." Again, Scharer describes the nighttime 
world, where relations between men and women fail. The title, 
although it may seem inappropriate to readers unfamiliar with 
his work, signals Scharer's main theme, and the «winter" in it 
connotes a longer, more debilitating night, which is suitable for 
this story, in which the observer confronts the night more directly. 

«Where Nothing Ever Happens" is a companion to «For Win
ter Nights." Again it young man who is visiting his aunt in a fic
tionalized Sauk City narrates. Rather than losing her man before 
marriage, the woman whom the narrator meets has lost him after 
marriage, and she is left alone with many children. When one 
of them drowns, the townspeople do not know how to respond. 
Most of them think that the mother's stoic resignation is callous
ness, and they are ill at ease because of her poverty. When she 
begins to wail at the funeral some women, finally receiving a cue 
about the way they should act, rush to comfort her. This story, 
however, is not just a re-telImg of Katherine Mansfield's «The 
Garden Party." It is not only in the guise of death that the night
time world enters this story. That is, the narrator detects in that 
wail more than a mother's grief. When he and his aunt visit the 
woman, he notices a photograph of her as a young woman, at a 
happier, more hopeful time. Seeing this photograph, he realizes 
that she "had not wept for her son." The clue to her reason for 
weeping is the subject that the minister is discussing when she 
begins: the supposedly comforting theory that an early death 
diminishes unhappiness. That is, it is the mother's contempla
tion of her own life, not of her son's death, that breaks down 
her reserve. The epiphany of the story occurs, therefore, when 
the narator sympathizes not with the discrete, fortuitous drown
ing but with the woman's persistent suffering. He sees that for 
her it is evening all afternoon. 
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"To the Wind," the transition between his Wisconsin stories 
and his non-Wisconsin stories, is about a college instructor who 
refuses to give a "B" to a student despite the student's despera
tion and who feels guilty when the student commits suicide. In 
reaction to that event he remembers his childhood, which at first 
he considers his idyll, perhaps because his present is grim. Later, 
however, he remembers a time when he· was six or seven years 
old and had been thought lost, even though he was only in a 
rarely-used room in his own house. Not realizing that he was 
sought, he was not worried, but later he was terrified by the ex
perience. This memory impels the teacher to talk to the student's 
mother and to confess to her his guilt and to himself his self
righteousness and naivete. In this story, too, a disaster befalling 
someone else causes the narrator to recognize the night, but this 
time night is within himself. 

In A House Too Old the night has two main causes: historical 
developments and the motivations of individuals. These causes 
are intertwined, as Schorer indicates by means of the structure 
of this novel, which alternates historical recapitulations and nar
rative accounts of the characters' lives. As to its historical dimen
sion, this novel is part of the flight-from-the-village movement 
that was important in American literature of the 1920's and 1930's. 
In his afterword to a major document of that movement, Sinclair 
Lewis' Main Street, Schorer states a tenet of those writers: by 
1915 "the village in the United States had become an economic 
and hence a cultural cipher, set in the rigidities of its own past." 
Sauk City, as Schorer portrays it in tillS novel, is somewhat dif
ferent in that its citizens are controlled not .by their real past 
but by their distorted version of it, which excludes the humani
tarian and optimistic vision of Kararanszcy, its founder. Even at 
the beginning of the story it is clear that "already the town has 
forgotten much," a point that is reiterated trroughout. The epi
graph, from a poem by Stephen Spender, indicates the reason for 
this selective forgetting and the dominant motive of this novel's 
main character and of other characters as well: 

it is too late now to stay in those houses 
your fathers built where they built you to build to breed 
money on money 
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That is, greed eradicates the memory of Karanszcy, which, hon
ored, may have saved the town. However, other manifestations 
of human behavior survive: "despair had not died, nor drunken
ness, nor madness." In this respect Schorer's portrait of Sauk 
City is very much like Derleth's portrait of it in Walden West 
and other works. Two other important motifs in A House Too 
Old are also reminiscent of Derleth. One is the repeated failure 
of men and women to establish satisfying relations with each 
other. The other is loneliness, which is poignantly expressed in 
Schorer's account of the contents of the life of the main character 
as she reaches old age: "and now notlling - only the thin stac
cato days of her age, with nothing in tI,em but a sharp emptiness." 

In the autobiographical portions of Pieces of Life Schorer not 
only maintains his interest in the theme of the nighttime world 
but also divulges the cause of t11at interest. The most revealing 
comment along these lines occurs as he explains t11e relation be
tween those autobiographical portions and the short stories: "I 
wanted the characters in the stories to act out their problems 
before a darker backdrop than the stories themselves provide, 
nothing lugubrious, nothing narcissistic certainly, nothing self
pitying, I trust, but yet something more shadowy, bleaker, than 
what goes on downstage." He creates that shadowy, bleaker back
drop·by describing his boyhood and yout11, particularly his inter
actions witll his family. His grandparents had obvious flaws, the 
same ones as the couple in A House Too Old, which suggests 
t11at they are t11e models for those characters. Schorer's maternal 
grandmother, Selina Jaeger, owned a variety store and had t11e 
first divorce in .Sauk City, later marrying a man who owned a 
cattle brokerage business. They were "quite miserly and were 
thought to have a fortune." Although he is detached about his 
grandparents, Schorer understandably could not achieve that kind 
of relation to his parents. Rather, decades after he escaped it 
he writes about t11e "horrid tension that at most times positively 
vibrated in our house." For this Schorer blames his father, a 
"rigid innocent" who believed t11at he had been "betrayed into 
marriage" and that his. wife had been promiscuous before their 
marriage. To retaliate the father continually taunts his wife. 
Schorer describes one incident· in which she cannot endure it 
longer and rushes from the rouse, pursued by young Mark, just 
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as does the mother in "In the Night." That tension appears to 
have made Schorer for the first time acquainted witl) the night. 

Pieces of Life is also the book in which for the first time 
Schorer exhibits the attitude stated in the firs~ two lines of the 
quotation from Emerson: 

Life is too short to waste 
In critic peep or cynic bark, 

One of Schorer's main projects in that book, the work of his final 
years, is to balance his accounts by demonstrating his magnani
mity toward anyone who may have been the target of his critic 
peeps or cynic barks. To one such person, his father, he had made 
a similar gesture on a much smaller scale in the dedication of 
A House Too Old "For parents from a prodigal." His final gesture 
toward his father comes after he recounts a disastrous attempt 
by them and his brother to raise rabbits. Schorer writes, ''how, 
remembering that folly, I do forgive him, if I had not years ago." 
This forgiveness is undercut by the revelations about his father 
in this same book and by its own terms: Schorer offers forgive
ness, not understandiI\g, self-blame or an aclmowledgement of 
positive traits. 

Schorer makes a more gracious gesture toward August Derleth. 
Mter a sl,lmmary of their relationship before Schorer leff Sauk 
City, he complains about Derletii s fictionalized portrait of him, 
as Robin, in Evening in Spring, calls that. novel "a curious senti
mentalization of that town as I remember it" and writes that in 
it Derleth is "quite good on the nature business ... but wildly 
false about his own family background." His summing up of 
Derleth is also undercut: "He died too early and his death left 
a real hole in my life, even though, in ~ later years, I no longer 
saw very much of him. It was a strange friendship, to be sure -
part affection, part jealous rivalry On both sides." Their earlier 
relation in print had included the stories on which they worked 
together during the summer after Schorer's first year at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin. Derleth mentions Schorer in "The Canning 
Factory" episode in Walden West: "one of my closest friends 
was Mark Schorer, the son of the factory manager." Will Schorer, 
Mark's father, however, is the center of attention in that episode. 
Derleth pictures him as a fuss-budget whose harassment of his 
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workers and "erratic decisions" p~ecipate a comic war against 
management led by Derleth. Derleth includes Schorer's "Block
buster" and some generous COmments on it in his Wri#ng Fiction, 
and each reviewed the other's work. 

The most intimate view of the relation between these two 
writers is evident in Derleth's papers in the archives of the State 
Historimil Society of Wisconsin. Those papers contain two letters 
from Derleth to Schorer and ninety-seven from Schorer to Derleth. 
The first dated letter was written in 1\)37, the last dated letter 
in November 1969, twenty months before Derleth's death. Schor
er's comments are Qoth prc;>fessional and personal. In many of 
the early letters Schorer comJ;Ilents ambivalently on Derleth's 
Writing. For example, on April 8, 1938, he writes that some of 
Derleth's poems are "very pleasant" but that Any Day Now is 
"less good than your prose usually is." Later his evaluations are 
more positive. In 1952 he refers to a collection of Derleth's poems 
as "a very distinguished volume," and his comments in 1963 on 
The Only Way We Live are all positive. Mter the early, profes
sional letters, Schorer occasionally becomes more personal. From 
Italy during 1952, for example, he tells about his wife's losing a 
watch on Isola Maggiore, which was found by a boatman named 
Fausto; here is the germ of one of the stories in Pieces of Life. 

One Gan trace in these letters the ebbs and flows of the re
lation between the two men. In addition to the negative profes
sional comments, a letter written in 1954 indicates difficulties in 
their personal relationship. Schorer writes that he wishes to talk 
to Derleth about a poem in Pysche, implying that the poem ap
peared to Schorer to be about himself. In the mid-1950's there 
is a gap of three and a half years between letters, and in the 
letter that resumes the correspondence Schorer writes, "you were 
very kind to write me, out of the blue." The sudden changes in 
the relation are seen in two letters written during 1961. On No
vember 12 Schorer, commenting on perleth's note in Colonel 
Markesan and Less PI(lasant People about their collaboration, says 
that "I don't remeI)1ber things gc;>ing as smoothly as you suggest." 
Hc;>wever, eight days later he expresses delight aQout the portrait 
of his father in Walden West. The letters from fl)e mid and late 
1960's are mellower, containing I)lainly positive remarks on Der
leth's books, a fond memory, occa.sioned by Helen White's death, 
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of a course the two of them took from her, friendly comments 
about expecting to see Derleth or about having just seen him and 
a sympathetic letter after Derleth suffered a seizure in 1967. 

Of the two letters from Derleth to Schorer included in the 
historical society's collection one, dated September 16, 1961, is 
full of praise for Schorer's biography 'of Sinclair Lewis. The other 
is very revealing in its explanation of a cryptic comment in an 
earlier letter. He writes that. he knew Margery Latimer, to whom 
he introduced Schorer.. She and Schorer corresponded and visited 
each other. In 1932 Schorer went to the funeral home after her 
death but advised Derleth not to come along because he might 
not know how to act, a comment that Derleth remembered bit
terly for thirty-seven years. Having broached the subject of pain 
inflicted by Schorer, Derleth goes on to recount a day spent in 
Madison with Schorer on December 30, 1925: he even cites the 
exact day ahnost forty-five years after it occurred. He graciously 
mentions that Schorer shared money with him and describes 
Schorer falling asleep in his arms on the way back. Derleth's point 
is that Schorer did not reciprocate Derleth's affection. This inci
dent is the basis of the reference· to. Robin and Steve near the 
end of Evening of Spring and is one source of Steve's nostalgic 
reverie about Robin. in that book. These letters do indicate an 
imbalance of affection. Derleth was the Illore faithfur corre
spondent and sent Schorer a copy of most of his published books. 
and in a letter Schorer asks him to keep ,his eye out for certain 
kinds of books to send him, In 1952 Scharer writes from Perugia, 
Italy, requesting Derleth to send him lighter fluid, ball point pen 
fillers, kleenex and toilet paper. Less than a month later he writes 
to the solicitous Derleth thanking him for his prompt attentiop 
to that request. In general, Derleth seems to have wanted a close 
professional and personal relation, and Schorer seems to have 
wanted to keep Derleth at arm's-length. 

The strangest document about the two writers in the historical 
society is an article, 110 pages. long, by Edward Klein called "A 
Plagiarism of Mind," .which was written in 1936. It contains ref
erences to letters and nianuscripts that Derleth must have sup
plied to Klein. On occasion Klein makes a convincing case that 
Derleth suggested ideas for plots to Schorer, and he points out 
that the source for the historical por.tion::of A House .Too Old is 
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Derleth's The Heritage of Sauk City. At other times he is less 
convincing. For example, some of the imagery he finds in both 
writers probably results from things both observed in the same 
small town rather than from plagiarism. Klein's argument that 
Sehna's final loneliness in A House Too Old is borrowed from 
Steve's lq,:,eliness at the end of Evening in Spring is less likely to 
be true than is the theory that Scharer began with memories of 
his own grandmother. Plagiarism is too harsh a term to apply 
to the literary relation between those two writers, but Klein's 
article would be a useful guide for a much-needed study of that 
relation. 

The final account that Scharer balanced is the one with his 
wife. This is not to suggest that he mistreated or underestimated 
her; on the contrary, he mentions that friends often admired the 
strength of their marriage. Rather, he wants to make sure that 
he acknowledges her in print while there is still time to do so. 
Ruth Page Scharer is the daughter of William Herbert Page, a 
University of Wisconsin law professor, prolific writer and eccen
tric about whom stories are still told at the law school. In Pieces 
of Life Scharer describes being swept off his feet by the first sight 
he had of her on the steps of the Memorial Union in 1935, when 
he said, "that is the girl I want to marry." The next year he did 
marry her, and Pieces of Life ends poignantly on their fortieth 
anniversary as Scharer proclaims, "I don't think that she has ever 
recognized my devotion to purest grace of body and of mind, 
any more than she has ever been aware that she is the total mis
tress of that double blessing. I feel like crying." That account 
balanced, four ,days before their forty-first anniversary would 
have occurred, the final nighttime descended on Mark Schorer. 

Madison, Wisconsin 



OHIO BOYHOODS: 
A STUDY OF ADOLESCENCE IN NOVELS BY 

ROBERT McCLOSKEY, VIRGINIA HAMILTON, AND 
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LINDA R. SILVER 

Through the literature a society creates for its children can 
be discovered in a particularly Jucid fonn many of that society's 
attitudes about both its children and itself. AI; writerS respond 
to changes in social conditions and values, their books become to 
some extent mirrors, reflecting shifting images of what it means 
to be a child, an adolescent, an adult. The purpose of this paper 
will be to discuss how three fictional portraits of adolescent boys 
show differing views of adolescence and of the relationship be
tween young people and the midwestern societie~ in which they 
live. 

The critic Sheila Egoff describes the children1s books written 
during the first half of the twentieth century as characteristically 
"set in a world of delight and innocence ... The world of child
hood is separate from that of adults: ~he children are busy and 
happy about their own affairs while the adults hover on the 
periphery ... ready to step in at times of danger and need. But 
the children are generally equal to most situations. There is little 
introspection and less ugliness or downright hardship ... Child
hood, it seems, was the best of all possible states."l 

HOMER PRICE by Robert McCloskey was published in 1943 
and the setting Egoff descril;>es is certainly true f()r McCloskey's 
novel. HOMER PRICE is a series of comIc adventures set in and 
around the town of Centerburg. No exact reference to Center
burg's geographic locati()n is given but it is generally assumed to 
be set in the southwestern part of Ohio that McCloskey, a native 
Ohioan rememl;>ered from his own boyhood. The lack of specifi-. , 
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city as to location or time frame is obviously intended. Center
burg is archetypical rather than typical, illustrating what was 
once a common vision of the Midwest: a place of farms and small 
towns populated by resourceful provincials who worked and 
played .in a ~pirit of cornball earnestness. Centerburg is the quin
tessential MIdwestern small town, where the sheriff plays pinochle 
over at the barber shop, where the Ladies Club holds bQx socials 
and where the populace turns out for the sesquicentennial pageant 
to celebrate with equal sincerity the "forty two pounds of edible 
fungus" that saved the original settlers from starvation and a 
newly constructed housing project. ThE: creation of a suburb for 
Centerburg is regarded by its residents, child and adult alike, as 
a sure sign of "up and comingness," with absolutely no traces 
of regret for the trees and fields that have been destroyed tQ make 
way for row after row of pre-fabricated, identical houses. The 
Centerburg newspaper calls the housing development "a modem 
miracle" and one of the residents exclaims, "Simply marvelous ... 
Just think. Last week there were only grass and trees and squirrels 
on this spot." . 

The building of the housing project is the culminating. episode 
of HOMER PRICE, a climax to chapters of rising action that in
dicate the novel's comic nature and its author's attitude toward 
the .rural Midwest as a land of beneficence and unbounded op
portunity. Success is measured in material tenns - the winning 
of a reward for capturing robbers or the winning of a wife who 
can cook - and if not inevitable, is usually assured to anyone 
with good sense and ingenuity. The spirit of Centerburg is above 
all practical and when the town's children are in danger of being 
lured away by a latter-day Pied Piper, the mayor justifies paying 
their ransom on the grounds that "we can't lose all these children 
with election time coming up next month." 

In Don Moser's A HEART TO THE HAWKS, land develop
ment causes the central conflict between the fourteen year old 
.protagonist and the society in which he lives, marking the de
struction of the wildlife that Mike loves and in a symbolic sense, 
the end of his innocence. Set in approximately the same time 
period as HOMER PRICE, that is, in the middle 1940's, Moser's 
novel was published in 1975 and shows decided changes .in atti
tude toward progress, the nature of adolescence, and the .rel!!-
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tionship between society and environment. In contrast to the 
vagueness of HOMER PRICE's setting, it is stated very clearly 
in A HEART TO THE HAWKS. "For someone who intended 
to be a polar explorer, falconer, first conqueror of Everest, ocean
ographer, Eagle Scout, field herpetologist, big-game hunter (for 
scientific purposes only), and frequent contributor of articles to 
the National Geographic Magazine, as well as the world's greatest 
living authority on freshwater biology, it wasn't a bad place to 
grow up. (Mike's) home, in a suburb east of Cleveland, Ohio, 
was surrounded on three sides by defense plants, just converted 
back from the manufacture of tanks and airplane engines to the 
making of automobiles and refrigerators and the other truck of 
civilian life; and by streets of orderly, close-set houses with small 
yards in front and back. But on the fourth side were woodlands 
and old farms, many of them abandoned and gone back to second
growth timber, and a net of dirt and gravel roads that stretched 
away into the rural counties beyond. It was a wedge of country 
driven into the heart of a city, or to say it better, a city hammered 
down over a last remaining spike of country, its development 
halted by years of war and the shortage of construction materials. 
On a summer night, if he looked north from the house, Mike saw 
the lamps of progress; if he looked south, he saw racoons." 

Mike prefers the southern view. This "last remaiiiing spike 
of country" has been his field laboratory and he knows it inti
mately, with a far greater awareness an,d appreciation than is 
ever given to Homer Price to feel for his more bucolic surround
ings. And whereas, in the latter book, the leveling bulldozers are 
welcomed as one further sign of modem achievement, in A 
HEART TO THE HAWKS, their first menacing presence is in
dicated by "a kind of guttural roar, but so softened by distance 
that it seemed no more than a hoarse whisper, with an overlay of 
sharper sound, like the clanking of armor of a far-off battalion." 

The tone of HOMER PRICE, on the other hand, is consistently 
up-beat and if McCloskey views life in Centerburg with touches 
of irony, his characters never do. Homer's Uncle Ulysses, a man 
of "advanced ideas;' takes pride in his "up and coming" lunch
room, filled with modem labor-saving devices, while the judge 
expounds on "women's rights" after Miss Terwilliger is allowed 
to enter a string winding contest at the County Fair. Although 
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in each chapter a problem occurs, it is usually caused by a stranger 
or some outside force and it is always solved by Homer acting in 
concert with his elders, who are sensible enough to recognize and 
defer to his intelligence. These problems, while necessary for 
dramatic effect and the showcasting of character, are definitely 
not considered to be part of Centerburg's normal life, during 
which "the children concentrate on arithmetic and baseball and 
the grown-ups tend to business and running the town in a peace
ful, democratic way." Implicit in McCloskey's good humored por
trayal of a small Ohio town is the idea of a society at one with 
itself, sharing a common purpose, common values, and a firm faith 
in the future. It is a society shown to offer its children opportuni
ties to develop self-reliance, industriousness, and generosity while 
allowing them tl,e benevolent separteness that Egoff described 
as characteristic of books written in the first half of this century. 
Alienation or isolation, conditions that occur frequently in books 
written for older children since the 1960's, are inconceivable in 
Homer Price's world. 

In Moser's A HEART TO THE HAWKS, the setting is the 
1940's but the perspective is of the 70's, and the tl,eme is one of 
disillusionment, as epitomized by the title, taken from Robinson 
Jeffers', "Give your heart to the hawks for a snack of meat, but 
not to men." As his struggle to stop the destruction of his child
hood paradise grows progressively more desperate, Mike Harring
ton is forced from innocence into experience. Contemplating his 
passage, one is reminded of Gerald Manley Hopkins' elegiac poem 
"Spring and Fall," which begins: 

"Margaret, are you grieving 
Over Goldengrove unleaving?" 
"It is the blight man was born for. 
It is Margaret you mourn for." 

Mike's friend, an aging scientist, tells him to forget his pond 
and woods, that there will still be some places to go, "somewhere, 
where the heathen have been spared our civilization and our tech
nology," but his words, meant to comfort, acknowledge that Mike 
no longer has a place in the concrete and asphalt landscape grow
ing up around him. 

Isolation from society isoviewed more favorable in Virginia 
Hamilton's novel M. C. HIGGINS THE GREAT, which takes 
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place in the hills of southeastern Ohio. The time of the story is 
contemporaneous with the 1974 publication date and for the thir
teen year old protagonist, a carefree childhood has ceased to exist. 

Again, the "deep cough and hum" of bulldozers strikes an 
ominous note. Like HOMER PRICE, this novel also has a rural 
setting but by now, the fields and woods have been levelled, the 
hills are gashed by strip mines, and the streams, which for Homer 
provided fishing, run polluted. Virginia Hamilton lives in south
eastern Ohio and about it she has said: "Appalachian hills are 
flattened; the Belmont counties of Ohio are decimated by the 
GEMs (Giant Earth Movers) of Hanna Mining Company. Acids 
released by mining destroy wells, crops, livestock, and land. Be
cause of them people starve and people die.'" 

M.C. and his family live on an outcropping of Sarah's Moun
tain, named for their ancestor, a runaway slave. To the south are 
the smoking chimneys of a steel town and beyond it, the Ohio 
River. To the north, hidden by the mountain but present in M.C.'s 
mind's eye, is a scarred and desolate landscape, ravaged by strip 
mining. When the family leaves the mountain, it is by necessity, 
not choice. At the least, the outside world is disappointing; more 
often, it is degrading. M.C.'s proud parents have menial jobs in 
town and school is described thus: "Boys M .C.' s ag~ endured 
school ... Awkward, with twitching hands and no pille needles 
to touch or branches to hand from. In class, tongue-tied, they 
thought themselves stupid. Their teachers thought them slow. 
They endured it all. Until time to go home, to live again ingenious 
in the woods." Ingenuity was valued in Centerburg as a social 
good. Here it has become a means of preserving personal integrity 
from the demeaning effects of an alien culture. 

But because of the incursions of that culture, even the woods 
and hills have become corrupted. Looming above the house on 
Sarah's Mountain is a spoil heap created by strip mining. M.C. 
is obsessed by fear that the heap will slide'down the mountain 
and crush them. He takes upon himself the burden of removing 
his family from the danger, and in so doing becomes pitted against 
his father, whose ties to the mountain are deep and mystical. 
" 'These old mountains,' Jones said ... 'They are really something 
... It's a feeling ... Like, to think a solid piece of something big 
belongs to you. To your father, and his, too.' Jones rubbed and 
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twisted his hands, as if they ached him. 'And you do it, for a long 
kind of time.'" As well as he knows the footpaths and gullies of 
his home, M.C. tries to deny the kind of feeling that his father 
expresses. " 'You can believe it or you can disbelieve it. But I 
know and your mama knows. Times, in the heat of day. When 
you not-thinking much on nothing. When you are resting quiet. 
Trees, dusty-still. You can hear Sarah a-laboring up the mountain, 
the baby, whimpering. She say "Shhhl Shhh;" like a breeze. But 
no breeze, no movement. It's just only Sarah, as of old.''' When 
M.e. admits that he has also sensed Sarah's presence and been 
frightened, his father says, "'Don't you be afraid .... For she not 
show you a vision of her. No ghost. She climbs eternal. Just to 
remind us that she hold claim to me and to you and each one of 
us on her mountain.' " 

M.C.'s plan to escape the spoil heap are donbly doomed: they 
depend on the help of the Dude from outside and more signifi
cantly, they deny the power of the hills. Nature, in Hamilton's 
novel, is neither the useful adjunct to human affairs that it is in 
HOMER PRICE, nor does it symbolize youthful ardor and inno
cence, as it does in A HEART TO THE HAWKS. Rather, it is a 
pervasive presence that liberates, challenges, and threatens. M.e. 
calls himself "the Great" jokingly but he assumes a hero's role by 
grappling with nature on its terms, through courage, cunning, 
and endurance, rather than by escape. The setting of the novel 
illuminates its larger-than-life characters and in Eudora Welty's 
words, by confining them, defines them. 

When she accepted the Newbery Award, presented to her in 
1975 for M.G. HIGGINS THE GREAT, (which also won a Na
tional Book Award), Hamilton described the character relation
ships she developed. "I began with M.C. atop a 40-foot pole, 
lofty, serene, Too serene, perhaps ... and so I conceived Ben Kill
bum, created out of darkness at the foot of the pole. Earthbound, 
Ben is dependable in a way M.e. is not. Ben, in tum, is con
structed by Jones Higgins, M.C.'s father, a man of strength and 
integrity yet superstitious and unyielding. So, too, is Jones illumi
nated by the Dude from out of nowhere, who clarifies for M.C. 
his father's inability to face the reality of the endangered moun
tain. . . . The Dude in his tum is made less imposing by the 
presence of M.C.'s mother, Banina .... Finally, how easily random 
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chance in the slim shape of a whimsical teenage girl might have 
brought tragedy to Banina's beloved family.'" 

The pole that M.e. sits on is a prize given to him by his father 
for swimming across the Ohio River. On it, he watches over his 
younger brothers and sister at play, catches sight of the two 
strangers who come into the hills, and surveys the land as though 
it were his to command. In M.C.'s opinion, he is at his greatest 
40 feet from the ground but he learns that the pole is more than 
a personal trophy. To Jones, who has planted it in the midst of 
the family burial ground, it is a monument to the Higgins past. 
Above it all, M.C. still cannot evade his heritage. When he ac
cepts his responsibility as a part of Sarah's Mountain, he uses the 
soil and rcicks of the mountain itself to begin building a wall to 
hold back the spoil heap. Heroism is found not in swimming, 
climbing, or impressing one's peers, but in joining the fight to 
survive. 

M.C. is thirteen during the course of the summer when the 
story takes place. As a realistic character, he hovers between 
childishness and maturity. He cares for and helps to feed his 
family; he also sulks, shows off, and is jealous of relationships in 
which he is not at the center. Both M.e. and Mike, the fourteen 
year old protagonist of A HEART TO THE HAWKS, J;tave strong 
sexual impulses; they share, too, an affinity for the nl.acho ritual 
of hunting, gutting, and eating wild meat. Hamilton' draws ex
plicit parallels between hunting and sex: when M.C. sights the 
girl who has come camping in the hills, his response is to stalk 
her. Their first blood-letting encounter is compared with his 
hunting of a possum. 

Ai; an idealized character, M. C. is "grasped by a mystic sense 
of significance and purpose'" that casts him in a hero's role. Ham
ilton sees him as a symbol of hope and in the speech quoted earlier, 
she went on to say: " ... young people reading M.C., particularly 
the poor and the blacks, have got to realize that his effort with 
his bare hands to stay alive and save his way of life must be their 
effort as welL For too long, too many have suffered and died 
without cause."5 Written thirty-one years after HOMER PRICE, 
this contrasts sharply with McCloskey's vision of boyhood in rural 
Ohio. The physical differences between Centerburg and Sarah's 
Mountain are readily apprehendable but the change in attitude 
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from youth as a state of grace to' youth as a state of siege bears 
pondering. 

Hamilton places her characters in a highly charged emotional 
atmosphere and imbues the hero with the extraordinary powers 
he needs to deal with external odds and inner, personal turmoil. 
In comparison with the unrelieved seriousness of M.C. HIGGINS 
THE GREAT, McCloskey's characters are ordinary, unpretentious 
folks and his style is one of comic understatement. We see Homer 
Price from the outside, through what he does and seldom through 
what he thinks or feels. His life is eventful but orderly and his 
psyche-what little of it is revealed-is untroubled. Homer ap
pears to be eleven or twelve years old, an age at which the pro
tagonists of more recent books for children are beginning to feel 
the dual stress of sex and society. But whereas many contempor
ary writers for children take as a prototype for character Holden 
Caulfield, McCloskey clearly models Homer Price out of an older 
tradition, that of Tom Sawyer. Lacking Tom's wild imagination 
and deviousness, Homer is a somewhat sanitized version, to be 
sure. But"in essential ways, among them cheerfulness, ingenuity, 
and a boyish innocence devoid of all sexual impulses, Homer 
corresponds to what Leslie Fiedler has called "America's vision of 
itself . . . the Good Bad Boy'" embodied in the image of Tom 
Sawyer. 

Rebelliousness, isolatiOJi, resentment of authority, sexual con
fusion-all typical of adolescence-are not merely missing from 
Homer Price, they are impossible to even imagine in a character 
who attends school, does odd jobs, plays with other boys, works 
on his hobby of radio building, and has milk and cookies in the 
kitchen every night before going to bed. Homer may at times 
circumvent authority, he may at times be skeptical of conventional 
wisdom, he may bemusedly observe his' elders' romantic rivahies, 
but he is impervious to self-doubt or psychic conflict. His re
lationships with his peers, all male-there are no girls in Center
burg, it seems-and with adults is comfortable and unstrained. 
Many of the characters of the book are stock comic types, the 
flustered sheriff and the pompous judge, for example, who serve 
as foils against which Homer's unusual abilities are illuminated. 
His virtues sound like the Boy Scout Manual but McCloskey 
renders his characters lightly and deftly avoids all suggestions of 
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priggishness. The novel is a closed statement about boyhood and 
small town life, filled with hope and the promise of renewal. It 
offers an image of what Fiedler calls "immaculate childhood," 
the shattering of which is the mam theme of A HEART TO THE 
HAWKS. 

Mike Harrington, the 14 year old protagonist, is a more 
sharply individualized character than either Home Price or M.C. 
Higgins. His thoughts, emotions, and intellectual interests are 
delineated so as to place him very clearly in the world of experi
ence. As the author sees it, youth's progress from innocence into 
a consciousness of this world is painful but inevitable. 

"Immaculate childhood" is symbolized by the acres of un
spoiled woodland around Mike's suburban Cleveland home and 
by Mike's guileless faith in human reason. The woodland is his 
field laboratory imd if he spends time there camping, smoking 
grapevines, and dreaming of manly adventures, he also identifies, 
captures, labels, and collects its abundant wildlife with genuine 
scientific curiousity and skill. Capable of long periods of intense 
concentration, as when he gentles and trains an injured hawk to 
hunt, Mike is also distracted by thoughts of Angeline Karman, 
whose "conical breasts" and "long silky legs" compensate for her 
failure to distinguish between Franklin Roosevelt an~ Mike's rug-
ged hero, Theodore Roosevelt. ' 

The twin pulls of sex and science on Mike's mind are treated 
with rueful humor, as when he leaves Angeline stranded in the 
scummy pond after his attention turnS from her to a rare aquatic 
insect. Although not as preoccupied with sex as his friend Cor
coran who describes himself as a ''knockers fiend," Mike is 
arous~d by his own biology while being unsure of what to do 
about it. 

As Mike's passion for Angeline begins to contend with his 
passion for science, so civilization begins to encroach on his wood
land. His efforts to stop the building of a housing development 
and shopping center are based upon a concern for the environ
ment and a naive belief that reasonable persuasion will cause 
profit-minded adults to change their values. Confronted through
out the story by evidence of his own limitations, Mike exalts in 
the fierce power of his hawk and receives the ultimate blow to 
hope when the hawk hits a newly strung utility line and is killed. 
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Mter one last, desparate but futile attempt to stop the destruction 
of the woodland, he resigns himself to his loss. As the book ends 
Mike thinks, "Well, winter's coming anyway, so I guess it's tim~ 
to let things go." 

In 'showing the contrast between ideals and reality, Moser 
createscharacters who falr short of their aspirations. Mike's father 
is an amateur inventor whose gadgets never quite work; his friend 
Dr. Oberman works in a shabby museum office and dreams of 
expeditions filled with "fer-de-lances ... bushmasters ... tropical 
nights and dark rum and beautiful women." Shaded by nostalgia 
for a lost and better past, A HEART TO THE HAWKS sees its 
adolescent protagonist as a victim of life who must learn " to 
let things go." 

HOMER PRICE, M.C. HIGGINS THE GREAT, and A 
HEART TO THE HAWKS all have as main characters boys of 
approximately the same age and by their structures the novels 
suggest their authors' vision of the nature of adolescence. HOMER 
PRICE is a comedy, M.C. HIGGINS THE GREAT is a romance, 
and A HEART TO THE HAWKS is an irony. Although the first 
two end with hope, they show very different views of childhood, 
adolescence, and of the relationship between young people and 
society. In the thirty-two years that have elapsed between the 
publication of McCloskey's novel and Moser's, profound changes 
have occurred in the real world and in the fictional worlds found 
in books for children. As America's faith in human progress has 
faltered, so has our belief in a carefree youth. 

Cuyahoga County Public Library 
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SINCLAIR LEWIS VS. ZANE GREY: 

MANTRAP AS SATIRICAL WESTERN 

ROBERT E. FLEMING 

. When Sinclair Lewis published Mantrap in 1926, many re
VIewers felt that the novelist was either reaping the financial re
wards of the reputation he had already established or merely 
relaxing from his serious labors to write a piece of frothy adventure 
fiction reminiscent of his earlier novels, The Innocents (1917) 
and Free Air (1919). Most critics agreed with Lewis's former 
professor at Yale, William Lyon Phelps, that Mantrap was a dis
tinct disappointment after Lewis's successes.' Reviewer Dorothea 
Laurance Mann, however, read the latest Lewis offering not in 
t~e context of his own canon, but in that of popular western fic
tion; Mann su.ggested that Lewis failed in this apparent attempt 
to compete wIth Zane Grey because his satirical bent made him 
a very bad writer of westerns.' Mann's identifica.tion of Mantrap 
as a popular western is a provocative point, but she seems to have 
misread Lewis's intentions in writing such a novel. It seems doubt
ful that Lewis would have merely imitated Grey when one recalls 
that Mantrap was written during the decade in which Lewis pro
duced not only his greatest achievements as a novelist but also 
his most pointed satires. Lewis had already assured himself of a 
prom~ent place in American literature with Main Street (1920), 
BabbItt (1922) and Arrowsmith (1925), and Mantrap would be 
followed by Elmer Gantry (1927) and Dodsworth (1929). These 
five m~jor novels were all carefully planned, and, with the possible 
exception of Dodsworth, each satirized some aspect of American 
life. Thus, it seems logical that in writing Mantrap Lewis in
tended, not to compete with Zane Grey as Dorothea Mann sug
gests, but to contradict and satirize some of the basic assumptions 
of Grey's western novels. 
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In one sense, Lewis had in fact been competing with Zane 
Grey for some years, for a Grey western was almost assured of 
a place on the year's best-seller list. In 1918 Grey's The U.P. Trail 
was the number one best seller for the year, and in 1919 when 
Lewis's well-promoted Free Air failed to make the list at all, Grey's 
Desert of Wheat placed third. Main Street was published too late 
to achieve best seller of the year in 1920, when Grey was again 
at the top of the list with The Man of the Forest. Lewis surpassed 
Grey the next year', when Main Street climbed to the number one 
spot, but even then Grey's The Mysterious Rider was not far be
hind in third place. The success of Babbitt, which tied for tenth 
place in 1922, was somewhat diminished by the reception of To 
the Last Man, in ninth place. Though Babbitt moved up to fourth 
place, by that time Grey had yet another best seller, The Wanderer 
of the Wasteland, which placed eighth. In 1924 Grey was again 
on the list with The Call of the Canyon in sixth place; Lewis had 
to wait until 1925 to see another of his novels, Arrowsmith, on 
the best-seller list, and it was merely in seventh place.3 These 
facts about recorded sales would not have been ignored by Lewis, 
to whom commercial success meant a great deal; thus it is not 
surprising that in his letters the novelist frequently made deroga
tory remarks about Grey, whom he considered a "lowbrow," a 
writer that he easily surpassed on the artistic level.4 Nor is it sur
prising that the novelist who viewed himself as competing against 
Theodore Dreiser for the critical audience and the Nobel Prize 
would also see himself as competing against Grey for the popular 
audience. 

Still another probable reason for Lewis to be annoyed by the 
western writer's success is the fact that Grey's fiction, like that 
of James Fenimore Cooper, owed much of its popularity to its 
presentation and support of certain American myths. By their 
very nature, such myths were anathema to Lewis, who had al
ready satirized a Cooperesque Maine woodsman in Babbitt: Joe 
Paradise, whom George Babbitt envisions as the ideal woodsman, 
shatters Babbitt's illusions by displaying insensitivity to the joys 
of the wilderness, by proving to be in worse physical condition 
than the pampered Babbitt, and finally, by admitting that, if he 
were able to do anything in the world, he would move to town 
and open a "swell shoe store."5 If Lewis's sniping at the mythic 
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American hero had no effect on the book-buying public, it had 
even less on Grey, who had achieved success by transfonning 
Cooper's American dream of rugged male existence in the wilder
ness into a slick fonnula and was selling his books faster than 
Babbitt could sell property in Zenith's Floral Heights. 

The formula that Grey used so effectively has been summed 
up by Ann Ronald in her pamphlet Zane Grey: 

An Easterner - that is, an innocent - arrives in the West. 
He, or she, has been a failure in the past and seems unpre
pared to meet the challenges ahead. The land at first seems 
harsh and unforgiving - the sun is too hot, the canyons 
too deep, the peaks too rugged, the rivers too swift. Prob
lems are compounded by the appearance of evil, of men 
who live by their guns and who care nothing for the rights 
of others. Gradually, however, the neophyte becomes a 
man. Rather than be beaten by the environment, he learns 
to conquer the elements, and in doing so he acquires a deep 
appreciation for the land. Rather than see innocent people 
tonnented by evil, he learns to fight and to protect those 
he has COme to love. The West, seeming almost a Garden 
of Eden, becomes a proving ground for man. Here he loses 
his innocence and gains knowledge.' 

Ronald pOints to John Hare of The Heritage of the Desert as an 
exemplification of the easterner who comes west, adding that 
Hare is not really a failure but suffers from respiratory problems. 
Needless to say, in the course of the novel Hare's lungs are trans
formed along with his character. Grey readers may also think of 
Glenn Kilbourne (The Call of the Canyon), who moves to Oak 
Creek Canyon, Arizona, where he recovers froll). the effects of 
gas and shell-shock suffered in World War I, Or of Richard Gale 
(Deselt Gold, 1913) who is physically l,1ealthy but needs the 
maturity that he gains while working on the Arizona range, where 
his abilities and character are mo~e importap.t than ):ris wealth 
or social position. 

Grey's heroines most often require the same sort of maturity 
and awareness of relative values that Gale finds in Desert Gold. 
Glen Kilbourne's fiancee, Carley Burke, illustrates much of what 
is wrong with "society girls" in Grey's fiction. Her life in the East 
has been a round of parties and ephemeral amusements, but it is 
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only after her first trip west, in search of Glenn, that she realizes 
the emptiness and waste of her city existence. Sisters Bo and 
Helen Rayner of The Man of the Forest present a more fair
minded composite view of the eastern woman. Bo is daring be
cause she is still childish enough to be unaware of the possible 
dangers of the West, but she shows signs of the same spoiled atti
tude Carley Burke exhibits. He older sister Helen is characterized 
at somewhat greater depth: mature and refined, she is shocked 
by the dangers and rawness of the West, yet she comes to see the 
beauty of the country and finally to acknowledge that violence 
is sometimes unavoidable. AIl three of these heroines ~e changed 
for the better by their initiation into western values. 

Like Ann Ronald, Carlton Jackson emphasizes the importance 
of Darwin's theory of survival of the fittest in Grey's westerns. 
No scientist, Grey viewed the process as operating within the life 
span of individuals, who faced the tests of survival in the wilder
ness: 

He used the desert to show men away from civilization 
pitted against nature in much the same way as Joseph Con
rad used the sea. It was to the barren wastelands that a 
man must go to transcend mere existence, to find his soul, 
and to grasp the idea of what Charles Darwin called "natural 
selection." After the desert, the mountains intrigued Grey; 
they complemented the desert by showing that nature was 
larger than human life, causing the pensive man to ponder 
his origins and his fate.' 

In addition to being lonely and barren, western settings are fre
quentlysqualid from the point of view of l,lIlinitiated dudes, whose 
character development in the course of the novels is paralleled by 
their growing appreciation of the rugged chann of those settings. 
When Carley Burke first arrives in Flagstaff, she is dismayed at 
the lack of courtesy accorded her by the hotel staff, the absence 
of hot water in her room, and even the lack of heat in the cool 
mountain climate. Yet later,after she has been toughened by 
hardships, she regards even less comfortable surroundings as 
ample. 

Finally, Grey's fonnula also includes the western characters 
who serve as tutors for the easterners. Sometimes, as in Owen 
Wister's The Virginian (1902), these figures become major char-
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acters in the novel, while elsewhere they remain secondary to the 
newly arrived easterner who is undergoing transformation in the 
west. In The Man of the Forest, for example, Milt Dale not only 
serves as a teacher to the Rayner girls but has a major romantic 
role. On the other hand, the mysterious Yaqui of Desert Gold 
has no function apart from being a tutor to Richard Gale. These 
characters-cowboys, hunters, and frequently Native Americans 
-are usually somewhat crude and uncouth in personal appear
ance or manner, yet the easterner comes to appreciate their less 
obvious qualities-their natural morality as well as their special
ized knowledge of woods, desert, or mountains. 

None of the factors in these formula westerns is new with 
Zane Grey. The paradox of the wilderness as both Eden and 
harsh proving grounds appears in James Fenimore Cooper's 
Leatherstocking tales and passes through the works of Owen 
Wister before Grey inherits the tradition. The same tradition in
cludes the character types, particularly the heroic frontiersman 
and the noble savage, but also the flawed or naive eastern hero 
and the over-civilized herOine, both of whom are initiated into 
the deeper meaning of life when they must confront it directly. 
Thus, Grey was merely one of the more recent contributors to the 
western myth; but the fact that he was a contemporary of Lewis's 
and was competing for the same popular audience as Lewis made 
him a particularly attractive target for the satirist. 

Like Zane Grey, Lewis took a research trip to collect local 
color for his "western." In 1923, during a stay in England, he 
had met an officer of the Canadian Pacific Railroad and a rela
tive of the Governor General of Canada.8 Through these ac
quaintances Lewis was able to arrange for himself and his brother 
Claude to accompany an annual treaty party of the Indian Affairs 
branch of the Canadian government on a trip into the wilds of 
Saskatchewan during the summer of 1924. It is not certain that 
Lewis knew when he set out that he would be writing a novel; 
in fact, he suggested that he might do a series of factual articles 
on the trip.- However, the trip may have suggested a satirical 
treatment by giving Lewis more local color than he desired, for 
Lewis cut the trip short after almost a month of outdoor hard
ship - beginning with a filthy hotel in Big River, Saskatchewan, 
and featuring much rain, little conversation with the non-English 
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speaking Cree canoe-men, a forest fire, plain food, hard beds on 
the ground, and no alcohol - all of which he was eventually to 
incorporate into Mantrap.'Q 

In outline, Lewis's wilderness novel is remarkably similar to 
Grey's westerns. Both an eastern weakling and a heroine who 
has been affected by some of the worst featurse of civilization 
appear, as well as Indians and modem versions of the frontiers
man. The wilderness itself is present throughout and, as in the 
novels of Zane Grey, it exerts a major influence on the easterners. 
Finally, the plot, though undercut by Lewis's satirical treatment, 
bears a resemblance to those melodramatic plots favored by Grey. 

The main character of Mantrap, Ralph Prescott, is very much 
ti,e sort of character one would expect to encounter in a Grey 
novel. A New York attorney who enjoys an undistinguished pop
ularity among habitues of the Yale Club, Ralph is a bachelor 
whose principal physical exercise is an occasional game of golf. 
However, Ralph, in a modem parallel to the lmlg trouble which 
afflicts the Zane Grey hero, gradually realizes that he may be 
on the verge of a nervous breakdQwn: clients have begml to 
irritate him; he finds that the slightest excitement, such as a nar
rowly avoided traffic accident, leaves him with his heart pOmld
ing; life is no longer fun, and he is vaguely annoyed when ac
quaintances in the cOmltry club locker room laugh and brag. At 
this point in Ralph's life fellow golfer E. Wesson Woodbury 
invites Ralph on a fishing trip to a remote area in northwestern 
Canada. Woodbury, a virile stocking magnate reminiscent of 
George Babbitt, adds a challenge to the invitation when he sug
gests that Ralph's ignorance about the wilderness reveals a cer
tain effete quality in his character: "Ralph was both nettled and 
conscience-ridden." It was true. He knew nothing, nothing what
ever, of the trappers and prospectors who still guard the frontier. 
He had never slept on the gromld. He was soft. He was soft 
and timorous - he with his pretty little vacations in Brittany and 
Devon and the Bavarian Oberlandl But also he was irritated by 
Woodbury's superior manner. . .. "11 

Ralph attempts to envision himself in the rugged circum
stances of the popular "yams" of his day, but what finally con
vinces him to join Woodbury is a ridiculous incident in which 
he is frightened to the threshold of heart-failure by his own inlage 
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in a full-length mirror. Like Grey's pampered but sickly east
erners, Ralph needs a Teddy Roosevelt exercise cure - sleeping 
on the ground, breathing fresh air, and associating with rugged 
outdoorsmen. 

En route to the wilderness Ralph and Woodbury stop at a 
small frontier town where Ralph displays many of the reactions 
of the Zane Grey heroine on her first trip west. Instead of find
ing Whitewater picturesque, he finds it squalid and dull. The 
Bunger House, sole hotel and restaurant in town, proves to be 
even worse than the hotel Carley Burke encounters in Flagstaff. 
It is unpainted on the outside, dirty and stuffy on the inside; its 
rooms are chiefly decorated with dust, dead insects, and broken
down furniture, and its lobby with the only usable bathtub in 
the house. Mter a dispute over having missed dinner, Ralph and 
Woodbury leave the hotel and its moldy odors to sleep in the rel
ative luxury of a tent in the camp pitched for the adventurers by 
their Indian guide~. These experiences are as disappointing as 
those in the frontier town. Mter a meal of indigestible bannock
"a variety of bread .... well thought of as ballast, as a missile 
or an anchor" (p. 47) - Ralph settles down to sample the cura
tive powers of sleeping on the ground, which proves to be "curi
ously hard. In ratio as he grew more drowsy, it thrust up the 
more viciously against him. It fought him. It heaved up and hit 
him" (p. 54). While the spartan Woodbury grumbles about the 
same problem, Ralph begins to resent his benefactor and reflects 
that he has been taken in by the "most blatant of all our American 
myths: roughing it in the wilds I" (p. 56). 

The concept of deliberately seeking out hardships to build the 
character comes in for further satire later in the novel. A piece 
of camping equipment pressed on Ralph by his New York out
fitter is a down-filled pillow, but Woodbury insists that a he-man 
merely kicks off his shoes, rolls up his coat for a pillow, and sleeps 
without the comfort of such reminders of civilization as down 
pillows. Ralph, to whom the rolled coat feels "like a pine board 
to his ear" (p. 54), tries to comply. Yet when the adventurers 
meet Joe Easter, a real denizen of the wilderness, and Woodbury 
ridicules Ralph's desire to wear pajamas and use a real pillow, 
Easter replies: 
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"When I come first. ... I certainly did want to be a real, 
hard-boiled, dyed-in-the-wool roughneck. So I used to sleep 
in my pants, even on hot nights. But - well - tell you -
here's how it is: getting old and rich .... summer nights I 
wear pajamas, especial' when I'm out on the hike. And 
they're silk pajamas, friend, and I'd rather give up my bow
man .... than give up the nice pillow I've lugged around 
these five years." (p. 90) 

Mter a series of hardships - some planned but most en
countered against his will - Ralph tries to convince himself that 
he has developed the "powerful shoulders," "mighty hands," and 
even ''hawk eyes" (p. 204) that adventurous dudes soon achieve 
in popular fiction: 

In fiction, all proper tenderfeet, particularly if they wear 
eyeglasses and weigh not over one hundred and thirty-seven 
pounds, after three weeks on a ranch, in a lumber-camp, 
or on a whaler become hardened and wise. U~ually they 
beat the two-hundred-and-sixteen-poulld bully and marry 
the boss's daughter. But Ralph was tonight rather more of 
a tenderfoot, and a bored tenderfoot, than when he had 
left Whitewater on the steamer. (p. 214) 

Thus Lewis deliberately and overtly undercuts one of the myths 
which is a keystone in the conventional western plot. 

Another direct reference to the influeJ,lce of popular fiction 
concerns the preconceptions Ralph has about the Indians. The 
myths about the "noble savage" perpetuated by CoojJer and modi
fied by Zane Grey are deliberately contradicted by Lewis in the 
Cree guides Woodbury has hired for the trip : 

Ralph Prescott had been brought up on the Fenimore 
Cooper tradition of Indians. He expected all of them to 
look like the chieftain on the buffalo nickel, like the statue 
which in all proper parks stands between Goethe in marble 
and General Sherman in bronze - a sachem eagle-nosed, 
tall, magnificently grave. His heart was pinched as he saw 
shambling toward them four swart and runty loafers, in
troduced as Je~se, Louey, Charley, and Nick. (pp. 3(3-37) 

Not only do Lewis's Indians not look like noble savages, but their 
very names contrast with the romantic names of Cooper's Chin
gachgook and Uncas or Grey's generic Yaqui. Lewis also attacks 
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the myth of solemn Indian comportment. Far from being silent 
and inscrutable, Ralph's guides 

exhibited a silence almost equal to their hatred of whiskey. 
They kept quiet enough during the labor of paddling, and 
the motor drowned their clack when it was blessedly work
ing, but in the stillness of sailing, ... then his bow-man 
and stem-man babbled like washerwomen, giggled like little 
girls, shouted witticisms across to the Indians in the other 
canoe. 

Some of their exasperatingly unending jabber was smutty 
stories, he concluded from their neighing; some of it, from 
their glances, certainly was poignant comment on Woodbury 
and himself. As his own Indians spoke only Cree, he could 
neither understand them nor tell them to shut up. (p. 66) 

Lewis's depiction of the Indian contrasts sharply with Grey's 
characterization of the heroic Yaqui in Desert Gold: "In Gale's 
sight the Indian's stoicism, his inscrutability, the lavalike hard
ness of his face, although they did not change, seemed to give 
forth light, gentleness, 10yalty."l2 The Yaqui teaches Gale a great 
deal, but Gale despairs of ever becoming the Yaqui's equal in 
knowledge of the outdoors or of the very fundamentals of life 
with which this primitive man is constantlYc'in touch. Lewis 
maintains his satire of this fictional stereotype \vhen Ralph meets 
Indians more removed from civilization than the gUides. He 
learns that there is Indian trouble at Mantrap Landing, but the 
conflict is more reminiscent of Bret Harte's "Muck-a-Muck" than 
of anything Cooper wrote. A dispute about the Indians' credit 
at the local trading post causes a good deal of grumbling; rumors 
of a massacre circulate, but the action taken by the "hostiles" 
mainly consists of petty acts of vandalism such as blocking a foot
path or stealing a canoe, and the eventual buruing of Joe Easter's 
store is treated more as a prank that got out of hand than as an 
act of terrorism. Even the most noble of the Indians, their chiefs, 
are disappointing to one whose contact with Indians has been 
limited to the pages of popular fiction: 

The title of Chief, Ralph had discovered, was considerably 
less royal in real life than in fiction. It was about as impor
tant as the title of President of the Village Council in a 
hamlet of three hundred. The Chief could call meetings, 
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and he served as intermediary between his wandering band 
and the Government, but he was elected by his people and 
he could be removed without trial by the Indian agent. His 
principal ducal prerogatives were receiving twenty-five dol
lars a year instead of five, when the Government paid the 
annual Treaty money to its wards, and wearing a vast gold 
band around his hat, a blue coat with brass buttons and a 
gold armband, and a medal so huge that it recalled a comic 
policeman in a burlesque show. (p. 197) 

As Ralph contrasts the reality of these exotic primitives with 
their depiction in popular fiction of his day, he becomes con
vinced that the popular novelists have lied to their readers. 

The heroic frontiersmen of the formula western are also 
conspicuous by their absence. The closest thing to a bona fide 
mountain man at Mantrap Landing is Pop Buck, "the toughest 
old scoundrel north of Dauphin - been in the woods for sixty 
years ... " (p. 122). But the impression given by Pop's broad 
shoulders is undercut by his ''huge paunch," and any heroic ex
ploits in his past have given way to long, windy speeches alter
nating with Babbit-like jocosity. The two younger versions of 
Pop, Pete Renchoux and George Eagan, are currently trappers, 
but the only sign of heroism they display is in the deadly amounts 
of moonshine whiskey they consume before lapsing into a stupor. 
Another potentially heroic figure, according to western myth, 
might have been the Canadian equivalent of the western sheriff, 
Curly Evans; while Joe Easter calls Curly a competent policeman, 
Ralph and the reader must form their opinion on the basis of the 
lawman:s rather flamboyant uniform, drunken antics, and banal 
small t~lk. 

Joe Easter comes closest to Ralph's preconceived notion of 
the ideal outdoorsman. Although Joe is now merely a trader and 
fur-buyer, he has put in an apprenticeship as a trapper and is 
thoroughly competent in all the manly tasks of the trail: shoot
ing, fishing, pitching camp, and boating. Moreover, like his an
cestor Natty Bumppo, Joe is able to verbalize much of what he 
feels about the wilderness: "Through Joe's halting stories, Ralph 
saw that great white unknown land. The crackle and shimmer 
of the Northern Lights in a vast darkness over dark vast forests. 
The savage stars of the winter night. The joy of a cabin's yellow 

III 
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lights seen far down a frozen and snowy river when a fur-buyer 
was numb with hunger. High noon, imd the frozen tundras a 
field of diamonds under the roaring sun" (p. 169). But Lewis 
seems to have permitted Joe to approach the ideal only so that 
he might bring him dowtt to earth by depicting him in the most 
ordinary and unheroic situations. Unlike Cooper's Natty Bumppo, 
Joe has married; he allows his wife to browbeat him and to 
embarrass him in pubIc. When Joe is forced to go into the city, 
he carries none of the dignity that he has in the wilderness and 
degenerates into an awkward bumbler. Like Joe Paradise of Bab
bitt, Joe Easter has the basic personality of a small shopkeeper 
rather than that of a heroic frontiersman. 

Joe's wife Alverna illustrates yet another contrast with the 
characters of popular westerns. Zane Grey's women, frequently 
spoiled and selfish when they encounter the wilderness, are 
strengthened and matured by their experiences in desert, moun
tains, or woods. Alverna bears little resemblance to these hero
ines. As a manicure girl in Minneapolis, Alverna was so impressed 
by Joe's stories of his "dandy little house ... at Mantrap Landing" 
(p. lO7) that she married him the next day. However, the girl 
Ralph meets at the trading post one year later has not been gentled 
by the proximity of nature. Mter a dull social evening, Alverna, 
who is as uncomfortable at Mantrap Landing as Carol Kennicott 
in Gopher Prairie, expresses her dissatisfaction more forthrightly 
than Carol: 

"But honest, Ralph," she begged, "you got no idea how 
hard it is for me here, with nothing but these poker parties. 
1'd rather have nice dances - like we used to have in 
Minneapolis, at Lake Harriet - with a live bunch - but 
you know: respectable. Maybe I wasn't anything but a 
manicure girl in a barber-shop ... but I was brought up 
real nice . .. And believe me, a manicure girl meets more 
swell birds and interesting people' and everything than an 
old turkey-buzzard like Ma McGavity ever heard about." 
(pp. 152-53) 

Although Alverna's constant use of city slang grates on Ralph's 
nerves, he finds her flashy good looks attractive; however, he is 
disturbed when he realizes that Alverna is an unrelenting flirt 
and has quite probably had an affair with Curly Evans. Alverna 
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welcomes a diversion from the monotony of her life and sets out 
to captivate Ralph, giving a second and ironic dimension to the 
term "mantrap.~' 

Thus, Lewis shows that the moral influences of the wilderness, 
so ,salubriOUS in the pages of popular fiction, may have deleterious 
effects on the city-bred. While she was not immoral in Minne
apolis, Alverna has been transformed by boredom as well as by 
the emptiness of life in the woods into a flirt and an adulteress, 
while her frustration and anger tum her into a raging harpy when 
Joe reproaches her for her behavior. 

The fact that Ralph is attracted to Alverna in spite of her 
flaws sets into motion the melodramatic plot of the final third 
of the novel. Hoping to leave Alverna and the temptation she 
represents behind him, Ralph sets out for civilization with an 
Indian guide in a canoe borrowed from Joe. Alverna intercepts 
him and persuades him to take her along to the city. A chase 
ensues. But once again Lewis inverts the moral implications of 
a staple of adventure fiction: whereas Grey would have the vil
lains pursuing the virtuous, this chase has the justly irate husband 
attempting to overtake his runaway wife and her apparent lover. 

The chase through the wilderness, over a route which includes 
many portages and dangerous rapids, provides Lewis with oppor
tUnities for satiric reversals of other traditional elements of such 
plots. Since they have only one Indian guide, both Alverna and 
Ralph have to share the labor of carrying canoe, food, and camp
ing equipment on the portages - hard manual labor that should 
be quite improving, according to popular fiction. Instead, al
though Ralph finds the first day or two of the trip to be romantic, 
the dirt, sweat, and exhaustion soon begin to outweigh the sexual 
excitement of Alverna's presence. The food supply begins to run 
out. But Lewis is not content with the conventional hardships in 
his testing of the couple; their Indian guide, who seems suspi
ciously unconcerned about a distant forest fire which is heading 
their way, deserts during the night, leaving the couple with no 
food and no canoe. Lewis has given Ralph and Alverna the ulti
mate opportUnity to benefit from the rigors of survival in the 
wilderness. 

Both behave well during the worst of this test, but on the 
second day after the guide's desertion, when rescue appears to 
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be at hand as an airplane lands on the lake, Alverna's character 
flaw asserts itself; she teases and flirts with the pilot and the two 
forest rangers in the plane before she and Ralph realize that the 
plane cannot take them away. They are left with a supply of 
food, au inadequate folding boat, and a generous supply of bad 
feeling brought on by Alverna's flirting. Shortly after this false 
climax, Lewis sets the stage for the classic showdown scene be
tween the two men vying for the romantic heroine. When Joe's 
canoe is seen in the distance, Ralph must consider his course of 
action. He soon comes to the unmelodramatic conclusion that 
he will not fight for Alverna by trying to shoot Joe; his time in 
the wild has not been sufficient to overturn the habits of civiliza
tion. He also thinks too much of Joe to wish to injure him 
further - and besides that, Ralph would be almost certain to 
miss Joe with a gun. 

1ronicalIy undercutting the conventional confrontation to 
which he has been building, Lewis substitutes conversation for 
shooting. Joe explains to Ralph, "'1 didn't come to save her. 1 
was aiming to save youl ... 1 guessed she'd coaxed you to lug 
her along with you. 1 know you're strong on duty. 1 figured tllat 
once you were Outside, in New York, you'd feel you had to stick 
by her. And then there'd be helI to pay. That's what 1 been 
planning to save you from. You'd come to hate her .... She's 
sweet, but she's rotten''' (p. 269). The novel concludes with each 
of the three characters basically unchanged: Joe settles down in 
Winnipeg, probably as bookkeeper for a large trading company; 
Alverna sets out for Minneapolis and her old job as manicurist; 
and Ralph, only slightly sadder and wiser after his adventures, 
boards a Pullman for home. 

Lewis was rewarded for his parody of popular western fiction, 
but uot by the plaudits of the literary critics. He sold the story 
to Collier's for $42,500," and saw it serialized in that magazine 
from February through May, 1926. The work came out between 
hard covers in June, and in July a movie version starring Clara 
Bow and Ernest Torrence was released. Readers and most re
viewers accepted the novel as a romantic, even sentimental, ad
venture story in the popular mode; though some reviews noted 
that there were occasional satiric touches in the work, none sus
pected Lewis of parody or even extensive satire. While reviewers 
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did not rank it with Lewis's best work, they did not treat Mantrap 
harshly; however, later literary critics showed no such restraint. 
Perhaps Mark Schorer sums up the critical. r.eacti~n be~t when 
he says, after alIotting only two pages to a cntlcal dISCUSSIOn, that 
Mantrap is "a thin cut above The Innocents, the most deplorable 

of alI of his books."" 
However the fact that Lewis, as artist and satirist, had made 

sucl1 undeni~ble progress since The Innocents makes it difficult 
to accept Mantrap as a dismal failure which Lewis unac?ountably 

produced while at the peak of his ability. It seems unlikel~ that, 
so soon after writing Arrowsmith, Lewis could have lost hIS eye 
for false values in American life and his satirist's skilI in exposing 
them, especially since he was to folIow Mantrap with Elmer 
Gantry, which was published less than ten months after the har~
cover edition of Mantrap. It is much more likely that LeWIS, 
irked by the popular success of a lesser novel~st mining an out
worn mode, sought to ridicule by means of satrre and parody the 
formulaic characters, melodramatic situations, simplistic values, 
and false assumptions inherent in the western romances so often 
found on the best-selIer lists. Read as parody, Mantrap makes 
perfect sense and provides one more ~xample of Sinclair Lewis's 
versatility as a humorist and a novelist. 
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THE CHICAGO LITERARY TIMES: 
A DESCRIPTION AND A BOOK REVIEW INDEX 

RAY LEWIS WHITE 

The Chicago Renaissance produced and nurtured several pe
riodicals that entered the mainstream of American literary history, 
among them Poetry, The Little Review, and The Dial. As the 
Renaissance faded in the early 1920's, The Dial and The Little 
Review left Chicago, along with their editors and their best Mid
western contributors. Yet toward the end of the Chicago Renais
sance period there appeared a full-fledged literary newspaper of 
which Bernard Duffey says, " ... the terminus ad quem of the 
whole course of the Chicago renaissance can most clearly be 
marked by the short lived Chicago Literary Times, published and 
edited by Ben Hecht between March 1, 1923 and May 15, 1924."1 
Decades after 1924, Hecht recalled the Chicago Literary Times 
as his personal creation: "I printed and published the newspaper 
called The Chicago Literary Times by myself for a year and a half. 
I also sold and wrote the advertising copy and helped distribute 
the paper. The policy of my paper was to attack everything. I 
enjoyed myself perhaps more than my readers."2 

Issue number one set the pace for Hecht's paper. In a column 
called "Salutation On the Saxophone" (pace Carl Sandburg), 
Hecht greeted his readership: "Chicago, the jazz baby-the reek
ing, cinder ridden, joyous Baptist strong-hold; Chicago, the chew
ing gum center of the world, the bleating, slant-headed rendezvous 
of half-witted newspapers, sociopaths and pants makers-in the 
name of the Seven Holy and Imperishable Arts, Chicago salutes 
you." The Times would be "a gazette dedicated to the Sacred 
Ballyhoo," a medium asserting that "Art is the watchword and 
Beauty the bride of the soul." 

139 
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The first issues of The Chicago Literary Times, edited by 
Hecht and backed and managed by Pascal Covici, shared with 
Covici McGee Publishers an address at 158 West Washington 
Street, Chicago. By issue number seven Hecht had relocated his 
paper at 322 South State Street, Chicago, working probably by 
now without the active help of Covici. By issue number 20, the 
paper was located at 644 South Clark Street, Chicago, where it 
remained until its demise. 

Always in tabloid-size format and garish layout, The Chicago 
Literary Times appeared in two volumes. In volume one (from 
1 March 1923 through 15 February 1924), issues one through 
three were of four pages; issues four through eight were eight 
pages; issues nine through ten were twelve pages; and issues 
eleven through twenty-four were eight pages. In volume two 
(from 1 March 1924 through 1 June 1924), issues one through 
five were of eight pages; issues six through seven were sixteen 
pages. Of the thirty-one issues of this twice-monthly newspaper, 
five were printed on white paper, four were on blue paper, eight 
were on pink paper, and fourteen were on green paper. 

The personnel of The Chicago Literary Times, besides Hecht 
and COvici, included at various times Maxwell, Bodenheim, S. P. 
Rudens, Isadore Edelson, Louis A. Samuels, ahd James L. Ren
shaw. Contributors inclued Hecht, Bodenheim, Ring Lardner, 
Samuel Putnam, Rose Caylor, Lloyd Lewis, Vincent Starrett, 
Wallace Smith, and George Grosz. Free-lance contributors were 
warned: "The Chicago Literary Times Solicits No Manuscripts 
and Will Return None." 

Given the appearance and content of The Chicago Literary 
Times, Hecht's readers must have derived enjoyment at least equal 
to that of the writer-publisher's. Where else could readers have 
found a Picasso drawing parodying the trompe l' oei! "What's 
Wrong With This Picture?" Or a list of' Impossible People in
cluding Karl Marx ("the beer-garden Jesus"), W. M. Thackeray 
(the "green grocer's Dostoevsky"), John Milton ("inventor of the 
wall-paper heaven"), and Thomas Carlyle (the "Leroico moral 
interpretation of dyspeptic moods")? Or a list of "The World's 
25 Worst Books" that ranged from Pilgrim's Progress to Pride 
and Prejudice to The Rise of Silas Lapham to Women in Love? 
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Irreverent and blatant, Hecht in general columns assailed 
books that the did not like. Women in Love was "an amateur blue 
print of sexual impulses poorly remembered by the author"; The 
Sacred Wood was "a book of critical essays in which the pillars 
of yesteryear are coaxed into a few new postures"; Many Mar
riages was "The wistful idealization of the masculine menopause"; 
and Cornhuskers was "the climax of the vers libre vendetta in 
the U.S." 

Yet the chief interest of The Chicago Literary Times is its 
more formal book reviews. Hecht chose for review books that 
interested him or - as likely - outraged him. Of the sixty-six 
reviews in the thirty-one issues of the paper, Hecht wrote forty
three under the names of Remy D'Or or Rene D'Or. Of the other 
reviews Maxwell Bodenheim wrote six; Rose Caylor (the future 
Mrs. B~n Hecht) wrote six; Jerome Shoenfeld wrote one; "L.F." 
wrote one; and nine reviews are unsigned. 

Hecht published reviews of several classic authors whom he 
especially liked, among them Petronius, Dostoevsky, Huysmans, 
Gourmont, and the de Goncourts; but he showed judgment in 
choosing for review promising contemporary authors: Djuna 
Barnes, E. E. Cummings, T. S. Eliot, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Luigi 
Pirandello, Upton Sinclair, Gertrude Stein, Wallace Stevens, Wil
liam Carlos Williams, Virginia Woolf, and Eleanor Wylie re
ceived full review; and Zona Gale, John Galsworthy, T. E. Hulme, 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, George Moore, and George Santayana 
were not ignored. Jacob's Room was "the fifteenth uncertain imi
tation of Dorothy Richardson." The Waste Land was "Intellect 
engaging in a drunken commotion, and Erudition prattling with 
the' husky candor of a vagrant in the back-room of a saloon." 
Tulips and Chimneys was "embraced by certain critics whose 
minds form a cross section between violent vaudeville and an 
advertising sign-board version of intellect." Harmonium was 
"mere classification of suavely worded visual appearances and 
the mischievous sound-wrigglings of an intellect chiding its in
somnia,n 

Fitful and brash or perceptive and firm, The Chicago Literary 
Times deserves attention for its commentary. on the books that 
made the Midwestern literary landscape in the early 1920's. The 
following index to the book reviews in the Times is the first atten-
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tion paid to this material;3 and the cultural historian, the seq
ondary bibliographer, and the chronicler of critical reputations 
should enjoy the material now accessible, 

Book Review Index 
1. Adams, Franklin p, So There! Garc;len City, N,Y.: D<;lUble

day, Page & Co., 1923. 
1, No. S (15 June 1923), 3. Rene D'Or, 

2. Barnes, Djuna. A Book. New York: BoJ;Ji & Liveright, 1923, 
1, No. 22 (15 January 1924), 3. M.B. 

3. Baroja y NeSSi, Pio. Weeds, tr. Isaac Goldberg. New York: 
Allred A. Knopf, 1923, 
2, No.5 (1 May 1924), 6. L.F. 

4. Bell, Clive. On British Freedom. New York: Harcourt, Brace 
& Co., 1923. 
1, No. 20 (15 December 1923), 5. R.C. 

5. . Since Cezanne. New York: Harcourt, Brace & 
Co., 1922. 
1, No. 21 (1 January 1924), 4, R.C. 

6. Bell, Violet Colquhoun. Blindness of Reart. New York: Har
court, Brace & Co" 1924. 
2, No.1 (1 March 1924), 3,4. RePlY D'Or. 

7. Bodenheim, Maxwell. Crazy Man. New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & Co., 1924, 
2, No, 4 (15 April 1924), 1, 2. Remy D'Or. 

S. Boyd, Thomas A. Through the Wheat. New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
1, No. S (15 June 1923), 5. Rene D'Or. 

9. Casey, Robert J, The Lost Kingdom of Burgundy. New York: 
Century Co., 1923. 
1, No, 17 (1 November 1923), 2. Remy D'Or. 

10. Clews, Henry, Jr. Mumbo Jumbo. New York: Boni & Live
right, 1923. 
1, No.9 (1 July 1923), 2, 10. Rell!~ D'Or. 

n. Couperus, Louis. Maiesty, tr. Alexander Teireira de Mattos 
pref. by Stephen McKenna. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co.' 
1921. ' 
2, No. 1(1 March 1924), 4,6. 
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12. Craven, Thomas. Paint. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 
1923. 
1, No, 5 (1 May 1923),7. Rene D'Or. 

13. Cn;>wley, Aleister. Diary of a Drug Fiend. New York: E. P. 
Dutton & Co., 1923. 
1, No. 10 (15 July 1923), 1, 2. Remy D'Or. 

14. Cummings, E. E. Tulips and Chimneys. New York: Thomas 
Seltzer, 1923. 
1, No. 20 (15 December 1923), 3. M.B. 

15, DaviS, Phil Richard. Purple Plectron. Chicago: Covici- Mc
Gee, 1923, 
1, No.9 (1 July 1923), 10. Rene D'Or. 

16. Dostoievskii, Fedor. The Friend of the Family and An Honest 
Thief, tr. Constance Garnett. New York: Macmillan Co., 
1923. 
1, No. 12 (15 August 1923), 2, \3. Remy D'Or, 

17. East, Edward M. Mankind at the Crossroads. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
1, No. IS (15 November 1923), 1, 5. R.C. 

IS. Eliot, T. S. The Waste Land. New York: Boni & Liveright, 
1922. 
1, No.5 (1 May 1923), 7. Rene D'Or, 

19. Ellis, Havelock. The Dance of Life. Boston: Houghton Mif
flin Co., 1923. 
1, No. 10 (15 July 1923),3. Remy D'Or. 

20. Fishman, Joseph. Crucibles of Crime. New York: Cosmo-
polis Press, 1922. . 
1, No.7 (1 June 1923), 1. Rene D'Or. 

21. Fitzgerald, F. Scott. The Vegetable. New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
1, No.7 (1 June 1923), 7. Rene D'Or. 

22. Gale, Zona. Faint ferfume. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 
1923. 
1, No. S (15 June 1923),3. Rene D'Or. 

23. Galsworthy, John. The Burning Spear. New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
1, No.6 (15 May 1923), 1. Rene D'Or. 
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24. . Captures. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1923. 
1, No. 18 (15 November 1923), 7. R.C. 

25. Gerhardi, William. Futility, pref. by Edith Wharton. New 
York: Duffield & Co., 1922. 
1, No.5 (1 May 1923), 7. Rene D'Or. 

26. Gerould, Katherine Fullerton. Conquistador. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
1, No.6 (15 May 1923), 7. Rene D'Or. 

27. Goncourt, Remy de. The Horses of Diomedes, tr. c. Sartoris. 
Boston: John W. Luce & Co., 1922. 
1, No.7 (1 June 1923), 1. Rene D'Or. 

28. Gourmont, Remy de. Decadence, tr. William Aspenwall 
Bradley. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1921. 
1, No. 10 (15 July 1923), 2, 3. Remy D'Or. 

29. . Very Woman, tr. J. L. Barrets. New York: Nich-
olas L. Brown, 1922; and The Virgin Heart, tr. Aldous L. 
Huxley. New York: Nicholas L. Brown, 1921. 
1, No. 10 (15 July 1923), 3, 10. Remy D'Or. 

30. Grudin, Louis. Charlatan. New York:, Lieber & Louis, 1923. 
1, No. 18 (15 November 1923), 3. M.B. 

31. Hansen, Harry. Midwest Portraits. New York: Harcourt, 
Brace & Co., 1923. 
1, No. 17 (1 November 1923), 1, 2. Remy D'Or. 

32. Hauptmann, Gerart. Phantom, tr. Bayard Quincy Morgan. 
New York: B. W. Heubsch, 1922. 
1, No.8 (15 June 1923), 3. Rene D'Or. 

33. Hughes, Rupert. Within These Walls. New York: 
& Brothers, 1923. 
1, No.7 (1 June 1923), 1,7. Rene D'Or. 

Harper 

( 

34. Hulme, T. E. Speculations, ed. Herbert Read, foreword by 
Jacob Epstein. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1924. 
2, No.7 (1 June 1924), 10. Jerome Shoenfeld. 

35. Huysmans, J. K. Down There, tr. Keene Wallis. New York: 
Albert & Charles Boni, 1924. 
2, No.3 (1 April 1924), 1, 2. 
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36. Jenison, Madge. The Sunwise Turn. New York: E. P. Dut
ton & Co., 1923. 
1, No. 13 (1 September 1923),5. Remy D'Or. 

37. Josey, Charles Conant. Race and National Solidarity. New 
'York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923. 

1, No. 16 (15 October 1923), 1, 3. 

38. Kelley, Edith Summers. Weeds. New York: Harcourt, Brace 
& Co., 1923. 
1, No. 19 (1 December 1923), 3. M.B. 

39. Mayer, Edwin Justus. A Preface to Life. New York: Boni & 
Liveright, 1923. 
1, No. 18 (15 November 1923), 3. M.B. 

40. Millay, Edna St. Vincent. The Harp Weaver. New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1923. 
1, No. 22 (15 January 1924), 1, 3. Remy D'Or. 

41. Moore, George. In Single Strictness. New York: Boni & 
Liveright, 1922. 
1, No. 14 (15 September 1923), 8. Remy D'Or. 

42. Newton, H. Chance. The Old Vic. London: Fleetway Press, 
1923. 

,1, No. 12 (15 August 1923), 3. Remy D'Or. 

43. O'Brien, Howard Vincent. Trodden Gold. Boston: Little, 
Brown & Co., 1923. 
1, No.6 (15 May 1923), 1. Rene D'Or. 

44. Oppenheim, James. Golden Bird: Poems. New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1923. 
1, No.6 (15 May 1923), 1. Rene D'Or. 

45. Paul, Eliott H. Impromptu. New York: 
1923. 
1, No.9 (1 July 1923), 2. Rene D'Or. 

Alfred A. Knopf, 

46. Petronius Arbiter. The Satyricon, tr. J. M. Mitchell. New 
York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1923. 
1, No. 18 (15 November 1923), 3. R.C. 

47. Phelps, William Lyon. As I Like It. New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1923. 
1, No. 18 (15 November 1923), 4. R.C. 
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1, No. 14 (15 September 1923), 8. Remy D'Or. 

62. Werner, M. R. Barnum. New York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 
1923. 
1, No.8 (15 June 1923), 1. Rene D'Or. 

63. Williams, William Carlos. GO GO. New York: Monroe 
Wheeler, 1923. 
1, No.8 (15 June 1923), 3, 5. Rene D'Or. 

64. Wood, Clement. The Tide Comes In. New York: E. P. Dut
ton & Co., 1923. 
1, No. 10 (15 July 1923), 3. Remy D'Or. 

65. Woolf, Virginia. Jacob's Room. New York: Harcourt, Brace 
& Co., 1923. 
1, No.5 (1 May 1923), 7. Rene D'Or. 

66. Wylie, Elinor. Jennifer Lorn. New York: George H. Doran 
Co., 1923. 
2, No.4 (15 April 1924), 2. Rene D'Or. 

Illinois State University 

NOTES 

1. Bernard Duffey, The Chicago Renaissance in American Letters: A Critical 
History, 2nd ed. (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1956), p. 254. 
The last issue of The Chicago Literary Times is actually dated 1 June 1924. 

2. Ben Hecht, A Child of the Century (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954), 
p.327. 

3. The reviews as published usually carried onJy names of books and authors and 
retail prices. I have supplied data to complete these entries in standard biblio
graphical format. 
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Hewitt, Northern Illinois University; George C. Longest, Virginia Comnwnwealth 
University; Donald S. Pady, Iowa State University; Paul P. Somers, Jr., Michigan 
State University; Lynne Waldeland, Northern Illinois Universt"ty. 

This bibliography includes primary and secondary sources of Midwestern 
literary genres published, for the most part, in 1980. Criteria for inclusion of 
authors are birth or residence in the Midwest; fiction with Midwesten locales arc 
included irrespective of their author's ties with this region. Citations which begin 
with an author's name in parentheses are writing about that particular author. 

Citations for poetry, novels, short stories, etc. - as well as critical articles about 
them - should be sent to this bibliography's editors: Robert Beasecker, Grand 
Valley State College Library, Allendale, Michigan 49401, and for computerized 
literature searches, Donald Pady, Iowa State University r:.ibrary, Ames, Iowa 50011. 
The editors and the bibliographic committee continually seek names and addresses 
of living Midwestern writers and poets, and readers are encouraged to submit 
names of individuals whose works could appear in future editions of this bibliog
raphy. Persons interested in becoming members of the bibliographic committee 
should address queries to the editors. 

New periodicals are listed here which first appeared usually in 1980 and in 
some' 'way relate to Midwestern literature, either by content or locale. Descriptive 
notes follow each entry. Those entries marked with an asterisk have not been ex
amined by the editor. 
-Helicon Nine. Vol. l-(Spring/Summer 1979- ), 3 issues per year, $14 per 

year. editor? Six Petticoat Lane, Kansas City, Missouri 64106. 
«A journal of women's arts and letters." 

Little Balkans Review. Vol. 1-( Fall 1980- ),' 4 issues per year, $10 per year. 
Gene DeGruson, Shelby Hom, Stephen Robbins and Ted Watts, editors; 601 
Grandview Heights Terrace, Pittsburg, Kansas 66762. 
This little magazine MS the subtitle, «a Southeast Kansas Literary and 
Graphics Quarterly/, publishes fiction, mm-fiction, poetry and art. 

o Midwest Poetry Review. Vol. 1-( July 1980- ), frequency? price? Carl Stach, 
editor; P.O. Box 359, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081. 
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Milkweek Chronicle. Vol. 1-(Winter 1980- ),3 issues per year, $6 per year. 
Emilie Buchwald, editor; P.O. Box 24303, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424. 
Subtitled "a Iournal of Poetry and Graphics," this tabloid also publishes essays 
and commentaries in all forms of the arts. 

North Country Folk. Vol. 1-(December 1980- ),4 issues per year, $10 per 
'ye'ar. Philip Kucera, editor, P.O. Box 189, Ironwood, Michigan 49938. 
The Publication of a volunteer organization dedicated to the preservation and 
expression of the folk arts in the Upper Great Lakes RegiOfl:~ 

Theaterwork. Vol. l-(November-December 1980- ), 6 issues per year, $5 
per year. Dave Hage, Karen McCall, David Olson and Frank Sherman, editor:.:; 
406 South Third Street, St. Peter, Minnesota 56082. 
Publishes articles and interviews on the Minnesota and national scene in thea
ter; also some local poetry. 
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ADAMS. PAULINE. SEE THORNTON. EMMA S. 
'AOE. GEORGE.). SMALL 10'olN CHICAGO: THE CO"IC PERSPECTIVE OF FINLEY PETER DUNNE. GEORGE Aoe. 

AND RING LARDNER. !lY DE; MUTH. JAMES. CPIOGRAPHVI.ICRITICISM) PORT WASHINGTON. NV: 
KENNIKAT PRESS. 1980. 

ADKINS. CARL .... THE SILENCE OF RECOGI<IITION. IPOETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLY, 12 ISUMMERER 19801. 91. 
AOORJAN. CAROL MACDEN. DO-NOTHING OAY. ISHORT FICTION) 51 ANTIiDNY-S MESSENGER. 67 '''Pi'll!. 

1980). 40-44. 
ALBERTS. FRANCES JACOf:lS. SOME TALES Of THE NEBRASKA SOD HOUSE; (01oi1oiIlNI11. 1870-1920. 

(NEBRASKA) KANSAS OUARTERLY, 12 (SPRING 19801.99-106. 
ALBRECHT. W. P. ROAD SIGHS. (POETRY) LIVING (HURtH. 181 128 DECEMBER 19801. 13. 
ALBRECH1~ .... P. THE BEACH. IPOETRy) KANSAS OUARTERI.Y. 12 IWINTER 19BOI. 166. 
tAI.GREN. NELSON.I. FIRST PERSON AMERICA. BY HANKS. ANN IEOiTOR). (SHORT FICTiON) NEW YORK: 

KNOPF. 19BO. 
(ALGREN. NEI.SON.). HOW "NOWHERE. USA" 110WA CITY I aECAME THE "PARNASSUS OF AMERICAN WRITING". 

BY DEGNAN. JAMES P. IBIOGRAPliYl DES MOINES SUNOAY REGISTER. SEPTEMBER 2B. 19BO. ;'C. 
(ALGREN. NELSON.I. MAGII.L'S BIBLlOGRAPHY OF LITERARY CRITICISM. BY MAGII.L, FRANK. 

(BIBI.IOGRAPHYI.(CRITICISMI ENGLEWOOD CI.IFFS. NJ! SAI.EN PRESS. 1979. 
IAI.GREN. NEI.SON.). THE PRACTiCE OF FICTION IN AMERICA. BY KLINKOWITl. JEROME. (CRlTiCISMI 

AMES, IA! 10.A SlAIE I,lHIVERSiTY PRESS. 1980. 
AI.LAOI. UMA K SEE liEMINGWAV. ERNEST. 
ALLEN. MICHAEl.. TOMATOES1 IN THE I.ANO LOCKED HEARI--POENS FROM INDIANA. (POETRYI CENTERING 

!:I--INDIANA WRITES J(4). 19BD, 9. 
ANDERSON, DAVID 0 SEE FitZGERALD. F SCOTT. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE BROIoiFIEI.D. 1.0UIS. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE ANDERSON. SHERWOOD. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE CI.EMENS. SAMUEl. I.ANGANGHORNE. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE BELI.OW. SAUl.. 
ANOERSON. OAYIO 0 SEE OELI.. FI.OYO. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE ROSENfELD. PAUL. 
AtlDERSOtl. DAVID 0 SEE BROMFIELD. 1.0UIS. 
ANOERSON. DAVID 0 SEE ANDERSON. SHERWOOD. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE ANDERSON. SHERWDOD. 
ANDERSON. OAYIO 0 SEE STONE. I.!EI.IIII.I.E E. 
ANDERSON. DAVID 0 SEE DRAKE. DANIEL. ~O. 
ANDERSON. OAIIIO 0 SEE OONNELLV. IGNATIUS. 
ANOERSON. DAVID 0 SEE ANOERSON. SHERWOOD. 
ANDERSON. OAVlO O. MY GRANOFATHER'S FRIEND; PICTURES OF LifE; CONTRAIl.. (POETRY) IN OTHER 

SCHOLARLY WAYS.~EAST LANSING. loll! YEARS PRESS. 1980. 4-1:>. 
ANDERSON. DAVID D. MICHIGAN PROI.ETARlAN WRITERS AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION.IIUCHIGANI. 

ICRITICISMI.A HAI.F CEHTURY AGO! MICHIGAN IN THE GREAT OEJ>RESSION; SYMPOSIUM 
PROCEEDINGS. EAST LANSING. MI: MICHIGAN STATE UNIYERSITY. 19BO. I1B-141. 

AtlOERSON. DAVID O. THE MIDWESTERN TOWN IN MIDWESTERN FICTUlN. (CRITICISM) MIoAMERICA YI. 
(1979)0 27-~J. 

(ANDERSON. SHERWOOO.I. SHERWOOD ANDERSON AND THE SEYEN ARTS. BV "'NOERSON. OAIIIO O. 
ICRITICISM) SSHL NEWSLETTER. 10(1). SJ>RING 1980. 18-JO. 

I,t,tlOERSON. SHERWOOO.I. THE PROSE STYLE OF SELECTED WOR"'S BY ERNEST HEMINGWAY. SHERWOOD 
ANDERSON. AtlO GERTRUDE STEIN. BY "'/lOAT. A~M"'O "'. !CRITICISM) STYLE. 14 t11IINTER 19BO). 

1-21. 
( ... NOERSON. SHERWOOD.). SHERWOOD ANDERSON AHo J ... MES JOVCE. BY CURRY, MART~A. (CRITICISMI 

AtlERICAN LITER ... TURE. ~2 IMAY 19BO). 2J6~~9. 
(ANDERSON. SHERWOOD.). OF TIME AND WINESBURG. OHIO: AN E)(PERIMENT IN CHRONOLOGY. aY .HITE. 

RAY LEWIS. !CRITICISM) MODERN fiCTION STU1HES. 25 IWINTER 1979-801. 61:>6-66. 
I"'NOERSON. SHERWOOO.I. T ~ EI.IOT. WYhOHAM LEWIS AND SHERWOOQ AtlOERSON. ay TOMLIN. E W F. 

!CI1:ITICISMI NOTES AND QUERIES. 21 IJUNE 1(80). 2J7~J6. 
IANOERSON. SHERWOOD.). GENDER RECONSIDERATIONS IN THREE SHERWOOD ... NOERSOtl NOYELS. BY LAOENSON. 

JOYCE R. (CRITICISMI MAS$ ... CHUSETTS STUDIES IN ENGI.ISH. 6 (SPRING 1979). 90-10J. 
(AtlOERSON. SHERWOOD.I. MAGILL'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERARY CRITICISM. BY M ... GILL. FR ... N"'. 

(BIBLIOGR ... PHVI.(CRlTICISM) ENGLEWOOD CI.IFFS. NJ: SALEtI "RESS. 1979. 
(ANDERSON. SHERWOOO.I. "FROM EAST-SIDE TO SO\jTH-SIOE WITH LOVE:" THE FRIENOSHIJ> Of SHERWOOD 

ANDERSON ... NO P ... UL ROSENFELD. BY ... NOERSON. 0"''110 O. !CRITICISM).(610GR ... PHYI 
IoIIOWESTERN MISCELLANY VII. 1979. 41-55. 

(ANDERSON. SHERWOOD.). MYTH ... NO THE MIDWESTERN L"'NDSC ... PE' SHERWOOD ... NOERSON·S MIO-AIoIERIC"'N 
CH ... NTS. BY GRE ... SLEY. PHILIP. tCRITICISM) tlIOAMERJC ... VI. (19791. 79~B1. 

( ... NOERSON. SHERWOOD.). SHERWOOD ANDERSON'S eEATH IN THE 110005: TOW ... RO ... NE. RE"'I.lSM. BY 
FERGUSON. MARY ANNE. tCRIHCISM) MleAMERIC ... VII. (19BOI. 1J-95. 

UNDERSOtl. SHERWOOD.). FOL'" ETHICS AND THE YILLAGE TALE: WINESaURG. OHIO AND BEROICHEVS"'Y 
JE.ISH U)(R"'INE. BY WALDINGER .... L8ERT. (CRITICISMI SStll. NEWSLETTER. 1011). SJ>RING 
1980. 35-~J. 

'M~DERSON. SHERWOOD.). SHERWOOD ANOERSON'S MANY MARRIAGES: ... MODEL OF THE HOST PERILOUS 
JOURNEY. BY KLEIN. MlA. !CRITiCISH) MIOAMERICA VII. 119801. 96-107. 

IANOERSON. SHERWOOO.I. MIDWESTERN WRITERS AND THE MVTH OF THE SE ... RCH. BY ANDERSON. DAVID O. 
(CRITICISM) GEORGIA REVIEW. 3~ (SPRING 19601. 131-43. 

(ANDERSON. SHERWOOD. I. THE 1.11TLIO REVIEW ... NO SHERWOOD ANDERSON. BY ANDERSON. OAYIO O. 
IPUBLISHING).(CRlTICISMI MIDWESTERN MISCELL ... NY VIII. (19601. 28-JB. (FLOYD DELLI. 
!CHIC ... GOI.IILI.INOIS). 

IANOERSON. SHERWOOD.). SHERWOOD ... NOERSON·S ..... OYEtlTURE .. : AN "'J>PRECI ... TlON. BY CARABINE. "'EITH. 
!CRITICISM) SSMI. NEWSLETTER. 10111. SPRltlG 1980. 1-12. 

M,OERSON. IIAN. HORIZON NOTE. (POETRY I GREAT IHVER REVIEW, 2"). 19BO. 366. 
ANDERSPN. OAYIO 0 SEE FI!;LO. EUGENE. 
ANDREIIS. CLARENCE A SEE GARL ... NO. H",MI.IN. 
(ANDREWS. CLARENCE A.I. 10WA'S LlTERARY CUR ... TOR. aY "'NOREWS. TERRY. ICRITICISMI.IBIOGR ... PHYI 

IOWAN. 29 (WINTER 198U. 44-41S. 
ANDREWS. L ... RRY 1'1 SEE BROO"'S. GWENDOLYN. 
ANDREWS. TERRY SEE ANDREWS. CLARENCE .... 
AtlOREIiS. WILI.I ... M L SEE CHESNUTT. CHARLE.S W ... OOELI.. 
ANTI.t:R. (NO GIVEN NAMEI. F ... CTORY. (POETRY) s ... tI FRANCISCO. C ... : ClTY LIGHTS PRESS. 1960 • 
... NTLElh (NO GIVEN NAMEI. REaECCA FALLS MESC ... LINE EPIPHANY. (POETRY) BLAKE TItlES. 1 I"'PRIL 

19801. 100. 
ANTLER. INO GIVEN NAME), FOR THOSE WHO NO LONGER GO AHHH. (PDETRYI JUMP RIYER REV IE'" 1 

I)4ARCH 19601. 60. 
",PPLEMAN. PHII.IP. E ... ST HAMPTON! THE STRUCTURE OF s ... MUEL. (POETRY I NEW YORK: POEMS. EDITED BV 

14 MOSS. NEW YOR"': ... VON. 19BO. 
"'PPLEMAN. PHILIP. MEMO TO THE 21ST CENTURY; Itl THE L"'NO LOC"'EO HE ... RT--POEMS fROM INDIANA. 

IPOETRY) CENTERltlG !:I--INDUNA WRITES 31~1. 1980. 12. 
APPLEMAN. PHILIP. SE)(U"'L SELECTION I STATE OF NATURE. (pbETRYI KENTUCKY REVIEW. 16 (1980). 

18-21. 
AIlDA1 .... HMAO K SEE ANDERSON. SHERWOOD. 
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AROA'. AHMAD II( SEE H!;;MINGWAV. ERNEST. 
ARNETT. CARROLL. HI THE SUPERMARKET; ULINA"'!. IPOETRYI GREA' LAKES REVIEW. 6 (SUMMER 1980). 

28-29. 
(ARNOW. HARRieTTE.'. HARRIETTE ARNOW' ANN ARBOR'S MOST AeeLAnCED NOYf:LIST. AUTHOR OF THE 

DClLI-MAKER. SHUNS THE LITERARY SCENE. 8Y SILBER"'''N. EVE. ICRITICISMI.IBIOGRAPHYl ANN 
ARBOR OBSERVER. (MARCH 19801, 37-41. 

"TI.AS. MARILYN J SEE LEWIS. SINCL4IR. 
ATlAS. MARILYN JUDITH SEE THOMAS. F RICHARD. 
AlI.AS. MARILYN JUDITH SEE IIDRRISON. TONI. 
ATLAS. MARILYN JUDITH SEE HEAD. CLOYD. 
ATLAS. HARILYN JUDITH SEE CLEVRE. VOLTURINE DE. 
AUGUST • .10 SEE HEMINGWAY, ERNEST. 
AUTHOR. ANOtlVMOUS SEE HARING. CYNTHIA. 
eAU .. cT. CH"RLES. THE OLD OJ'lES; INDIAN ARMS. (POETRY) GRE,toT lAKES ~EVIEW. (, (SUMMER 19801. 3~4. 
8AKER. LARRY. 28 HOURS IN AN OPEN BOAT, 8Y STEPHEN C~AHE. ISHORT FICTlOHI GEORGIA REYIEW. 34 

(fAll 19111l1. 559·5811. 
BANOY, FRANKLIN. THE BLACKSTOCK AFFAIR. (NOVEll INDINAPDL.IS, IN: CHARTER. 1980. IOHID), 

IMVSTERY-OETECl1 ON). 
8ANKS, ANN (EDITO~) SEE I.IEllow, SAUL. 
BANKS, ANN (EDITOR I SEE AlGREN. NELSON. 
BAHKS, ANN (EDITOR I SEE COHRDV. JACK. 
BARIIARA, JACK V SEE BERRV~AN, JOHN. 
BARGEH, DORIS G SEE l:L.KIH. STANL.EV. 
I.IARHES, JIM. TkE FISH 01'1 POTEAU MOUNTAIN. (POETRYI CHAMPAIGH: UHIVERSITY OF IlliNOIS PRESS. 

1980. 
BARNES. JIM. THIS CRAIY lAND. IPOET~Y) TI;MPE. ARIIOHA: IHL.AND BOAT-·PORCH PUBL.ICATlONS. 1981l. 
BARHSTONE. WIL.L.IS. THE STRAHGER; IN THE lAND lOCI':ED HEART--POEMS FROM IHOIANA. (POETRYI 

CENTERING 5-~IND1AHA IIRITES 3(4). 19110. 13. 
BARONE, PATRICIA. RET~IEYAl. (POETRY) GREAT RIYER REYIEW. '1(::11. 1980. 351-5'2. 
BARRl:tT. CAROL. TOUCHSTONE; ESCAPE fROM I':ANSAS. (POETRY) KANSAS ClUARTERL.y,I<! (SPRING 19110). 

'13-24. 
BARTON. DEL. A GOOD DAY TO DIE. (HOYELl GARDEN CITY. NY: DOUBlEOAY. 1980. (OAKOTA TERRITORY). 
5ASCOM. GI;ORGE. AUGUST DAWN fOR M.R. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERlY' 12 (WINTE~ 19801. 41:1. 
BATES. BEtTy. PICKING UP THE PIECES. (JUVENIL.E FICTION) NEW YORK: HOLIDAY HOUSE. 1980. 
BAUER. MARION DANE. TANGL.EO I.IUTTERFL.Y. (NOYEll NEW YORK: HOUGHTON MIFFL.IN--ClARIOH BOOKS. 

1980. !APOSTLE ISLANDS. MINHeSDTAI.IMINHeSOTAl. 
5EASECKER. ROBE~T AND PAOY. DONALD S. ANNUAL. 515L.IOGRAPHY Of MIDWESTERN LITERATURE: 19711. 

(III5L.IOGRAPHYI MIOAMERICA YII. (19801. 193-2111. 
BELL. ELEANOR. REoUIEM FOR MICHAEL--STlLL50RN; SPRING HAIKU. (POETRY) INSCAPE 7(<!J. 19110. 
BELL. EL.EAHoRA. fL.IGHTS THROUGH INNeR SPACE. (POETRY) TOPEKA. KS: BOB WOODLEY MEMORIAL PRESS. 

1980. 
B!;LL. R!;5ECCA AHO SEVERIN. C SHERMAN. FEELUIGS. (POI;TRY) CI;DAR FAllS. 1,1,: CSS PU5UCATlONS. 

1979. 
IIElL.. RE8ECCA AND SEYERIN. C SHERMAN. MOMENTS IN TIME. (POETRY) CEDAR FAllS. IA: CSS 

PUBLICATIONS. 1980. 
(8EL.L.OW. SAUl.I. FIRST PERSON AMERICA. 5Y I.IANKS. ANN (EDITORI. (SHORT FICTION) NI;N YORK: 

KHoPF. 1980. 
(BEllOW. SAUL.I. MIONESTERN IIIRITERS AND THE MYTH OF THE SEARCH. 5Y ANDERSON. OAVIO O. 

(cRITICISIoI) GEORGIA REYIEN. 34 (SPRING 1980). 131-43. 
(BElLolII. SAUL.). SAUL. BEL.L.ow. DRUMLIN ~oODCHUCK. 5Y HARRIS. MARK. lCRITICISM}.(BIOGRAPHYI 

Al~EHS: UNIYERSITY OF GEORGIA I'RESS. 19BO. -
(BEllOW. SAUL.). SAUL BEllON. SOREN KlERI':EGAARD AND THE OUESTION OF BOREDOM. 5Y PINSI':ER. 

SANFORD. (CRITICISM) CENTENNIAL REYIEII. 24 (IIINTER 198010 I1B-2!5. 
(BI;L.L.oW, SAUL..). SOCIAL. STRATIFICATION IN MR SAMMLER'S PLA"ET. BY KUMAR. P SHIV. (CRITICISM) 

LITERARY HAL.F-YEARL.Y. 21 (JULY 1980). 53-67. 
(8EL.lOII. SAUL.). THE FLIGHT FROM IIOME~ IN THE FICTION OF SAUL BEllON. 5Y MCCADDEH. JOSEI'M F. 

(CRITICISM) l ... NHAM. 140: UNIYERSITY PRESS CF AMERICA. 1980. 
(5ElLOW. SAUL.). THE PRACTICE OF FICTION IN AMERICA. BY KlIHKOWITl. JEROME. (CRITICISM) AMES, 

IA: 101lA STATE UNIVERSITy PRESS. 19110. 

15EL.LON. SAUL.}. THE SURVIVOR HERO IN BERNARD MALAMUD AND SAUL BEllOW. BY SINGH. SUKH8IR. 
(CRITICISM) JOURNAL Of lIIERARY STUOIES (IMDIAI. 3 (JUNE 1980). 39-59. 

(51;L.LON. SAUL.). WITH BEllOII IN CHICAGO. BY MITGAHG. HER5ERT. (INT!;RVIEW) NEW YO~ TIMES 500K 
REVIEW. 81:1 (6 JUL.Y 19801. '13. 0 

BENNEl1. JOHN F. FIRE IN THE DUST. (Po!;TRYI HOUGHTOlh NY: HOUGHTON COlll:GI; PRESS. 1980. 
BENNETT. JOHN F. ON THE ENEMY'S HATRED OF THOUGHT AND BEING; MIDNIGHT IN SINISTER STREET; ON 

THE UNION OF THE SOUL NITH GOD: ON VOYAGES. (POEIRY) AHGLlCAN THEolOloGICAL REYIEN. 
62 (APRIL 198o). 121-23. 

aENNETT. JOHN 101 AHO MEHRL.. C. PUMPED GRAYEL.. (POETRY) COlUJ04BUS. OH: LUNA BISONTE PRODUCTIONS. 
1980. 

BENHETT. JOHN M. alANK WAll. (POI::TRY) WooDIHVIL.L.E. WA: lAUGHING aEAR PRESS. 1980. 
BENNETT. JoMH M. JERKS. (POETRY) WODOINYlllE. WA: lAUGHING BEAR PRESS. 1980. 
aENHETT. JOHN M. MAIN ROADS. (POETRY) COlUM8US. OH: lUNA BISONTE PRODUCTIONS. 1980. 
8ENHEIT, JOHH M. MEAT CHICK. (POETRY) SUNOERL.AHD. EHGLAHO: NO PU5lISHI;R. 1980. 
BEHNETT. JOHN M. MOTEL MOODS. (POETRY I CDlUM8US. oH: LUHA BIsoNTI; PRODUCTIONS. 1980. 
BENNEIT. JOHN M. HIPS POEMS. (POeTRY) COLUMBUS. OH: lUNA alSONTE PRODUCTIONS. 1980. 
BENHETT. JOHN M. PUKtHG HORSE. (POETRY) COlUMaus. OH: lUNA 51S0NTE PROOUCTIONS. 1980. 
BENSOH. PETER SEE aRIGHAIoI. JOHNSON. 
BENVENUTO. JOYCE. THE MOREL HUNTERS. (POETf.lYI GREAT lAKES REYIEW. 6 (SUMMER 198ol. S. 
8ER5S0N. lEE. AWAY Ff.lOM HOME. (POETRY) PEORIA. 11.: SPOON RIyeR PRESS. 1980. 
(5ERDICHEYSKY, MIKHA YOSEF.). FOLK ETHICS AND THE YIllAGE TALE: WINEsaURO. OHIO AND 

5ERDICHEYSKY JENISH UKRAINI;. 5Y NALDINGER. ALBERT. ICRlTICISJ04} SSMl NEWSLETTER. 
10(1). SPRING 1980. 315-43. 

8ERES. MICHAI;L.. DEATH OF A COMMUTER. (SHORT FICTION) MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEW. 19-20 (FAL.L. 
1980--WINTER 1981). 717-ll2. 

8ERKOVE. L.AURENCE I SEE ClEMEHS. SAMUEL. 
BERRY. EL.EANOR. THE fEEL. OF YOUR liFE. (POETRYI SACKBUT REYIEN. NO.7 (SPRING 1980). 10. 
lIlERRYMAN. JOHN.). A PROfilE OF JOHN BERRYMAN. I.IY 1':0STElANETI. RICHARD. (BIOGRAPHY). 

(CRITICISM) AMERICAH POETRY REYIEW. 9(6l. (NOYEMBER·DECEMBER 198o). 39-43. 
(8ERRYMAN. JoHH.). BERRYMAN'S "DREAM 'SONG 110". 8Y BAf.lBARA. JACK V. (CRITICISM) EXPLICATOR. 

J8 (SPRING 19801. 29-31. 
{5ERRYMAN, JoHH.}. JOHH BERRYMAN. A CRITICAL. COMJ04ENTARY. ay HAFfENDEN. JOHN. (CRITICISM) NEW 

YORK: HEW YORK UHIYERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
(8ERRYMAN. JDHH.I. MAGIll'S IIIBL.IOGRAPHY Of lITERARY CRITICISM. I.IY MAGIL.l. FRAHK. 

15IBL.IOGRAPHY).(CRITICISMI ENGL.I::NooD CL.IFFS. NJ: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
5EUM. R05ERT. STACK TONES. (POI;TRYJ SOUTHERN ~EYIEW. 16 lSPRIHG 19BO). 424. 
I.IIER. JESSE SEE CLEMENS. SAMUl;l L. 
BIER. JESSE SEE HEMINGWAY. ERNEST. 
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(BIERCE. AMBROSI;.). BEHINO THE BITTERNESS: AMBROSE 5II;RCE IN TI;XT AND CONTEXT. BY BRAZil. 
JOHN R. !CRITICISM) AMERICAH lITERARY REAL.ISM. 1870-1910. 13 (AUTUMN 19BO). 225~37. 

BIlY-HURO. MICHAEL. L.IHGUISTIC BACKWASH. (POETRY) KANSAS CUARTERlY. 1'1 (WINTER 19801. 77. 
5JERREGAARD. KEVIN. THE SEALED 80X. (POETRY) I':AHSAS QUARTERLY. 1'1 (WINTER 1980). !J4. 
BLACKIIIEll. ROHHIE. ON Rf;AOING OF THE DEATH OF AN OL.D FRIENO. (POETRY I GREAT lAKES REYIEW. (, 

(SUMMER 1980). 6-7. 
5L.AKE. SUSAN I. SEE MORRISOH. TONI. 
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I.IloSS0M. LAYIHA. MEOICAl REPORT: ROOFING. (POETRY) GREAT lAKES REYIEW. 6 (SUMMER 1911010 B-IO. 
BlY. R05ERT. TALKING All ~ORNING. (POETRY) AHN ARBOR. Jo4H UNIYERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS. 1980. 
elY. R08ERT. THE ROUGH-BARKI;O CDTTONNOOO. (I'OETRY) GEORGIA REYIEW. J_ (NINTER 19110). 751. 
(5L.Y. ROBERT.). HoN "NONHERE. USA" (IOWA Cl TY) BECAMI; THE "PARNASSUS OF AMER ICAH WRI TING". 5l 

DEGHAN. JAMES P. (1.I10GRAPH'f1 DES MOINES SUNDAY R!;GISTER. SEPTEMBER 28. 1980. 3C. 
(5L.Y. ROBERT.l. MAGIll'S BIBLIOGRAPHY Of LITERARY CRITICISM. BY MAGIL.L.. fRANK. (518LIOGRAPHYlo 

(CRITICISM) EHGlEWOOD CLifFS, HJ: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
(BLY. ROBERT.). PW INTERVI!;WS: RD8ERT BL.Y. IIY HOLT. PATRICIA. (IHTERVIEWS).(CRITIClSM) 

PU5llSHERS WEEKL.Y. 217 (MAY 9. 1980). 10-1l. 
{BlY. RoI.IERT.I. THE RHETORIC OF THIO: CONTEMPORARY lYRIC. 5Y HOLDEN. JOHATHAH. (CRITICISIoI). 

(POETRY) BLOOMINGTON. IN: IHDUNA UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
BOELIO. 501,1. A llTl:;RARY TOUR Of MICHIGAN. (lITERARY HISTORY) C~RoNIClE; THE MAGAHNE OF THE 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF MICHIGAN. 16 (SPRING 198,0). 18-.l2. 
80GE". DON SEE RDI;THKE. Tt;EODDRE. 
IBDURJAIlY. YANCE.}. MAGIL.L'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF lITERARY CRITICISIoi. BY MAGIL.L.. FRANK. 

(BIBLIoGRAPHY).(CRITICISM) ENGlENOOD CLIFFS. HJ: SALEM PRI;SS. 1979. 
BOWOEH. JAMES H. AT THE SI'A. (POI:;TRY) KANSAS CUARTERlY. 12 (IIINTER 19BO). 12'1. 
BOYLE. KAY. FIFTY STORIES. (SHORT FICT ION) GARDEN Cl TY. NY: DOUBLEDAY. 1980. 
15DYL.E. KAY.}. ADDENDA TO THE 515L.IDGRAI'HIES OF BOYL.E. CONRAD. DE FOREST. ELIOT. FORO. 

~Elo(INGWAY, HUXLEY, WH.RTDN. AND WODL.F. BY Jo40NTI:;IRO. GeORGI:;. (5IBlIOGRAPtl1IO:S1 PAPERS 
OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA. 74 IAPRIL-JUNI; lOBO). I!l3-!l!5. 

(BOYL.E. KAY.). PW IHTERVIEWS KAY BOYL.E. BY HOL.T, PATRICIA. ClNTERVlEWS)ol510GRAPHY}. 
(CRITICISM) PUBLISHERS IIf;EKlY. 218 117 OCTOBER 19801. 8-9. 

50YlE. T CORAGHI;SSAN. DESCENT OF MAN: STORIES. (FICTIOH) lONDON: GoL.lANCZ. 19Bo. 
8RADBURY, RAY. THE STORIl:S OF RAY BRADBURY. (SHORT FICTION) NEW YORK: KNOPF. 1980. 
(IIRADBURY. RAY.). RAY BRADBURY. BY JoMNSON. WAYNE l. (CRITICISM) NEN YORK: FREDERICK UNGAR, 

19110. 
(BRAD5URY. RAY.). THE FICTION Of RAY IIRADI.IURY: UNIVERSAL THE~ES IN MlDlIl;STERN SETTINGS. ey 

L.INKFIElD. THOMAS P. (CRITICISMI.(SCIENCE FICT,loN) MIDWESTERN MISCElL.AHY YIII. 1980. 
94-101. 

BRADSHAW, JAMES STANFORD SEE lEWIS. CHARLES M. 
5~ANCH. EDGAR MAROUESS SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL l. 
8RAHL. Jo~N R SEE 5IERCE. AM5RoSE. 
BREMER. SIONEY H SEE FITZGERAL.D. F SCOTT. 
BRENNAN. MATTHEW. SEEING IN THE OARK. {POETRY I I':ANSAS OUARTERlY, 12 (SUiolMER 1980). 141. 
8RE~ER. FREDRIC. FROM HEXAHEDRON; IN THE lAND lOCKED HEART--PDEMS FROM INDIANA. (POETRY) 

CENTERIHG 5--INDIANA IIRITES. 3(4}. 1980. 1!1. 
(BRIGHAM. JOHHSDH.). NO MURMURED THANKS; WOMEN A~D JOHHSDN BRIGHAM'S MIDLAND MDNT~L.Y. 5Y 

BENSON. PETER. (cRITIClSM}.(BIOGRAPHY) AMeRICAN STUDIES. 2lCl). (SPRING 1980). 57-71. 
II0WA).(DES MOINES. 1011,1,1. 

BRoDSI':Y. lOUIS DAHIEL. EASTER FL.OOD. (POI:;TRY) KANSAS OUARTERlY. 12 (WINTER 1980). !l3. 
(I.IRoMFIIO:LD. lOUIS.). L.OUIS BROMFIIO:L.D'S MYTH OF TME OHIO FRONTIER. BY ANDIO:RSON. DAYID O. 

(CRITICISM) DL.D NORTH.IO:ST. 6 (SPRIHG 1980). 63-74. 
tBROMfIElD. L.oUIS.). MIDWESTERN WRITE~S AND HiE MYTH OF THE SEARCH. BY ANDERSON. DAYID O. 

(CRITICISM) GEORGIA REVIEW, 34 (SPRING 19801. 131-43. 
(BROOKS. GIiENDOlYN.). SONGS AFTI:;R SUNSET 1193t:i-1936J! THIO: UNPUBLISHED POETRY Of GWEHOOlYN 

EllZAI.IETH -BROOKS. BY STETSOH. ERLENE. (POI:;TRY) C l A JOURNAL.. 2_ (SEPTEMI.II:;R 198010 
87-96. 

(8ROOKS. GWEHDDL.YN.). GWENDoL.YN BROOKS. BY S~AW. HARRY B. (I.IIOGRAPHY) BOSTON: TWAYNE. 1980. 
tBROoKS. GIIIENDolYN.). AM81VAlENT CLOTHES IMAGE,RY 11'1 GWI;NDOLYN BROOKS'S "THE SUNDAYS OF 

SATIN-lEGS SMIT~". BY AHDREWS. lARRY R. (CRtTICISIU C L. A JOURNAL. 24 (DI:;CEMBER 
1980)' 150-63. 

BROOKS. RANDY SI;!; ROSELIEP. RAYMOND. 
BROOKS. RANOY. CONTEMPORARY ~AlKU' FOCUS MIDWEST. (POIiTRYI OlO NORTHW!;ST. 6 (SPRING 1980}o 

76-81. 
BROOKS. RANOY. fROM INDIANA CORN STUBBLE; 11'1 THE lAND L.oCKEO ~EART--PoEMS FROM INDIANA. 

(POETRY) CEHTERING 5~-INDIAHA W~ITES. 314). 19110. 13. 
BROWN. GARY T. A PLACE ~N THE FAMILY; DROPPED PAINT CANS AND NAKEO WOMEN. (SHORT FICTION) 

SIUNOL.A: A COLLECTION OF STORIES. LAWRENCE. KS: L.AHlANA PRESS. 1980. 1-18. 4t:i-57. 
5RONN. MARION MARSH SEE C"'HER, WillA. 
8RUCCOL.1o MATTHEW J SEE FITZGERAL.D. F SCOTT. 
BRUMMElS. J.Y. SMAll CHAHGE. (POETRY) PRAIRIE'SCHOONER, !5~ (II INTER 19130-811. 89. 
IBRYANTo JOHH HOWARD.). THE POETRY OF JDHH HOWARD BRYANT. IlY HAlL.NAS, JOHN E. (CRITICISM) 

MIDAMERICA VII. 1198010 27-39. 
BRYI:;R, JACKSON R SE!; FITZGERALO. f SCOTT. 
BUCHANAN. CARL. NIHE-YEAR-OlO IN WIC~ITA WITH CORN. (POETRY) KANSAS oUARTERlY. 12 (SPRING 

a80). 12. 
5UETTER. SHIRLEY. HOME BREN; HIGHT FESTIVAL.. (POETRY) KAHSAS OUA~TERlY. III tSPRING 19110}o 

34-3t:i. 
BUllER. GALEN. THE OGRE'S CAll. (POIO:TRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY. 1'1 (SPRING 1980). 98. 
BUNCIi. STEPHEN. DOG DAYS; HARSH CLIMATE. (POETRY I YANOERBllT REYIEW. SPRING 1980. 84. 93. 
BURNS. RALI'H. MARIOH COUNTY HOME FOR BOYS; 11'1 THE lAND lOCKED HEART--I'OEMS fROM INDUNA. 

(I'OETRY) CEHTERING !I--INOIANA WRITES. 3(410 1980. U. 
BURNS. RALPH. IIORKSONG. IPoI;TRY) MIMHeSOTA REnEW. NS. I!I (fAll 19~0). 20. 
BURNS, S~ANNON SEE ClI;MENS. SAMUEL. L.. 
5URNS. STUART L. NHoRES BEFORIO: DESCARTES. (POETRY) DES MOINES. IA: WASH lAUNDERAN I'RESS. 1980. 
BURTON, SHElll. WOlYES. (POETRY) GREAT l.AKES REVIEN. 6 (SUMMER 19801. II. 
BUSHEY. CHRISTINE. THE INYOCATION. (POETRY) GREAT LAKES REYIIO:W. 6 (SUMMER 19801, 1'1. 
BUTCHER. GRACE. ARCHETYPAL CONFRONTATION. (POETRY) 8ARNWOOO. 1 (SUMMER 1980). 
I.IUTCIiER. GRACI;. SURVIYAL.. (PDI:;TRY) POETRY NOW. t:i (FALL 1980). 
(BUTLER. ELLIS PARKER.). FOLK HUMOR IN THE STORIES OF ElliS PARKER BUTLER. BY FOLKS. JEFFREY 

J. (HUMoRI.(SHORT FICTION) TSFB. 45 (1979), 19-114. 
BUTL.ER. FRANCELIA. THE lUCKY PtECE. CNOYEL.) NEW YORK: STONEHIll PUBLISHING CD •• 1980. 

IMIOIIESTl. 
BUTRICK. l. H. DANGEROUS TO YOUR HEALTH. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERlY. 12 (SUMMER 1980), 123. 
BYRD. SANDRA. OF THE OCEAN. (POETRY) GEORGIA REVIEw. 34 (FAll 1980). 635. 
CADDY, JOHN •• HT GRANDFATHERS ARE GENTL.I;R THAH TMEIR SONS: TRAPlINE; OLD BACHEL.OR OFFERINGS; 

PASSAGI; RIlE; THE COLOR OF MESABI BOHES; BOG SONG 2; I:;ARLY DOE; THE RESTING PLACE; 
AUGUST IH THE SAWTOOTH MOUNTAINS. (POETRY) GREAT RIVER REYIEN. 2U}. 19110. 310·25. 

CADY. JACK. THE WELL. (NOVEL) HEW YORK: ARI.IOR HOUSE. 1980. (MIDWEST). 
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~:~~~~'C~~!~E~: ~~~E~~;R~P~~~::II~~~:~SF~~ARTERLY. 12 (SUMMER 198010 62. 
CAMPIO~. OANIEL. COMING OUT OF H18ERN"'TlDNTl~;~E~~~~"'S QU,o,R1ERLV. 12 (SUMMER 198010 7::1-85. 
C,U~PI0N. DANIEL. RESPECTING OR AG"'SSIZ. IP~ETRYI CHOU~~:~S!~~~E'ITY. NOS 26-27 tI980). 27. 
CAMPION. OAHIEL. StHIPWINOOII. (POETRY) T!;LEPHONIl. NO 16 (FALl,. 19~~,~1!~ 1980. ~O. 
C"'MPI~N;S~:~~~L;'\l!~; .C;::~i~~ER RIlTIIIES; THE MOON'S EMPTY SE;ASONS. ;PO";IIY) GREAT LA"'ES REVIEW, 

CAMP!~~~T~~~I~~~C~~~E~N!~: ~~/~~;~O;~S~:_!~~O NEW ORLEANS; fEAR OF FLYING; GETTING EYEN. 

(ANTONI. LOUIS J .... FFIRIIATIOH. (POETRY) POET. 21 IDECEM8ER 1980) 17 

CANT~~~CE:;~~!S'~~O~;I!:!O: OOUBLE 81Ne; SUPERHIGIiWAV; THIRTY BEL~W. iPOETRY) GUSTO. 3 

CANTO~~'2~~UIS J. BALANCE: LONG LONG AGO. (POETRY) MOOERN IMAGES. NO 50 tJULY-SEPTEMBER 19BOlo 

~:~~~~;: ~~~~~ ~: :~~~H~~~~E (:~~!:!!,M~~~~~ IMAGES. NO 48 (JANUARY-MARCH 1911010 13. 
OF THE PMYSICALLY HANOICAPPEO BU~LElIN. S~A~i~R~~OETRY) NATIONAL CONGRESS OF ORIiANlZATlONS 

CANTONI. LOUIS J. CARILLON: HE IS. (POETRY) GUSTO. 2 ~~~B~~;~~OI~~~~:ERS 1980). 3. 
CANTON I. LOUIS J. COMELINESS; LAMENT. 'POETRY) DRIFTWOOD EAST. 7(4) 19!!' 60 
CANTIlNI. LIlUIS J. DIRECTIONS. (POETRY) POET. 21 'APRIL 1980) 58 •• 
CANTONI. LOUIS J. EARTH HOLDS A SPECIAL BEAUTY; TME SECOND M;RAC~E (POETRY) NATIONAL 

CANT~~~;:~~~~~N J ~F E~~~Ni~:S!~:i~~; M:~~!~~~~E~p~~~~~~T~~~~E: :~~~~: T:~~~~: !~-!!~RING 1980). 

CANTONI. LOUIS J. FOR YOU POPE JOMN P 
BY B F FALKO~SI':I. CAN;BELL. CA: WO:~~ ;~~T!~O~~~~;T~AN~~~!I~~TAL PREMIER POETS. EDITED 

CANTONI. LOUIS J. LAMENT" TROTH (POETRY) M •• • 
CANTONI. LOUIS J. LINI':AG~S; 1'11.1'1;15 ROMANCIO; O~~~~ IMAGES. NO 49 (APRIL - JUNE 19801. 12. 18. 

CANT~~~~I~~~;:O J~E~~L:~~~R ~H; ~~~~~S i 9!~~~;:~) N!~~ ~N:~S!~~O~I!~~~B~; i~:O!~Y:i~ALL Y 

~ANTONI. LOUIS J. ON SCHEDULE. (POETRY) POET. 21 (AUGUST 19110) 22 
ANT~~~;5~DUIS J. PINGS; YOUR SMILE. (POETRY I MODERN IMAGES. N~ 51' (OCTOBER - DECEMBER 191101. 

CANT~~!~I.~~~~:' J; ~!~~~!G N~:~~'i. I~~:TRY I NA 1I0NAL ASSOCIA lION IlF TME PHYSICALLY HANOICAPPEt) 

~:~~~~;: ~~~~~~: ;~~~~N:I~~~~;R;~R~~~~~ !:gE!~~~.A~~R~S~~~~~E~LY' 5 (WINTER 1980-81). 6. 

~:~~~~!: ~~~:; j: ~~!~~~D:;' (:g~~RYI PENINSULA POETS. 35 IFOURT~U~~;:T!:B~!;0:~·6. 
SOCIETY OF 'HCHIGAN. 19;0: 62.RY ) CONVERGENCE. EOITEO 6Y M I.. CARSON. MUSKEGON. Mil POETRY 

CARASJ~E. I':EITM SEE ANOE~SON. SHERWOOO. 
CARKEET. DAVID. DOUBI.E NEGATIVE. (NOVELl NEW YOR • 
CARR IER. WARREN. JOHN FREDERICI': ALFREY. I POE TRY) I':~C~~~L. 1980. CIND'ANA). (MYS TERY-DETllCTIONI. 
CARROI.L. JONATHAN TNE I.AND LA H MOUNTAIN NEWS. MAY 1980. 

IHSSOURI).lsciENCE FiCTI~~I. UGMS. (NOVEL) NE~ YORKl VII':ING. 1980. IMISSOURII.(GALEN. 

~~:~~~. ~E:BERT L. GREEI': WARRIORS. IPOETRY) CI.ASSICAL 6ULLETIN. NOVEMNER 1980 

CART~~~ l~h:g~T :!~ri~~;ri~:!:~~~~~r ~~~~~~~~;:~;~~~~~R~N~~~~;~~R~F A:~~~~~~!. 0~9!~~ POETRY 

CENTERING 5--INOIANA WRITES. 3(~): 1980.E5i~ND l.OCf(ED HEART--POEMS FROM INOIANA. IPOETRY) 

CARTER ....... RED. IN THE NORTH PASTURE I IN THE LANO LOCKEO HEART--P:~EMS FROM I~DIANA. (POETRY) 
CART~:NTE:ING 5"INDIANA WRITES. 31~). 1980. 51. .: 

CARTER: 3A:i~: ;~~~~~~GT~~ ~~iS;T~~~~~Ri~ ~~NSAS QUARTERLY. 12 IWINTER 1980}. 92. 
CENTERING 5--INOIANA WRITES. 3f"': 1980.E~;~~~.LOCKEO NEART--POEMS FROM INDIANA. (POETRY) 

ICAR~~~:~~~; ~~!:~~~~y;H:;ni;~~I~F5~~!~R CART~RIGMT. 8Y HALLWAS. JOHN E. ICRITIClSM) 

ICATMER. ~ILL .... I. MAGILL'S 8I8LtOGRAPHY OF LITERARY CRITICISM BV MAGILL. 
16IBLIOGRAPMY!,IeRITICISMI ENGLE~OOO CLIFFS. NJ: SALEM PR~SS. 1979. FRANK. 

IeATNER. WILLA.I. ONLY ONE POINT OF THE 
MARiON MARSH ANO CRONE. RUTH. IeRITI~~=:A,SS: IIiLLA CA~MER IN TME NORTHEAST. BY BRO~N. 
(BIOGRAPHY). DANBURY. CT. ARCHER EOIT)ONS. 1980. 

ICATHER. WILLA.I. THE PROFESSOR'S HOUSE AND 
NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE. BY SALO. ALICE BELL LE (~:~~~~~IN O'QslERl A NOTE ON WII.I.A CATHER'S 
(19801. 229-31. • SM) SVUOIES IN AMERIVAN FiCTION. 8 

ICATHER .... ILLA.) .... ILI.A CAlMER'S ARISTOCRATS P ... 
SOUTHERN HUMANITIES REVIEW. 1~(2). (SPRI~G 1:!O~!·I~i_YONGUE. PATRICIA LEE. ICRITICISM) 

IeATMER. ~ILLA.). WILLA CATHER'S CUTS AND REVISION 25. 
ANO WOODRESS. JOHN. ICRITiCISM).IBIBLIOGRAPHy)SM~riE,",',',ONG OF THE LARK. BY MEYECI':. ROBIN 
1979-80),651-58. CTiON STUDIES. 25 IWINTER 

(CATHER. WILL .... ). WILLA CATHER'S CORRECTIONS 1927 TO 19~5. BY CRANE JOAN sT C IN THE TEXT OF OEATH COHES FOR THE "'RCHBISMOP. 
A OF AMERICA. 7'1 (APRIL-~UNE 19801.·I!~~!i~OGRAPHV) PAPERS OF THE BIBLIOGRAPI-IY SOCIETY 

IC THER. WII.L .... ). WILLA CATHER'S "IRISTOCRATS PART I 8 
SOUTHERN HUM"'NITIES REVIE~. 1'1(1) IWINTE~ 19BOI ·~3Y5!ONGUE. PATRICIA LEE. IeRITICISM) 

ICATHER ... OOO. MARY HARTWELL.) MARY H ... RTNELL • - • 
TREECE. PEGGV B. (CRITICiSM) MIOWESTERN ;~~~~~~~~O'S DISGUISED H ... NOBDOI': OF FEMINISM. BY 

CECil... L "DFFIT SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. Y VII 1197910 7-14. I 

CNANDLER. PETER. BUCI':S. INOVELI NEW YORK' AVON 
CHENETIER. MARC SEE LINDSAY. VACHEL. • • 1980. ICHICAGOI.IMYSTERY-DETECTlON). 

CHER~~~~;~ELZ. TH ... LIA. A VIEW FROM THE TUMULUS. (SHORT FICTION) ASCENT. 5 ISPRING 19801. 

CHER~~~!~~ELZ' THALIA. THE GREEK GAROEN. (SHORT FICTION I STORY QUARTERLY. 10 IsUMMER 198010 

CMERRY. I':ELLY. SDNGS FOR ... SOVIET COMPOSER , 
ICHEsNUTT. CHARI.Es WAODEI.L.I. CHARACTER AN~ SPOETRY) ST. LOUIS. 1'10: SINGING WINO PRESS. 1980. 

TRADITION 119011. BV DEI.HAR. P JAY. ICRIJ TRUCTURE IN CMARI.ES W. CHESNUTT'S THE MARRO~ OF 
13 IAUTUMN 1980). 284-89 ICISM) ", .. ERICAN LITERARY REALISM. 1870-1910. 

ICHllSNUTT. CHARLES ... AODELL.).·THE LITERARY CAREER 
L. !CRITICISM) BAlDN ROUGE: LOUISIANA STATE UN~~E CMARLES ~. CHESNUTT. BY ANDRE~S. WiLLIAM 

ICMEsNUTT. CHARLES WADDELL) CMARLES W RSITY PRESS. 1980. 
MA: TWAYNE. 1980. •• CHES~UTT. BY RENOER. sYI. ... IA LYONS, (BIOGRAPHY) BOSTON 

(CHESNUTT. CHARLES WADOELI..). ELEMENTS OF TRAGEOY IN C • 
BY DELMAR. p. JAY. tCRITICISM) C L A JOUR M ... RLES ~ CHESNUTT'S THE CONJURE wOMAN. 

'CHESNUTT. CMARI.ES WADOELL.I. MAGILL'S BIBI.I~:~:P~~ (JUNE 1980). '151-59. 
18181..10GRAPHYI.ICRITICISM) ENGLE~OOD CLIF ,OF LITERARY CRITICISM. BY MAGILL. FRANK. 

IeHOpIN. KATE.). I':ATE CMOPIN's SOURCES F FS. NJ. SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
(CRITICisMI AMERICAN LITERATURE. 61 ~~A:~:~v"~::~:~ ~:~~~:;: BY WOLSTENHDI.ME. SUSAN. 
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IeHOpIN. KATE.). I':ATE CMOPIN'S REPEATING CMAR ... CTERS. BY LATTIN. PATRICIA HOPI':IN5. ICRITICISM) 

MISSISSIPPI QUARTERLY. 33 IWINTER 1979-8010 21-37. 
CIT"'NO. DAVID. A SELFISM pOEM IN PR ... ISE OF ALL THE TRUCl':s THAT MISSED ME. IPOJ<;TRY) FREE LANCE. 

20 t1980lo 18. 
CITA"O. OAVIO .... FTER THE FIRST FROST. (POETRY) HIRAM PIlETRY REVIEW. NO 27 (~INTER 19801. 12. 
CITAMO. DAVID. AMUSEMENT PARK. (POETRY) TAR RIVER POETRY. 2C (F~I.1. 19BOI. 6..0 
CITANO. OAVID .... POLLONIA. VIRGIN MID MARTYR. (POETRY) sOUTMERN HUMANITIES REVIEW. 1'1 t~INTER 

19801. 20. 
CITANO. OAYIO. CMALLENGING SITUATION NO 6: TME H",NO; SEAS ... ND FORESTS. LIGHT ANO LOVE; TMll 

HERMIT; CM ... LLENGING SITUATION ND 9: THE CORPOS ... NH HAI.O; FL ... ME, PALMS. FISTS AND 
NAMES: THREE NIGMTS; INCUBUS. (POETRYI WISCONSIN REVIEW. 131'11 1980. 2-6. 

CllA~a. DAVID. COMING HOME AGAIN; TMREE PLOTS FOR TELEVISION. !POETRYI IMAGES. 6(a) 1960. 8. 
CITANO. OAYIO. CURSE. (POETRVI ... sPEN ANTMOLOGY. 10 IWINTER 1980). 42. 
ClTANO. OAYID. OAGO. 8DHUNI':. GRANDFATHER; SEVEN KEYS TO TME PERFECT LIFE. (POETRYI I':UOZU. ND 

Ii! IWINTER 1980). 
CIlANO. OAVIO. DANCING. IpOETRY) ST "'NOREWS REYIEW. 5 (SPRING - SUMMER 19801. 107. 
CIT ..... O. OAVIO. ODORS. WINt)aw. FI.ESH AND BONE: Is ... AC. (POETRY) pll':ESTAFF FORUM. 3 (WINTER 

1980). 3. 
CIlANO. OAVIO. INTERFEREN~E - NOTES. (POETRY) BOX 749. 212-3) 1980. 99. 
CIUNO. o ... YIO. POEM FOR A THIRTY-TMIRD BIRTMOAY. (POETRY) MIRAM POETRY REYIEW. 28 (SPRING 

SUIoIER 1980). 9. 
CITANO. o ... VIO. PUNISHMENTS. IPOETRY) LITERARY REVIEW. 23 (SPRING 1980). 3B2. 
CIlAND. DAYIO. RETRIBUTION' OR. THE 1oI0NSTER THAT OEYOURED CI.EVEI. ... NO; AN AWFUL DARKNESS. A 

ROUND RAW ~OUNO. (POETRY) WEST BRANCM. 7 11~8CI. 62-6:3. 
CITANO. OAYIO. SAN BERNAOINO: DECORATION O ... Y AT TME M ... RION OMIO CEMETARY. 1979; THE RACE. 

'POETRY) caLUMBUS OISPATCM. 18 MAY 1980. E13. 
CITANO. DAYIO. SO MUCH TIME. HUNTERS. CRABS AND BE"'Rs. (POETRY) PENBROKE MAGAZINE. Ii! (19801. 

106-107. 
CiTANO. OAYIO. sUs ... NNA. (POETRYI 1-I0l.1.0W SPRING REYIE~ OF POETRY. 3UI 1980. 45-~7. 
CIT ... NO. DAVID. T ... LES OF ... TRICI':STER: NO.3; TALE NO 5: TRICKSTER BECOMES SN"'I':E. SMOI':E. 

UM81l.iC ... L CORD; TALES OF A TRiCI':STER: NO e. TME GIFT OF FIRE; TALES OF ... TRICI':STER: 

NO 7. (POETRY! SUN. 62 IDECEM(lER 1980). 24-25. 
CITANO. DAVID. TME ACCIDENT: A FOLI': TAI.E. IPOETRY) POETRY NOW. 0111 1990. 5. 
CITANO. OAVID. THll EXCAVATION. IPOETRYI GREAT LAKES REYIE~. 6 (SUMMER 198010 20. 
CITAND. OAVIO. THE HAUNTING; SHADOW. IPOETRY) WEST BRANCM. 6 (19801. 78-79. 
CITA~O. D ... VIO. TME LYC.lNTMROPIST. IPOETRYI CONTACT 11. 3(1:31 1980. 20. 
CIUNO. tlAVIO. TME RETIREO PASTOR PREACMES AGAINST WITCHCRAFT. (POETRY) I.DUISVILLE REVIE~. 9 

IFALL 1980). 109-10. 
CITANO. OAVIO. THE REYENANT. IPOETRYI EN PASSANT. 11 098010 2~. 
CIlA~O. DAVIO. VISITING. (POETRY) POET ANO CRITIC. 12(1) 1980. 18. 
CLARI':SDN. EW ... N. THE MANy-FORI':ED BRANCM. (NOYEL) NEW YORK: OUTTDN. 1980. (MINNESOTA). 
ICLEMENS. S"'MUEL 1...1. TME UNMASI':ING DF MEANING: A STUOY OF TNE TWINS IN PUOO'NMEAO ~ILSON. BY 

IOILUAMS. MURIAL B. tcRITICISM) MISSISSIPPI OUARTERLY. 33 (WINTER 1979-801. 39-53. 
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). A SllNO-OFF FOR JOE GOOtlMAN: M ... RK TWAIN'S "TIiE CARSON FOSS II._FOOTPRI NTS". 

8Y EMERSON. EVERETT. leRITICISN} RESOURCES FOR AMERICAN LITERARY STUOY. 10 ISPRING 

1980). 3-27. 
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). THE HISTORICAL ENDING OF ... OYENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRV FINN: HOW NIGGER JIM 

WAS SET FREE. BY CECIL. L MOFFIT. IeRITICIsM) "'MERICAN LITERARY REALISM. 1870-1910. 

I3 (AUTUMN 19&01. 280-83. 
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). A NOTE ON TWAIN AND HEMINGWAY. BY BIER. JESSE. CCRITICISM) MIOWEST 

OUARTERLY. 21 tWINTER 19801. 261-6!;;' 
ICI.EMENS. SAMUEL L.I. THE WORI':S OF MARK TW"'IN: VOI.UME I. EARLY TALES AND SKETCHES. 1851-186~. 

BY BRANCH. EOGAR MAROUESS AND HIRST. ROBERT M. ISMORT fiCTION) BERI':ELEY. CAl IOWA 
CENTE.R FOR TEXTUAl.. sTUOIES BV TME UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS. 1979. 

(CLEMENS. 'SAMUEL L.). FROIol TOM SAWYER TO HUCKLEBERRY FINN; TOWARD GOOl.Y PLAY. 8Y ORIARO. 
MICMAEL. !CRIC9CISMI STUOIES IN AMERICAN FICTION. 8 (1980). 163-202. 

(CLEIoIENS. SAMUEL L.). GEOGRAPMY AND STRUCTURE IN HUCI':LEBERRY FINN. BY MII.I.ER. MICMAEL G. 
ICRITlClSMI STUDIES It. TME NOVEL. 12 (FALL 1980). 192-209. 

ICLENENs. S ... MUEL L,). HUCK AND THE GAMES OF THE WORLO. BY MICHEI.SON. BRUCE. IeRITICISM) 
AMERICAN LITERARV RE ... LISM. 1870-1~10. 13 ,SPRING 1980). 108-21. 

CCLE~ENS. SAMUEl. L.). MARK TWAIN FIGMTS SAM CI.EMEN'S DUEL. BV I':RAUTH. LELAND. ICRITICISM) 

MISSISSIPPI OU ... RTERLY' 33 (SPRtNG 19801. 141-53. 
tCLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). WHEN IS A KNIGIiT A L"'6RICI':. BY HIRST. ROBERT H. (CRITICISM) 

BANCROFT lANA, 76 (OCTOBER 1980). 9-10. 
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL 1...). RllMOVING MARK T~AIN'S M ... SK; ... DECADE OF CRITICISM AND SCMOI.ARSHIP. PART 

2. BY GRIBBEN. ALAN. (BIBLIOGRAPHY) EMERSON SOCIETY QUARTERLY. 26 !THIRD QUARTER. 

1980). "'9-71. 
ICLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). MARl': TWAIN'S l.IBRARY: A RECONSTRUCTION (2 YOLUMES). BY GRIBBEN. ALAN. 

18IBf,.IOGRAPHY) BOSTON: G I': MALL. 1980. 
CCI.EMENS. SAMUEl. L.). MARK TWAIN: A REFERENCE GUIDE (FOURTM ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT). BY TENNEY. 

TMOMAS .... (BIBLIOGRAPHV) AMERICAN LITERARY REALISM. 1870-1910. I3 (AUTUMN 1980). 

161-224. 
CCI.EMENS. SAMUEL L.), OAVIO (PUOO'NMEAD) ~ILsON: THE MISSI~G FIGURE IN A OETECTlVE'S GROUP. 

BY SAYLOR. LOUISE_ 1C~ITlCISM) ... RMCHAIR DETECTIYE. 13 IWINTER 19801. 8-110 
(CLEMJ<;NS. SAMUEL 1...). "YDU'LI. BE SORRY WHEN I'M DEAD": CHILO-AOULT RELATIONS IN HUCI': FINN. BY 

OPDAHL. KEITH M. (CRITICISM) MOOERN FICTION STUOIES. 25 (WINTER 1979-80). 613-2'1. 
(CI.EMENS. SAMUEL L.1o M ... RI': TWAIN'S JIM: IDENTITY AS AN INDEX TO CULTURAL ATTlTUOES. (lY WEAVER. 

THOMAS. ICRITIClSM) AMERICAN LITERARY RE ... LISM. 1870-1910. 13 (SPRING 1980). 19-30. 
(CI.EMENS. S"'MUEL L.). MAGILL'S BIBLIOGR ... PMY OF I.ITERARY CRITICISM. BY MAGILL. fRANK. 

IBIBLIOGRAPMy).!CRlTICISM) ENGLE~OOD CLIFFS. NJ: SAI.EM PRESS. 1979. 
!CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). A FRAUDULENT TWAIN I.ETTER. BY (lURNS. SHA~NON. tCRITICISM) AMERICAN 

LITERARY REALISM. 1870-1910. 13 (SPRING 19801. 90-92. 
ICLEMENS. SAMUEl.. L.I. THE EMPIRICAL AND TIiE IOEAI. IN MARl': T ...... IN. BY DUNCAN. JEFFREY 1... 

(CRITICISM) PMLA. 96 (MARCH 19801. 201-12. 
ICLllMENS. SAMUEL' L.). HUCKLEBERRY FINN AND TME HISTORY GAME. BY WAGNER. JESSIE M. CCRITICISM) 

MARl': TW ... IN JOURNAl... 20 (WINTER 19T9-1I0), 5-9. 
,CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.). REMOVING MARl': TWAIN'S MASK: A DECADE OF CRITICISM AND SCHOLARSMIP; PART 

1. BY GRIBBEN. ALAN. IBISI.IOGRAPHYI EMERSON SOCIETY OUARTERLY, 26 (SECOND OUARTER 

198010 100-108. 
'CLEMENS. SAMUEL l..). THEOOORE ROOSE ... ELT AMONG TNE HUMORISTS; W D HOWELLS. MARK TWAIN. AND MR 

DOOLEY. 8Y GIBSON. WILLIAM M. (CRITICISM).(BIOGRAPHYI I':NDXVILLE. TN: UNIVERSITY OF 

TENNESSEE PRESS. 1980. 
ICLEMENS. SAMUEL L.I. THE PRACTICE Of FICTION IN AMERICA. BY I':LINKOWITZ. JEROME. CCRITICISM) 

AMES. 1/1.: IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1990. 
CCLEMENS. SAMUEl.. I.ANGANGHORNE.). HtD~ESTERN WRITERS AND THE MYTH OF THE SEARCH. BY ANOERSON. 

OAVIO O. ICRITICISM) GEORGI/I. REVIE~. 3~ (SPRING 198010 131-"3. 
ICLE~ENS. SAMUEL.). THE F~EE MAN OF COI.OR IN THE GRANOlSSIMES AND WORKS BY HARRIS ANO MARK 

TWAIN. BY BERKOVE. LA'-RENCE I. (CRITICISM I SOUTHERN OUARTERLY. 1& ISUMMER 19801. 

51-59. 
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leLEYRE. VDLYAIRIN!; tIE.l. VOLTAIRil'lE DE CLEYRI:'S FEMINISM: A STUDY OF HER THEORY AND 
CH.l.R"CTERIZATION. IIY 1.11.,,5. M"RILYN JUDITH. ICRITICISMI.IIIIOGRAPHYI MIO,o,"ERIC4 VII. 
11980), ""O-!!I1. 

Ca.INE. CHARLES. DAFFODILS; THE CELERY FARMIl:R'S .IFE. (POETRY) CONVERGENCE. fDITI,D BY H L 
CARSON. BIG RAPIDS. Mil POETRY SOCIETY OF MtelifG"N. 1960. 11:1. 49. 

CLINE. CHARLES. HAGJ<lOLIAS. U>OETRVI NE~SLETTER OF CENTRO STUol E SCAfoilll INTERNAZlONALI AND 
,,'CAOEIonA LEONARDO DA VINCI. JUNE 1980. 

CLINE. OiARLES. MOMENTS. (POETRY) POET. 21 (JUNE 19801. 62.. 
CLINE. CHARLES. RETURNING $01'1' IPOETRY)~ THE e,l,STERN SUN IS SO INVITING. EDITEO IIY A GIIDSE. 

M4011 ... 5. INDIA: TAGORE INSTITUTE Of CREATlIIE WRITING INTERN,UIONAL. 1980. 69. 
CLINE. C1iARLES. SWEET PEAS. {POETRY I PREMIER POETS; THE SI:xTH BIENNIAL ANTHOLOGY. eDITED BY B 

fALKOWSKI. E A FALKOWSKI AND 101 A LlON. MADRAS. INOlA: WORLD PIlETRl SDCIETl 
INTERCONTINENTAL. 19BO, 117. 

CLINE. CHARLES. THE COIN. {POETRl) POET • .21 {OTOBER 19BO). 4.2. 
CLINE. CHARLES. VISITOR. (POETRl) POET • .21 (fEBRUARl 1980). 78. 
COLBl. JOAN. BORDERLAND. (POETRY) GREAT RIVER REVIEW • .2{JI. 1980. J26-.27. 
COLBl. JOAN. FEVER IN AUMISTl SUfI)IISSION TO PAIN. (POETRY) PRAIRIE SCkOONER. !54 (SPRING 19dOI. 

7iS-76. 
CONNELL. EVAN S. SAINT AUGUSTINE'S PIGEON. (SHORT FICTION) SAN FRANCISCO. CA! NORTH POINT 

FRESS. 1geo. 
(CONNELL. EVAN S. JR.). EVAN S CONNELL JR'S MRS BRIDGE AND IoIR BRIDGE: A CRITICAL OQ.CUM!;NTARY. 

Bl WHITE. RAY L!;WIS. (CRITICISMI MIOAM!;RICA VI. 11979), 141-iS9. 
CIlI'IROl. JACK. THE JACK CoMRoV READeR, eDITED ey JACK SALZMAN AND CAVID RAY. (SHORT FICTIONI 

I'IEW YORK: eURT FRAI'I"'LII'I. 1980. 
(COI'IROV. JACK.). FIRST PERSON AIIERICA. BV BANKS, ANI'I (eDITOR). (SHORT FICTICI'I) I'IEW YORK: 

KNOPF. 1980. 
(COI'IROY. JACK.). LITERATURe FROII THE CRUCIBLE OF EXPERIEI'ICE: JACK COI'IROY IN OHIO, 19.27-JD. BY 

~IXSOI'I, DOUGLAS. {CRITICISII) MIOWESTERN IHSCeLLANY VIII. (1980). 44-60. 
(CONROY, JACK.). THe PRACTICE OF FICTIOI'I 11'1 AI'IERICA. BY KLII'IKOWHZ. JeROMe. {CRHICISII) AMES. 

lAt IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
CONTE. JOHAMNS. ST BECK'S COI'IVEMT FOR TkE eRD"'EN-HEARTED. (SHORT FICTION) GREAT LA"'ES ReVIEW. 

6 {SUMMER 1980), IJ-17. 
CONTOS"'I. VICTOR leOITOR) SEe WAKOS"'I. DIANE. 
COI'ITOS"'I. VICTOR (EDITOR) SEE REZMeRS"'I. JOHN CALVII'I. 
CONTOS"'I. VICTOR (EOllOR) SEE ULEWICZ. LAURA LOUISE. 
COI'ITOS"'I. VICTOR (EDITOR) SEE ROSENBLUII. MARTIN J. 
CONTOS"'I. VICTOR {EDITOR) SEE oY8EC"'. STUART. 
COI'ITOS"'10 VICTOR (EDITOR) SEE IIINCZES"'I. JOHN. 
CONTOS"'I. VICTOR (EOITORI SEE FII'I)';EL. DONALD. 
CONTOS)';I. VICTOR. BLOOD OF THe BLOOD: AN ANTHOLOGY OF POLISH-AIIERICAN POETRY. (POETRY) ST 

PAUL. liN: NEW RIVERS PRESS. FALLS CHURCH! AMERICAN COUNCIL OF POLISH CU!.TURAL CLUBS. 
1980. 

CONTOSKI. VICTOR. ENTERING KANSAS. (POETRYI POETRY I'IOW. 51.i!) 1980. 19. 
CONTOSKI. VICTOR. RICHARD NIXON: THE EVENING; THE TALL BUILOINGS OF MAI'IH ... TTAN. (POETRl) BORN 

AGAIN BEEF; A eESTIARY. COON REPIOS. loiN: LOST OLYMPICS PRESS. 1geo. ·62-65. 
(CONTOS)';I. VICTOR.). THe KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN (EDITORI. (POETRY) 

LAWRENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTINUING EOUCATION. 197e. 
COOYER. ROBERT. CHARLIE IN THE HOUSE OF RUE. (SHORT FICTION) LINCOLN. lolA: PIONMAEN PRESS. 1980. 
COSGRAVE. SHELAGH. SELECTION. (POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY. 12 (FALL 1980). 97. 
COTTo JONATHAN. CHARMS. (POETRY) IOIIA CITY. IA; TOOTHPASTE PR!;SS. 1980. 
COUGI1L1N. WILLIAM J. OAY OF WRATH. (I'IOYELl NE~ YORK: CE!.ACORTE PRESS. 1980. 
COUSER. G THOMAS SEE FUL'-ER. HENRY BLAKE. 
CCIJSTILLAS. PIERRE SEe GISSING, GEORGE. 
COX. JOEL. FALLING IN SPRING. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTER!.Y. 12 (II INTER 198CIo 120. 
ICRAFTON. ALLEN.). THE KANSAS EXPERtENCE IN PDETRV. BY LELANO. LORRIN. (POETRYI !.AWRENCE. KS: 

INOEPeNOENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTlUING EDUCATION. 1978. 
ICRAFTON. JESSICA.). THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LE!.ANO. LORRIN. (POETRY) LAWRENCE. 

"'S' IN[)f;:peNDENT STUDY. OIVISIOI'I OF CONTINUING I;OUCATION. 1978. 
CRANE. HART. WINO-BLOWN FLAIIES: ,-I;TTERS OF HART CRANE TO WILeUR UNDERWOOO. (!.ETTERS) SOUTHERN 

REVIEW. 16 ISPRII'IG 19801. JJ9-76. 
ICRANE. HART,). A PoeTICS FOR THE BRIDGE. BY RAIISEY. ROGER. (CRITICISM) TWENTI!;TH CENTURY 

LITERATURE. 26 IFA'-L 1geoio 278-9J. 
(CRANE. HART.). HART CRANE; A FINe MESSEO-UP LIfe. 8Y PRITCHARD. WILLI~II H; (BIOGRAPHY) NEW 

YORK; OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 2J5-62. 
ICRANE. HARTE.). HARTE CRANE'S DIVIDED VISION: AN ANALlSIS Of "THE eRIOGE". BV NI!.SEN. HELGE 

NORIIANN. ICRITICISM) 05,-o. NORWAY; UNIVeRSITETSFORLAGET. 1980. 
CRANE. JOAN ST C SEE CATHER. WILLA. 
CReED. CHARLES. JUBILEE COTTAGE STATE PARK. IPOETRY! PEORIA. IA' SPOON RIYER PRESS. 1980. 
CCREELIilY. ROBERT.). THE RHETORIC OF THE CONTEHPORARY '-lRIC. BY HOLDEN. JONATHAN. (CRITICISM). 

IPOETRY) eLOOMINGTON. IN' INDIANA UNIYeRSITY PRESS. 1980. 
CRONE. RUTH SEE CATHER. 1111.1.1..:1; 
CURRY. MARTHA SEE ANOEIlSCN. SHERWOOD. 
(CUR~OOO. JAlleS o,-IVER.). MICHIGAM'S FORGOTTEN SON--JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD. BY HEPLER. JOHN. 

1810GRAPHV).ICRITICISM) IIIDWESTERN MtSCELLANl vII {19791. 25-3J. 
CUTLER. BRUCE. THE DOCTRINE OF SELECTIVE OEPR~YITY. (POETRV) LA CROSSE. WI: JUI'IIPER PRESS. 

1980. 
CUT!.ER. BRUCE. THE MAKER'S NAME. (POETRY) LA CROSSE. WI: JUNIPER PRess. 1980. 
DACEY. FLORENCE. AUNT EOYTHE. (POETRY) GREAT RIVER REVIEW. 2IJ). 1geo. J67. 
DAHLIN. ROBERT SEE MORRIS. WRIGHT. 
OAILEh JANeT. ENEMY IN CAIIP. (NOVeL) TORONTO. HARLEOUIN BIlO),;. 1980. IIIICHIGAN). 
DAILEV. JANET. LORD Of THE HIGIl LONESOIIE. INOYELI TORONTO: HAIlLEOUIN BOOKS. 1980. INORTH 

tAKOTAI. 
OAILEl' JANET. THE MATING SEASON. INOVELI TORONTO: HARLEOUIN BOO)';S. 1geo. (KANSAS). 
DALTOI'I. DOIlOTHY. MARY AGNES. (POETRY) ELEVEN. {WINTER 19801. NP. 
DALtON. DOROTHY. MASTECTOMY; THE ABUSED. (POETRY I PRIMIPARA. 6 {SPRING-SUMHER 198010 I'I-I!5. 
DALTON. DOROTHY. THE DENIAL. IPOETRVI BLUE UNICORN. " (OCTOBER 1980). "6. 
CALTON. DOROTHY. THE WHITE (11.000. IPDETRY) STONE COUNTRY. B (FALL-WINTEIl 19(101. 27. 
DALTON. DOROTHY. THE BURNOUT; SATIN STONES. IPOETRYI PDETRV OUT OF WISCONSIN. IIADISON. WI: 

WISCONSIN FELLOWSIUP OF POETS. 1980. 1S6-!H. 
DANA. ROBERT. IN A FUGITIVE SEASON: A SEOUENCE OF POEMS. IPOETRY) CHICAGO. 11.: SWALLOIl PRESS. 

}9110. 
{DAN .... ROBERT.). A POET'S GIVEN TASK. BY KAUFIIANN. JAMES. ICRITICISM) DES MOINES SUNDAY 

REGISTER. JUNE liS. 19~0. _C. 
DANBORN. DAVID e SEE VEBLEN. THDRSTAIN. 
DANBY. JAIIES IE!.DITORI. PERIODICAL PUBLlSHING IN WISCONSIN. {PU(lLISIlINGl M~OISON. WI' 

UNIVERSITY OF WUCONSIN LIBRARY SCNOOL. 1980. 
DANGEL. LEO. PI.. (POETRYI PLAINSONG. 2 (FALL 1980). 18. 
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DAN IfLS. JIM. KILLWG BOXES. IPD~~:2 G~~~:~S~~~O ~E~~~:;R~~' T ~~H~F~~~E ~9~~ I; W~~TER 198010 
DAUNT. JON. A FARMER ON STRIKEI 

14-liS. ) JUST PULP. J IWINTER 19801. J7. 
DAUNT, JON. CIiANGII'IG IIOIIAN. (POETRY (POETRY) S~ENANOOAIi. 31{.2) 1980. 105-106. 
DAUNT. JON. CoYOTE MEETS eULLDOZER. DARK HORSE. 6 {SPRING 19801. 10. 
O"'UI'l1o JON. FROM A JOURNAL. (POETRY) A FRIENO (POETRYI SOUTH OAKOTA REVIEW. 18 {AUTUIIN 1geOI. 
DAUNT. JON. JOB'S CHILDREN; VISlflNG • 2 

OAUNT~6~~: LOS ALAIIOS; GOING BLIND. (POETRY I NE:I~~~~~~~~:C~~8~I~A~~~L 198010 21-.2 • 
OAUNTo JON. LOT'S WIFE. (POETRY) DESCANT. 24 (SP LOHOOD. 'POETRl) GARGOyLE. 11 {SPRING-SUHIoIER 
OAUNT. 'JON. 'MOMENT OF EJCECUTlON; A FACE FROM CHI 

1980'1. 9. ~3. S LITERARY REVIEW. 2 {FALL-WII'ITER 19801. Je· 
DAUNT. JON. NOVEHBf;R. (POETRY) BLUEGR./ISC (POETRY) POETS ON. 4 'SUMMER 1geOI. J2. 
DAUNT. JON. THE CHILOHOOD GAMES OF IS:~T' I (SPRING 1960). 11-9. 
DAUNT. JON. THE COURTROOM· (POETRY I W IVE~ REYIEW. NO 5 (SEPTEMeER 1980)' ~J. 
DAUNT. JON. THE DATE. (POETRY I JUIIP R 5 Sill 1980. 2J. 
DAUNT. JON. THE LAST STEP. (POETRY) SIOLINE. GUTS AI'ID GRACE. 2 (SUMIIER 1980), 7. 
DAUNT. JON. THE LAST FRAME OF A OREA". IPOET~Y!OWL WHERE HIGHWAYS GO MAO BEFORE THEY REACH 
DAUNT. JOI'I. TORNADO COUNTRY: THE WES~;'~~A~US(PDETR~) CAPE ROO::. Hi (SUMMER 1geO). 11-1". 

tHE PANHANOLE; PROMETHEUS 11'1 MAN • 

DAVIDSON. IIICHAE'- SEE DORN. EOIIA~~~ETRl) BLIJE BUILDII'IGS. is 11geO). ,.," ANE HOUSE. 1980. 
DAVIES. NANCY. DEATH OF A 1I0L;'HDNEl CREEl: ANTHOLOGY. CEDAR RAPIDS. IA: " ... 
CAVIes. NAI'ICY. FROST. (POETRY ) BLUE UI'IICORN. 3 (JUNE 1980). 
DAVIES. NANCY. THE eAT THINKS. ;PO~!~~TRYI KANSAS OUARTERLY' 12 (WINTER 198010 122. 
DAVIS. PAU'-. AFTERNOON AT CANI'IE • " 
DE B HERRILL, GINETTE SEE HOWELLS. WILLIAM OEAI'I. 
DE B NERRILL. GINETTE SEE HOWELLS. Wl!.L1AII DEAN· 
CE IIUTH. JAIIES SEE ADE. GEORGE. 
DE IIUTH. JAMES SEE DUNI'IE. peTER FINLEY. 
DE HUTH. JAMES SEE LARDNER. RII'IG. OETRY) HIRAII POETRY REYIEW. FALL-WINHR 1980. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. OOpEO WITH DUCT. ~:OETRY) BOISE. 10: AHSAHTA PRESS. 1980. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAVER. NO HOVING PARTS· POETRY) POETS ON. 4 (WINTER 1geo). 
OEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. NO TRAINS HERE. ( TRU GREYLEOGE REVIEW. FALL-WINTER 19110. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. NO ONE EXP'-AlNS~G~P~~MIIUNION. {POETRYI TINDERBOX. AUGUST 1geo. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. THE MOON IS DYI • (POETRY) GRAHAM HOUSE REVIEW. FALL 1geo. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAlER. LIGHT LEAPS ROUN~; COLORADO-NORTH REViEW. WINTER 1980. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. KlI'IO'-II'IG. (POETR H IT WANTS (POETRY) BLACK JAC". 9. 1980. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. IT IS HERE: HO:'Y~~~E~U~IIVER TREES: (POETRY) Wf;ST BRANCH. 6 (1960). 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAyeR. IN BLACK CRAYO • ELLAR OOOR. JULY 1980. 
OEAL, SUSAN STRAYER. HOW WE ST~RRED~ ;~~~!~Y~U~FALO. (PDETRl) NEW "AGAlINE. SUIIMER 1980. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. WINDBREAK. I A ION PLEASE. JUNE 1980. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. VERBS. IPOETRYI ATTENT TRYI POET LORE. 75 (SUMMER 19601. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. TOO '-ARGE FOR BALANCi·c~p~i. YOU CAN GIVE IT UP; TWO OLD TREES WEST OF 
OEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. THEY HAYE TRIED TO T ... F;LL 1980 

GOTHEN(lURG. NEBRASKA. (POETRY) CED~R ROCK. PE OF HIOR;ELF. (POETRY I PRAIRIE SCHOONER. 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYIOR. SOliE TIllES SO EASY. THE SHA 

DEAL~U~~;~Nl:~~~\'ER. SOLVING THE BRANCHES. {PO~~R~~I~~ ~::~~NT' 11 11geOI. 

DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. SHE NAMES HERSELF~L~~O;~REASY. (POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. iS4 (SUMMER 
OEA'-. SUSAN STRAlER. THE SHAPE OF HERS • 

19801.7iS-77. 0 OTHER IoIUSES. (POETRY) PIG IRON. e (1980). 
DEAL. SUSAN STRAYER. NOUI'I CLUSTERS AN IN POETRY. BY LE!.AND. !.ORRII'I (EDITOR). (POETRY) 
{DECKeR. EDNA.). THE KANSAS EXPERIENC~IYISION OF CONTlNUII'IG EDUCATION. 1978. 

LAWRENCE. "S: INDEPENDENT STUDY, 
OEGNAN. "JAMES P SEE ALGRE". NELSON. 
OEGNAI'I. JAMES P SEE SLY' ROBERT. 
OEGI'IAN. JAMES P SEE VONNEGUT. KURT. 

OEGI'IAN. JAMES P SEE ENG~~~I:~~:'{SHORT FICTION) KANSAS OUARTERLY. 12 {WINTER 19801. 95-106. 

~:~R:!~~~.E:~~~~;.L~:~~E ~AROLD LIKES TO DRAW HANOS. IPDETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY. 12 {FALL 

(OEL~~e;~~y~~~: MIOWESTERI'< WRITERS AND THE IIYTH OF THE SEARCH. BY ANDERSOI'I. DAVID D. 
!CRITICISM) GEORGIA ReVIEW. 34 (SPRII'IG 1geO). lJI-4J. 

DELIIAR. P JAY SEE CHESNUTT. CHARLES WADDELL. 
OELIIAR. P JAY SEE CHESNUTT. CHARLES WADDELL. 0 • HOUGHTON MIFFLII'I. 1980. 
DELTON. JUDY. KITTY IN THE SUHIIER. {JUVENlLE FICTION) 80ST 1'1, 

" ",",'.N~~.S,,".A,I,', HENRY'S BEST FRIEND. {JUVENILE FICTION) CHICAGO. II.; A. WHITIIAN. 1980. 0 
... "u ... (JUVENILE fICTION) CHICAGO. II.; A. MHlTMAN. 198 • 

DELTON. JUDY. MY MOTHER LOST HER JOB TO~AY. 
DENNIS. SCOTT A SEE ~OWELLS. WILLI~M'~~O~~R' BREAKING INTO SONG; JOHN BERRYIIAN. IPOETRY) 
DEReOER. DAVID C. AFTER THE RAIN I • 

KANSAS OUARTERLY. 12 (WINTER 1geO). 28-JO;ERLY 12 ISUMIIER 1960). 18. 
DERI. MARK B. SCRIMSH4W. (POETRY) ~~~~~: ~~A~OETRY: BY LELAI'IO. LORRIN (EDITOR). (POETRY) 
{DI!:UTSLER, VERA.). THE KANSAS EXPE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. 1978. 

LAWREHCE. KS: INOEPENOENT STUDY. OI~I~I~~CHESS WILL BE FURIOUS. (NOVEL) (lOSTON: LITTLE. 
OEYIUES. PETER. CONSENTING AOU!.TS. OR. H 

OEWE::~:N~E!~~O~O~!L~:N~~~)~AT. INOVEL) GARDEN CITV. NY: OOUB'-EOAY. 1980. (INDIANA). 

(IIYSTERY-DETECTlON). Bl LELAND LORRIN IEOITOR). {POETRY) LAWRENCE. 
10EWEY. AL.I. THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRl;OUNG EDUCA;ION. 1978. 

)(S: INOEPENOENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTI~UARTEIlLY. 12 IWINTER 19801. 9J. 
DICKEY. PAUL. POTTED PLANT. (POETRY,' A~"'::~:Il:HTICE. {POETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEW. 6 (SUMMER 
DIETRICH. KATHLEEN. tHE WITCH TAKE 

1980).21. • DAVID JEOOJE. 
DUSKY. JOHN SEE SMITIi

G 
A CROSSING IPOETRYI OESCIl:NT. JO-JI 11980-111). 

DlTSKY. JOHN. A SHINtN • YI'SOUTH CAROLII'IA REVIEW. IJ (FALL 1980). 
DITSKY. JOHN. ACT NATURAL. (POETR TRY) STARTo 10 (OECEIoiBER 1980). 
OITSKY. JOHN. ALL THAT THE eYES Ce:~:D~~O!:O~N LOCAL TIME. 'POETRY) WEST BRANCH. 6 11980). 
DITSKY. JOHN. ARRIVALS AND OEPART CES (POETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEW. 6 ISUMMER 1980). 
DITSKY. JOHN. AT THE SUBIIARINE RA' W 5 ISEPTEMBER 19801 
DITSKYj JOHN. BAIT. IPOETRYI JU~PeR~V:~II~~~~~O~. (POETRY) NEW JERS~Y POETRY. " {SPRING 1980). 

g!~~~~: ~~~~: :~~~A~~:\~~~~~~r'CANAOIAN FORUM. 60 (sepTeMBER 1980)· 

DilSKY. JOHN. CALENDAR; DISHEVELMENT. (POETR~)R~~~~w' ~!9~~~AtL 19801. 
DITSKY. JOHN. CHAIIBER MUSIC. ~PDETRV) MALA KAy IN THE·PEARLS. IPOETRY) OLD RED ),;110101'10.9 
DITSKY. JOHN. DADDY REMEMBERS. THE NAKED LAD 

(SPRING 1980). 
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alTSleY. JOHN. DRYING; RAIN DANCE. (POETRY) POET LORI!. 7!:i (FALL 19801. 
QITSKY. JOHN. EVENTS; lOTTEIUI'IG: KNIGHT'S GAMBIT. (POETA'I') (OAIUOOR5. ;: (WINTER 19801. 
DITSKY. JOHlio FLIGHT. (POETRy) AMERICAN 14"1'1. 1 CFaL 19801. 
PITSK". JOHN. FRAGILE; FAULKNER. (POETRY) OUARRY, lSI (SPRIHG 19801. 
01151('1, JOHN. GRANDFATHER'S (1.0C';:; ROSEMARY. (POETRY) IRON. ZSI (JULY-SEPTEMBER 1980). 
DITSKY. JOHN. HAM OPERATOIl; "'E.o\'S. IPOETRY) RUNE. 6 ISPIHNG 1980). 
OITSKV, JOHN. HOME RECEIVER. (POETRY) ORIG11'15. 1 (SPRING 19801. 
DnSKY. JOHN. HOW BEAUTIFUL BEGINNING TO all;. (POEtRY) PASSAGE NORTH. 2 IFALL losal. 
DITSKV, JOHN. IN DEFENSE OF PROFI.IG ... CY. (POETRY) CONCERNING POI';TRY. 13 (SPRING 19110). 
DITSK'I. JOHN. LOST C"'USE. (POETRY) IIESTBERE REVIEW. 3 (!lINTER 19BO-81). 
OITSKY. JOHN. MY LOVE. MY B ... MK. (POETRY) HE"'RAIIOUT HUNTINGTON. 5 (J"'NU"'RY 19BO). 
onSKYo JOHN. NOVEMBER 8, 197". IPOETRY) CHUNG ... REVIEII, 11") 19BO. 
OITS)!;Y, JOHN. OSLO. (POETRY) OESCENT. 11(1-21 1980. 
DnS)!;Y, JOHN. PONY EXPRESS. (POETRY I GREEN'S M ... G ... ZINE. 8 (WINTER 19BOI. 
OITSKY. JOHN. PORTIONS. (POETRY) GREYLEOGE REVIEW. 1 ISPRING-SUMMER 19&0). 
OITSKh JOHN. REPAIRING. IPOETRy) CROP OUST. 2-3 IAUTUMN-WINTER 1980). 
OITS)!;Y. JOHN. TH"'T IS FOREVER ENGL",NO; TR ... NSPORTATION. (POETRY! TICKLE"'CE. 2 U9BO). 
OITSKY. JOHN. THE C"'NAOIAf< SINGERS. (POETRY I ARIEL. 11 ("'PRIL 19BOI. 
OITSKY. JOHN. THE DIOCLINE OF COURTLY LOVE. IPOIOTRYI LITER ... RY REVIEII. 23 ISUMMER 1980). 
OITSKY. JOHN. THE F"'LCDNER OF GUAM. (POETRY) POIOTI'IY CAN ... O ... REVIEW. 1 CSUM)lIOR 19801 
OITSKY. JOHN. THE P ... INTERS. (POETRY) CRITIC ... L OUARTERLY, 22 ISPRING 19801. • 

OITS~;~L~~~~~T~~E I:~~~~B"'NITE CONSIDIORS HIS ESTATE. (POETRY) OLD HICKORY REVIEII, 12 

OITSKY, JOHN. THRIFTY OBEDIENT KIND. IPOIOTRY) BLUIO UNICORN. 3 IFEBRU"'RY 19BOI. 
DITSKY. JOHN. YO\lL. (POETRY I CANADIAN AUTHOR ... NO BOOKM ... N. !i!i-!i6 ISUMMER-F"'LLiil1980. 
OITSKY. JOHN. 19"8; PRIMISE; INCIDENT. IPOETRYI ONT ... RIO REVIEW, 12 ISPRING-SUMMER 1980). 
DOOD;9=~:NE. THE N"'MES YOU GAYE n. (PoETRYI BATON ROUGE; LOUISIAN ... ST"'TE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 

~g~!~~~~N~':CO~~\~~T~~~~~~R:~6;1~1:~~T~~OYEL) NEW YORK: HARPER AND ROW. 1980. (OHIOI. 

DONG. STELLA SEE PIERCY. H ... RGE. 

IDON~;;~~~.I~~:~!US.). IGN"'TIUS DONNELLY. 8y "'NOERSON. O",VIO D. IBIOGR"'PHY) BOSTON. M ... : 

(DORN. EDWARO.) .... RCH ... EOLOGIST OF MORNING: CHARLES OLSON. EOW ... RD 001'11'1 AND HISTORICAL METHOD. 
BY O"'VIDSON. MICH ... EL. (CRITICISM) ELH. 47 ISPRING 198\1). 158-79. 

DRAKE; ~;:~~!~II;RG~~~G~~N~~~6~~RO TO UNDERSTAND. (SHORT FICTIONI NEW MEXICO HUM ... NITIES REVIEW. 

DRAKE. ALBERT. GARAGE. (POETRy) S ... NTA BARBARA: MUOBORN PRESS. 1980. 
DRAKE. ALBERT. HAWKING. ISHORT FICTIONI BOGG. 45 (OCTOBER 19801. 16-17. 
DRAKE. ALBERT. STARTS. (sNORT- FICTION) MISSISSIPPI MUD. 21 (FEBRUARY 19BOI. !i6-52. 

DRAK:~v~~:~R~; !~~T~;~~I~:B~~:I~~~;~L LEOPARCSKIN HIOAOLINEIl. (SHORT FICTlON) COTTONWOOD 

OR"'K~;8:~~E;!:4~~EN GAS W~S REG"'L~ TEXTURES. ISNORT FICTION) MISSISSIPPI )IUD. 22 (OCTOBER 

DRAKE. ALBERT. WHERE IS GARY~ IN THE LAND LOCKED HEART--POEMs FROM INOlAN .... IPOETRY) 
CENTERING ~--lNDIANA WRITES. 3("1. 1980. 64-65. 

DRAKE. B ... RBARA. DEAR 0,1,1'11111'1. IPOETRY) GREAT RIVER REVIE~. 2(2) 1980. 

OR"'K~~E:~R~:;~~ ;~V~~!~N~ ~~~)I:~:A~;~~~.Hi~_~~~~ THE FAMILY~ IT W ... S ON OUR VACATION. IPOETRY) 

IDRA~~~I~~~: ~~;. ~~;~~R~~~!~L)li~:~~~I~~: V:~: ~::~~L~~2~~ THE WEST. BY ANDERSON, DAVID O. 

(ORAMM:LI •• P ROY". THE K ... NSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY,-'LELANO. LORRIN. (POETRY I I.AIIRENCE. 
KS. INDEPENDENT sTUOY. DIVISION OF CONTlNlliNG EOUC"'TION. 1978. 

10REISER. THEODORE.). MAGILL'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERARY CRITICISM. BY )lAGILI.. FR ... NK. 
(BIBLIOGR~PHY)oCCR1TlCISM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. 1'1.1: S~LEM PRESS. 1979. 

(OREISER. THEOOORE.I. LILY B"'RT "'1'10 CARRIE MEEBER: CULTURAL SISTERS. BY PRlCE, ~L"'N. 
(CRITICISM) AMERICAN LlTER"'RY RE"'LISM. 1870-1910. 13 IAUTUMN 1980). 238-~!i. 

lORE i:!:~lJ~~:O~~~E;!ill~~~~~ g~~~~~~N A lJ~~~~~~~~Y S~~~~;, B: 9~:~UTANI. YOSHINOBU. (CRI TI CI sM) 

(ORE!:~:. !~~O~O,'.'.','.'.'.",E PR",CTlCE of FICTION IN AMERICA. 8Y KLINKOWITZ. JEROME. !CRITICISMI 
• • UNIVERSI1Y PRESS. 1980. 

DRIES, ROBERT. DLO SONGS. (SHORT FICTION I GRE ... T RIYER REVIEW. 213). 1980, 38797 

~~~~;~~~' p~~~K~A~~~N~~~~~A:!U~F L!~:~~C~Pg~~:!~: L:N;~~!~R W~~ ~6~~~~ ~~L~~:T~~:;~~:~::i' W 
IPOETRY) COLUMBUS. OH: ST"'TE LIBR ... RY OF OHIO. 1979. • 

OUNC"'N. JEFFREY L SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. 
DUNN. BILl. SEE KIENZLE. WILLUM X. 

(DUNNE. PETER FINLEY.). S~ALL TOWN CHICAGO: TNE COMIC PERSPECTIVE OF FINLEY PETER DUNNE 

:!~:;~G~~~: ~~~ ~~:~I~:;O~~~;s~Y I~;O~I.ITH. JAMES. (BIOGRAPHY).ICRITICISM) PORT • 

(DUNNE. PETER FINLEY.). THEOoORE ROOSEVELT AMONG THE HUMORISTS' W 0 HOWELLS )lARK TW"'IN. AND 

~~ ~~~~~~;E:Y p:~:~~N ~9=~~L lAM M. (CRI TI CI SM). (BIOGRAPHY I K~OXVILLE. TN:' UN IVERSI TV 

g~NNING. STEPHEN. CHOOSING MY FATHER. IPOETRy) LAUREL REVIEII. 1~ (WINTER 1980).14-1~. 
NN~:;iEe:E:H~;~L~O~~!~~.H!~.EAR TO THE TRAFFIC; PLAYERS BEGIN TO WARM UP. IPOETRY) CH"'RITON 

OUNN:~~~T~~~P~~~R =~~~=I~:~~~~~\;!~~.Pi!~~~; TIiE BRASS CANOLESTlCK; HOW PRICES SOA,REO. 

DUNNING. STEPHEN. PIPS. IPOETRYI GREEN RIVER·REVIEW. 911) 1980, ~O. 
DUNN~~~~ S!;:~~~. 5!~:~: AilE MOMENTS A MAN; JUST AFTER MIDNIGHT. (POETRY) NEW LETTERS. ~7 

OUNN~~~~T~~E~~:~;.T~:N SHlJT OUT HIS F ... CE. FORGET: YOU. BROTHER. IPOETRY) PIKESTAFF FORUM. 3 

~~NNING. STEPHEN. WALKING HOME DEAD. (POETRYI PLAINSONG. 2 (F"'LL 19801. 39. 

BE~~~I~!~~~~' CHILDHOOD "'1'10 OTHER NEIGHBORHOODS. SHORT FICTION) NEW YORK: VIKING. 1980. 

IOY8ECK. STUART.). BLOOD CF THEIR BLOOD: AN THOLOGY OF POLISH-AMERICAN 
VICTOR IEOITOR). (POETRY) ST PAUL. MN: NEW RIVERS PRESS. 1980. POETRY. BY CONTOSKI. 

~~~~:;,J~~~~NT~: YELLOW RCADHOUSE. ISHoRT FICTIONI KANS ... S OUARTERLY. 12 (SUMMER 1980), B9-91. 

(EOS~~;R~~~~~E~S ~!~~!~!~N~~~T ::~~~. :~~;~~~~~~S!~N~O~~!!:~~Y B~~~~~0!9~g~R~~:L!;g~~~~) 
(EGG;;,",'. ",.~.",',',' •• ,' ••••• ",' .. ',',.,'"T ICE OF FlCTI O~ ~~ ;~~!:~~~ N~v"'~~~~:~e~;Z ~9~:~OME. 
EL . "SITY PRESS, 1980. !CRITlCIS,,) 

EL~:~:A~T:~~~~. T~~A~~~~O~~K~~!~E-JAZZ. (POETRU DETROIT: LOTUS PRESS. 19BO. 
(ELKIN. STANLI;Y.). THE FICTlCN O~R;~!;~;yH~~~. ISIiORT FICTIONI NEW YORK: DUTTON. 1980. 

FR ... NKFURT. GERMANY: VERI.AG PETER 0 LANG. :=;o~Y BARGEN. DORIS G. ICRITICISMIo{FIClIONI 

1 Annual Bibliography of Midwestern Literature: 1980 

EI.LEOGE • .II'" AMBUSH. (POETRY) IIINO. NO 38 119801. 69. 
ELLEDGE. JIM. BIRTH OF A LEGEND. (POETRY) OVERTlJRES. 2 (WINTER 19BOI. 11. 
ELLEDGE. JIM. CAFE SOCIETY; EASTER~ LOVE BEADS. IPOETRY) GPU NEWS. 9 IMAY 19BOI. 20. 
ELLEDGE. JIM. FIRE; LISTEI'-ING TO HANK WILLIAMS ON )!;EY WEST. (POETRY) CAl'S EYE. 2 (WINTER 

1980). 4~-"6. 
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ELLEDGE. JIM. GRAPE ... RBOR: A I.ETTER. (POETRY) CONNECTICUT RIVER REVIEW. 2 (SPRING 19801. 18. 
ELLEDGE. JIH. HIBISCUS; MOil THE OTHER H"'LF. IPOETRY) OYEZ REVIEW. 8 (1980). 3-!i. 
ELLEOGE. Jill. KLoNDIKE. (POETRY I PIKEST ... FF FORUM. 3 IWINTER 1980). J. 
ELI.EDGE. JIM. P ... SSENGERS. (POETRYI BERKELEY POETRY REVIEW. 9 ISPRING 19BO). ". 
ELLEDGE. JIM. STCRMS; ... TRANSSEKUAI. AND SOMESODY ELSE. (POETRYI BUCKLE, 4 IFAI.L-WINTER 

1980-811. 
ELLEDGE. JIM. SUNDAY. IPOETIIYI RHINO. ZIJ] 1980. 10. 
ELLEDGE. JIM. THE ANNIVERSARY OUTING. (POETRY I SOU·WESTER. 8 (F ... LL-WINTER 19BCI, 13-1!i. 
ELLf;OGE. JIM. THE GARDEN; TWC O"'YS. (POETRY I ST ANDREWS REVIEII. ~ ISPRING-SUMMER 19BO). 23-2~. 
(ELLIOTT. H ... RLEY.I. THE KANS ... S EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELAHD. LORRIN IEOITORI. (POlOlRY) 

LAWRENCE. KS: INOEPE~OENT STUDY. 01'0'15101'101' CONTINUING EDUCATION. 1978. 
EI.WERTo CHARLES. 2128 N ... GLE: JULY 'I. IS83. IPOETRYI SPDON RIYER QU ... RTERLY. ~ (FALL 19BOlo 

~7-~8 • 
EMANS, ELAINE V. BOCTES. (POETRY I POET LORE. 7~ ISPRING 198C) ... ". 
EM",NS. ELAINE V. CAT. LEAPING OVER )I"'RIGOLOS. (POETRY) KANS"'S OUARTERLY. 12 (FALl. 198G" 110. 
EMANS. ELAINE V. CROWS IN THE IIHEATFIELOS. (POETRY) SPOON RIVER QU ... RTERLY. !i (SPRING 19&0). 

". EM ... NS. ELAINE V. FATHER RECALLED AS DINNER COMPANION. (POETRY) FOUR OUARTERS. 29 (SUMMER 
19801,33. 

EMANS. EL ... INE V. ON DISTURBING A CLUMP OF TANSY. RAKING. (POETRY) COTTONWOOO REVIEW, 22 
(SPRING 19801. 9. 

EIIANS. ELAINE V. SHARING IN SUBURBIA; ON DISCOVERING THAT CNE OF MY THREE IIR"'INS IS REPTlLI ... N. 
IPOETRYI COLORADO NORTH REVIEW. 19 ISPRiNG 1980). !i2. 

EMANS. EI.AlNE V. VILI.ANELLE FOR PR"'IRIE OOGS. IPOETRY) MICHIG ... N QUARTERLY REVIEW. 19 (SPRING 
1980). Z14. 

EMERSON. EVERETT SEE CLEIIENS. SAMUEL L. 
ENGEL. BERNARD F SEE HOWELI.S, WILLIAM DEAN. 
ENGEL. eERNARO F SEE IIRIGNT. JAMES. 
ENGEL. BERN ... RD F SEE HOIIELLS. WILI.I ... M DEAN. 
ENGEL. BERN ... RD F. GOING ON. (POETRY) IN OTHER THAN SCHOL ... RLY WAYS. E ... ST I. ... NSING. MI: YEARS 

PRESS, 1980. 27. 
ENGEL. BERN ... RD F. LO. THE LOIILY INDIAN. (CRITICISM) SSML NEIISLETTER. 10111. SPRING 19&0. 

13-17. 
ENGEL. BERNARD F. PLACE AND THE POEM. (CRITICISM) SSML NEWSLETTER. lOll). SPRING 19BO. 31-3'" 
IENGLE. P ... UL. I. HOII "NOWHERE. USA" (lOW'" Cl TY I BECAME THE "PARNASSUS OF AMER lC ... N Wi'll T1NG". BY 

DEGNAN. JAMES P. IBIOGR ... PHY] DES )loINES SUND ... Y REGISTER. SEPTEMBER 28. 1980, 3C. 
EPPARD. PHILIP B SEE FULLER. HENRY BLAKE. 
ES8ENSEN. BARB ... RA JUSTER. THE LCNG GOODBYE. (POETRY) MILWAUKEE CHRONICI.E. 1 (II INTER 1960). 

18-19. . 
ESBENSEN. BARB",R ... JUSTER. THE GONIFF. (SHORT FICTION) 25 MINNESoTA IIRITERS. EOJlED BY S. 

YEANER, MINNEAPOLIS: ~ODIN PRESS. 1980. 2!i-39. 
ESTLEMAN. LOREN O. )lOTOR CITY BLUE. (NOYELI BoSTON: HOUGHTON MIFFLIN. 1980. (DETROIT). 

I MICHIGAN).I MYSTERY_DETEClION I. 
ETTER. DAVE. ",N ALBUM OF LEAYES; H",YSEEDS. (POETRY) CRAWLSP ... CE. I IFALL 19BO). 
ETTER. DAVE. BOOM BCCM ON B STREET. (POETRY) POETRY NOW. 28 (1980). 
ETTER. OAYE. CORNFIELDS. IPOETRY) PEORIA. IL: SPOON RIVER POETRY PRESS. 1980. 
ETTER. D ... YE. DECISION AT DUSK; MONDAY MORNING. !POETRY) LONG PON~ REVIEW. 6 119BO). 
ETTER. DAYE. FAT: THE L ... ST SHOW IN TlJu ... N ... ; JOE PENNINGTON AND JOE PENNINGTON. JUNIOR. 

IPOETRY) IMAGES. 7111 1980. 
ETTER. DAVE. GR"'SS ROOTS; GETTING ... T THE TRUTH. IPOETRY) MIDWEST OU"'RTERLY. 21 IWINTER 198010 

2~3-~". 
ETTER. DAVE. HOME STATE. (POETRY I STCRY OU ... RTERLY. 10 11980). 
ETTER. C"'VE. HOMECOMING GA,HE: STORIES IN THE KITCHEN: TRACTOR ON MAIN STREET; "'CORNS. 

IPOETRY) SPOCN RIVER CUARTERLY. 5 (SPRING 1980). 

ETTER. O"'YE. HO)lESICK IN A RIVER TOWN. (POETRY) 1II0liEST OU ... RTEIlLY. ZI (SPRING 1980). 3~7. 
ETTER. DAYE. LOGAN'S CREEK. (POETRY) PCETRY NOW. 27 119801. 
ETTER. O"'YE. MANUSCRIPT. (POETRY) MIDWEST POETRY REVIEII. I (SUMMER 19801. 
ETTER, O"'VI!. ME. MYSELF. AND I. IPOETRU CHOUTE ... U REYIEW. 4111 1980. 
ETTER. DAVE. PREGNANT. (POETRY) POETRY NOli. 26 119801. 
ETTER. O"'VE. THI! ELLSIIORTN BROTHERS. IPOETRY) ... BR"'XES. 21-22 U9801. 
ETTER. OAYE. THE LAST SUMMER OF EUSTACiA HAWTHORNE; HoME COOKING. (POETRY) CHARITON REVIEW. 6 

(FALL 19801. 
ETTEIl. D"'VE. W"'II OF THE MYBRIOS; FLOWER THIEF. (POETRY) SPOON RIVER OUARTERLY 5 (SUMMER 1980). 
EYANS. C"'VIO ALL"'N. MINNESOTA: A PAIIT OF THE GAilE. IPOETRY) K"'NS ... S OUARTERLY. 12 (1IINTER 

19801. 44-_5. 
EYANS. OAYIO ... LL ... N. NO FISHING. IPOETRY) GRI!"'T RIVER REVIEW. 2(3) 1980. 297. 
IFARRELL. J ... MES T.). JAMES T FARRELL"'S CRI1IC: ... LESSoN IN LITERATURE. BY MOORE. STEPliEN. 

(CRITICISM) SOUTH ATLANTIC OUARTIORLY. 79 (SPRING 19BGI. 152-!i7. 
(FARRELL. JAMES T.I. M ... GILL· S B IBLIOGR ... PHY OF L llERARY CR IT ICISM. BY HAG ILL. FRANK. 

IBIBLIOGR",PHY).CCRITICISM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. NJ: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
IFARRELI.. JAMES T.). THE PR ... CTICE OF FICTION IN AMERICA. BY KI.INKCWlTh JEROME. ICRITICISM) 

"'IIES. I ... : IOWA STATE UNIYERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
FEIGENHOFF. CHARLES SEE HCWELI.S. WILLIAM DEAN. 
FELLCIIES, PETER. IN ... OYENT. (POETRYI COVENANT COMPANION. 69 ll!i OECEMBER 19BO). B-9. 
FELLOIIES. PETER. THE FISHERM"'N~ BURIAL OF A GROU~OHOG. IPOETRY) BLACK 11.0.1'11'1101'1 REVIEW. 7 IFALL 

19801. 7"-76. 
(FERBER. ECNA.I. EON'" FERBER AND THE "THEATRICALI!ATION" OF AMERICAN MYTHOI.OGY. BY UFFEN. 

ELLEN SERLEN. !CRITICISM) MIDWESTERN )lISCELLANY YIII. 119BOlo 82-93. 
FERGUSON. MARY ANNE SEE ... NDI!RSON. SHERwOOD. 
FERLAZZO. P"'UL SEE SAN08URG. CARL. 
FETHERLING. DOUG SEE HECHT. BEN. 
IFICKE, ARTHUR DAVISON.). ARTHUR DAYISON FICKE'S "TEN GROle;SOUES". BY ROUT. KAY KINSELLA. 

(POETRY) MIOWESTERM MISCELLANY Vllio 1198GI. 20-27. 
(FIELD. EUGENE.). MELVILI.E E STONE. EUGENE FIELD. AND THE BEGINNINGS OF CHICAGO LITERARY 

JOURN ... LISM. BY ANOERSFN, 0 ... VI0 O. ICRITICISM) SSHL NEWSLETTER. 10tJ). FALL 1980. 
14-Z~. 

(FINKEL. OCNALO.). BLOOD OF THEIR BLOOD; ",1'1 ... NTHOLOGy OF POLlSH- ... MERICAN POETRY. BY CONTOSKI. 
YICTOR IEDITOR). (PCETRYI ST PAUL. MNl NIOW RIVERS PRESS. 19!0. 

(FITZGERALD. F SCOTT.). MAGILL'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITER ... RY CRITICISM. BY MAGILL. FRANK. 
IBIBLIOGR ... PHY).ICRITICISJoI) ENGLewOOD CLIFFS, NJ: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 

IFITZGERALO. F SCOTT.1o FllZGER"'1.0·S )lIOIiEST: "SCMETHING GEORGEOUS SOMEIIHERE"--SOMEWHERE ELSE. 
8Y GROSS. BARRY. ICRITICISM) MIDAMERIC ... VI. (1979). 111-26. 
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IFITZGER.o.I.D. F SCOTT.). RETURN TO INNOCENCE: THE VALUE OF NICK CARRA ... AY'S NIDWESTERN 
PERSPECTIYE IN f SCOTT fITZGERAL.O'S THE GREA' GAlsey. BV LUNDE. ERIK S. !CRllICISH) 
SSM!. NEIISLETTER. 10(.2). SUMMER 1980J. '~-2:!1. 

(fITZGERALD. F SCOTT.I. HiE PRAtTle!; IlF FICTION IN AMERICA. BY KLlNKOlllTZ. JEROME. 
"RlTltISM] AMES. 1,01.: 1011.0. STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 19BO. 

IFITZGERALO. F SCOTT.). AHERICAN DREAMS AND AMERIC"N CITIES IN THREE POST-WORLD WAil I HOVELS. 
BY BREMER. SIDNEY H. ICRITICIS'" SOUTH All-ANTIC IlUARTERLY. 79 (SUHMER 19801. 274-85. 

IFITZGERALD. F SCOTT.I. FOUR OI;:CADES OF FITZGERALD STUDIES: THE 8EST AND THE BRIGHTEST. BY 
BRYER, JACKSON R. (BIBLIOGRAPHY) UENTlETH CENTURY LITERATURE. 26 (SUHMER 19801. 
247-67. 

IFITZG~RALD. F SCOTT.). SUPPL~MENT TO F SCOTT FITZGERALD! A D~SCRIPTIVE SIBLIDGRAPliV. BV 
BRUCCOLlo MATTHEW J. ISUILIOGRAPHVI PITTSBURGH' UNIVERSITV OF PITTSBURGH PRESS. 1980. 

IFITZGERALD. F SCOTT.}. FITZGERALD STUDIES IN TNE 1970'5. ElV PERIISA. SERGI II. IElIElLIIIGRAPHV} 
TIIENTIETH CENTURV LITERATURE. 26 ISUMMER 1980}. 222-46. 

(FITZGERALD. F SCOTT.). "BOATS AGAINST THE CURRENT"'! MIIRTALITV AND THE MVTH OF RENEWAL IN THE 
GREAT GATSBV. BV STEINBRINK, JEFFREY. (CRITICISM) TWENTIETH CENTURV LITERATURE. 26 
(SUMMER 1980). 157-70. 

IFITZGERALO. F SCOTT.I. lIiE FOREIGN CRITICAL REPUTATION OF F SCOTT FITZGERALD: AN ANALVSIS 
AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPliV. BV STANLEY, LINDA C. ICRITlCISMloiBIBLIOGRAPHV} WEST PORTo 

CT! GREENWOOD PRESS. 19BO. 
IFITZGERALO. F SCOTT.}. SCOTl'S CASE. BV VIDAL. GORE. IREVIEW ARYtCLE) NEW YORK REVIEW OF 

BOOKS. 27 11 MAV 1980}. 12-20. 
(FIT2GERALO. F SCOTT.I. F SCOTT FITZGERALD AND THE ART OF SOCIAL FICTION. BV WAY. BRIAN. 

(CRlTICISM}.(FICTION) NEW YORK! ST MARTIN'S PRESS. 1980. 
(FITZGERALD. F SCOTT.). MIDWESTERN WRITERS AND THE MVTH IIF THE SEARCH. BV ANDERSON. DAVID O. 

(CRITICISM) GEORGIA REVIEII. J4 ISPRING 19BO). IJ1-4J. 
(FITZGERALD. F SCOTT.). F SCOTT FITZGERALD AND ROMANTIC OESTINV. BV LEHAN. RICliARO. 

ICRITICISM} TIIENTIETH CENTURV LITERATURE. 26 ISUIIIIER 1980}O IJ7-56. 
IFITZGERALD. F SCOTT.}. THE CRISIS OF FlTZGERALD'S "CRACK-UP". BV DONALDSON. SCOTT. 

CCRITICISM} TIIENTIETH CENTURV LITERATURE. Ui (SUMIIER )gBO). 171-88. 
CFITZGERALD. F SCOTT.). THE MVTH OF GATSBV. BV MICHELSON. BRUCE. ICRITICISM) MODERN FICTION 

STUDIES. 26 (II INTER 19BO-81l. 55J-77. 
(FITZGERALD. F SCOTT.). IIHISTLING "DIXIE" IN !;NCINO: THE LAST TYCOON AND F SCOTT FITZGERALO'S 

TIIO SOUTHS. BV ROULSTON. ROBERT. ICRlTICISMI SOUTH ATLANTIC OUARTERLV. 79 IAUTUMN 
1980}. JMi-6J. 

(FITZGERALD. F SCIHT.). TRACES OF TONO-BUNGAV IN THE GREAT GATS8V. BV ROULSTON. ROBERT. 
ICRITICISM) JOURNAL OF NARRATIVE TECHNIOUE. 10 IWINTER 1980}. 6B-76. 

IFIT2GERALO. F SCOTT.I. FROM GRIFFITH'S GIRLS TO DADDY'S GIRL< THE MASKS OF INNOCENCI: IN 
TENDER IS THE NIGHT. 8V PRIGOZV. RUTH. ICRITICISM) TWENTIETH CENTURV LITERATURE. 25 
CSUMMER 1980). 189-221. 

(FITZGERALD. I' SCOTT.). FITZGERALO'S THE GREAT GATSBV. BV POOlS. LEONARD A. (CRITICISMI 
EXPLICATOR. J6 ISUMMER 19801. 10-11. 

FITZGERALD. F. SCOTT. CORRESPONDENCE OF F. SCOTT FITZGERALD. ILETTERS) lODlTED BV MATTHEII .I 
BRUCCOLI WITH M ... RGARET M DUGGAN AND SUSAN WALKER. NEW YORK: RANDOM HOUSE. 19BO. 

FLANAGAN. JOHN T. A GLANCE AT THE LITERATURE OF ILLINOIS. ICRITICISM} STORY QUARTERLV. 10 
11960). 60-66. 

FLANAG ... N. JOHN T. POETIC ~OICES IN THE EARLV MIDDLE IIEST. CCRITICISM) CENTENNIAL REVI!;II. 
241J) SUMMER 1980. 259-BJ. 

FLEMING. ESTHER SEE LEWIS. SINCLAIR." 
FLEMING. ROBERT E SEE LEIIIS. SINCLAIR. 
FLETCHER. MARV DELL SEE HEMINGIIAV. ERNEST. 
FloOR .... JOSEPH M S~E M ... NFREO. FREDERICK. 
FOELLER. ELZBIETA SEE GARDNER. JQHN. 
FOLKS. JEFFReV .I SEE BUTLER. ELLIS PARKER. 
FOSTER. LIt.!OA NEMEC. BACK IN MONTANA. IPOETRV) HIVISIBLE CITY. 26-27 (AUGUST 1980). 9. 
FIlSTE,R. LINDA NEMEC. THe; IIIF!; OF THE FIREMAN; OLD LOVER' THE FIRST DEATH; THE DEVIL AT 

CHARTRES CATHEDRAL; POEM FOR FOUR CHILDREN DEAD IN A FIRE IN DETROIT: MICHlOLE IN 
JAPAN; ON A PICTURE OF RILKE; OI';TROIT. (POETR'Y) MIOWEST POETRY REVIEW. I IJULV 19801. 
46-S5. 

FOSTI:R. LINDA NEMEC. HOW THE GAME OF OEATli IS ULTIMAT!;LV PLAVEO. (POETRV) CIlRRIDORS. I 
IfEBRUARV 1980}. 101. 

FRANKLIN. H BRUCE SEE HEINLEIN. ROBERT A. 
IFREEMAN. DANIEL.I. FROM YOUR PLACE AND BEVONO. BV WHEELER. SVLVIA. (POETRV).tCRITICISM) 

MIO\jESTERN MISCELLANY VIII. 1980. 61-70. 
FRIEO~AN. ELLEN G SEE OAT!;S. JOVCE CAROL. 
FRIEDMAN. LED. IIRITTEN WINOO\jS. (PDETRV) CHICAGO. 11..; SKOKIE CREATIVE \jRITERS ... SSOCIATION. 

1980. 
FRIMAN. ALIC!; R. COMMUNION OF THE WINT!;R BIROS; IN THE LAND LOCKED HEART--POEMS FROM INOUNA. 

IPOETRV} CENTERING 5--11'101.0.1'1.0. \jRITES. J(4}. 1980. 58. 
FRIM ... N. ALICE R.'JUNE IIALK; IN THE LAND LOCKED HEART--PO~MS fROM INDIAN .... IPOETRV} CENTERIt.!G 

5--tNDIANA \jRITES. Jt~l. 1980. 59. 
(FULLER. HENRV BLAKE.). HE C ... UGHT IT FOR THIS: FOUR LETTERS BV HENRV BLAKE FULLER. BV 

SCAMSRAV. XENNETH. ICORRESPONDENC!;).(LETTERS} AMI:RICAN LITI:RARV REALISM. 1870-1910. 
IJ (AUTUMN 1960). 266-69. 

IFULLER. HENRV BLAKE.}. BAL AOOENDA' COOKE. FREDERIC. FREEMAN AND FULLER. BV EPPARD. PHILIP B. 
CBIBLIOGRAPHV} PAPERS OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETV OF AMERIC .... 74 IAPRIL-JUNE 

1980). 152-5J. 
tFULLER. HENRV BLAKE.}. ART IN CHICAGO: FULLER'S IIITH THE PROCESSION. BV COUSER.\G THOMAS. 

(CRITICUM) AMERICAN LITERARV REALISM. 1810-1910. IJ (SPRING 19BOI. JI-40. 
G ... RONI:R. JOliN. FREDDY'S BOOK. INOVELI NEll YORK' KNOPF. 1960. 
IGARDNER. JOHN.). I:CCLESlASTlCAL II1S00M AND NICKEL MOUNTAIN. BV HARRIS. RICHARD C. 

ICRITICISM} nENTtETH CENTURV LITERATURE. 26 IIHNTER 1980}. 424-Jt. 
IGARDNER. JtlHN.l. JOHN GARDNER. A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE. BY HO\jELL. JOHN MICHAEL. 

CBIBLIOGRAPHV) CARBONOALE. 11.' SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITV PRESS. 1980. 
IGARDNER. JOHN.). THE MYTHICAL HEROES OF JOHN BARTH AND JOHN GARONER. BY FOELLER. ELIBIETA. 

(CRITICISMI K\j ... RTALNIK NEOFILOLDGIC2NV. 21 11980). 18J-97. 
IGARL ... NO. HAMLIN.). FEEDING AND CONSUMING IN GARLANO'S MAIN-TRAVELLED ROADS. BV MISCOE. DAVID 

II. ICRITICISM) WESTERN AMERICAN LllERATURE. Hi (MAV 1960). 3-)5. 
(GARLAND. HAMLIN.). MAGILL'S BIBLIOGRAPHV OF LITERARV CRITICISM. BV MAGILL. FRANK. 

CIlIBLIOGRAPHV).(CRITICISM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. NJ: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
IGARLANO. HAMLIN.}. THE PR ... GTtCE OF FICTION IN AIIERICA. BV KLINKO~ITl.. J~ROME. (CRlliCISM) 

AilES. lA' lOW'" STATE UNIVERSITV PRESS. 19t1O. 
(GARLAND. HAMLINI. BACK TO MITCHELL COUNTY. IlV ANDREWS. CLARENCE A. IBIOGRAPHVI.ICRITICtSM) 

MIDWESTERN MISCELLANV VIt (1979). Hi-Z4. 
(GASS. WILLIAM H.I. THE EARLV FICTION OF WILLIAM H. GASS! A CRiTICAL OOCUMENTARV. BV WHIV!;. 

R ... Y LfIlIS. ICRITICISMI MIDAMERICA VIt. 119tlOI. 164-77. 
G"'VLE. "'0015014 JR SEE WRIGHT. JAMES. 

Annual Bibliography of Midwestern Literature: 1980 

GERBER. DAN. NIGHTS OF "LOYE: ADAGIOS; DELOW EIIIGRANT. IPOETRY) POETRY NOW. 6 ISPRING 19BD}. .,. 
GERBER. DAN. SLIPPING INTO THE OAV. (PDETRV) WAY"E REVIEII. FALL 1960. J7. 
GERNES. SONIA. BACK HOME IN INDIANA; IN THE LAND LOCKED HEARl--POEHS FROH INOIANA. (POETRY) 

CENTERING 6--HlOl,lNA WRITES. J(4}. 1980.70-71. 
GIBSON. MORGAN SEE REXROTH. KENNETH. 
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GIIlSIIN. MORGAN. STAVING IN THE BROOK' WAITING FOR 1.. ... 0 TZU; 5LIIWLV BECOMING CHINESE. (POETRV) 
ARK. I~ 119801. 193-197. 

GillSON. MORGAN. THE FIRST 1I0MAN OF JAPAN. (SHORT FICTION) KVOTO REVIEW. 12 ISPRING 198D}. 
26-JJ. 

GIBSON. W'ILLIAM M SEE DUNNE. PETER FINLEV. 
GIBSON. WILLIAM M SEE CLE~ENS. SAMUEL L. 
GIBSON. IIILLIAM M SEE HOWELLS. IIILLIAM OE ... N. 
GILBERT. SCOTT. JOHN BARLEVCORN'S GRAVE: IN TH!; LAND LOCKED HEART-'POEMS FROM INDIANA. 

IPDETRV} CENTERING 5--INDIANA WRITES. JI4}. 19BO. 16. 
GIROUX. JOVE S. CRUX CRITICDRUM; OMAHA EI!;ACH--THIRTY VEARS LAT!;R; HAIKUS. IPDETRV} 

CONVERGENCE. MUSXEGON. HI' REVIVAL PRESS. 1980. 5. 19.97. 115. 
GIROUX. JOVE S. LOVE DIES. CPOETRY} WDMEN'S ART FESTIVAL. MT PLEASANT. MI: CENTRAL MICHIGAN 

UNIVERSITV. 1980. 2J. 
GIROUX. JOVI;; S. RAINBOW. {PO!;TRV} PENINSULA POETS. J6 IFIRST OUARTER 19BO}. IJ. 
GIROUX. JOVE S. SUMMER. (POETRY) PENINSULA POETS. J!:i CTHIRD OUARTER 19801. 4. 
GIROUX. JOVE S. IIHISPERS LOST IN THUNDER. IPIIETRV} SEDONA. AI< WEEDPATCH PRESS. 1980. 
IGISSING. GEtRGE.). UNKNOWN GISSING STIlRIES FROM CHICAGO. IlV COUSTILLAS. PIERR!; AND SELIG. 

ROBERT L. (FICTION) TIMES LITERARV SUPPLE~EN" 4054 112 OECEMIl~R 1980). 1417-1~18. 
(CHICAGO). 

GL"'SER. ELTON. VOIIS. IPOETRY) CHICAGO REVIEW. J2 ISUMMER 1960). 100. 
GOLD. HERBERT. STAGES. {SHORT FICTION} TRIQUARTERLV. ~7 CWINTER 1980}. 224-2J7. 
GOODMAN. DEBOR ... H. BE ... R GRASS. NPOETRV} KANSAS QUARTERLV. 12 ISUMMER 1980). 17. 
GOODMAN. ERIC K. HIGH ON THE ENI:RGV BRIDGE. {~OVELI NEW YORK: HOLT, RINI;;HART AND WINSTON. 

1980. IKANS ... SIoIST LOUIS1,(MISSOURtl. 
GDURDIN.E. OELCIE SOUTHALL. FDRMERLV KNOWN AS HONEV. 'SHORT STORIES) REOBOOK. 155 IJUNE 1960}' 

JS. 159. 161. 
GRABER. EOIIIN C. GOLDEN STREETS ACROSS THE LAKE. (POETRVI FREEMAN. SO! PRIV ... TELY PUBLISHED. 

1<;180. 
GR ... F. PATlUCK. ELlz ... 8ETH BISHOP IS DEAD; RIDDLED. IPOETRV) GRE"'T LAKES REVIEW. 5 {SUMMER 

1980}. JO-Jl. 
GRANGER. BILL. PUBLIC MURDERS. INOYEL) NEW YORK: JOVE BOOKS. 1980. CCHICAGO).IILLINOIS). 

{~YSTERV~DETECT ION I. 
GRAV. PATRICK WORTH. HUNT. CPOETRV) KUDZU. 12 CI9(0). IJ. 
GRAY. P"'TRICK WORTH. FIFTEEN. (POETRY) CHRISTIAN CENTURV. 97 {4 JUNE 1980}. 6J5. 
GR ... V. PATRICK 1I0RTH. FEAR: POSITION CLASSIFIER; TOOAV WE STUDIES THE FARME;R. DAD; VOWELS. 

(POETRV) WORMWOOD R~VIEW, 2012} 1980. 2-J. 
GRAV. P"'TRICK III1RTH. EVEN HER VIRTUES ARE BAD. (PDETRV) SOUTHERN REVIEW IAUSTRALIA}, 12111 

1980. 7<1. 
GR"'V, PATRICK WORTH. DUSK IN LVNNVlLLE. AL ... BAMA. {POETRY} POETRY NOW. 51J} 1960. 19. 
GRAV. P ... TRICK WORTH. CIRC~MNAVIGATION. IPOETRV) KANS"'S OUARTERLV. 12 (F"'LL 19800. 19. 
GRAY. PATRICK WORTH. 1l00V. (POETRY} WE8STER REVIEW. 51ll 1980. 6~. 
GRAY. P"'TRICK \jORTH. THERE'S ALWAVS TIME. CPOETRY) ... RCHER. 251J} 19BO. 15. 
GRAV. PATRICK WORTH. TELEPHONE CALL. (PO~TRV) MALAHAT REVIEW • !5~_ 11980}. IJ2. 
GRAV. PATRICK WORTH. TABLES. IPOETRV} CONCERNING POETRY. IJC2) 1960. 64. 
GRAV. P ... TRICK WORTH. POPLARS. CPOETRY) CHRISTIAN CENTURV. <;17 11 OCTOBER 19BO). 9110 
GRAV. PATRICK WORTH. NeAR ROE. ARKANSAS: HEARING LOSS. (PD!;TRV) ARIEL. 11(2) 1980. 60. 
GRAV. PATRICK IIDRTH. LOOK. LION. CLOUDS. IPOETRV) IlLUE UNICORN. J(Z), 1980. JO. 
GRAV. PATRICK WORTH. LINES FOR MY FATHER. IPOETRV) PRISM INTERNATIONAL. 1812) 19110. 9J. 
GRAV. P~TRICK WORTH. LABOR OAV; HANDS. IPOETRV) WINO. 101J6) 1980. 23. 
GREASLEV. PHILIP SEE ANDERSON. SHERWOOD. 
GREELEY. ANDREW M. DEATH IN "'PRIL. {NOVEL} NEW VORK: MCGRAW-HILL. I 9BO. (CHI CAGO). C ILLINOIS} • 

(IIVSVERV-OETECT ION I. 
GREGG. BARIlARA T. COMPILERS SEE GREGG. JOHN T. 

GREG~~O~~~~) T~A:~~NG~~~~: ~~~8~~~B~~O~~~P!;::~. IlEST LOVED POEMS OF THE AMERICAN WEST. 

GRIBBEN. ALAN SEE GLEMENS. S ... MUEL L. 
GRIIlBEN. ALAN SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. 
GRIBBEN. ALAN SEE CLEMENS. S"'MU~L L. 
GROSH. RONALO M SEE LIICKE. DAVID ROSS. 
GROSS. BARRV SEE FITZGERALD. F SCOlV. 
GROVER. OORVS CROW. ENCVCLE. IPOETRV) ENGLISH IN TEXAS. 12 IFALL 1980). 2J. 
GRUCHOII. PAUL. THE INTI"ATE IMMENSITV. ISHORT FICTION I GREAT RIVER REVIEW. 2tJ) 1980. JOO-J09. 
IGUEST. JUDITH.}. ORDINARY PEOPLE; EXTRORDINARV NOVEL. BV STARK. JOHN. (CRITICISM) MIDWESTERN 

MISCELLANV VIII. 11980). 11-B). 
GUILFORD. CHUCK. IN AN ALIEN CRAFT. (POETRV) KANSAS QUARTERLV. 12 CSUM~ER 19801. IJ9. 
GUND~RSC»'l. ANOV. CITV PAUSES. IPOETRVI EASTHAMPTON. MA: AOESTRA PRESS. 1960. 
GUNDERSON. ANDY. SUMMER MOON. IPOETRV) MOCCASIN. 4J ISPRING-SUMMER 1960}. 6. 
GUNDERSON. ANDV. THE OUIET OF WINTER. IPOETRV) MOCCASIN. ~3 IAUTUMN-WINTER 19BOI. 6. 

GUND~~:~~ic~~!T~;J~O~Z~~S~!!~~-;:~~~.KIETH GUNDERSON AND LINDA SHAPIRO. ICRlTlCISM} Mlll(WEI:O 

GUTIERREZ. VICTOR {PSEUODNVM}. SE!;. SCHEEL. MARK. 
HACKEN8RUCH. CAROL R. ECHOES: TOMATOES. CPIIETRVI GREAT LAKES REVIEW. 6 (SUMMER 1980). J2-JJ. 
H,o.OL~V. DOROTHV LEE AND IRWIN. ANNABELLE 8. WE ARE MESOUAKIE. WE ARE ONE. BY HAOLE V IRWIN. 

PSEUDONYM. INOVEL} IIESTIlURV. NV: FEMINIST PRESS. 1980. IIOWAI.IT ..... IA. IOWA}. 
IMESQUAKIE SETTLEMENTI. 

HAFFENDEN. JOHN SEE BERRYMAN. JOHN. 
HAGEMANN. E. R SEE HEMINGII ... V. ERNEST. 
HAHN. STEVE. A JULV STORM: JOHNSON. N!;MAHA COUNTY. KANSAS; TEARING OUT THE PLASTER. {POETRY} 

KANSAS OUARTERLV. 12 {IIINTER 1960}. 106-107. 
HAITHMAN. DIANE SEE WILSON. ROBERT C. 
MAKUTANI. VOSHINOBU SEE OREISER. THEODORE. 
HALL. JAMES NORMAN. OH MILLERSVILLE. BV FERN GRAVEL. PSEUOONYM. IFICTlON} lOW ... ClTV. IA: 

MIDWEST HERITAGE PUBLISHING COHP ... NV. 1960. 
HALL. LVNN. TNE LEAVING. (NOVEL) NEW YORK: SCRIBNER. 1980. 1I0WA). 
HALLIIAS. JOHN E SEE MARQUIS. DON. 
HALLWAS. JOHN E SEE BRVANT. JOHN HOWARD. 
HALLIIAS. JOHN E SEE MCCONNEL. JOHN L. 
HALLIIAS. JOHN E SEE CARTWRIGHT. PETER. 
(HALPER. ALBERT.). ALBERT HALPER. BV HART. JOHN EOW ... RO. {BIOGRAPHV} ElIlSTDN! TWAYNE. 1980. 
H ... MILTON. VIRGINIA. THE GATHERING. (JUVENILE FICTION) NEW YORK: GREENWILLOW. 1980. 
HANSON. CHARLES. DANDELION VEAR. CPOETRV} MILKWEED CHRONICLE. 2 CJUNE 19BO). 
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HANSON. CHARl.!"S. NADI;NOlSI;:L.LI!. (POETRY) FORMS. ~O!l 1980. 
HANSON. CHARLES. SUN AND MOON. (POETRY) PRISH, 1 (1ilNT!"R 1<;180). 

MIDAMERICA IX 

HANSON. CHARL!;S. THE TASTE OF SALT. (POETRY) IIIND--LITERARy JOURNAL. 39 (19601. 
(HARING. CVNTHIA.I. CYNTHIA HARIJ<lG; IOli ... ·S POET. MUSlc1.t.N. AND PHILANlIiRQPIST. BY AUTHOR. 

ANONYMOUS. IBIOGRAPttYloiCRlTICI$M) IOWA 1OIINIIN. MARCH-APRIl •• 1980. 13-}ei. 
(HARNER. CI."AE.I. THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELAND. LOIIRIN (EDITORI. (POETRY) 

LAIIAENCE. KS' INDEPENDENT STUDT, DIVISION OF CDNTHIUING EDUCATION. 1978. 
HARRINGTON. JOVCE. NO ONE KNOllS MY NAME. INDVE;L.I NEW YORK: 51 HARTIN'S PRESS. 1980, 

1M letilGAN) • (MYSTERy-aETECTION I'. 
HAIIIIIS. A LESLIE SEE MORRISON. TONI. 
IiARIIIS. M ... RK SEE; PE;1..1..0W. 5 ... UI... 
k ... RRI5. RICH ... RO C 5EE G ... RDNE;R. JOHN. 
H ... RT. JOHN EOW ... RD SEE H ... I..FER. AI..PERT. 
H ... SSEI..STROM. LIND ... M. R ... NCHER: 186,.·1928. (PDE;TRY) MIDWEST OUARTERLY. 21 (WINTIOR 1980). 

241·~3. 

k ... SSLER. OONAI..O N. THE FOET "'1'10 THE REFU8l.IC ... FTER M ... Y 4. (FOETRV) KENT STATE TEN YE ... RS "'FTER. 
KENT. OH: KENT PDPUL ... R FRE;SS. 1980. ~3. 

HATHAWAY. JEANINE. IN RANDOM FIEI..DS OF IMpUI..SE ... NO REPOSE;. (POETRY) GEORGI'" RIOVIEW. 40 
(SPRING 1980). 40. 

H ... TTON. THOM ... 5 J .... OUIET NIGHT. (OR"'M"') LIM .... OH: CSS pUPl.ISHHIG COMP ... NY. 1980. 
H"'TTON. THOM ... S J. THE PETflco ... T SHERIFF. IDRAIU) ELGIN. II..: pERFORM ... NCE FUBI..ISHING COMP ... NY. 

1980. 
HAWKINS. T1iOM"'S, THE FISHERM"'N. (POETRY) K ... NS ... S OUARTE;I<LY. III (SUMME;R 19110). Ill4. 
H ... Y. JOHN SEE HOWELLS. WIl..l..l.I.M OE; ... N. 
H ... Y ... SHI. TETSUMARO SEE HEI<INGW ... y. ERNEST. 
H"'YOEN. ROBERT. DOUBLE FEATURE; THE OOGWOOO TREES. (POETRY) MICHIGAN QU ... RTERLY RE;YIE;W. 19 

(WINTER 19110). 9ll-93. 
k",Z ... RD. J"'MES. FIRE IN WHITING. INOI"'N"': IN HIE 1.. ... 1'10 LOCKEO kE ... RT··POEMS FROM INDIAN .... 

IPOETRY) CENTER ING S··INDIAN'" WR llES. 314" )980. 27. 
H ... Z ... RO. JAr·iI;S. FROM OUR TUB. TO MY WifE; IN THE L ... ND 1..0CKED HE ... RT·-POEMS FROM INDIAN .... 

(FOETRY) CENTER ING 15··11'101 ... 1'1'" WRITES. 3(41. 1980. 28·29. 
H"'Z ... RO. JOHN. BV TH':: CH ... pEI... NE ... R THE POND. IpOETRV) CORRIDORS. 2 (SUMMER 1980). 23. 
(HE ... o. !l.OYO.). ElipERINENTATION IN THE CHIC ... GO LITTI..E THE"'TRE: CI..OYO HE ... O·S GROTESQUES. BY 

... TL ... S. M ... RII..YN JUDllk. (ORAMA).!CHIC"'GO) MJl)WESYERN MISCEI..I.. ... NY 1111. 1980.7-19. 
(HECtH. BEN.). THE fIVE l.IVE;S OF BEN H<':CHT. I;IY FETHERI..ING. DOUG. teIOGR"'PHY) N<':W YORK: NEW 

YORK ZOETROPE. 1980. 
HEDIN. M"'RY. FLY "'W"'V HOME. (SHORT FICTIONI lOW'" CITY. IA: UNIVERSITY OF lOW'" PRESS. 1980. 
(HEINI..EIN. ROI;IERT .... ). ROBERT ... HEINI..EIN: ANERICA AS SCllONCE FICTION. 8Y FR ... NKI..IN. H BRUCE. 

(BIOGRAPHY) NIOW YOR'I;: OIiFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
HELLER. J ... NET RUTH. ATTEMPTED E'o'ICTlON. IPOIOTRY) CHIC ... GO LITER ... RV RE'o'IIOW. 26 SEPTEMPER 1960. 

". 
HEI..LER. J ... NET RUTH. THE LOVER ... S HISTORIAN. (POIOTRY) POIOTRY OUT OF WISCONSIN. 15 119601. 97. 
HEl.I"ER. J ... NET RUTH. FOR R"'CHEI.. "'T PURIM TIME. IPOETRY) JEWISH CURRENTS. 34 I ... PRII. 1960). 8. 
HELI..ER. J ... NET RUTH. ON USING My MOTHER'S COI..I..EGE TEIITBOOK. IFOETRY) ... 1'11101 .... 7 (F ... I..1.. 198Cl). 18. 
tHEMI GW ... Y. ERNEST. I. THE IRONY ... ND SIGNIFIC ... NCE OF TWO E"'RLY F",ULKNER ... ND HEMINGW",y POEMS 

... ppE ... RING IN THE DOUBLE OE ... I..ER. BY MORTON. BRUCE. (POETRy).(CRITICISM) ZEITSCHRIFT 
FUER ... NGLiSTIK UNO "'MERIK"'NISTIK. 28 11980). 2S4-58. 

(HEMINGW"'V, ERNEST.). "ONI..Y LET THE STORY END ... S SOON ... S pOSSI6I..E·': TIME·ANO·HISTORY IN 
ERNEST HEMINGW ... y·s IN OUR TIME. BY H"'GEM ... NN. E. R. (CRITICISM) MODERN FICTION 
STUOIES. 26 (SUMMER H80). 255·62. 

I HEM INGW", Y. ERNEST. I. ANDERSON'S Pi'll '0'''' TE RE ... CTION TO THE TORRENTS OF SPR ING. I;IY WHIT<':. R ... Y 
lEWIS. (CRITICISM) MODERN FICTION STUOIES. ll6 (WINTER 1980-8110 635.37. 

IHEMINGW ... Y. ERNEST.) .... NOTE ON TWAIN .101'10 HEMINGW"'Y, BY BIER. JESSE. tcRITlCISM).(PIOGR"'PHY) 
MIDWEST OU ... RTERLY. l!1 IWINTER 1980). 261·65. 

(HEMINGW",y. ERNEST.) .... DOEND ... TO THE 1;1181..10GR"'PHIES OF BOYI..E. CONR ... O. DE FOREST. EI..IOT. FORO. 
HEMINGW",y. HUIILEY. WH~RTON. "'ND WOOI..F. BY I>(ONTEIRO. GEORGE. (6IBI..IOGRAFHY) P"'PERS OF 
THE BIBLIOGR",PHIC ... 1.. SOCIETY OF ... I>(ERIC .... 14 (APRIl·JUNE 19801. 163·515. 

(HEMINGW",y. ERNEST.). EXISTENTI"'LISM iN THE kOVEI..S OF HEMINGW"'Y ... NO C"'MUS. BY ... I..L ... DI. UM ... K. 
(CRITICISMI I..ITER ... RY HALF·YEARLY. III (JULY 1980). 43·151. 

(HEMINGWAY. ERNEST.). HEMINGW"'y'S THE 01..0 101 ... 1'1 "'ND THE SE .... BY PRICE. S O",VID. (CRITICISM) 
EXFLICATOR. 38 ISPRING 19801. 6. ,--

(HEMINGW ... Y. ERNEST.) .... CI..E ... N WELL·LIGHTEO pl.. ... CE. 6V PLIMPTON. GEORGE. (CRITICISM) NEW YORK 
REVIEW OF 600KS. 27 1180ECEM8ER 198010 1$0·58. 

IHEMINGW"'Y. ERNEST.). HEMINGW ... y.s "HILLS I..IKE WHITE EI..EPH ... NYS". BY FI..ETCHER. M ... RV DELL. 
(CRITICISM) EXPLICATOR. 38 ISUMMER 1980). 10·18. 

(HEMINGW"'Y, ERNEST.). HEMINGW ... y "'T COLUMBI ... POINT: THE KENNEDY LIBR ... RY HOI..OINGS. PY "'UGUST. 
JO. ICRITICISM) WILSON I..IBR ... RY BULI..EYIN. 515 IOECEM8ER 1980). 207.71. 

(HEMINGW"'V, ERNEST.). THE PROSE STYI..E OF SEleCTED WORKS BY ERNEST HEMINGW ... Y. SHERWOOD 
~~~~SON "'ND GERTRUIlE STEIN. BY ... RO"'T .... NM"'O K. ICRITlCI5MI STYLE. 14 IWINTER 1960). 

(HEMINGW ... Y. ERNEST.'. HEMINGW ... Y'S "THE SHORT H ... PPV l.IFE OF FR ... NCIS M ... COMBER". 6Y HURLEY. C 
H ... ROLD. (CRITICISM) EXPLIC ... TOR. 38 (SPRING 1980). 9. 

(HEMINGW ... y. ERNEST.). THE FOUNO"'TION OF THE TRUE TEIIT OF " ... CLE ... N. WELL-LIGHTED pl.. ... CIO". BY 
KERNER. 0"''0'10. ICRITICISM) FlTZGERAI..O·HEMINGW ... Y ANNU ... I... 1979. 279.300. 

IHEMltlGW ... Y. ERNEST,). MICHIG ... N PROFII..E: HeMINGW ... Y'S MICHIG"'N D ... YS. BY 1..0WE. KENNETH S. 
ICRITICISM) MICHIGAN OUT·OF·OOORS. 34 'AUGUST 1980), ~6·46. 5~. 

IHEMINGW ... Y. ERN<':ST.). HEMINGW ... V "'1'0 THE MOVIES. BY I..AURENCE. FR ... NK M. (CRITICISMI J ... CKSON. 
MS: UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPPI. 1960. . " 

IHEMltlGW",y. ERNEST.I. HUM ... N TIME IN HEMINGW ... Y·S fICTION. BV KDlil. WESLEy .... ICRITICISM) 
MOOERN FICTION STUDIES. 26 IWINTER 1980·811. !s79~96. 

IHEMINGW ... Y. ERNEST.). HEMINGW"'Y'S "HILLS liKE WHITE EI..EPH"'NTS". 8Y KOBI..ER. J F. !CRITICISM) 
EIIPI..IC ... TOR. 38 (SUMMER 1980). 6·7. 

(HEMINGW"'Y. ERNEST.). STEIN8ECK AND HEMINGW",y: OISSERT ... TION ... BSTR ... CTS "'1'10 RESE"'RCH 
OpFORTUNITIES. BY H",V",SHI. TETSUM ... RO. (BIBliOGR ... PHYI.ICRITICISM) METUCHEN. NJ: 
SC ... RECROW PRESS. 19&0. 

(HEMINGW"'Y. IORNEST.I. TkE SH",pE OF EOUI'o'OC"'TION IN ERNEST HEMINGW",y.S FOR WHOM THE !JEll TOI..LS. 
BY THORNE. CRIO ... TH S. (CRITICISM) AMERIC ... N LITER ... TURE. 151 {J"'NU"'RY 19801. 520~35. 

(HEM~~:W~~~K ~R=~:~~~;C~E;~~~~:~Y I::~. THE FII..M. BV PH ILIPS. GENE O. IFII..M S TUOIES) .ICR ITICISM) 

HENDRICKSON. W"'LTER B. THE MEN'S LITER ... RV CI..U85 OF JACKSONVII..I..IO. (8IOGR ... pHy).IBIBI..IOGR",pHY) 
WESTERN ILLINOIS REGION ... L STUDIES. 3 (SPRING 19801. 66-83. 

HEpI..ER. JOHN C 5EE VOELKER. JUSTICE. 
HePLER. JOHN SEE CURWOOO. J"'MES 01..1'0'101'1. 

HERMSEN. TERRY. AUGUST: B ... CK ENTRANCE. IPOETRY) OUTERBRIOGE. NUMBERS 4-15 ISPRING 1960). 215.26. 

HERM~ri~~~~::V;9~~!~B;:. UHE SUBURBS MOVING OUT. THE H ... RVEST COMING IN). IPOETRYI PIG IRON. B 

HeYECK. ROBIN SEE C ... THER. WILL .... 

Annual Bibliography of Midwestern Literature: 1980 

HII..BERRY. CONR"'O, HOUSEM ... RKS. (POETRY) MT HOREB. WI: PERISHABI..E PRESS. 1980. 
HILBERRY. CONR ... O. 101 ... 1'1 IN THE ",TTlC. IFOETRVI CI..E'o'EI..ANO. OH: 6ITS PRESS. 1980. 
HII..O. H ... ROLO. THE SU6TLE BE ... R. IPOETRY) K ... NS"'S OU ... RTERLY. III IWINTER 1980). 139. 
HILI... p ... TRICI ... I..IGGINS SEE KNIGHT. ETHERlOGE;. 
HII..LEBR ... ND. ROBERT. BEING "'LONE. (POETRY) KANS"'S OU"'RTERLY. 12 (WINTER 1960). 133. 
HIND. STEPHEN. THE O"'Y HOppy FELL OFF TkE TRAIN; HORSEC ... TCHER; AfTER OKI.. ... HOIoiA. IPOETRY) 

MIOWEST OU ... RTERLY. 21 ISIJI>\MER 1960). 443·~5. 
HIND. STEVEN. F ... MIl..lAR GRtUND. IpOETRY) L ... WRENCE. KS: COTTONWOOIl FRE'o'IEW PRESS. 1980. 
HINE. DARYL. SEI..ECTEO FOEIoiS. (pOETRV) NEW YORK: ... TkENEUM. 1980. TORONTO: OKFORO UNIVC;RSITV 

PRESS., 1960. 
HIRST. 'ROBERT H SEE CI..ENENS. SAMUEl. 1... 
kIRS'To ROBERT H SEE CI..EMENS. S ... MUEL I...X 
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HOFFM ... N. C"'RL. TWISTER; IN THIO L ... NO LOCKED HE"'RT--POEMS FROM INOI ... N .... IPOE;TRVI CENTERING 
!S··IND!AN'" WRITE5. 3141. 1980. 02. 

HOFF~"'N. RUTH C ... SSEL. VISITING YOUR NEW HOUSE; IN THE I.. ... ND 1..0CKEO HE ... RT··POE;MS FROM INDIANA. 
(POETRV) CENTERING !S··INOI ... N ... WRITES. 3(4). 1980. 03. 

HOI..DEN. JONATH ... N SEE ST ... FfORD. 
HOLDEN. JON ... TH ... N SEIO CREELEV. ROBERT. 
HIlLOEN. JON ... TH ... N SEE BLY. ROBERT. 
HOLDEN. JONATH ... N. GOO; W ... SHING MY SON. IPOETRYI K ... NS ... S OUARTERLY. 12 (WINTER HI60). 7·8. 
HOI..LO .... NSELM. FINITE CONTINUEO. IpOETRV) NEW YORK: H ... RPER. 1960. 
kIlLT. pATRICI ... SEE 80YI..E. KAY. 
HOLT. P ... TRICI ... SEE BlY. ROBERT. 
(HOOPES. HELEN RHOO .... ). THE K ... NSAS EIIFERIENCE IN POETRY. 8V I..EI.. ... ND. LORRIN (EDITOR). (pOEIRY) 

l ... WRENCE. KS: INOEpENDENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTINUING EOUCATION. 1978. 
(HOWE. EOG ... R W ... TSON.). THE pR ... CTlCE OF FICTION IN AMERIC .... Bl' KI..INKOWlTl. JEROME. (CRITICISM) 

"'MES. lA: 1010 ... ST ... TE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
HOWE. F",NNV. THE WHITE SLJVE. (NOVIOL) NEW YOR~: ... VON. 1980. (MISSOURI).(KANSAS). 
kOWEI..L. JOHN MICH ... EI.. SEE ..... RONER. JOHN. 
(HOWIOI..I..S. WILI..I ... M OE ... N.). SEKU ... LITY IN THE LE"'TkERWOOD GOO. PY FEIGENHOFF. CH~RI..E;S. 

(CRITICiSM) STUDIES IN THE; NOVEL. 12 (F ... LL 1~80). 163·191. 
(HOWEI..LS. WII..I..I ... M DIO ... N.). THE WORI..D OF CH ... NCE: HOWELLS' H ... WTHORNI ... N SEI..F-F ... RODV. BY DENNIS. 

SCOll .... !CRITICISM) ... MERIC ... N LITER ... TURE. S2 IM"'Y 19801. ll79-93. 
IHOWELLS. WILI..I ... M DE",N.). MORE ON HOWEI..I..S IN BEI..MONT:'" LETTER TO THE TR ... NSCRIPT AND ..... 

PERFECT SUCCESS". 6V DE B MERRII..L. GINETTE. (cRITICTSM) H ... R'o' ... RO LIBR ... RY BULI..EVIN. 26 
IAFRIL 196010 170-74. 

IHOIIEI..I.S. WII..LI ... M OE"'N.). II D HOWEI..I..S AT KITTERY POINT. I;IV NOROLOH. D ... VID J. (BIOGR ... PHY) 
H"'R'o'ARD l.I6R ... RY 8ULLETIN. 28 lOCTOBER IIIBO). 431-37. 

(HOWEI..I..S. WILLI",M OE ... N.). JOHN H ... V·HOWEI..I..S I..ETTERS: THE CORRESPONDENCE OF JOHN H~V ... ND 
WII..LI ... M OE ... N HOWELLS. 1861·19015. EDITED BY GEORGE MONTEIRO ... HO P MURPHY. 8Y H ... y. 
JOHN. ICORRESPONOENCEI.ILETTERS) BIlSTON. M ... : TW"'YNE. 1960. 

'HOWELLS. 1011..1..1"'101 OE ... N.). THEODORE ROOSEVELT ... MONG THE HUMORISTS; 10 D HOWELLS. M"RK TW ... IN. 
...ND MR DOOLEY. BY Gi850N. Wll..LlAM M. (CRITICISM).{PIOGR ... PHY) KNOKVILLE. TN: 
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE PRESS. 1980. 

IHOWEI..I..S. WII..LI ... M DE ... N.). THE; pR ... CTICE OF FICTION IN AMERIC .... BY KI..INKOWIT1.. JEROME. 
(CRITICISMI "'MES. lA: lOW ... ST ... TE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980 • 

(HOWEI..I..S. WII..LI"'M OE ... N.). THE GENTEEl. POETRY OF WILl..lAM DE ... N HOWELI..S. 6Y ENGEl.. BERNARO F. 
!CRITICiSM) MlO"'MERICA VI. 11979).44·61. 

(HOIIEI..I..S. WILLIAM OE ... N.). REDTOP "'1'10 THE BEI..MONT YE"'RS OF 10 0 HOWEI..LS ... ND HIS F"'MII..Y. BY OE B 
MERRILl.. GINETTE. 18IOGR ... pHV).ICRIl1CISM) H ... RVARO LI8R ... RY BUI..LETIN. 28 (JANU ... RV 
1980). 33·67. 

(HOWELI..S. WILI..I"'M DIO"'N.). WII..I..IAM OE"'N HOWELLS ANO THE VERSE OR ... M .... I;IY ENGEl.. BERN ... RD F. 
(CRITICISM) ESS"''o'S IN I..ITER ... IURE. 7 ISPRING 1980). 61-18. 

(HOIIEI..I..S. WII..LI ... M DEAN.). BETWEEN LIFE "'1'10 ART: STRUCTURES OF RE ... LISM IN THE FICTION OF 
HOWELI..S "'1'10 J ... MES. BY O'OONNEI..L. PATRICK. !CRITiCISM) ETUOES ",NGL ... ISES. ~3 
UPRIL·JUNE 1980). 142·1515. 

(HOWELLS. WILI..IAM OE ... N.). WILLI ... M OE ... N HOWEI..I..S AND THE ... MERIC ... N I.. ... NGU ... GE. 6Y NETTEI..S. EI..S .... 
ICRITICISM) NEil EN~L"'NO OU ... RTERLV. 53 ISEpTEM8ER 1 .... 60). 308·28. 

IIOWINK. EO .... I..IFTING THE EDGE;. (POETRY) FRANCESTOWN. NH: GOI..DEN QUILl. PRESS. 1980. 

HDWINK. ED .... THE WE "'1'10 THE OTHER. (POETRY) fR ... NCESTOWN. NH: GOLDEN OUILL PRESS. 1960. 
HOW INK. ED .... THEY 1..1'0'100 THEIR 1..11ES. (POETRY) FR ... NCESTOWN. NH: GOLDEN QUII..1.. FRESS. 1980. 
HUETER. DIANE. KANS"'S: JU5T BEFORE SI..EEP. IpOETRY} LAWRENCE. KS: COTTONWOOD REVIEW PRESS. 

IHUG~~!~E~!~;~T~~~~~S~!N~:~~~'H~:~~; OF K ... NS"'S, BY SCOTT. M ... RK. (BIOGR ... PHY) K ... NS ... S HISTORY. 3 
(SFRING 1980). 3·26. 

HUNT. WII..I..I ... M. BEGINNING U THE BEGINNING. (POETRY) GEORGIA REVIEW. 34 (SUMMER 1960). 269~71. 
HURI..EY. C H ... ROI..D SEE HEMINGW",'o'. ERNEST. 
HURT. J ... MES SEE LINCOLN. "'PR ... H ... M. 
HURT. J ... MES SEE M ... STERS. EDGAR LEE. 
IINGE. wiLLIAM.). M ... GILL'S BIBLIOGR ... pHV Of LITERARY CRITICISM. I.IY MAGII..L. FR ... NK. 

(BIIILIOGRAPHYI ENGLEWOOO CI..IFFS. t<J: S ... LEM PRESS. 1979. 
INGR"'M .... I..YCE. G ... INFUI..I..Y EMPLOYED. ISHORT FICTION) 25 MINNESOTA WRITERS. EOIIED BY S VESNER. 

MINNE",pOI..IS. 1041'1: NODl~ PRESS. 1960. 
(IR6Y. KENNETH.I. THE K"'NS",S EXpERIENCIO IN POETRY. BY I..EL ... ND. 1..0RRIN (EDITOR). (POETRY) 

I..AWRENCE. I(S: INoePENDENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUC ... TlON. 1978. 
IRWIN. ANN ... BElI..E B SEE HAOI..EV. DOROTHY LEE 
.I ... COBSON. OAI..E. POEMS fOR GOYA'S OISP ... R ... TES. IPOETRV) 1..0S ... NGELES. C ... ; J ... ZZ PRESS. 1980. 
J"'NOWITZ. PHYLLIS. MS M"'ROUETTE SPEAKS IN HER HE ... O. TO TEO. IN MUNCIE. INOI ... N ... ; IN THE L ... NO 

1..0CKEO HE ... RT-·POEMS FROM 11'101 ... 1'1 .... (POETRV) CENIERING !S·-INOIAN'" WRITES ~(4). 1960. 

J"'NO:~TZ. pHYLI..IS. NOR ... ; IN THE L ... ND LOCKED HE ... RT·-FOEMS FROM INOIAN .... (POETRY) CENTERING 
!S.-INOI ... N ... WRITES. 31~1o 1980. 67. 

JOHNSON. CI.. ... UDI .... THE OE ... TH OF MR OTIS YOUNGl IN THE 1.. ... "0 LOCKEO HEART·~POEMS FROM INOIAN .... 
IpOETRY) CENTERING 15··11'101"'1'1'" WRITES. 3(~1. 1960.46. 

JOHNseN. MICHAEL L. THE UNICORN C ... PTUREO. (POETRY) L ... WRENCE. I(S: COTTONWOOD REV lEW PRESS. 

JOHN~~~:E:~~~:E~FL~"'~:~S;u*~=~: (POETRY) HOOSIER CH ... I..I..ENGER. 11 (FAI..L·WINTER 1979·80). 49. 
JOHN50N. MICHAEL L. CR ... VOL.l.S; DECEMBER SUNSET; FR ... NZ M"'RC'S 61..UE HORSES. (POETRY) SLEEPY TREE 

1: ... COLLECTION OF POETRY ... ND FICVION. EOITEO BY 0 BERTR"'M. FORT WORTH. Til: SI..EEFY 
TREE. 1980. 65-158. 

JOMNSON. MICH"'EI.. L .... COMPLAINT TO OI ... NE. (POETRY) BI.. ... CKBERRY. 11 (SFRING 1960). 3. 
JOHNSON. MICH ... EL L. ON LEClN ... ROO·S PORTR ... IT OF CECII..IA G"'I..LER ... NI. (POETRY) p ... CIFIC POETRY AND 

FICTION REVIEW. 6 (SPRING 1980). 44. 
JOHNSON. MICH ... EL L. N"'NCY. YOU D ... NCE. (POETRY) TEK ... S REVIEW. 1 (SPRING 1960). 01. 
JOtiNSON. MICH ... EL L. MII..KY W"'Y. (POETRV) SOU·WESTER. 8 (SPRING 1980). 20. 
JOHNSON. MICH ... EL L. MEMORY OF ... BRIEF ... FF ... IR. (POETRY) L ... UREL REVIEW. 14 ISUMMER 1980). 37. 
JOHNSON. MICH ... EI.. L. M"'YBE "'N EPITAPH fOR S ... I..V ... OOR 0 ... 1..1. (POETRY) OI..D HICKORY REVIEW. 12 

ISPRING-SUMMER 1980). 12. 
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JOHNSON. MICHAEL. \.. JANUARY. IPOETAY) CUMBERLANDS. 17 IIIINTER-SPRmG 111801. 35. 
JOHNSON. NICHAEL L. THE INDIANA IN LAWRENCE. K4NSAS. (POETRY) RAWI'! REViEW. 311-.0 1980.78. 
JOHNSON, HH:HAEL L. I ONI.1' ALDUII: IIOROSWORTH REVISED. IPDIHRYI BLUE UIIII(ORN. J (FEBRUARY 

19BOI. 13. 

JOHNSON, MICHAEL L. TO KATHL.EEN'S PEKINGEse. IPOETRy) HIGH-COO. is 'AUGUST 19BO). 
JOHNSON. MICHAEL L. TO A SlANOER!;Ri FOR SANOY. (POETRY) TOUCHSTONE. It (SPRING 1960). 28. 30. 
JIIHNSDN. ~UCHAEL L. 1EI.E;Y15101\l. (POETRY) OUICKENINGS. 33 (SUHMER 19801. 12. 
JOHNSON. HleN"EL I.. lOUln-E; ON KL.IMY'S DEll KNESS; ADAGIO; AGING DEHI-VIERGE; HIIUSf AFTER FIRE. 

IPOETRY) MIDWEST CHAPPARAL.. ISPRII'IG-SUIOIER 1980). J. 8. 9. 12. 
JOHNSON, HICH ... EL L. S ... NDY IN M ... RCH. {POETRY I PULP. 6111 1980. 11. 14. 
JOHNSON. MICH"'EL L. RESOLUTION "'ND OEpENDEN(:E. {POETRY I MODUS OpER ... NDI. 11 (J ... NU ... RY-FEIlRU ... RY 

1980).26. 

JOHNSON. MICH"'EL L .... RELATlYlSTI(: EpIGR"'M; R"'GE FOR ORDER. {pOElRYI HOOSIER CHALLENGER. 12 
(SPRING 1980)' 34. 37. 

(JOHNSON. RON"'Lil.). THE K ... NS"'S EXPERIENCE HI POETRY. SY LEL"'ND. LORRIN {EDITDRI. (POETRY) 
L ... IIRENCE. KS; INDEPENOENT STUDY. OIYIS.ON OF CONTlNUING EOUC ... TlON. 1978. 

{JOHNSON. RUTH M.I. THE KANS ... S !;;XPERIENCE IN pO!;;TRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN {EDITORI. (POETRY) 
LAWRENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUC"'TION. 1978. 

JOHNSON. W ... YNE L S!;;E BR ... DBURY. R ... y. 
JUDSON. JOHN. NORTH OF "'TH!;:NS. {pD!;:TRYI p!;:ORIA. IL: SPOON RIVER pR!;:SS. 1980. 
JUNG. RUBY S. W. DRAGON'S fOSTERLING. (SHORl FItlION) OR ... GONT"'L!;:S. L ... K!;: G!;:N!;:V .... WI: DR ... GON 

PUBLISHING. 1980. 16-20. 

(JUSTICE. DON ... LO RODNEY.). U OF I POET WINS PULITZER. (pOETRYI.{BIOGRApkY) O!;:S MOIN!;:S 
REGISTER, ",pRIL 15. 1980. 1 .... 6 ... . 

J<;:AMINSKY. STUART M. NEVER CROSS ... V ... MpIRE. (NOVEll NEW YORK: ST M"'RTlN'S PRESS. 1980. 
{MYST!;:RY-OET!;:CTION I. 

(KAMINSKY. STU ... RT.) .... N INTERVIEW WITH STU ... RT KAMINSKY. aY R ... NDIS!. RoaERT J. IINT!;:RVIEWS) 
"'RMSCH ... IR DETECTIVE. 13 {F ... LL 1960]. :338-41. 

K"'UFM ... NN. J ... NES SEE D ... N .... ROBERT. 
K ... ZIN. ALFR!;;O SEE WRIGHT. J ... MES. 

KE!;:CH. SCOTT. CIPHERED. (NOVEL) NEW YORK: H ... RpER ... NO ROW. 1980. (MIDWEST). (MYSTERY AND 
OETECTlON). 

KELLNER. BRUCE SEE VAN VECHTEN. CARL. 

{KEMP. H ... RRY.I. THE K"'NS"'S EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LEL"'NO. LORRIN. (POETRY I LAWRENCE. KS: 
IND!;:p!;:NOENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTINUING EOU(:"'TlON. 1978. 

KENZI!;:. MARGARET. NEVER ENDING; SPRING; REMEMBERING A"IN"'; STILL; THE CROSSRO ... OS; pIC ... ssO. 
(POETRY) THE POET. !;;OITED av 0 1 NEMETH. ,..ISH ... w ... KA. IN: fIN!;: ARTS SOCIETY. 1980. 76. 
104. 182. 213. 232. 3~0. 

KERLIKOWSKE. ELIUBETH. J ... MES. {POETRY] GRE ... T LAK!;;S REVIEW. 6 (SUMMER 1980). 34-35. 
KERNER. O ... VIO S!;:E HE,..INGW",y. ERNEST. 

KEYES. O ... NIEL. THE fifTH SALLV. (NOVELl BOSTON: HOUGHTON NlfFLIN. 1980. 
KIENZLE. IIILLI ... M ll. OE ... TH WE ... RS ... REO H"'T. (NOVEL) KANSAS CITY: ... NORE .. S "'''10 MCHE!;:L. 1980. 

(DETROIlI.(,..ICHIG ... NI.(HYSTERY AND DETECTION). 
(KIENZLE. WILLIAM x.). PW INT!;:RVIEWS WILLIAH X KIENZLE. 8Y DUNN. BILL. IINTERVIE .. S, 

PUBLISHERS WEEKLY. 2.17 118 APRIL 19801. 6-7. 
KIESEL. ,..ARG"'RET ,.. ... TL ... CK SEE SUCKOW. RUTH. 
KILLOREN. ROB!:RT SEE KNOEPfLE. JOHN. 

(KILLOREN. ROBERT.]. THE K ... NS ... s EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LEL"'NO. LORRIN {EDllDR]. (POETRY I 
L"'WRENCE. KS~ INDEPENDENT STUDY, DIVISION Of CONTINUING EOUC"'TION. 197B. 

KING. (:YNTNIA. BEGGARS ... NO (:HOOSERS. (NOVELl NE .. YORK: VIKING. 1980. 
KINSELLA. W. P. SHOELESS JOE J ... CKSON COMES TO lOW .... (SHORT flCTIONI OTT ... W .... C ... N",O"': 08ERON 

PRESS. 1980. CHIOWEST). 

KINZIE. M ... RY. RESURRECTION; fRO,.. GR ... CE THE ,..IND ... DROP OF M ... NNA DEW; P ... RTlNG INSCRIPTION. 
{POETRY I SOUTHERN REVIEW. 16· {SU"',..ER 111801. 604-607. 

KIRTLEY-OYER. S. THE WOMAN'S L"''''ENT. {POETRY] GRE"'T L"'KES REVIEW. 6 {SU,..HER 1980'.36. 
KL ... IN, ROSEMARY. IN THE LAND OF MILK ... NO HONEY. {SHORT FICTHIN] GRE ... T RIV!;:R REVIEW. 2{31. 

1980. 358-63. 

KLASNE. WILLIA,... STR!;:ET COPS. (NOVEL' ENGLEWOOD CLIFfS. NJ: pRENTI(:E-H"'1.L. 1960. C(:HICAGO). 
I ILLINOIS). {"'YSTERY-OETECTION I. 

KLEIN. JERRY. p1. ... YEO IN p!;;ORIA. (ESS"'VS) PEORIA. IL: KICK ... poo pR!;:SS. 1980. 
KLEIN. Ht ... SEE "'NOERSON. SHERIIOOO. 

KLEIS, D"'VID JOHN. ,.. ... N BENE ... TH THE ST"'RS. (POETRY) DETROIT: H ... RLO PRESS. 1980. 
KLEIS. O ... VID JOHN. THE SEASON'S OF JESUS' LIFE {TH!;: LAST O ... YS OF JUO ... H'S LIONI. (pO!;;TRVI 

OESTROIT. HI: H ... RLO PRESS. 1980. 
KLINKOWllZ. JERO"'E SEE "'LGREN. NELSON. 
KLINKo .. nz. JEROHE SEE VONNEGUT. KURT. 
KLINKOWITZ. JEROHE SEE HOWE. EDGAR ..... TSON. 
KLINKOWITZ. JEROME SEE HOIIELLS. WILLU,.. OE ... N. 
KLINKOWITZ. JERO,..E SEE CLEMENS. S ... MUEL L. 
KLINKOWITZ, JERO,..E SEE OREISER. THEODORE. 
KLINKOWITZ. JERO,..E SEE VONNEGUT. KURT. 
KLINKOWIlZ. JEROM.E: SEE GARL ... NO. H ... MLIN. 
KLINKOWITZ. JERO"'E SEE fITZGER"'LO. F SCOTT. 
KLINKOWIlZ. JERO,..E SEE FARRELL. JAHES T. 
KLiNKOWITZ. JEROME SEE EGGLESTON. EDII ... RO. 
KLINKOWITZ. JERO,..E SE!;: CONROY, J ... CK. 
KLINKOIiITZ. JERO"E SEE HOTLEY. WILL ... RO. 
KLINKOWITZ. JEROME SEE 8ELLOW. S"'UL. , 

(KNIGHT. ETHERIDGE.). "THE VlULENT Sp ... CE": THE flJNCTION OF THE NEW BLACK "'ESTHETIC IN 
ETHERIDGE KNIGHT'S PRISON POETRY. BY HILL. p"'TRICIA LIGGINS. (CRITlCIS,..) BL"'CK 
"'''ERICAN LITER ... TURE FORU,... l~ {F"'LL 19801. 115-21. 

(KNOEpFLE. JOHN.). JOHN KNOEpFLE: MIDWESTERN ,.. ... STER. 8Y KILLOREN. ROBERT. (BIOGRAPHY]. 
(CRITICISM) fOCUS NID'ojEST. 14 (SEpT!;:,..BER 1980]. 8-11. 

KOBLER. J I' SEE HE,..INGW ... Y. ERNEST. 

KOCH. WIL1.I ... " E. FOLKLORE FRO,.. K ... NS ... S; CUSTOMS. BELIEFS. AND SUPERSTITIONS. (fOLKLORE I 
L"'WRENCE. KS: REGENTS PRESS Of K ... NS ... s. 1980. {K ... NS ... SI. 

KOOSER. TED. F ... THER. 'POETRY] pR"'IRIE SCHOONER. B~ (WINTER 1980-81].22-23. 
KOOSER. TEO. HRS JONES. (POETRY) MIDWEST OU ... RTERLY. 21 (SPRING 19801. 3!:il. 
KOOSER. TEO. SURE SIGNS: NEil "'NO SELE(:TEO pOE~S. (POETRV) PITTSBURGH. 1'''': UNIVERSITY Of 

PITTSBURGH PRESS. 1980. 

KORNBLUM. "'LL"'N. AWK ..... RO SONG. (POETRY) WEST 8RANCH. IA: TOOTHp ... STE PRESS. 1980. 
KORT. WESLEY", SEE HE"'INGIt ... Y. ERNEST. 
KOSTEL"'NETZ. RICHARD SEE BERRY"'AN. JOHN. 
KOV ... CINY. GREGORY ... L ... N. H ... RD fALL. (POETRY] LYRIC ... L lOW .... 3!:i (1980). 38. 
KR ... UTH. LELAND SE!;; CLE"'ENS. S ... MUEL L. 
KU,.. ... R. I' SHIV SEE aELLOW. S ... U1.. 

KU,..MINGS. DO"l"'LD. THE V!;:"'R ROUNO IN .lNDI ... N .... IN ... fINE fRENZY ROLLING; IN THE L ... NO LOCKED 
HEART--PO!;:MS FROM INDIAN .... (POETRY] CENTERING 5--INOUN ... WRITES. 3(4). 1980. 68-69. 
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KUZ,.. .... GREG. VOU. {POETRY I MIDWEST QU ... RTERLY. 21 {SPRING 1980]. 3IR-!>3. 

LABRIE. ROSS SEE NE,..EROV. HOW",RD. 
L ... DENSON. JOYCE R SEE "'NO!;:RSON. SH~IIOOO. 
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LAOENSON. JOYCE R SEE PIERCY. ,.. ... RG ;pDETRYI GAROEN CITV. NY: DOUBLEO ... V. 1980. 
LANGL ... NO. JOSEPH .... NY BOOY'S SONG· EClS (pOETRYI LIVE WRITERS LOC ... L ON T ... p. 1 {WINTER 1980J, 
L ... OUE. CAROL 'EISER. WITH OUE RESp • 

62. NCE IN POETRY. av LEL ... ND. LORRIN. {POETRY I L ... WRENCE. KS: 
(L ... RCO,... LUCY.I. THE K ... NSAS EXpERI!;: UINe; EOUC"'TION. 1978. 

INOEpENO!;:NT STUDY. DIVISION Of (:ONTlN ERSpECTIVE Of FINL!;:Y PETER DUNNE. GEORGE "'OE. 
(L ... RONER. RING.). 5,.. ... 1.1. TO"N CHIC ... GO: THE ~~~~~R:pHYI.{CRITICIS"'1 PORT w ... SHINGTON. NY: 

" AND RING L ... RONER. BY DE ,..UTH. J ... MES. 

LAS ... ~~~~I~~~!;::~E~~~ ~:!~~S OF FAMOUS WRITERS: ... ND OTHER STORI!;:S. (SHORT FICTION) COL~"'BI"'. 
,..0: HISSOURI UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 

L ... TTIN. p ... TRICI ... HOPKINS SEE CHOPIN. K ... TE. 

L"'UR!;:NCE. FR ... NK 101 SEE HEMINGW"'Y. ERNEST. VEL I N!;:" YORK: JOVE. 1960. (INOUN ..... {OHIO 
L ... VENOER. WILLI ... M. CHILDREN OF THE RIVER. INO 

RIVER). • THE LAND LOCKED HE ... RT--pOEMS FROM INOI ... N .... (POETRY) 
L ... Z ... R\JS ..... L. INDUNA GOTHIC. IN 80 46 

CENTERING 5--INDUNA WRITES. 3(4). ~9 , .... ND LOCKED HE ... Rf--pOE,..S FROM INDI ... N .... 
L ... ZARUS ..... L. INOI ... NA TR"'VELER'S "'GE"T. IN TIiE ~980 47 

pOETRYI (:ENTERING 5--INOt ... N'" .. RITES. 3{~1. •• 

I.E G!TES. CH ... RLOTTE SEE T ... RKINGTON. 8DOTH. URB ... N .... II.: UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS. 
I.E .... SYDNEY. SE ... RCHING THE OROWNED ,.. ... 1'1. 'POETRY I 

1980. (ILLINOIS). 

LEE ~OROTHY H SEE WRIGHT. RICH ... RD. KES REVIE ... 6 (SU,..MER 19801. 37-38. 
1.EE· GEORGE. H ... GEE H ... RSH: pOEH. (POETRY) GREAT LA HI: w ... VES. 1980. 
LEG;ETT. STEPHEN. THE "'LL-fOREST. {POETRY] SHEpIiERD. 
LEM ... ", RICH ... RD SEE FITZGERALD. F SCOTT. 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN {eDITOR I S!;:E HARNER. CL ... RE. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN (EO I TOR' SEE JOHNSON, RON ... LO. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN (EDITOR] SEE SUOER,.. ... N. EL,..ER. 
LEL"'NO. LORRIN (EDITOR) SEE ,..OSES. W R. 
L!;:L ... ND. LORR IN {EOI lOR] SEE DEWEY. "'1.. 
L!;;L"'ND. LORRIN !EOITORI SEE STAFfORD. W1LLU"', 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN {EDITOR] SEE REITER. LOR'" O. 
LEL ... ND. LORRtN (EDITOR) SEE KILLOREN. ROBERT. 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN (EDITOR) SEE (:ONTOSKI. VICTOR. 
LELAND. LORRIN (EDITOR] SEE IRBV. KENNETH. 
LELAND. LORIIIN {EDITOR] SEE ELLIOTT. H ... RLEY. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN {EOITORI SEE HOOPES. HELEN RHOD .... 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN (EDITOR) SEE SCNEOER. RICHARD E. 
1.EL ... NO. LORR IN (EDI TOR I SEE MCC ... RROLL. 0 ILLY. 
LEL",NO. LORRIN (EDITOR) SEE ,..URRO ... ,.. ... RCO. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN {EDITOR] SEE RYUN. K ... THRYN "HITE. 
LEL"'NO. LORRIN (EOlTOR) SEE ..... RO. H ... Y WILLIAMS. 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN (EDITOR) SEE MUNRO. ROSAMOND flURG!;:SS. 
LEL"'NO. LOIIRIN {EDITOR] SEE JOHNSON. RUTH H. 
LEL ... ND. LOIIRIN (EDITOR) SEE O!;:CKER. !;:ON .... 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN {EOITORI SEE PORTER. KENNETH. 
LEL .... IO. LORRIN (EDITOR] SEE WHEELER. SYLVI ... . 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN (EDITOR) SEE OEUTSLER. VER ... . 
LEL"'NO. LORRIN IEOITORI SEE SYKES. VELH .... 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN SEE CR ... fTON. JESSIC .... 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE CR ... fTON .... LLEN. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE DR ... ,..M!;:LL. I' ROY. 
LEL"'NO. LORRIN SEE EDSON. CH"'RLES LEROY. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE KE,..p. HARRY. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE L ... RCOM. LUCY. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE LONG. SOLOMON L. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE M ... Y. CELESTE. 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN S!;:E ,..OOOY. JOEL. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE METC ... Lf. J ,... 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE ,.. ... SON. W ... LT. 
LELAND. LORRIN SEE HCMIL1.EN. M ... RY ... NOERSON. 
LELAND. LORRIN SEE NORlON. H!;;NRY eR ... CE. 
LEL ... NO. LORRIN SEE PE ... COCK. THOH"'S flRO~ER. 

...ND LORRIN SEE STEPHENS. K ... TE. 
~~~"'NO: LORRIN SEE .. HITTIER. JOHN GREENLE"'F. 
LEL ... ND. LORRIN SEE WAAE. EUGENE FITCH. 

LEL~NO. LORRIN S!;:E ..... TTLES. WILLI"'R~~THOLOGY Of MAG ... ZINE VERS!: ... NO VE ... RBOOK OF ... ,..ERI(: ... N 
LENSE. EDWARD. w ... KING UP. (pO:TRY~ TOR aOOK COMP ... NY. 1980. 

POETRY. BEV!;:RLY HILLS. C .... MO I ORNFIELD REVIEW. 5 (M"'V 1980). 5. 
LENSE. EDW ... RO. ~OLF ORE ... "', {PO:T~~!HCNOON IN DETROIT. {NOVELl NEW YORK: ... RflOR HOUSE. 111130. 
LEON"'RO ELHORE. CITY PRIMEV"'L. 

(OE;ROIT].("'ICHIG"'NI.(MYSTERY-OETEC~IONJ. E I ",M. (POETRY) MI(:HIG"'N OU ... RTERLY REVIE ... 19 
LEVINE. PHILIP. THE DOCTOR OF ST ... RLIGHT. THE ON 

ISUH,..ER 1980). 299-30~. EVINE BY REMNICK. o ... VIO. (CRITlCIS,..].tINTERVIEWSJ 
(LEVINE. FH1Llp,). INT!;:RVIEW WITH PHILIP L 01' 283-98. 

JoUCHIG ... N OU ... RTERL Y REVIEW. 19 (SUMHER ~~:K:' KNOPF. 1980. (INDI ... NOpOLIS I. lIND UN ... ), 
LEWIN ,..ICH ... EL 2. OUTSIDE IN. (NOVEL) NEW 

(;YSTERY-OETECTIONI. • 1 F ... "'OUS HUMORIST. BY 8R ... OSH ...... J ... ,..ES ST"'NFORD. 
ILE .. IS. CH ... RLES H.). ,.. OU~D -- HICHIG"'~ ~I~~:. THE M ... G ... ZlNE OF THE HISTORIC ... L SOCIETY OF 

(HU,..OR).{CRITICIS,..I.(e10GR",pHV) CH 0 • 

,..ltHIG ... N. 16 (FALL 19601. 1'I:l~~E{:O~~~0!;0 THE FILM. eY ... TL ... S. ,.. ... RILYN J. (CRlTICIS"') 

tLEW~:iT~!~C~:~~~);I~~"';~CG:~~~ioN' EDITED B~ H BERGM ... N. E ... ST L ... NSING. ,.." fIL,.. RESE ... RCH 

CENTER pUlILIC ... T10NS. 1~80. 1:~~~::;pHY Of LITER ... RY CRITI(:IS,... BY ,.. ... GILL. fR ... NK. 
{L!;;WIS. SINCL",IR.]. M ... GILL S B LlfFS. NJ: S"'LEH PRESS. 1979. 

(BIlILIOGRAPHV).{CRITICIS""E;~~~!;::O~~f~RENCE GUIDE. lIY F1.E,..ING. R08ERI E ... NO FLEHING. 
(LEWIS. SINCL ... IR.). SINCLAIR 1. I aOSTON. M"': G K H ... LL. 1980. 

ESTHER. (B IOGR ... pGV). {BIBL 10GR ... pHY (POETRY) PRESUMpSCOT R!;:YIEW. {spR INC; 1980 I. 34. 
LICHTER, ... L ... M. ELEGY FOR ... 1'''' TRI"'~CH jPOETRY I FR"'C.,..ENTS. 2 11 1] 1960. 
LICHTER. AL ... N. ORC"'S ISL ... NO. 6 ..... HE ... D ReVIEW. 6 (FEBRU ... RY 1~80). 3. 
LICHTER. AL ... N. WEeOS. (POETRY) SHEEpSCOCKS {POETRY] N!;;W ENGL ... NO REVIEW. 2 (SUMMER 1980). 
LIEflERM ... N. L ... URENCE. LOVES OF THE p!;;", • 

!:i88-90. 
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~!~:~::::: :::::~~~~. ;~~~~O~:~;~~E~ENTS. (POETRY) HEW YORIO IIACII1LI.. ... ". 1980. 

~::~::~ ~I' (~~~~!~~~~~~~E;:~~~~9:~r T~::~~~!~~; MJ~~O::~Ti~~~~:~1 O:~E:~~A~ l~~~iR~HE 11001' 
(LINCOUI. ABRAHAM,I. ALL THE LIVING AND • 

(CRITICISM) AMERICAN llTEIIATI.III!; !it r~~V~!:~~ Ll~COLN'S IMAGEIIY. BY HURT. JAMES. 

LINDAU. JOAN. MilS COOPER'S aOAIIOING~OUSE IN 19 0), ,51·00. 
(liNDSAY, VACHEL.). MAGII .. L'S BIBI.IOGRAPH; OF O~~~~IIN~~ YO~K: MCGRAW-HILL. 1960. onSSOUIIIJ. 

ISI6LIOGIIJ.PHVI.ICIHTICISMJ ENGLIi:~OOO O:::Ll A. CR TiCISM. BY MAGILL. FRAN';. 
(1..1NOSAV, VACHEL.). SIGN AND SVM8D FFS. N.J. SALE~ PRESS. 1979. 

flARC. (CRITICISM) POETIC KND"'~E~~E~A~i~~u~~~~~~~'S POETIC AND GRAPHIC WORK. B1 CHENE TIER. 

H~~i~:~~CHLE ... NO J T SW"'I'lI'l.t.(CRI TICISMI~5DI'lI'l: 5DU~ I~~D V~~~!~R~E~~i~~D G:~I'l~M"'I'lN. 1950. 

~~~~~IELO. THD.'I"'S P SEE BR ... DBURY. fay. 

R~~"'~~V!~ ~~~~~~~T~~;~!;"'~o~~~~~~RYO~~"'~~S~ "'1'10 THE NOYELS OF O ... VID ROSS LOCKE. BY GROSH. 

LOH"'F;:~.~~~"'N. "'WKW"'RO "'RMS. UI'lH ... PPY ·LEG~. I!HO:~"';~C~~~~~R~~~;~E;:II~~VIE"" 16 (SPRING 198010 

(LONG. SOLOMON L.l. THE KAI'lS"'S EXPERIENCE IN ' 
KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTIN~~~~R;~ ~Y LELAND. LORRIN. IPOETRYI L",WREI'lCE. 

LORENZ. TO"'. GUYS LIKE US. (NOVEL) NEW YR' 1,1 A1101'l. 197B. 
LOSsE .... RLYLE "'ANSFIELO. AGAVE II'l BLOOM O(~aEVIK~I'lG PRESS. 1980. (CHIC"'GO).{ILLII'lDIS). 
LOsSE. ARLYLE MANSFIELD. MEMORUL AT VI~ TRY CHANNELS. 6 (SUM"'ER 19801. 6. 

"'1: WISCONSIN FELLOWSHIP OF POETS. 1~~~~E~:O~POETRYI POETRY OUT OF WISCONSIN. 6. MADISOI'l. 

LOSsE. ARLYLE MANSFIELD MEOI ... n I'l ~1. 19801. 10. • 0 ... T THE WINDOW. IPOETRYI OPEN WmDO .... (.JANU ... RY-FEBRl,IARY 

LOVE;M~~~~~~_~~T~~~;~:;.INOVEL) GARDEN CITY. I'lY: DOUBLEDAY. 19110. (MICHIGANI. 

LillI. DENISE. CHILDIlIRTH IS NOT LIKE D 
LOW. DENISE. FLOWER G ... ROEN OUILT. (PO~~~~~G;I !POETRYI WOM ... NSPIRIT. 6 !SPRII'lG 1980h .30. 

NEBRASK"': WINDFLOWER PRESS 1980 11.3 NOFLOWER HOME ALMAN",C OF POETRY. LINCOLN. 

~~:: ~~:~~;. ~~~~ 29. (POETRYI·KANS ... S OUA~TERLY. 12 (WINTER 198010 110. 

LO"'E. KENNE;H S S~~ ~;~~G;~~CH~R!:~~TRY) CAFE ROCK. 15 (SUMMER 1911010 7. 

(LUEO,',RS. EDWARD.). EDW ... RD LU~OERS' C~"'M LAKE P ... PERS BV 

I. (191101. 166-63. • • STARK. JOHN. (CRITICISMI MIOAMERIC ... 

LUKEN. PAUL. ELEGY FOR ... HYOR"'NT LUNDE. IORIK S SEE FITZGERALD. F ~~O~~~ETRYI GRE ... T LAKES REVIEW. 6 (SUMMER 1(80). 39. 

(LUSH. "'OALINE.]. PEI'l ... DMEN TO HONOR AOALINE LUSH. ... PRIL 27. 1980 • .3E. !AMES. 10 ... A). (BIOGRAPHY) DES MOINES SUNDAY REGISTER. 

LYNCH. DENI'lIS SEE STRYCK. LUCIEN. -, ,--
M ... OGETT. N ... OMI LONG. IlFFSPRING' WRITING A ~ 

IUNORITY WOMEN WRITERS OF ;HE UNITED S~~~~~ BL"'CK "'0)4"'1'l. (POETRY) THE THIRD WOM ... N: 
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN. 1980. 255-56 S. EOITEO 8Y 0 FISHER. BOSTON. lolA: 

IoIAGILL. FR"'NK SEE ... LGREN. NELSON. • 
MAGILL. fR ... NK SEE "'NOERSON. SHER ... OOO. 
MAGILL. FR ... NK SEE BERRY"'AN. JOHN. 
MAGILL. FRANK SEE BLY. ROBERT. 
MAGILL. FR"'I'lK SEE BOUIlJ ... ILY. V"'I'lCE. 
MAGILL. FRANK SEE C ... THER .... ILL .... 
)4 ... GILL. FR ... NK SEE CHESNUTT. CHARLES ...... OOELL 
MAGILL. fRANK SEE CLEHEI'lS. S ... MUEL L. • 
MAGILL. FR"'I'lK SEE OREISER. THEODORE. 
IoI ... GILL. FRANK SEE F ... RRELL. J"'MEs T. 
M"'GILL. FIl ... NK SEE FITZGERALD. F SCOTT 
MAGILL. FR ... NK SEE GARLAND. HA ... LlN. • 
MAGILL. fRAI'lK SEE INGE. WILLI"'M. 
MAGILL. FR4NK SEE LEWIS. SII'lCLUR. 
MAGILL. FRANK SEE LINDSAY. V"'CHEL. 
MAGILL. FRAI'lK SEE "''''STERS. EDGAR LEE. 
M ... GILL. fRAI'lK SEE MOTELY. WILLIARD. 
M ... GILL. fRANK SEE I'lEMEROV. HOWARD. 
MAGILL. fRANK SEE RDEHIKE. THEODDRE. 
M ... GILL. FRANK SEE SANDBURG. C ... RL. 
MAGILL. FR"'NK SEE VONNEGUT. KURT. 
MAGORIAI'l. JAMES. SPIRITU ... L RODEO 
M"'ITL ... t40. TODD. SOMEONE I'lEW. (PO~T~~~E~:~!TI~~~ CITY. I"': TOOTHPASTe PRESS. 1980. 
IM"'l'lfREO. FREOERICK.I. SIOUXLAI'lD P ... NOIl ... M .... - ER REVIEW. 2(.31. 1980 • .382~8.3. 

.... (CRnICISM) MIDWESlERI'l MISCELL ... I'lY ~I~RE~~:~~K MANFREO'S GREEN EARTH. BY FLOR .... JOSEPH 
... AR"'NO. RUSSELL MOOI'l CH... .). 56~6.3. 
IM ... RKUN. LEO.I.·LEO H ... RKU~~E:~S(~~~~~~! K ... NS ... S OU ... RTERLY. 12 ( ... INTER 1(80). 1011. 

VIl. 1198010 108~.32. S BAD BOY. BV RYAN .... ILLUM F. (CRITICISM) MID"'MERIC'" 

CMAROUIS. OON.I. TWO "'ID"'ESTERN STORIES BY MID"'MERIC ... VI. 119791. 100-10. DON MAROUIS. BY HALLWAS. JOHN E. (CRITICISMI 

MARSH"'LL. JAMES. AN UI'lMEARD VOICE' THE ... NII'lETEENTH-CENTURV CULlUR ... L T~EME OFU~~810GR~PHY Of ... DISPOSSESSED HOMESTEADER AND A 
(WINTER 19110-1111 • .30.3~.329. , ... ORsE. OMAR~P~SSESSION. ICRITICISMI OLD NORTHWEST. 6 

MARTIN. HERBERT W SEE OUNB"'R. P"'UL L"'URENCE • WISCONSIN). , \ 

MART!~~L~~~~S~~RTLOW. THE TELEVISING OF HEL~ER. (NOVELl GARIlEN CITY. NY; 1l0UBLI;0 ... Y. 1980. 

M ... RTONI;. MICH"'!;L. R ... CING THE SUN FRO ... OHIO' I 
(POETRY) CEI'lTERING 6--INOIANA ... RITES ;, ~ tHE L"'ND LOCKED HE"'RT--POEMS FROM INDIAI'lA. 

MARIONE. MICHAEL .... OWIl FOR "'I'l"'~ IN THE L~NO ~O~K 1911D • .3 ... 
CENTERING 5--9NOUI'lA IIRITES • .3{ .. ). 1980 • .32-~~ HEART--POEMS fROM INDIANA. (POETRY 1 

!M ... SON. WALT.I. THE K ... NSAS EXPERIENCE IN PO • 
IHOEPENOENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONllNUI ETRY • BY LELAI'lO. LORRHI. (POETRYI UWRENCE. KS; 

(M"'STERS. EDGAR LEE.). M ... GILL'S BI8LIOGR ... PH
NG 

EDUC"'TlON. 1978. 
(BI8LIOGR ... PHYI.(CRITICISM) ENGLE ... DO 'I Of LIT~RARY CRITICISM. BY M ... GILL. FR ... NK. 

IMAsTERS. EOG ... R LEE.I. M ... STER'S "GRIFFY
O 

CLIFFS. N.J~ SALE ... PRESS. 1979. 
(PDETRYI.(CRITICISM) MIDWESTERI'l MISC;~~A~~O~ER. TWO VERSIONS". BV NARVESON. ROBERT. 

(MASTERS. EDG ... R LEE.I. SPOOI'l RIVER'S "EPILOGUE" 111. (1980) • .39-"3. 
MISCELL ... NY Vll. 119791. 34-~0. • SY RUSSELL. HERS. (CRITICISM) MIDWESTERN 

(M ... STERS. !;DG ... R LEE.I. IMAGE OF WOMANHO 
(eRnICISMI MIOAMERIe ... VI. {19791. ~~~~~ THE SPOON RIVER PORTR ... ITS. BY SCMROTH. EVELYN. 

(MASTERS. EDGAR LEE.I. SPOON RIVER • 
(cRITICISMI MIOAMERIC ... VII. 119:~~~OL~:;: AN INTRODUCTION. BY N ... RVESON. ROSERT. 

(MASTERS. EDGAR LEE.I. THE SOURCES OF TM: sp
2 
•• 

AI'lTHDLDGY. BY HURT. J~MES. (CRITICISM) COON. EDGAR LE!; MASTERS ... ND THE SPOON RIVER 
ENTEtlNI ... L REVIEW. a'l CFALL 19801' "0.3-.31. 
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IM ... STERS. EDG",11 LEE.). EDGAR LEE M ... STER'S: A SELECTED GUIDI;' TO SECONDARY MATERI"'LS. 191~-1950. 
8'1 RUSSELL. HERB. !BIBLIOGRAPHYI (lULLETlN OF BI8LIOGRAPHY • .37 IAPRIL-.JUNE 19601. 

eO-89. MASTERS. ZEKE. THE LuCK OF THE OR"'W, (NOVEL) NE ... YORK: POCKET BOOKS. 1980. (KANSASI. 
M ... TlHEIlS • .J ... CK. AN II'lTERVIE'" ... I1H THE SPHINX. (OR",MA] ",ICHIG ... N Ou ... RTERLY REVIEW. 19 (SUMMER 

19801 • .38.3-92. MAURER. BOI'lNIE ... NO SOLYN. P ... UL. CON.JURING THE "'IIlIlEST; ... GRIM F",RMER'S T"'LE: IN THE L ... NO 
LOCKED HEART-~POEMS FROM INOIAI'l .... (PIlETRYI CENTERII'lG 6 __ II'lOlANA "'RITES. JI .. I. 1980. 

". M ... URER. 110NNIE .... K-"'A9T IN INOUN ... ; IN THE L ... ND LOCKEO HEART--POEMS FROM INDIAN .... (PIlETRY) 

-CEI'lTERR67 5--INOI ... N ... IIRITES • .3(,,), 1980 ..... -~5. 
M ... XfIELO • .JOHN. SOLITUDE. (POETRV) K"'I'lSAS OUARTERLY. 12 ( ... INTER 19801. 62. 
M ... XIIELL. MARGO. WHEI'l THE LADY NEFOR. SHE WHOM THE KING KNOWS. WAK!;S. !POETRY) CHICAGO REVIEW. 

.31 I ... INTER 191101. 70-76. 
M ... XWELL. WILLIAM. SO LONG. SEE YOU TOMORROW. (NOVELl NEW YORK: KNOPf. 1980. (ILLINOISI. 

IMYSTERY~DETECT 10111. 
(MAY. CEL!;STE.). TtiE K ... NsAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. ElY LEL"'I'lD. LORRIN. (POETRY) L",WRENCE. KS: 

INOEPENOENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTlI'lUING EOUC"'TIOI'l. 1978_ 
MAYO. EOW ... RO L. COL.35.3TED POEMS. EDITED BY DAVID R ... Y. !POETRYI K ... I'lS"'S CITY. HO: NEil LETTERS 

M ... G ... nI'lE. UNIVERSITY OF MISSouRI - KANS"'S CITY. 1980. 
MC"'FEE. THO)4As. WH ... TEVER ISN'T GLORY. ISHORT FICTIONI ST LOUIS. 1010: SII'lGII'lG WINO PRESS. 1980. 

MCC",OOEN. JOSEPH F SEE BELLOW. SAUL. 
"ICCARROLL. DILLY.). THE K"'I'lSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELANO. LORRIN (EDITOR 10 (POETRY) 

LAWRENCE. KS: INOEPENOEI'lT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTHIUING Eouc ... nON. 19711. 
MCCOLL. MICHAEL. OUIETLY BURNING; OIlG SHAKES ME. (POETRY) KAI'lSAS OUARTERLY. 12 (SU"'MER 198010 

49-60. MCCOMBS. JUDITH. IN THE YE ... R OF VOUR DE ... nH THE II'lHERIlOR; FR ... GMENT: THE HE",OSTONE AND THE 

BE ... RER. (POETRY) NIMROO. 2 .. (FALL-WINTER 19BOI. 21-25. 
MCCOMBS • .JUDITH. uNTITLED STONE POEM. (POETRY) REO CEO",R REVIEW. 1.3(2) 19110. 20~21. 
MCCOMBS • .JUOITH. VIE ... ER TO ARllST. ELDER TO CHILO; ... SK SILENCE TI1ESE. (POETRY) CORRIDORS. 

ISUMMER 1911D), 66-58. 
(MCCONNEL. JOHN L.). JOHN L MCCOI'lI'lEL AND "THE RANGER'S CH ... SE". BY H ... LLWAS. JOHN E. 

tCR1TICISM).IBIOGR ... PHYI JDURI'lAL OF THE ILLINOIS ST ... TE HISTORIC ... L SOCIETY. 7.3 (19801. 

177-811. 
MCDONALD. B ... RRY. CHICKEI'l REO. (POETRY) K ... NSAS OUARTERL Yo 12 (SPRII'lG 19BO 10 .36. 
MCOOIIALD. JIM. W ... LUM OLuM; II'l THE L ... ND LOCKED HE ... RT--POEMS fROM INDIANA. !POETRY) CEI'lTERII'lG 

6--INOI"'I'l'" WRITES • .3(,,), 1980. 5". 
MCFADDEN. P ... VID .... TRIP ... ROUND L ... KE ERIE. (FICTlONI TORONTO: co ... CH HOuSE PRESS. 1980 • 
MCF ... OOEN. O ... VIO .... TRIP ... ROUNO LAKE HURON. (NOVELl TOIlONTO: COACH HOUSE PRESS. 1980. ( ... 

SAROOI'lIC TALE Of LIFE VERSUS ART: aD VOLlIME IN THE GREAT LAKES PENTALDGYh(POETRY 

FROM ILLINOISI. 
MCGR ... TH. THOMAS. SP ... NISH F"'I'lO"'I'lGOI PROPOSAL; PROPHECY. (POETRY] MII'lI'lESOT'" REVIEW. NS. 15 

!F"'LL 191'101. 6-7. 
MCII'lERNY. R"'LPH. SECOND VESPERS. (NOVELl NEW YORK: VANGUARO. 1980. (lLLII'lOISI. 

(MYSTERY-DETECT ION). 
HCL ... UGHLIN. OANIEL F. THE HOUSE OF LETTERS. (POETRY) D ... NVILLE. IL: LITERARY HER ... LD PRESS. 

1980. (MCMILLEN. MARY ANDERSOI'l.). THE K ... NSAS EXPERIENCE IN FOETRY. BY LEL ... NO. LORRIN. (POETRYI 
LAWRENCE. KS: INDEPENDEI'lT STUDY. DIVISIOI'l OF CONTINUiNG EDUC"'TION. 1978. 

MCN ... MAR .... EUGEI'lE. CAL",MUS. (POETRY I ... EsT HILLS REYIEW. 2 (FALL 19801. 82. 
MCN ... M ... RA. EUGENE. E ... RLY MORNING. (POETRVI TOROI'lTO LIFE. NOVEIoiBER 1980. 
MCI'lAM ... R .... EuGENE. IN THIS COLD sPRII'lG. {POETRY I TCRONTO LIFE. (MAY 1(80) • .3'" 
MCNAH ... RA. EUGENE. PUI'lCHll'lij IN. (POETRY I SOUNDINGS E ... ST • .3 (SPRING 19BOI. 22. 
MCN ... MAR .... EUGEI'lE. THE CM~RM SCHOOL; POETRY; THE SENTENC!,,;. (POETRY) FIDDLEHE ... O. la6 ISUHMER 

191101. 63. 
MeNIEce. MILl VE. THE RING. ISHORT FICTIONI GEORGIA REVIEW. 3~ (F ... LL 1(80). 612-17. 

MEHRL. C SEE BENI'lETT • .JOHI'l 101 MEISSNER .... ILLIAM. HOMETOWN WIDOW; RETURNING TO FII'lO III MY F ... THER·S CLOSET. (POETRYI MIDWEST 

OUARTERLY. 21 (SUMMER 198 ). ~"6-"8. 
IMEtC",LF. J M.). THE K ... NSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. 8Y LEL"'I'lD. LORRIN. (POETRY) LAWRENCE. KS: 

INDEPENDENT STUDY. 0IVI510N OF CONTINUING EOUCATlOI'l. 1978. 

MICHELSIlI'l. BRUCE SEE FITZGERALD. F SCOTT. 
MICHELSON. BRUCE SEE CLEMENS. s ... MUEL L. 
MIHOPOULDS. EfFIE. AFRIC"'~ HOW THE MOOI'l D ... NCES. (POETRY) JOURNAL VIGNETTE. 1{11 1980. B. 

61-62. 
MIHOPOULOS. EFFIE. "'NGELS. (POETRY I OUVERTURES. 2 (WINTER 19801. 2~-2~. 
MIHOPOULOS. EFFIE. COLOIUTURA. (POETRVI PUBLISHED POET NEWSLETTER. I (OCTOBER 19801. 10 • 

MIHOPOULOS. EFFIE. GL"'SS, (POETRVI I'lEW VOICES. I (F"'LL 19801. H • 
MIHOPOULOS. EFFIE. HOSPl1 ... LS; MODELS. (POETRY I SING HE",VENLY MuSE. ~ ISUMMER 198010 82-86. 
MIHOPDULDs. EFFIE. PERUVIAN FESTIVAL. (POETRY) PIG IROI'l. 1 (M"'Y 19801. 9. 
MIHOPOULOS. EFFIE. SPECIMENS. ISHORT FICTION! KRYPTOG ... ME. 1 (OCTOBER 1(80). 1~8-"9. 
MILLER. MICHAEL G SEE CLE~ENS. SAMUEL L. 
IULLER. TOBY. THE BEAMISH BOY. (SHORT FICTION I KANS"'S Ou ... RTERLY. 12 ( ... INTER 1(80).79-82. 
HILTCN • .JOHN R. A L66K AT REGIONALISM. (CRlliCISM) D ... KOT ... ARIS QUARTERLY. 9 (SPRING 1(80). 

C-7. 26-28. MILTOI'l. JOHN R. THE NOVEL OF THE AMERIC",N WEST. (CRITICISM) LINCOLN. NE: UNIVERSITY OF 

NEBR ... SKA PRESS. 1980. 
(MILTON • .JOHI'l.I. FROM YOUR PL"'CE "'1'10 8EYOND. BV ... HEELER. SYLVIA. (POETRYI.NCRITICISMI 

MIDWESTERN MISCELL",NY VIII. 119801. 61- .... 0. 
MINCleSKI • .JOHN. GOOD NIGHT ... NYW"'Y; THE GROWTH Of ... UTUMN--FOR PETER ML"'OII'lIC. (POETRYI GREAT 

RIVER-96YIE .... 21.31. 1980 • .39B. 
IMINCZESKI. JOHN.I. BLOOO OF THEHI BLOOD; AI'l ","THDLDGY OF POLISH-"'HERICAN POETRY. BY CONTOSKI. 

VICTOR !EDITOR). (POETRY I ST PAUL. loiN: NE'" RIVERS PRESS. 1980. 

MISCOE. P ... VIO W SEE G ... RL",NO. H""'LIN. 
MIlG"'~G. HERBERT SEE BELLOW. S"'UL. 
MOI'lTEIRO. GEORGE SEE HEMII'lGW"'Y. ERNEST. 
MONTEIRO. GEORGE SEE 8DYLE. K ... Y. 
(MOODY. JOEL.). THE KANS"'S !;XPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LEL"'I'lD. LORRII'l. (POETRY) LAWRENCE. KS: 

INOEPEI'lOENT STUDY. DIVISION OF CONTlNUII'lG EDUC ... TlON. 19711. 
MOONEY. MICH ... EL. saulo SOUP: ... ND OTHER STORIES. (SHORT FICTION) CHICAGO: STORY PRESS. 1980. 

(CHICAG6). MOORE. JAHES. ALL C8!!1 RAISED "'RMS; HERE. TOO. THERE IS A PAR ... OISE. (POETRY) ",MERICAN POETRY 

REVIEW. 9 'MAY-.JUNE 1geOI. 11-
MOORE. PHYLLIS. THIS ... IN'T OREGON. HONEY; II'l THE L ... ND LOCKED HEART--POE"'S FRO'" INDIANA. 

(POETRY) CENTERII'lG 6--II'lDI"'NA "'RITES • .3(<111. 1980. !!IO-61. 
MOORE. STEPHEN SEE F ... RRELL. J ... MES T. 
MORIN. EDWARD. FILLING ST ... TlON. (POETRVI MICIHG ... 1'l DUARTERLY REVIE .... 19-20 (FALL 198D-WINT!;R 

1981). 7"9. 
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MORKEN, LUCINDA OAK~lNO. THE HIRED HAN. (POETRV) POETRY OUT !JF ~ISCONSIN. !5 119801, 
MORRIS. IHUGHT. PLA9SS SONG. FOR FE:MALE VOICES. (NOVELl NEil YORK: HARPER AND 110 .... 1980. 

INEeR"S!,:"') • (ELKHORN. NEBRA$"'" I. 
NORRIS. WRIGHT. WHERE THE WEST BEGINS_ (AUTOBIOGRAPHY! PRAIRIE SCHOONER. 54 (SUMMER 1960). 

$-14. 
(HORRIS. IjRIGIH.). I'll INTERViews WRIGHT MORRIS. BY DAHLIN. ROBERT. ICRITICISMI.IINTERVIEWS) 

PUElUSHERS WEEKLY. 211 122 FEBRYARY 19801. 6-7. 
IKORRISON. TOMI.I. "fllle"'N AND AFRO-AMERICAN ROOTS IN CONTEIOPORAIlY AFRO-AMERICAN LITfRA1URE: 

THE DIFFICULT SEARCH FOR FAMILY ORIGINS. BY SCHULTZ. ELIlABETH. (CRITlClSMI STUDIES 
IN AME;RICAN FICTIDN. 8 11911010 127-415. 

(MORRISON. TONl.l. FOLKLORE AND CDMMUl'llTY II'l SDI'lG OF SDl{lMOI'l. BY aLAKe, SUSAI'l L. (CRITICISM) 
"ELUS, 7 (FALL 1980), 77-82. 

(MORRISOI'l, TOI'lI.). MYTH AS STRUCTURe II'l TOI'lI MORRISOI'l'S SOI'lG OF SOLOMOI'l. BY HARRIS, A LESLie. 
(CRITICISM) MELUS, 7 (FALl. 196D), 69-76. 

(MORRISON. TONI.). THE DARKeR SIDE OF TONI MCRRISON'S SONG OF SOlOI'lOI'l. BY AT!.AS. MARlllfN 
JUDITH. (CRITICISM) SSM!. NE~SLETTER. 10(2). SUMMER 19S0. 1-13. 

MORT. JOHN. GOMEZ. '2S0RT flCTJOl'l1 PRAIRIE SCHOONeR. 5~ CSPRUIG 19S0)' 1-11. 
MORTOI'l. SRUCE SEE HEM I GWAY. ERI'lEST. 
MORTON. BRUCE. HIGH 7LAII'lS HARVeST; SUMMERS. (POETRY) KAI'lSAS OUARl€RLY. 12 (1980). 107-108. 
(MOSES. W R.I. THE KAI'lSAS EXPERIEI'lCE IN POETRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN (EDITOR). (POETRY) LAlmEI'lCE. 

KS: INOEPENOEI'lT STUDY. OIYISIOI'l OF COI'lTII'lUING EDUCATION, 1978. 
MOSSBERG. BARBARA. LAI'lOLOCKED; IN THE LAI'lO LOCKED HEART--POEIo\S FROM INOIAI'lA. (POETRY I 

CENTERING s- 9!!i~IAI'lA WRITI;S. 3(410 19S0. 2!!i. 
(MOTELY. WH.LIARO.I. MAGILL'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERARY CRITIC1SM. BY MAGII.L. FRANK. 

(1IIBLIOGRAPMY}.(CRITICISM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. I'l.l: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
(MOTLEY. WILLARD.). THE PRACTICE Of FICTION IN AMERICA. IIY KLlI'lKOWITZ. JEROME. (CRITICISM) 

AMES. lAO IOWA STATE UNIYERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
MUELLER. LISEL. A NUDE BY EDWARD HOPPER. (POETRY) IN HER OWI'l IMAGEt WOMEN WORKING IN THE ARTS. 

EDITEO BY E MEOGES AI'lO 1 WEI'lOT. OLD IIESTBURY. NY: fEHINIST PRESS. 19S0. 
MUELLER. LISEL. JANUARY AFTERNOOI'l WITH BILLIE HOL10AY. (POETRY I BRIGHT MOIo\EI'l1S: JAZZPOEMS AND 

POETRY ABOUT JAZZ. EDITED BY .I STEPHENS AND II WOESSNER. MADISON. WI: ABRAXIS PRESS. 
19SD. 

MUELLER. LISEL. NIGMTSONG. (POETRYI AI'lTHDLOGY OF MAGAZINE YERSE AND YEARBOOK OF AMERICAN 
POETRY. LOS ANGELES' MOl'llTOR PRESS. 1980. 

MUELLER. L1SEL. TAXCO. (POETRY I POeTRY NOW. !!it:1I. 19S0. 
MUELLER. LISEL. HIE NEED to HOLD STILL. (POETRY) BATON ROUGE. LA: LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 

PRESS. 1980. 
MUELLER. LISEL. TME BLIND LEADII'lG THE BLII'lD. (POETRY) POET'S CHOICE: OI'lE HUNORED AMERICAN 

POETS' FAYORITE POEMS. EDITED BY G.E. MURPHY. GREEN HARBOR. HA: 1960. 
tMUNRO. ROSAIo\ONO 6URGESS.). THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE II'l POETRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN (EOITORI. 

(POETRY) LAWRENCE. KS: II'lDEPENDENT STUDY. OIYISION Of COI'lTINUING EDUCATIOI'l., 1976. 
MURRAY. G. E. REPAIRS. (POETRY) COLUMBIA. MO: UNIYERSITY OF HISSOURI PRESS'; 1960. 
(MURROW. HARCO.). TME KANSAS EXPERIEI'lCE IN POETRY. BY LELAI'lD. LORRIN (EDITOR). {POETRYI 

LAWRENCE. KSO INOEPENCENT STUDY. DIVISIOI'l OF COI'lTiNUING EDUCATION. 1978. 
MYERS. NEIL. ALL THAT. SO SIMPLE. (POETRY) WEST LAFAYETTE. IN: PURDUE UNIYERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
I'lAGLE. MERCITA C. 1 300K TOWARD THE MOUNTAIN fOR STREI'lGTH AI'lO LOYE. (POETRY I HICKSYIlLE. NY: 

EXPOSITlOI'l PRESS. 19110. 
NARVESON. ROBERT SEE MASTERS. EDGAR LEE. 
NARYESOI'l, ROBERT SEE MASTERS. EDGAR LEE. 
NASH. LES. RATTLER; ;I'l THE LAI'lD LOCKED HEART--POEMS FROM mOUNA. (POETRY I CEtoTERII'lG 

~--INDIANA IIRITES. 3(~1o 1960. 39. 
NELSON. PAUL. UNIVN9SAL DONOR. (POETRY) GEORGIA REYIEII. 34 (FALL 19110). !!i69. 
I'lELSDN. RODNEY. A fiNE GREEN BUBBLE. (SHORT F1CTlOl'li BLUE CLOUD OUARTERLY. 20(4). 19S0. 10 PP. 
NEIUNIC. GERALD C. CHICAGO IN fICTION. tBIIILIOGRAPMY),(CRITICISMI STORY QUARTERLY. 10 (19801. 

63-00. (CHICAGOI.(ILLII'lOIS). 
NEMERDV. HOWARD. S!;NTEI'lCES. (POETRY) CHICAGO. 11.: UI'lIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. 1;80. 
(I'lEMEROY. HOWARD. I. HDIIARD NEMEROV. BY LABRI!;. ROSS. (aIOGRAPHY) BOSTON. NA: TWAYNE. 1960. 
(NEMEROY. HDIIARO.). MAGILL'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERARY CRITICISM. BY MAGILL. FRANK. 

(IIIBLIOGRAPHY).(CRITICISM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. NJ: SALEM PRESS. 1979. 
NETTELS. !;LSA SEE HO~ELLS. WILLIAM DEAN. 
NEYILLE. TAM LIN. GO TELL AUNt RHODY; m THE LAI'lD LOCKED HEART--POEMS FROM INDIANA. (POETRY) 

CENTERING 5--II'lDIAI'lA ~RITES. 31410 1980. 32. 
NEVILLE. TAM Lll'l. THE DEER; IN THE LAI'lD LOCKED HEART--PD!;MS FROM II'l0IANA. (POETRY I CENTERING 

e--lI'lDIANA WRITES. Jl410 1960. 30. 
NILSEN. HELGE 1'l0RMANN SEE CRAI'lE. HARTE. 
NOLTE. MELISSA. BETIIEEN THE FLASH AI'lO THE ROAR: AOUARIUS MOON. (SHORT FICTIDI'l) SHINOLA: A 

COLLECTION OF STORIES. LURENCE. KS: LANTANA PRESS. 19110. 19-30. !!is-09. 
NoRDLOH. DAYlo .I SEE HOWELLS. WILLIAM DEAN. 
(NORTON. HENRY BRACE.). TNI': KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELANO. LORRIN. (POETRY) LAIIRENCE. 

KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. OIYISION OF CONTlr.UING EDUCATlOI'l. 1975. 
NOVAK. ROBERT. WAITING; IN TME LAI'lD LOCKED HEART--POEMS fROM INDIAI'lA. IPOETRy) CENTERII'lG 

5--INDIANA WRITES. 3(~}. 19S0. ~!!i. 

NoYERR. DOUGLAS A. MIDIIEST REGIONALIST;PAINTII'lG AND THE ORIGINS OF POPULAR MIDIIESTERN CULTURE. 
!CRITICISM} MIDAMERICA VII. (19S01. 176-92. 

O'CONNELL. MARYIN R. MCELROY. (NOVEL) NEW YORK: NORTON. 19S0. (MIDWESTI. 
o·CoNNoR. MICMAEL PATRICK. THE SOPRANO. (POETRY I SHENANDOAH. 31(3)0 1960. 4S-~9. 
O'CONNOR. MICHAEL PATRICK. AN ECOLDGU!; FROM THE EASY; STRIK1NG THE AIR. (POETRY) MOUTH OF THE 

DRAGON. 2 loCTOBER 1;60). 9-10. 
O'ooI'lI'lELL. PATRICK SEE HOWELLS. WILLIAM DEAI'l. 
O'MALLEY. SISTER EMAI'lUELA. CORN HARVEST: FALSE PROPMET. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLY. 12 (SPRII'lG 

1960). 77-7S. 
O·NEILL. BRIAN. MRS YICARY; MARCH 26. 1975; fROM MY WINOOW AT 10:00';- II'l THE LAND LOCKED 

KEART--POEHS FROM INDIAI'lA. (POETRY) CENTERING ~--II'lDIANA WRITES. 3(~1. 1980. 30-38. 
OATES. JOYCE CAROL. THE BIRTHDAV CELEBRATION. (SHORT FICTION) VIRGINIA DUARTERLY REYIEW. 86 

(1ilINTER 1960). 51-02. 
OATES. JOYCE CAROL. BALLERINA. (SHORT FICTlOI'l) GEORGIA REYIEII. 3~ (IIII'lTER 19S0lo 735-50. 
OATES. JOYCE CAROL. THREE PLAYS. tDRAHA) PRINCETON. N.I: ONTARIO REYIEW PRESS. 1980. 
OATES. JOYCE CAROL. A HiooLE-CLASS I':OUCATION. (POETRY) NEW YORK: ALBONDOCAI'lI PRESS. 19S0. 
OATES, JOYCE CAROL. PRELUOl':; PORTRAIT: WOMAN WITH A GIRL'S FACE. (POETRY) SOUTHERI'l REYIEW. 16 

(SPRING 19S0). ~01-40J. 
DATES. JOYCE CAROL. F---. (POETRY) MICHIGAN QUARTERI.Y REYIE~. 19-20 (FALL 19110-IIINTER 1961), 

617-IS. 
OATES. JDVCE CAROL. MUTILATED 1I0MAN. (SHORT FIClION) M1CHIGAN OUARTERLY REYIEW. 19 (SPRING 

19801.2JO-!!i0. 
OATES. JOYCE CAROL. THE SPIDER. LOYE. (SHORT flCTiONI TRIOUARTERLVo 47 (WINTER 19801. 90-10!!i. 
DATES, JOYCE CAROL. THE HAUNTED .IOUSE. (SHORT FICTlol'l) KANSAS OUARTERLY. 12 (WINTER 1980). 

31-_3. 
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OATES. JOYCE CAROL. BELLEfLEUR. tl'loYELI NEW YORK: DUllel'l. 1980. 
(DATES. JOYCE CAROL.). JOYCE CAROL DATES. BY fRIEDMAN. ELLEI'l G· UIIDGRAPHY) I'lEW YORK' 

ODDI~R~~~~!~KIo\~N~~:~E~~:O;foR 0 CI; IN THE LAND LOCKED HEART--PDEMS FROM 1NOIAI'lA. (POETRY) 

CENTERING !!i--1NDIAI'lA WRITES. J(4). 19S0. 5!!i. 

~~~~~~~~~E:~:~R~~I;Z p~~~o S~~~o:~S R~i~;NO. (l'loYEL I ENGLEWOOD CL IFFS. NJ: PRENTICE-MALL. 1980. 

(ItII'lNESDTA).'MI=~~:~~~I!~~DNS' (i>CETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOOI'lER. 5~ (SPRING 1980). 17. 
,~~;~~: 6~~:E:: ~~~AMAN WHO LOYED FROGS. (POETRY) GREAT RIYER REYIEW. 213}. 1960.296. 

'OPDAHL. !;EITM It SEE CLEMENS. S»!UEL L. 
OR lARD. MICHAEL SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. GREAt LAKES REYIEW. 6 (SUMMER 1980). 42-~J. 
PACERNlK. GARY. fOR CARLl 0 WILLIAMS. (POETRYI 

PAOY. ~O~~~~V! S~~A~E~:~~~~R;E~~~:R!T HIE FLU MARIIEJ; SUSPEI'lDEO REFLECTIONS. (POETRY I 
PAGE~ONVERGENCE. MUSKEGOI'l. HI: POETRY SOC lEn OF MICHIGAN. 1980. !!i2. 77. 

::~~~:'I0\~:\:!~.R~!~~~~~NT~~~~~R;~NRISE: PUZZLE: PROPHECY WHU. (POETRY) ARTS OF ST LOUIS. 

PASE~~E:~~A~~R~~8~!~A~~~1'l BEACH SUI'lRISE: CARRIBEAI'l COAST: tHE SEA FROM A POET'S EYE. (POETRY) 

OF SEA AND SHORE. I {SPRING I~:~~;R~~'NE~ EARTH REYIE~. 5 IMAY 19601> 16. 
PASEK. MYA KERN. FREE AS A BIRD. ARTS OF ST LOUIS. 9 (AUGUST 19BOI. 2!!i. 
PASEK. MYA KERI'l. GULL FLIGHT--SONI8,:~.~,~~0~~::) (POETRYI ARTS OF ST LOUIS. 9 IOECEMBER 1980). 
PASE);' MYA KERN. JAPAI'lESE INSTANT m,,' • 

P"'SE~~'MYA KERN. MAN ON A TREE. (PO!;TRYI I'lEW EARTH REVIEW. 0 (NOVEMBER 19S0). !O'll 

PASEK. MYA KERN. MOOI'lLlGHT ETCHlI'lGS. (POEtRY) NE: EA~~~~~~~E~; :E~A~~~S!H~::~ ; (F;LL 198010 
PASEK. MYA KERI'l. I'lIGHT ON THE GULF: I NEED THE S A. 

~56~YA KERN THE lAYERN. (POETRY) ARTS OF S1 LOUIS. 9 (DECEMBER 1geO). 28. 
PASEC~CK THOMA; BROWER.}. THe KANSAS EXPERIEI'lCE IN POETRY. 6Y LELAND. LORRIN. (POETRY) 
(PEALAIIR~I'lCE KS' INDEPEI'lDENT STUDY. DIYISION OF COI'lTINUING EDUCATION. 1978. 

PECKEI'lPAUGH.· AI'lG~LA. BEGIN ~I1M MUSIC. IPOE~:Y!G:~N:~~~~ 2:?~~~:~:' WII'lD. 38 11980). 

PECKEI'lPAUGH. ANGELA. WAKE UP CHARMuF,O,',,!~ETMD~GHT ISHoR; FICTION I CHARITON REYIEW. 6 (FALL 
PEDEN. IIILLlAlo\. MAIN CURRENTS II'l A... • 

PEDE!~S~:~L~~~~S;HE POLAR BEAR IN THE OZARKS. (StiORT FICTlOI'l) !o4ADISON REVIEW, 3 (fALL 1960). 

27-28. 
PEROSA. SERGIO SEE FITZGERALD. F SCOTT. ( INTER 1980) I_I-~B 
PETERSOI'l. LIZ. DADDY. (SHORT fiCTION I KANSAS QUARTERLY. 12 ~ ~RAIRIE ;CHOONER. 5~ 
PETROSKI. CATMERII'lE. LIFE AS THE WIFE OF KHAI'l AND KHAI'l. (SHORT FICTION) 

PFII'l~;~~!~GR~~:~~'F:~~5~~E HEARTLANO; IN TME LAND LOCKED HEART--POEHS FROM INDIANA. (POETRY) 

CENTERING 5 __ HIOIANA ~RtTES. 3(~1. 1980. I~'HEART--POEMS FROM INDiAI'lA. IPOETRY} CENTERING 
PfINGSTDN. ROGER. MARRIAGES: II'l THE LAND LOCKE 

PFIN:;~~~~I:~:E~~I!~~~ :~:)TO!9:!~0!~E. 192!!i-1950; IN THE LAND LO~K~o HEART--POEMS FROIo\ 

INDIANA. (POETRY) CEI'lTERING :~;~~~~A~~T~~~~E~~D!~~:~ ~~:O~A~~ ~O~KED HEART--PDEMS FROH 

PFLU~~D~!~~~R~~O:T~~~"c:!~~~~I'l~"s __ INDIANA WRITES, 3i4}. 19110. 31. 

:~:~~~:~.G;~~H~e~E~0~~:~~G:~~EC~;~E~6~E POEMS. (POETRY) INDIANAPOLIS. IN: wILLIAM HACKETT. 

PHIL~~:~: MICHAEL JOSEPH 'EDITOR). FOUR MAJOR YISUAL POETS. (POETRY) II'lDIANAPOLIS. IN: FREE 

PHiL~~~~:R::~~A:~E~~;E~~~O~OUND SoNNE~ OF SAIo\AI'lTHA AND HICHAEL. (POETRY I TEXT-SoUI'lO" TEXTS. 
EDl1ED BY II KOSTELAI'lETZ. NEil YORK. MORROW. 1900. ~;'2. 

PICI JOSEPH 6oDKEI'lDS. tSHORT FICTION) GREAT LAKES REYIEW. 6 (SUMMER 19S01o "~-S2. 
~ HARG; THE lo\oON IS ALWAYS FEM~LE. (POETRYI NEil YORK: KNOPF. 19S0. 

~:::R;;' IoIARG~.). HARGE PIERCY'S REYOLUTIONARY FeMINISM. BY LADENSON. JOYCE R. ICRITICISM} 
SSML I'lEWSLETTER. 10(21. SUMMER 19S0. 2~-31. 

fPIERCY. MARGE.). PW INTERYIEWS MARGE PIERCY. BY DDI'lG. STELLA. 9UNTERYIEWS,,(CRITlCISMIo 
IBloGRAPMY) PUBLISHERS IIEEKLY. 217 116 JANUARY 198010 IS-I. 

PINSKER. SANFORD SEE BELLOW. SAUL. 
PLIMPTON. GEORGE SEE HEMINGWAY. !;RI'lEST. 

POO;~~Ai"°~~~~ \~;~ ~!~!~Ei6~~~H~N~;~6~'(POETRY) BLAKE TIMES. 1 (SEPTEMIIER 19801. 29. 
:~:IE~AZ: JEfF: THE YEAR I TOOK THE BASKET TO BE BLESSED; GOOD FRIOAV 1978. (POETRY I 

'PCR~~~~H~:~~~;H~Z. (~~:I~~N~::O ~~P:~~~N~~' It" POETRY. BY LELAND, LORRIN (EDITOR). (POETRY) 
LAWRENCE KS' INDEPENDENT STUDY. DIVISION Of COI'lTII'lUING EDUCATION. 1975. O} 

PoIIER. VlCTD;. I~ THE Ton~ Of BALLYMUCX---. (SHORT FICTIONl TRIQUARTERLY. ~7 (IImTEII 196 • 

PRES;:O;:~~~E JUDA. HDII DOES YOUR GARDEN GRO~. (CRAMAI ANI'l ARBOR. HI: CROwFOOT PRES$. 1980. 

PRICE. ALAN SEE OREISER. THEODORE. 
PRICE. 5 DAYID SEE HEMII'lG~AY. ERNEST. 
PRIGolY. IIUTM S!;E fITZGERALD. F SCOTT. 

~~!~~~~~D~I:~~L~~;V~.S~~/::=~~A~;~~~ OF RURAL LIfE IN PRAIRIE LITERATURE. ICFUTlCISMI KANSAS 

RABE~U::~~~~~, I=H~~~R !~:A~~~O:~u~~:;~:' F ICT ION I NEil YORK: DU1101'l. 1980. 
RAHMAI<, PAT. LA$T TRIP TOGETHER. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLY. 12 {SUMMER 19601. S6. 

RAHSEY. PRISCILLA II SEE WRIGHTo RICHARD. 
RAMSEY. ROGER SEE CRANE. HART. 

:~~~~!!: ~~~~:~ ~1~~~N~A~~N:~~;Li~i~:~·(POETRYI GREAT RIYER REVIEW. 2tJl. 1;80. 39S. 
REED JOHN R A GALLERY Of SPIDERS. (POETRY I PRINCETOI'l. NJ: ol'lTARIO REYIEIII PRESS. 1960. 
REED: JOHI'l R: GM TECH CEI'lTER. (POETRY 1 Io\ICHIGAI'l OUARTERLY IIEYIEW. 19-20 (FALL 19110-III1HER 

(REI~::~}~0~~3~.). THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE 1M POETRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN (EDITOR). (POETRY I 
LAWIIENCE. KS: 1l'lDEPENDEI'lT STUDY. DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUCATION. 1978. 

REHI'lICK. DAYlo SEE LEYINE. PHILIP. 
I'lDER SYLYIA LYONS SEE CHESNUTT. CHARLES ~ADDELL. 7 

~~EXRD;H. KENI'lETH.I. IIEXROTH'S DHARMA. BY GIBSON. HORGAI'l. (CRITICISM) ARK· 14 {19:~!;R~~-:Y' 
(REZMERSKI JOHN CALYIN.). BLOOD Of THEIR BLOOD; AN ANTHOLOGY OF POLISH-AMERICAN 

CDNTDS~I. YI CTOR (EonORI. tPOETRY) S T PAUL. MI'l: NEW RIYERS PRESS. 19S0. 
RHODES. RICHARD. THE LAST SAFARI. INOYEL) NEil YORK: DoU6LEoAY, 1980. 
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RICAPI1D. CAROLYN. ON TliE COLDEST NIGHT OF THE YEAR; IN THE LAND LOCKEO HEAIH--POEI4S fROM 
INDIANA. (POETRY) CENTERING 5--iNDIANA WRITES. JI<oI. 1980. Je. 

RING. DANIEL F. THE MIeIHG"N IMPRINTS INVENTORY OF THIl: HISTORICAL RECORDS SURVEY. 
(BIBLIOGRAPHY) OElRon IN PERSPECTIVE. " (WINTER 19801. 111-17. 

Roa61"S. SHELLIE KIER. YIELDING. (POETRY) ANTHOLOGY OF M"GAZINE VERSE AND YEARBOOK OF 
AMERICAN POETRY, BEVERLY HILLS. CA: MONITOR IIOOK 'OMPANV, 1980. 

ROBBINS. SHELLIE KIER. THE FIRST DANCE; FEARS. (POETRY) SPOON RIVER QUARTERLY. is (SPRING 
HIIID). "7-48. 

ROBBINS. SHELLIE KIER. WHICH SIDI;: UP; ... COLLECTION OF POETRY. (POETRY) NDRTHFlELO. 11.: C B H 
PUBLISHING. 1980. I 

R08114E1. HARRH:TTE G. RIDE THE RED CYCLE. (JUVENILE FICTIOtH ElOSTON: HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN. 1980. 
ROBINSON. FORREST. THE CHAMPAIGN LETlERS AND OTHER POEMS. (POETRY) URBANA' IL: REO HERRING 

PRESS. 1979. 
ROElINSON, FRANK K. EDGAR LEE MASTERS. (POETRYI SPOON RIYER OUARTERLY. 5 (SPRING 1980). 58. 
ROEDEL. HARLAN. DR REPORTS BREAKTHROUGH IN F.",ILY PL.NNING: UROLOGY. (SHORT FICTIONI 

COTTONWOOD REYIEW. 2J (F.LL 19801. 18-19. 
IROETHKE. THEODORE.). THEODORE ROETHKE: THE POETICS OF EXPRESSION. I.IY PARINI • .lAY. 

(CRITICISM) EI.L.L ST.TE UNIVERSITY FORUM. 21 (WUHER 1980). 5-11. 
(ROETHKE. YHEOOORE.). FROf( OPEN HOUSE TO THE GREI;NHOUSE: THEODORE ROETAKE'S POETIC 

BREAKTHROUGH. BY BOGEf(. DON. ICRITICIS"') E L Ih "7 (SUIoIIoiER 19801. J99~"lB. 
IROETHKE. THEODORE.). ROETHKE'S "THE SW.,. ... ElV SANDERS. CHARLES. (CIUTICISIoII EXPLlC.TOR, J8 

ISPRING 1980). 27-2B. 
(ROEnnl;. THEODORE.I. M.GlLl'S ElIBllOGRAPHY OF llTERARY CRITICISM. I.IY N.GILL, FRANK. 

(BIBlIOGRAPHY).(CRITICISM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS. NJ: SALEH PRESS. 1979. 
IROETHKE. THEODORE.). ROETHKE'S "THE SENSUALISTS". BY SANDERS. CH.RLES. (CRITICISM) 

EXPLIC.TOR. JB ISI,IMMER 1980). 9-10. 
ROGERS. THOM.S. AT THIi SHORES. INOVEL) NEW YORK: SIMON AND SCHUSTER. 1980. ONOIAN.1o 

'CHICAGO) • (ILL HID IS). 
ROOT. JUDITH. BLACKBE.RRIES lIVE HERE. (POETRY) WINDFLOWER HOME ALMANAC OF POETRY. LINCOLN. 

NE: WINDFLOWER PRESS, 198D, 81. 
ROOT • .It.OITH. THE GERI.IIL WHO GOT AWAY. IPOETRy) HOllINS CRlTIC. 17 IJUNE 198010 lJ. 
ROSElIEP, R.YMONO •• ROSELIEP RETROSPECT lYE: POEMS AND OTHER WORDS BY AND A80UT RAVMOND 

ROSElIEP. (POETRY) llHACA. NV: .LEMBIC PRESS. 1980. 
ROSEliEP. RAYMOND. liSTEN TO LIGHT: HAIKU. (POETRY) ITH.CA. NV: ALENBIC PRESS. 1980. 
CROSELIEP. RAYMONO.). CONTEMPORARY H.IKu': FOCUS MIDWEST. ElY 8ROOKS. RANOV. ICRITICISMI. 

(POETRY) THE OLD NORTHWEST. 6 ISPRING 1980), 75-81. 
ROSENalUM. HELEN FAYE. MINERY.·S TURN. CNOVElI NEW YORK' PUTNAM, 1980. (OHIOI.(ST KATH.ReEN. 

OHIO) • 
ROSEN8LUM. MARTIN .I. DIYHIIINS: ONE. (POETRY I FORT KENT, MIi: GREAT RIVER PRESS. 1980. 
ROSENBLUM. MARTIN J. CAN'T GET BACK; THIS 'oIINTER; AT SUNRISE ITHE SKIN). IPOETRY) BI..OOD OF 

THEIR BLOOD. ST PAUL. MN: NEW RIVERS PRE~S, 1980. 96-99. 
'ROSENBLUM. M.RTIN .1.1. BLOOD OF THEIR IIlOOO; AN ANTHOLOGY IIF POLISH-AMERICAN POETRY. BY 

CONTOSKI. VICTOR (EDITOR). IPOETRYI ST PAUL. loiN: NEW RIVERS PRESS. 1980. ~ 
IROSENFELO. P.UL.). "FROM EAST-SIDE TO SOUTH·SIOE WITH lOVE:" THE fRIENOSHIP OF SHERI/ODD 

ANDERSON AND PAUL ROSENFELD. BY ANDERSON, DAVID D. ICRITICISMI.(BIOGRAPHYI 
,!leWESTERN MISCElL.N~ VII, (19791. U-55. 

ROSENW~lD. JOHN. ORTHODDXOLOGY. (POfTRY) WISCONSIN REYIEW, l~ 'SUMMER 198010 19. 
ROULSTON. ROBERT SEE FITZGER.lO. F SCOTT. 
ROULSTON. ROSERT SEE FITZGERjI,lO, F SCOTT. 
ROU," KAY UNSEllA SEE FICKE. ARTHUR DAY ISDN. 
RUFFIN. PAUL.. LIGHTING THE FURNACE PilOT. IPOETRYI PEORIA, Il: SPOON RIVER PRESS. 1980. 
RUSSELL. HER8 SEE MASTE.RS. EDGAR lEE. 
RUSSEll. HERa SEE MASTERS. EDGAR LEE. 
RYAN, FRANK l. THE HI,IM.NITIES AT MICHIG.N STATE IN THE FORTIES U: • KIND OF RE.SON~elENESS. 

((RITICISMI SSML NEWSLETTER. 101JI. FALL 1980, 1-1::1. 
RYAN. lilLLIAH F SEE MARKU/<. lEO. 
IRYUN. KATHRVN WHITE. I. THE K.NS.S EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY lEl.ND, lllRRIN (EDITOR). (PDETRV) 

lAIIRENCE. KS: lNOEPENDENT STUOV. OIYISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. 11)78. 
SAlseR, M.R.lORIE. ARC.NUM; SATURO.Y ~ OCTOBeR. (POETRY) KANS.S OUARTERLY, 12 (SUMMER 19811). 

20. 211. 
SALISBURY. RALPH. POINTING AT THE RUNBOI/; POEMS FRON A CHEROKEE HERITAGE. (POETRVI BLUE 

CLOUD OUARTERLY. 2(i (1980). 
S~LO. ALICE BELL SEE CATHER. WILLA. 
ISANOBURG, CARL.). M.GIlL·S 818lI0GR.PH~ OF LITERARY CRITICISM. ElY MAGILL. FRANK. 

(81I1LIOGRAPHy).ICRITIClSM) ENGLEWOOD CLIFfS. 1'1.1: S~lEM PRESS. 1979. 
ISANOaURG. CARl.l. THE POPUL.R WRITER. PROFESSORS. AND THE M.KING OF • RfPUT.TION: THe: CASE 

OF C.Rl SANDBURG. IIY FERlAZZO. P.UL. \CRITICISM) ",IO.MERIC. VI, (19791.72-78. 
SANDERS, CHARL.ES SEE ROETHKE, THEODORE. 
SANDERS, CHARLES SEE ROETHKE. THEODORE. 
SANDERS • .I0SEPH L SEE ZELAZNY. ROGeR. 
SANDERS, M.RK. 8LADEN. NEBRASKA; NEAR THE TRACKS.' 'POETRY) K.NSAS OUARTERlY. 12 ISPRING 19801. 

90. 97. 
SANDeRS. SCOTT. FROM WILDERNESS PLOTS. ISHORT FICTION) GEORGIA REVIEII. J4 ISI,IMIIER 1980). 

JI5-19. 
IS.XTON. ALEXANDER PlAISTEO.I. S~XTON'S/lATE-PROlETARIAN tRIPTYCH: TO CHICAGO AND WEST. BY 

STERN. FREDERICK C. ~CRITIClSM) MIOAMERIC. VII. (1980), I'J-5~. 

SAYLOR. lOUISE SEE ClEMEN5, S.MUEl L. 
SCAMBRAY. KENNETH SEE FULLER. HENRY BLAKE. 
SCHARTON. M. A. AT THE MEDICINE WHEEL. [POETRY) KANS~S OUARTERLY. 12 IliiNTER 1980). 150-51. 
SCHEEL, MARK. THE lAST S.STION. (POEYRY) SAMISOAT. 2J (SPRING 19801. 2J. 
SCHEELE, ROY. GARDENIA IN WINTER; VI'lACING THE SNOII. CPOETRY! GREAT l.KES REVlEII, 6 (SUMMER 

19801. 54-55. 
5CHlESINGER • .I0HN. TRAVELING 8Y BUS FROM CHICAGO; IN THE lAND lOCKED HEART--POEMS FROII 

INDIAN". (POETRV) CENTERING 5--INOIANA WRITES. 3(~), 19110.2". \_ 
SCHOONOVER. AMY .10. APPLES; FORST OAVS. (POETRY I DREAM SHOP. 45 IWINtER 1980-811. 2. IJ. 
SCHOONOVER. AMY .10. BLOOONESS OF THINGS. IPOETRY) GRYPHON. I III.Y 19801. 2J. 
SCHOONIIYER. AMY .III. NOYEMBER PORTRAIt: HOT STUfF. (POETRY) DREAM SIIOP. ~" (SPRING 19110),2.8. 
SCHOONOVER. AllY .10. NUOE. 8ATHING. IPIIETRV) DREAM SHOP. "" (SUMMER 19801. 2. 
SCHOONOVER •• MV .10. NO CONCESSION. (PIIETRYI IN KENTUCKY. 2 (NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1980). 8. 
SCHOONOVER. AMY .10. fOOTSTEPS OF YESTERDAY; THE SEA 8Ell. IPOETRY) SPOON RIVER OU.RTERLY, 

SPRING 1980. 1:I~-~5. 

SCHOONOVER, .MY .10. FARM PROGRESS REPORT. IPOETRY) GALAXY OF VERSE. 7 IFAlL-"'INTER 19110-111). 

". SCHOONOVER. AMY .10. BEFORE OTHER ALTARS. (POETRY) PURPOSE. HAY 1980 (PART 210 .). 
SCIiOONOyeR. AMY .10. STARSPILL. (POETRY) GALAXY OF VERSE. 6 (SPRING-SUMMER 1980). (il. 
SCIiOONOVER. AMY .10. TWO APRILS. (POETRY I LIGI,IORIAN. 68 (APRIL 19801. ~8. 
SCHOONOVER. AMY .10. SLOW lEARNING. IPOETRYI LYRIC. 60 (SPRING 19801. JO. 

1 
I 
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SCHOONOVER, .MY .10. OBBLIGATO. (POEYRVI IN KENTI,ICKY. 2 (M.RCH-APRII.. 19801. ~~. 
SCIiOONOVER •• MY .10. THE SENSUOUS SEASON. (POETRY) PASOUE PET.LS, .I.NUARY 1980. 2!!i0. 
SCHOONOVER. AMV .10. RONDEAU' FLOATING NELODY. (POETRY I DRE.M SHOP. ~~ CAUTU"'N 19110). i!. 
SCIiOONOVER, .MV .10. RONOEAUt AN UN-lOVE SONG. (POETRY) SPOON RIVER DU.RTERlY, WINTER 1960 • .)Z. 
SCHOONIIVER. AMY .10. RITE OF INITIATION. IPOETRYI LYRIC. 60 I1IINTER 19801. 10. 
SCIIOONOYER •• MV .10. PREMeDITATION; CARNIVORE. IPOETRY) SPOON RIVER OUERTERlY. F.Ll 1980. 59. 
SCHOONOVER, AMY JO. ORBITING. IPOETRYI 8lUEGRASS liTERARY REVIEW. I ISPRING 19801. ~8. 
SOIOTT. C.ROl. NEBRASKA. IPOETR~I KANSAS DUARTERLY. 12 (SPRING 19110). 7". 
SCHROTH, EVELYN SEE MASTERS. EDGAR LEE. 
SCHUFF. KAREN E. LET HE BE l.ZV. (POETRV) PE~.SU5. IFALl-WINTER 19801. 20. 
SC.HUFF; KAREN E. NO SCIENCE FICTION. (POETRY) PIEOMONT LITERARY REV)E .... !!i IWINTER 19801. 16. 
SCHUfF. KAREN E. ODE 'TO .IANUS. IPOETRYI PI:NINSUl. POETS.')5 IMARCIi 1980). 20. 
SCHUFF. K.REN E. POLITICAL PRISONERS. (POETRY I I.IAROIC ECHOES. 21 (DECEMBER 19801. 102. 
SCHUFF, K.REN E. POOL GHOULS. (POETRY) .lEAN'S JOURNAL. 17 III.Y 1980). 6J. 
SCHUfF. KAREN E. SUBURElIA SINGS ITS SUMMER SON<;;NOT AT All I..lKE A GREEK GOD. (POETRY I 

CONVI:RGENCE: THE FORTY-FIFTH ANNlveRS.RY ANTHOLOGY OF THE POETRY SOCIETV OF MICHIGAN. 
EDITED ay H l CARSON. MUSKEGON. III: POfTRV SIICIETV OF MICHIGAN. 19110. J2-82. 

SCHUFF, KAREN E. SUMMER POOL. IPOETRY) PENINSULA POETS. ::15 IJUNE 1980). 15. 
SCHI,IFF. K.REN. HAIKI,I. (POETRY I ARCHER. 25 I ... INTER 19801. 20. 
SCHULTZ, ELI2ABETH SEe MORRISON, TONI. 
ISCNEDER, RICH.RO E.). THE KANSAS EXPI:RIENCE IN POETRY. 8Y LEL"ND. lORRIN (EOITORI. IPOETRV) 

LAWRENtE, KS: INOEPENOENT STUDY. DIVISION Of CONTINUING EOUC.TION. 19711. 
SCOTT. HUBERT. FOR .I1,10Y HOLLIDAY. WITH LOYE; E.RlY LOVE. (POETRY) GREAT l.KES REVIEW. 6 

(SUMMER 1980). ~6-!!i9. 

SCIITT. MARK SEE HUGHES, LANGSTON. 
SCULLY, .I.MES. MAY DAY. (POETRY) EI"OOMINGTON, IN: MINNESIIT. RI:VIEW PRESS. 1980. 
SEL.IG. R08ERT l SEE GiSSING. GEORGE." 
SENNETT • .I0HN. A OERElY RE~EMBR.NCE. IPOETRY) OERay STRIP NEWS. ~ (.IUNE 1980) • .:I. 
SENNliTT, JOHN. SKYW.Y IIEAT; SITTING ON A aANK OF THE CHICAGO RIVER; .BSOLVEO .T YAOS; 

NEBR.SKA; MANSAIOE; IIINTER COIIES; NIGHT lA~; THE onER SWIMS nTHIN THE ST.RS; 
SUBURBAN BLUI:S lEAD ME ... EST; SOUND KEEPS CH.NGIN'. (POETRVI M.GIC CH.NGES. O-M 
!AUGUST 19801. ::IJ, "2. 66-67, 69. 73-7'" 83. 110. I~O. 

SEVERIN, C SHERM.N SEE BELL. REBECCA 
SEVERIN. C SHERMAN SEE BEll. REBECCA 
SH.PIRO. ALAN. THE NAMES. (POETRY) SCUTHERN REVIEW. 16 (SPRING 1980). '10'1-405. 
SHARP. WilLIAM. SPRING EI.CK; I .M ELIlA. ISHORT fICTION) SHINOL": • COllECTION OF STORIES, 

LA ... RENCE. KS: lANTANA PRESS. 1980. ::I1-~3. 71-80. 
SHAW. HARRY a SEe BROOKS. G ... ENOOLYN. 
SHELNUTT. EYE. FAEllE WlYHOUT ENO. (SHORT FICnON) GRE.T LAKES REVIEW, 6 (SUMMER 191101, 60-66. 
SHELNI,ITT. EVE. THE LOVE CHilO. (SHORT FICTIONI SANTA 8ARBARA: BLACK SPARRPW PRESS. 1979. 
SHIELDS, C.ROL. tlAPPENSTANCE. (NOVELl NEW YORK; MCGR.II"HllL. 1980, ICHIC.GO).(llLINOISI. 
SHR.~EK. DENNIS. SLY OHIO. ISHORT FICTION) BOWLING GREEN, OH; SALltlOUSE MINING COMPANY. 1980. 

($AlTHOUSE 8-91. 
SIEGEL. R08ERT. ALPHA CENTAURI. (JUYENILE FICTION) WESTCHESTER, Il: CORNERSTONE BOOKS. 1980. 
SIEGEL, ROBERT. IN A PIG'S EYE. (POETRY I IIRLANDO: UNIVERSITV PRESSES OF FLORIO •• 19110. 
Sll8ERMAN. EVE SEE ARNOW. H.RRIETTE. 
SIlESKY, B.RRY. THE COMING OF THE WE.VER; ST.RTING OVER. IPOETRYI GREAT lAKES REVIEW. 2CJIo 

19110. 380-81. 
SIMAK. CLIFFORD O. GROTTII Of THE DANCING DEER. (SHORT FICTION) AN.LOG. 100 (APRIL 198010 

U~-!!i9. 

SINGH. SUKHBIR SEE ElELLOII, S.UL. 
SMETZER, MICHAEL •• NIM.LS IiUNTING. IPOETRY) KANS"s OU.RTERlY. 12 (SPRING 1980). "J. 
SMETZER. MICH.El. END OF UNTER. (POETRYI COTTONwOOD REVIEW. 22 (19110). 69. 
SMILEY • .lANE. BARN BLIND. INOVELI NE'" YORK: HARPER AND ROW. 198G. (ILLINOIS). 
SMITH. CH.RLES MERRill. REVEREND RANOIILPH ANe THE HOLY TERROR. INOVELI NEW YORK: PUTN.M. 1980. 

"(CtlICAGOI.IMYSTERV-OETECTION). 
ISMITH, DAVID JEDOIE,). LISTENING TO THE I.ILUE: THE POETRY OF D"VE SMITH. BY DITSKY • .I0HN. 

IPOETRy).ICRITIClSM) ONTARIO REVlliW. 13 IF.LL-WINTER 1'>80-811. 7J"80. 
SMITH, OINITIA. THE 'HARD RAIN. INOVEl) NEW YORK: DIAL PRESS. 1980. (DETROlTI.IMICHIG.NI. 

SMITH. MICHAEL. lEGACY OF THE l.KE. (NOVEll NE'" YORKt AVON. 1980. IMISSOURI). 
IMYSTERY-DETECTION ). 

SMITH, RAY. WEATHERING. IPOETRY) MENOMONEE. wn Ull.NO PRESS. 1980. 
SMITS. RON.LO. R.NK VEGETATION; TIiE WOODS ... ITHIN; IN THE LAND lOCKED HEART--POEMS FROM 

INDIANA. (POETRVI CENlERING 5--INOIANA WRITES. J141. 1980. !!i6-!!i7. 
SMUDA •• GNES WOLOHAN. POEMS TO DISCOVER WHAT THE lEG PAINS ARE -- FOR MERHlfl. IPOeTRV) GRitAT 

RIYER REVIEW. 2(J). 1980, 35J·55. 
SMYTH, KEVIN. RANT. (POETRY) GREAT ".KES REVIEW. 6 ISUMMER 1980). 67-68. 
SlIlYN. PAUL SEE MAURER. BIINNIE 
SORRELLS. tlELI;N. THE lOST CHILO. (POETRY I K.NS.S OUARTERLV. 12 ISPRING 19801. 1:11:1-58. 
SOUTHWICK, MARCIA. THE VANISHING STREET. (POETRY) GliORGIA REVIEW. J" (FALL 19~0). 61'>-15. 
SPENCER. ROSS H. THE STRANGER CITY CAPER. (NIIVfLI NEW ~ORK: .VON. 1980. (CHICAGO), 

(MYSTERY-DETECt ION). 
SPENCER. ROSS H. THE ABU WAMAB CAPER. (NOVELl NEW VORKt .VON, 1980, (CHICAGO), 

iMYSTERY-DETeCTION I. 
ST CLAIR. PHILIP. IN THE THIRTY-NINE STEPS: POEIoiS 196<1-1978. IPOETRY) 8RADY L.KE. IIHI 

SHELLEY'S PRESS. 1980. 
ST Cl.IR. PHilIP. KISHKALW •• A SHAWNOE CHIEF; MOAN.HONGA •• 1'1 10WAY W.RRIOR. 

1:1-6, 11980). 71-72. 
ST CLAIR. PHILIP. NEAMATHlA. A SEMINOLE CHIEF. CPOETRY) SHELLEY·S. 10 
Sf CLAIR. PHILIP. RANCHfWAINE •• 1'1 10WAV WOM.N. (POETRV) SHELlEY·S. 1Z 
ST CLAIR. PHILIP. REO JACKET .OORESSES HIS KINSIIEN •• UGUST 1779. (POETRY I 

ST C~~~~: !~~~:;. J~~o .IACKET HEARS lOGAN. AUGUST 175'<; REO JACKET AOORESSI!S 
O"UGHTER • .IUNE 111~7. (POETRY) WINTER. 4 11980). ::13. J5. 

ST .I0HN. RICHARD. THE lOST ART. (POETRY) Gf'lEAT lAKES REV IE"" 6 .","",," •. :.:::,; 

~ ! ~~~~~R~~~:N ;H~O~~~l~~i~· ~iO~~E I ~~~~~M~~~! ~~ N ~ Y~~~ ~E: ~ ~::~~.,:""~;:;;;";, •• 
(POETRY) BLOOMINGTON, IN: INDIANA UNIVERSlfY PRESS~ 

STAFFORD .... lllIAM •• W.R-~ONUMENT SPEECH fOR .IULV ~. IPOETRY) MIDWitS T 

STAF;~:~~·W~~~;.M. NORTH OF TIiE IIHIO; IN THE lAND LOCKED HE.RT--POI!MS' 
CENTERING 5--INOI.NA WRITES. 3(410 1980. JO. 

(STAFFORD. WILlIAM.I. THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN PO''':;':;':;.,;:",:~;~~,.!!~:::; 
lAWRENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT STI,IDY. DIVISION OF CI 

STALL. ROBERT. THE ORPHAN. (NOVEL) NEW YORK: POCKET 
STANLEY. LIND. C SEE FITZGER.LD. F SCOll. 
STARK • .I0HN SEE GUEST. JUOITtl. 
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STARK. JOHN SEIO I.UEDERS. EDWARD. 
STEINBRIN", JEFFREY SEE FITZGERALD. F SCOTT. 
STELZIG. EUGENE. THE WHEATLANO DINE;IH IN HIE LAND LOCKEO HEART--PDEMS FROM INDIAN .... (POETRY) 

CEN'ffiRING 5--INoIANA WIlITES. 31_'. 1980. ~3. 
(STEPHENS. KATE.). THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELAND. I.DRRIN. (POETRY) LAWRENCE. K5: 

iNOEPEI'IDIONT SHIOT, DIVISIQN OF CD/HINUING EDUCATION. 1978. 
STERN. flERl. HOMESTEAD: IN THE LAND LOCKEO HEART--POEMS FROII INDIANA. (POETRY) CENTERING 

S--INDIANA WRITES. 3HI. 1980. "3. 
STERN. FREDERICK C SEE S"XTDI'l. ALEX"NDER PL.USTED. 
STETSGN. ERLENE SEE BROOKS. GWENDDI".YN. 
(STONE. NELVILI.E E.,. Ml;l.VIl.l.e E STONE. EUGENE FIELD. AND THE BEGINNINGS OF tHICAGO LITERARY 

JOURNALISM. BY ANOERSON. 0"'0'10 O. ICRlTICISK) SSNL NEWSLETTER. 10(3). FALL 1980. 

STONE. N"NCY Y. DUNE SHADOW. INDVELI BOSTON: HOUGHTON MIFFLIN. IIIBO. IMICHIG"NI. 
STR"AYERS. "RNY CHRISTINE. HURTlN "NO NE"LIN AND TALrlN IT "LL OVER. (SHORT FICTION) CHICAGO. 

IL: METIS PRESS. 19BO. 
STR"TTON. BERT. GIGGING. INOVEL) CLEVELAND. OH: ACORN. 1980. ICLEVEL"ND).IOI-UO). 
ISTRYCK. LUCIEN.). THE POETRY OF LUCIEN STRYK. BY LYNCH. OENNIS. ICRlTICISM) "MERICAN POETRY 

REVIEW. 9(5). (SEPTEMI!ER-OCTOBER 1980). q~-46. 

STRYK. LUCIEN (EOITOR). PRURIE VOICES. (POETRY I CHICAGO. IL' ILLINOIS "RTS COUNCIL 
FOUNDATION. 1980. (ILLINOIS). 

STRYK. LUCII;N. CONVI;Rs"TIONs WITH ZENNIsTs. (CRITICISM) "MERIC"N POETRY REVIEW. (N"RCH-"PRIL). 

""-"7. 
(SUCKOW. RUTH.). IOWANS IN THE ARTS: RUTH SUCKOW IN THE: TWENTIES. BY KIEsE:L. M"RG"RET M"TL"CK. 

IBIOGR"PHY).(CRITICISM) "NN"LS OF lOW". "5 (SPRING 19&010 Z511-B7. 
(SUCKOW. RUTH.). THE ART OF RUTH SUCKOW'S .. " START IN LIFE:". BY OEHLSCHL"EGER. FRITZ. 

ICRlTICISM) WESTERN "MERIC"N LITER"TURE. 15 (F"LL 19&010 177-&6. 
SUOE:RM"N, E:LMER f. PL"CES TOO SMALL fOR M"PS. IPOETRY) K"NS"S OU"RTE:RLY. IO!. (SPRING 19801. 4". 
SUOERM"N. ELMER F. THE OLD WINDNILL'S SONG. (POETRY) GRE"T LAKES REVIEW. 6 (SUMNER 19801. 611. 
ISUDERM"N. ELMER.'. THE K"NS"S EXPERIENCE: IN POETRY. BY LELANO. LORRIN (EOITOR). (POETRY) 

LAWRENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT STUOY. DIVISION Df CONTINUING EOUC"T10N. 1978. 
SULLIVAN. CHEATER. IN THE CONP"NY Of 8EES. (SHORT fiCTION) NEW MEXICO HUM"NITIES REVIEW. 3 

(SPRING (1180). 61-61:1. 
SULLIV"N. CHE:STI;R. GO"T B"RBECUE. (SHORT FICTION I V"NDER8ILT REVIEW. 1 (SPRING 11180), 62-71. 
SULLIVAN. CHESTER. TO TELL" STORY. (SHORT fiCTION) SHINOL": " COLLECTION OF STORIES. 

LAWRENCE. KS' L"NTAN" PRESS. 1980. 81-108. 
SUMMERS. HOLLIS. SPERM CIlUNT; I LJVE IN NILLERS8URG. KENTUCKY. (POETRY) GREAT LAKES REVIEW. 6 

(SUMMER 11180). 70-71. 
SUSINA • .J"N • .JAMES JOYCE AT THE IN014NAPOLIS 500: IN THE L"ND LOCKED HE"'RT--POEMS fROM 

INDI ... N .... (pOETRVI CENTERING 5--INOIAN'" WRITES. 3t"" 19110. 16. 
SW"N. GL ... OYS .... MORNING'S TR ... OE. (SHORT FICTION) NEW fiCTION FROM INOI ... N". INOIAN"pOLIS. IN: 

WRITERS' CENTER PRESS. 1980. 
SW"'N. GL"OYS. L ... NO Of PROMISE. (SHORT FICnON) NEW AMERICA. ~ (WINTER 19&0). 6'Z-6'6. 
SW"'N. GL ... OYS. ON THE EVE Of THE NEXT REVOLUTION. (SHORT fiCTION) GREENSIIORO REVIEW. 29 

(WINTER 1980-81l. 2-12. 
SIIAN. K"RIN. GUNNING: THE NEIGHBOR. IPOETRYI GRE ... T L ... KES REVIEW, 6 (SUMMER 19&0). 72-7~. 
SWANSON. liED .... "G"IN AND ... GAIN. (POETRY) JEAh'S JOURNAL. 17 IfEIIRU ... RY 1980). 33. 
sW"'NsON. IIEDA. I BELIEVE IN SPIRITS; TRUE. (POETRY) HOOSIER CH"LLENGER, 12 (SPRING 19801. 35. 
SII"'NSON. 8ED .... .J"'NU ... RY OF SEVENTY-NINE: OH. WINTER. (POETRYl HOOSIER CH"LLENGER. 11 

(F"LL-IIINTI;R 1979-801. 3. 50. 
SWANSON. liED .... MEMORIES. IPOETRY) .JE"N'S .JOURN41. 17 IN ... Y 19801. 55. 
SUNSON. 8EO .... SOWING SEEDS. (POETRY] .JI;"'N'S .JOURN"L. 17 (AUGUSt 19&01. 60. 
ISYKES. VELMA.). THE K ... NS"'S E;XPERIENCE IN POETRY. 11'0' LEL"'ND. LORRIN II;DITOR). (pDETRY) 

L ... WRENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT StUDY. OIVISHII\ OF CONtiNUING EOUC"TION. 11178. 
TAGG ... RT. HELENE. OIMINUENCO; IN THE L"NO LOCKED I1E"'RT--POEMS fRO II INDIAN". IPOETRy) CI;NTI;RING 

5--11'101"'1'1", WRITES. 31"). 1980. 17. 
TAN""'RO. THOM. pOSTC"ROs: IN THE 1."'1'10 LOCKI;O HE",RT--POEMS fROM INDIANA. (POETRYl CENTERING 

~--INOIAN'" WRITES. 3(4). 1980. 11. 
n ... RKINGTON. 1I00TH.I. THE FAMILY IN 1I00TH T ... RKINGTON'S GROWTH TRILOGY. BY LE G"TES. CH ... RLOTTE. 

(CRITICISM) NIOAMERICA VI. (111711). 88-99. 
TAYLOR. DONN" (EDITOR). THE GRE ... T L"KES REGIIlN IN CHILOREN'S OOOKS. (BI8LIOGR"pliy).(.JUVENILE 

LITERATURE) IIRIGHTON. loll: GREEN O"'K PRESS. 1980. 
T ... YLOR. DORIS. AFTERIlARDs. IPOETRY) MINNESOT ... REVIEW. NS. 15 tfALL 111801. 211. 
UYLCR. N"RCELL .... MR WORLD "T THE .JUNKANOO ""'RAOE. (POETRY) CARLETON MISCELLANY. 18 (WINTER 

1979-80). 8_. 
T"YLOR. M ... RCELL .... THE SECON~ .JOURNEY. (pOI;TRY) GRE"T LAKES REVIEII. 2(2). 1980. 253. 
TENNEY. THOM"S ... SEE CLEMI;NS. S"MUEL L. 
TERRY. MEG"'N .... OV ... NCEs. IDR"M") OM"HA. NE: OMAH ... M ... GIC TliE ... TRE. 19110. 
TERRY. MEG"N. TME TREES IILEII DOWN. (DR ... M ... I OM ... HA. NE: DMAH ... M"'GIC THEA TIlE. 1980. 
THOM"S. f RICliARO IEOITORI. THE LAND LOCKED H""'RH POEMS fROM INDIAN .... (POETRY) BLOOMINGTON. 

IN: INOUNA WRITES. 1980. 
tHOM"'S, F RICH"RO. "'LIVE WIfH YOU THIS 0"'0'. IpOETRY) BLOOMINGTON. IN: RAINTREE PRESS. 19&0. 
THOMAS. f RICH"RO. FROG PRUSES NIGHT; POEMS WITH CONMENT ... RY. (POETRY) CARBOHO ... LE: SOUTHERN 

ILLINOIS UNIVERSIlY PRESS. 1980. 
THOM"'S, F RICHARD. IoIYSELF. MY HOME. TNE,'MOON: IN THE L ... ND LOCKED HE"'RT--POEMS fROM IN01"N". 

(POETRY I CENTERING 5--1NDI"N" WRnES,' 3("'. 1980. 35. 
ITHOM"S. f RICli ... RO.). CLEAR WATER fROM" pORCEL ... IN SPIGOT: ... REVIEW ESS"'Y Of ... L1VE WITH YOU 

TlHS 0 ... '0' BY f RICH"RO THOM ... S. BY ATL ... S. MARILYN .JUDITH. (REVIEW ESSAY) SSML 
NEWSLETTER. lOll). SPRING 1980. <14-"11. 

THOM"S • .JIN. "NT"GONIST: POEM ... 5 W ... TERIoINE. (POETRY) K"NS",S OUARTERLY. 12 OIINTER 1980). 1"9. 
THDIoIPsON • .J"MES. SEE. ELI;THE .... "Oil". 
THDMpSON. R08ERT S. 8RIEfING. (SHORT FICTION) KENYON REVIEW. Z ISUMMER 19801. '11-'19. 
THOMPSON. SUS ... M SCOTT. PARING OOWN: IN THE L"'ND LOCKED HEAIH--pDENs FROM INDIANA. (POETRY) 

CENTERING 5--INDIAN'" WRITES. 3141. 1980. 60. 
THORNE. CRE"TH 5 SEE HEMINGII"y. I;RNEST. 
THORNTON. EMM" S .... NO AO ... MS. P"ULINE. GR ... SS - GR ... sSROOTS -- ... MERIC"N MET"PHOR - "MERIC"'N 

CLICHE. tcRIfICISM) MIO"MERIC ... VI. (1979). 7-<!6. 
TOMLIN. E W f SEE "'NOERSON. SHI;RWOOD. 
TORGERSEN. ERIC. WIPING MY BLOOD ON YOU: IN M"'RCH. (POETRY) GREAT L ... KES REVIEII. 6 (SUMMER 

19&0). 75-76. 
TREECE. PEGGY 13 SEE C ... THERWOOO. M ... RY H ... RTWELL. 
TREMMEL. ROBI;RT. THE CHILDLESS. IpOETRY) GREAT RIVER REYIEW. 213). 19&0. 356-57. 
TRUDELL. DI;NNIS. GREEN TO~ATOES; SING "NO DANCE. CPOETRY) GEORGIA REVIEW. 3~ ISUMMER 1980). 

290-91. 
TRUDELL. DENNIS. W ... TCN THEM DIE. (POI;TRYI GEORGIA REVIEW. 35 (f"'LL II1BII. 5116. 
TRUESO ... LE. C W. "VOCAOOs. IPOETRYl MINNESOT ... REVIEII. Ns. Hi If ... LL 19801. 30-31. 
UffEN. ELLEN SERLEN SEE FERBER. EON". 
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IULEWICZ. L"UR" LOUISE.). 8LOOO OF THEIR 8LOOO; "1'1 ... NTI10LOGY Of POLISH-"MERIC"'N POETRY. BY 
CONTOsK1. VICTOR IEOITOR). (POETRY) ST PAUL. MN: NEW RIVERS "RESS. 1980. 

UPDIKE • .JOHN. lOW .... (POETRY) PORTLAND. OR: NORTHlIl;sT BOOKPOST. 1980. 
YALENT'" HELEN. CHAMp"'IGN COUNTY. (POETRY) GRE"T L"KES REVIEW. 6 IsUMMER 19&01. 77. 
VALENTA. HELEN. COMP ... RING .JOURNEYS; DUSK: MICHIGAN. (POETRY I GRE ... T RIVER REVIEII. <!131. 11180. 

J8~-85. 
V ... LIN. JON"TH ... N. fINAL NICE. INOVEL) "EW YORK: DOOO. ME ... O. 1980. ICINCINNATlJoIOHIOI. 

1M ysTERY-DETECTION). 
VALIN • ..I0N"TH"N. THE LIME PlT. (NOVELl NEW YORK: 0000. ME"O. 19&0. CINCINNATl).IOHIOlo 

t ~YSJERY-OE TECT ION). 
IVAN VECHTEN. C ... RL.). " BIBLIOGR"PHY OF THE WORK Of C ... RL v ... N VECHYEN. BY KELLNER. BRUCE. 

(810LIOGR"PHY) WESTPORT. C1: GREENWOOD PRESS. 1980. 
V ... N WALLEGHEN. MICH"'EL. THE SIBYL "T SNUG H"RBIJR: fUN "T CRYST"L L ... KE. (POETRY) SOUTHERN 

REVIEW. 16 ISPRING 19801. 398-~00. 
V"N WlNCKEL. N"NCE. TURNING 27 WlTH MY 0111'1 NOSE. (POETRY) "NT lOCH REVIEW. J& (SPRING (980). 

118-79. 
'0''''1'1 WINCKEL. N ... NCE. NEW LOVE; LOST IN RIVERVIEW TR"ILER COURT. IpOETRY) POETRY NORTHIIEST. 21 

(SPRING 1980). 28-31. 
V ... N WINCKEL. N ... NCE. IIHEN YOU'RE GONE. (PDETRYI K",NS ... S OU"RfERLY. 12 (WINTER 1980). 77. 
V ... NDERHOlEN. ROBERT. THE MURDER; EVENING; BELLINGHAM. IpOETRVI pR"CTICES Of THE WINO. Ill). 

IVE8~::~·THORSTAIN.). "FOR THE PI;RIOO OF THI; W"'R": THORSTEIN VEBLEN. W"RHME !';KIGENCV. AND 
SOCI"L CH"'NGE. 8'0' DANBORN. 0"'0'10 8. (CRITICISM) MID-"HERIC .... 62 ( ... PRIL-JULY 11180. 

91-104. 
VICTOR. CINDY. SUTTI;L. (SHORT FICTION) K"'NS"'s QU ... RTERLY. 12 IsUMMER (980). 1<!5-JI. 
VIDAL. GORE SEE FITZGERALD. f SCOTT. 
IVOELKER • .JUSTICE.I. PENMAN FOR THE PEOpLI;: JUSTICE VOELKER (R08ERT TR ... VER). BY HEPLER • .JOHN 

C. (CRlTIClsM) MIO"MERIC'" VI. (1979). 127-"0. 
VOLK. CR"IG. VOICE Of TNE CLOUD; ZAILLIE RULO. (POETRY I K",NSAS QU",RTERLY. 1<! (SPRING 1980). 

107-108. 
VOLK. STEPHEN. EXORDIUM. (POETRY) CEO ... R f"LLS. IA: H"RVEST PRESS. 11180. 
(VONNEGUT. KURT.). HOW "NOWHI;RE. US ..... (lOW'" ClTY) BEC",ME THE "P ... R'oI4SSUS Of "MERICAN WRITING". 

8Y DEGNAN. J ... MES p. IBIOGRAPHY) DES MOINES SUNDAY REGISTER. SEPTEMBER 28. 1980. 3C. 
(VONNEGUT. KURT. I. M .... GILL·S BIBLIOGR"pHY OF LtTER"'RY CRITICISM. BY M ... GILL. fR"'NK. 

IB1I3LIOGRApHy).ICRITlClSMI ENGLEWOOD CLiffS. NJ: SALEM PRESS. 19711. 
IVONNEGUT. KURT.). THE PRACTICE Of FICTION IN ... MERIC .... ey KLlNKOIlITZ. JEROME. (CRITICISM) 

"HES. I": lOW" STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1980. 
(VQNNEGUT. KURT. I. THE ... MERIC ... N 1960'S: IM"GIN .... TIVE "CTS IN ... DECADE OF CH"'NGE. BY KLINKOWITZ. 

JEROME. (CRITICISM) ... MES. I": lOW" ST ... TE UNIVERSIlY PRESS. 111130. 
WADI;. 0"''0'10. PASSING THROUGH sM ... LL INDIAN" TOWN$ ON " GREYHOUND IN SILENCE JUST AfTER" GIANT 

SNOII STORM. L"TE .JANUARY 1979; IN THE LAND LOCKED HE"'RT--POEMS FROM INOI"NA. 
(POETRY) CENTERING 5-~INOUN" WRITES. 3141. 1980. <!6. 

W"GNER • .JESSIE M SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. 
II"GONER. DAVID. THE HANGING GARDEN. (NOVEL) BOSTON: LtTTLE. 8ROIIN. 19&0. (MIDWl;sT). 
w"KOsKI. Oi"NE. CAP Of D ... RKNESS INCLUDING LOOKING FOR THE KING. OF SPAIN "'1'10 P"'CHE8EL8EL'S 

CANON. (POETRY I 5"NT'" B"RB"'R". CA: BL"CK SP"RROW PRESS. 1980. 
II ... KOSKI. 01"NE. TliE M"N"GEO WORLD. (pO{';TRY) NEW YORK: REO OZIER PRESS. 1980. 
W ... KOSKI. 014l-lE. THE M"'N WHO SHOOK H ... NDS. IPDETRY) G"ROEN ClTY. NY: DOUBLEO ... Y. 1978. 
W"KOSKI. OI"NE. TOW"RD " NEW POETRY. (POI;TRYI.lCRITICISMI ... NN "RBOR: UNIVERSITY OF MICHIG"N 

PRESS. 1980. 
WAKOSKI. tH ... NE. TROPHIES. IPOETRYI S"NTA B ... R8AR". C ... : 8L .... CK SPARROW PRESS. 1979. 
IW ... KOSKI. DIANE.I. BLOOD OF THEIR 8LOOO; "N "NTHOLOGY OF POLISH-"MERIC"'N POETRY. BY CONTOSKI. 

VICTOR (EDITOR). (POETRY) ST P"UL. MN: NEW RIVERS PRESS. 11180. 
WALDINGER .... L8ERT SEE BEROICHEVSKY. MIKH ... YOsEf. 
w ... LDINGER. ALBERT SEE "'NOERSON. SHERWOOD. 
W"LL ... CE. RON ... LO. f"LLING. (POETRY I Y ... NKEE. (SEPTEM8ER 19BOI. 2<!1. 
W"LL"CE. RON ... LO. f"THER AND SON; sT ... RRY NIGHT; THE RE ... L THING. IPOETRY) MIOWI;ST OUARTERLY. 21 

IWINTER 1980). Z'!I0-52. 
W"'LL"CE. RON"LO. GR",pES: ECLIPSE. IPOI;TRYI HOLLOII SPRING REVIEW Of POETRY. 3(2). 1980. 110-11. 

W"'LL"CE. RON ... LO. INST4LLING THE BEES; GRIEF; FATHER ... ND SON: OR"NGEs. (pOETRVl POEMS OUY OF 

W"'LL:~:~O~~~~~D~ ~!~~:!'CH"'NGI;: KILLING THE CHICKENS. (POETRY) MADISON REVIEII. 2 (SPRING 

W"LL!~:~);O~!~~~'MOVING INTO THE B"SEMENT. IpOI;TRYI POET "'1'10 CRITIC. 1<!(1)' 19BO. 11. 
w ... LLACE. RONALD. MY f"THER'S SON; APPLES. (POETRY I K"NSAS OUARTERLY. 12 (SUMMER 198010 115-16. 
W ... LL"'CE. RONALD. ON THE RIVER. (POETRY) SOUTH O",KOTA REVIEW. 18 (SUMIoIER 1980). ". 
II"LL ... CE. RONALD. OVER THE G"RDEN W"LL. (POETRY) OTHER ISL ... NOS. 1 (1980). 9-10. 
WALL ... CE. RONALD. PR"YER FOR fiSH. (POETRY) "'NTHOLOGY OF M"G"Z1NE VERSE "NO YE"'RBOOK Of 

...KERIC ... N POETRY. BEVERLY HILLS. C": ~ONl111R BOOK COMP ... NY. 1980. ~27. 
WALL ... CE. RON ... LO. SEPTEMBER R ... IN: 1001 NIGHTS. (POETRY) POETRY NORTHIIEST. IsUMMER (980). 36-37. 
W ... LL ... CE. RONALD. SESTlN ... FOR THE HOUSE. IpOETRY) CHOWDER REVIEW. 14 (SPRING-SUMMER 1980). 1'" 
W ... LL ... CE. RONALD. THE 8ELLY O ... NCER IN THE NURSING HOME; ... RR ... NGING THE PIG. (POEYRY) M ... DISON 

REVIEW. 2 (WINTER 1979-&01. 10-11. 
W ... LLACE. RON ... LD. THE ... SSIST"'NT PROFESSOR'S NIGHTM"RE. (POETRY) SOUTHWEST REVIEw. 65 (WINTER 

II"'LL!~:~)~O~~i..D. TROUT: CUCUMBERS: OCTOBER. (POETRY) A WINDfLOWER "LM"NAC. LINCOLN. NE: 
WINDfLOWER PRESS. 1980 ... 3. 91. 116. 

WALLACE. RONALO. YOU C"N'T WRITE" POEM ABOUT MCDONALO'S: TRANSVESTITE. (POETRY) CINClNN"TI 
pOI;TRY RE .... IEII. NO 7 (fALL 1980). 7"-76. 

WALTON. TODD. fORGOTTEN IMPULSES. (NOVEL) NEW YORK: SIMON "'1'10 SCHUSTER. 11180. IILLINOISI. 

(W"R~~H~;~Ge:i..Ll"'MS.). THE K"'NSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN (EDITOR). (POEtRY I 
L"WRENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT sTUOY. DIVISION Of CONTINUING EDUC"TION. 197&. 

(."RE. EUGENE FITCH.). THE KANs",S EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LELAND. LORRIN. (POETRY) L"WRENCE. 
KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. 01'0'15101'1 OF CONTINUING EOUC"TION. 1978. 

II ... RNER. SH ... RON O ... RD .... NOTHER "'CCEpTOR. (SHORI fiCTION) TEX ... S WIlM ... N. I (JANUARY 1980). '!IO-85. 
W"RS"II. IRI;NE. w ... RILY WE RDLL "IoONG. (POETRY) fR"NCESTOWN. NH: GOLDEN OUIlL PRESS. 1979. 
W"TERM"N. C ... RY. PICKING RHU8 ... R8. (POETRY) GRE ... T RIVER REVIEW. O!.IJIo 1980. 299. 
II ... TERMAN. CARY. THE S ... L"'N"'NOER MIGR"TlON. (POETRY) PITTs8URGH. 1'''': UNIVERSITV OF PITTSBURGH 

(W"T::~!::: ~:!~:). fROM YOUR PL"CE "'ND BEYOND. BY WHEELER. SyLVI .... IPOETRy).(CRITlClsMI 
HIOIlESTI;RN MISCELL"NY VIlt. U9801. 61-70. 

(W"TTLES. WILLIARO.I. THI; K ... NSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BY LEL ... ND. LORRIN. IpDETRYI L ... IIRENtE. 
KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. DIVISION Of CONTI~UING EDUC ... TlON. 197&. 

:~!~I;:~I~:;R~;~.f~~!~~~~~D~y~ ... ~~~~~: (NOVELl BnON ROUGE: LOUISIAN ... STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 
1980. IWIsCONSINI.ISILVER L ... KE. WISCDNsIN). 
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WEAVI>Il. GORDON. GETTING SERIOUS: STORIE5. (SHOIH FitUONI BATON ROUGE: LOUISIANA STATE 
UtnVERStTY PRESS. 1980. 

WeAVER. lHOl4AS SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. 
WEISMAN. JOHN. EVIDENCE. U<lOVELI NEil YORK: VIKING PRESS. 1geo. tOETROtT).IMICHlG ... N), 

{MYSTERY-DETECTION I. 
WELClh DON. HIE ARMLESS. IPOEHIYI ANH!OLOGY OF AMERICAN VERSE AND rEA1l800l<; OF POETRY. LOS 

ANGELES. ell: IION110R BOOKS. 1980. 
WELCH. 001'1. THE R,lRER GAMI':. (POETRY) ~lMROO. 2'1 (FALL-WINTER 19801. 6-9. 
WELCH. DON. HII, RARER GAME. (POETRY) ~"'ARNEY. HE: KEAIlNEY SlATE Col.LEGE PRESS. 1980. 
WEU.ES. PATRICIA. ANGf,:L IN THE SNOW. INDVELI NEW YORK: POCKI;';Y BOO";5. 1980. UUCIHGANI, 

(BIRMINGHAM. HICHIGANJ.IMYSTERY AND DETECTION). 
WELT. E!,.LY. JOAI'INA REDDINGHOOO. (NO'lELI'NEII YORIO R"'NOOM HOUSE. 1980, !MIOWEST). 
WEStERFIELD. tI ... RGIS. c ... T PICTURED W"'LKING IN SUNLIGHT. IPDETR'I) c ... TS M ... G ... Z1NE. J7 (MARCH 

19801. 
WESHtRFIELD. H ... RGIS. CITY OF PORTL ... ND ... T JULESSURG. (POETRY I ROUNDUP, (M ... RCH 19801. 
WESTERFIELO. HARGIS. GREYIIDUNOING ON HIGHII ... Y 80; OEEPER THAN LOVE; MI)(ED TRUN P ... SSENGER iN 

NE8R ... SK .... (POETRY) SM_DH1LLS ... NO OTHER GEOGR ... PHIES; ... N ANTHOLOGY OF NEBR ... SK ... POETRY. 
ORO. NE: S"'NOHILL PRESS. 1980. 

lIIESTERFIELO. H ... RGIS. SUNLIGHT FOR GUyS IN THE O ... RK; MIOTQWN: KE",RNEY ST ... TION. IPOETRYI PLATTE 
v ... LLEY RE'IIElII. 8 CAPRIL 1980). 

WESTERFIELQ, H ... RGIS. ST ... INEo GI.. ... SS "'No SH ... oOlilS. !PoETRY) PLUNSONG. 1 11IIINTER 1980). 
WESTERFIELD. H ... RGIS. L"'ST RITES. IPOETRY) WELLSPRINGS. 2 INOVEMBER-DECEMSER 1980). 
WHEELER. SYLVI ... SEE MILTON. JOHN. 
WHEELER. SYLVI ... SEE II ... TERIi ... N, C ... RY. 
WHEELER. SYLVI ... SEE FREEN ... N. o ... NIEL. 
WHEELER. SYLVIA. F ... tHER POEM. (POETR'O D"'CDTAH TERRITORY. 11 11980). 86. 
WH!;ELER. SYI..'1I .... HOTEl.. AND C ... FE POEM. (POETRY) D ... COT ... H TERRITORY. 16 119BOI. 
IIHEELER. SYL'II .... THE 01..0 EXIT SCENE: L ... B REPORT ... MONG STR ... NGERS. IPOETRYI COI..ORADO NORTH 

REVIEW. 20 IF ... LL 198010 2J. 51. 
lII-HEELER. SVLVI .... '1ERNONT. IPOETRY) LONG PONO REVIEW. 6 119BOio 17. 
IWHEEI..ER. SYL'Il .... ). THE r;ANS",S EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BV I..EL"'NO. LORRIN IEOltOR). IPOETRVI 

L ... WRENCE. r;s: INDEPENDENT STUD'll. DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. 1978. 
WHITE. J ... MES L. '1INEG"'R. IPOETRVI PR ... IRIE SCHOONER. !;to (SPRING 1980). 16. 
WHITE. 1'1"''1' LEWIS S!;E G ... SS. 1IIILLIAM H. 
lIIHlTE. RAY LEWIS SEE CONHELL. E'I"'N S. JR. 
WHilE. R"'Y I..ElIIlS see "'NDeRSON, SHERWOOD. 
WHUE. RAY LEWIS SEE HEMINGW",y. ERNEST. 
IWHI TT IER. JOHN GREENLE"'F.). THE KANSAS EXPERIENCE IN POETRY. BV LEL ... ND, LORR IN. IPOETRY I 

I..URENCE. KS: INDEPENDENT STUDY. DUISION OF CDNTlNUHIG EOUc ... T10N. 1978. 
WIL6ERS. STEPHEN M. THE lOll ... WRITERS' WORKSHOP. (610GR",PHVI 10111 ... CITY. IA: UNIVERSITY OF 10111'" 

PRESS. 1980. 
WILDER. "'MOS NIVEN SEE WILDER. THORNTON. 
11IIILOER. THORNTON.). HIORI<TON WILDER ... NO HIS PU6LiC. 6Y IIILDER .... MOS NIVEN. (CRITICISM). 

UHOGRAPHY) PHIL ... OELPHU; FORTRESS PRESS. 1960. 
WII..r;ERSON. MIKE. CH"'UCER BECOMES'" HOOSIER; IN THE L ... NO LOCKED H!;"'RT--POEMS FROM INOI",NA. 

IPOETRV) CENTERING !5--INOI"'N'" lIIRlTES. J(4). 1980. 10. 
WILKERSON. MIKE. EXIT SOUTH; IN THE L ... ND LOC~EO HEART--POEMS FROM INOIAtU. (POETRY I CENTERING 

$--INDUN ... WRITES. J(41o 1980. 8. r 

1IIILKERSDN. MIKE. IN SE ... RCH OF "THE" INOUN'" POEM; IN THE L"'ND LOCKED HE ... RT--POEMS FROM 
INO' ... N .... (ESS"'V).(CRITlCISMI CENTERING !5--INO""N ... lIIRl1ES. 3141. 1960. 70-71. 

WILKERSON. MIKE. TH ... NKSGI'IING; IN THE L ... NO LOCKED HE ... RT--POEMS FROM INDUN .... (POETRY) 
CENTERING !5--INOUN'" WRITES. 3(101. 1980. 11. 

1IIILLIAMS. KENNV J. PRAIRIE VOICES: ... LITER ... RY HISTORV OF CHlC ... GO FROM THE FRONTIER Til 189J. 
(CRtTICISN) N"'SH'IILLE. TN: TOWNSEND PRESS. 19811. 

lIIILLUMS. MURUL 8 seE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L. 
ClilILSON. ROlleRT C.I. HOW ... MII..D-M ... NNeRED LOC ... L L ... WYER HtT THE BIG TIMe WITH "CROOKED TREEw. 

8'1' H ... ITHMAN. OI ... NE. C810GR ... PHYI DETROIT (DEHIOtT FREE PRESS. 2.4 ... UGUst 1980. 18-2.2.. 
IIILSON. R06ERT CH ... RLES. CROOKED TREE. (NOVEL) NEW YORK: PUtNAM. 19110. (MICHIGANI. 
1IIILSON. R06LEV JR. THE LA60R C ... MP. IPOETRV) GEORGI ... REVIEW. 40 (SPRING 19801. J8-J9. 
WIXSON. DOUGLAS SEE CONROY. J ... CK. 
IIOLFE. fOG"'R. SP"'RROWS IN COLLeGE IVY. (POETRY) KANS ... S ClU ... IHERLV. 12. (lIIINTER 196010 9J. 
WIILFE. GENE .... FTER THE RUMlII",V. (POETRVI S1"'R LINE. 3 IM"'Y-JUNE 1980). IJ. 
1II01..FE. GENE. THE ISLAND OF OOCTOR OE ... TH ... ND OTHER STORIES ... NO OTHeR STORIES. ISHORT FICTlON) 

NEil YORK! POCKEt 600KS. 1980. 
WOLFE. GENE. THE SH"'DOW OF THE TORTURER. INOVEI..) Nelli YORK: SIMON AND SCHUSTER. 1980. 
WOLSTeNHOLME. SUS ... N SEE CHOPIN. K ... TE. 
WOODRESS. JOHN SEE C"'THER. 10'11..1.. .... " 
WR ... Y. RON. SPRING ST ... R NECTAR; IN THE L ... NO LOCKEO HE ... RT--POEMS FROM INDI ... N .... (POETRY I 

CENTERING !5--INOI"'NA ~RITES. "toJ. 1960. 18. 
WR ... Y. RON. TERRE H",UTE; IH THE L ... ND LOCKED HE ... RT--POEMS FROM INDUN .... (POETRY) CENTERING 

15--INOUNA WRITES. 3UIo 1980. toD-41. 
(WIHGHT. J"'MES.). J"'NES lIIRIGHt: THE GIFTED FEELING. 6Y K ... ZIN. "'LFRED. (CRITICISM) NEW VORK 

TIMES 600K REVIEw. 815 IZD JULY 1980). IJ. 2.15. 
IWRIGHT. J ... MES.). RICH ... RO WRIGHT: OROE ... L OF ... N ... TlVe SON. 6'1' GAVLE. "'OOISON JR. (610GR ... PHVI 

GARDEN CIT'll. NY: 00U8LEO ... Y. 1980. 
(WRIGHT, J"'MES.I. TkE UNIVERS ... LITY OF J ... MES IIRIGHT. BY ENGEL. BERNARD F. (CRITICISMI SSML 

NEWSLETTER. 10131. F ... LI.. 1980. 26-2.8. 
(WRIGHT. RICH"'RO.I. 6LINO EYES. Bl..tNC OUESTS IN RICH ... RO WRIGHT'S N ... ttVE SON. 6V RAMSEY. 

FRISCILL'" R. (cRITICISM) C I.. ... JOURN"'I... 2.10 ISEPTEMBeR 196010 48-60. 
(WRIGHT. RICHARD.!. DENIAL III' TIME' "'ND THE FAILURE OF MCR ... L CHOtCE: C"'MUS·S THE STRANGER. 

F ... ULKNER·S OLD MAN. lIIRIGHPS THE MAN WHO LIVED UNCIERGROUND. 8'1' LEE. DOROTHY H. 
(CRITICISM) C L ... JOURN"'L. 23 (M ... RCH 1980). ~64-71. 

lIIYLIE. ALVIN BENNETT. W"'L~INGl IN THE L ... ND 1..0CKEO HE ... RT--POEIIS FROII INDIAN .... I~OETRYI 
(ENTERING !5--INOUN'" WRITES. 3(4). 1980. !5J. 

YESNER. SEYMOUR (eOIToRI. 2.!; MINNESDT'" WRITERS. (FICTIONI MII'INE"'POLIS. MN: NOOIN PRESS. 1980. 
YOKE. C ... RL 8 SEE ZEL ... ZNV. ROGER. 
YONGUE. ~"'TRICU LEE SEE (UHER. 11111.1.. ... . 
YONGUE. P ... TRICI ... LEE SEE C ... THER. WiLL ... . 

YOUN~A:~~:''''~~Y~O:!N~;:o~F THE S ... L ... M"'HDEIH THE ~EEPER OF IMP~RUNCE. (POETRY) NEW YORK: 

ZADROZNY. M ... RK. EVERY FIIRCE H ... S A FORM S ... Y lIiE SH"'KERS. ISHORT FICTION) CHIC"'GO REViEW. 32 
(AUTUMN 19601. 1!;-79. 

(ZEL ... ZNY. ROGER.). PERSON ... I..!TV METAMORPHOSIS IN ROGER ZEL"'ZNY'S "tHE DOORS OF HIS F"'CE. THE 
L ... MP OF HIS MOUTH". 6Y YO~E. C ... RL 6. (CRITICISMI eXTR ... POL ... TION. 21 (SUMMER 19801. 
106-.2.1. 

IZEL ... ZI'IY. ROGER.). ROGER ZEI. ... ZNV: ... PRIM ... RV ... ND SECONO ... RY 8IBLIOGR ... PHY. 8Y S"'NOERS. JOSEPH L. 
16IBLIOGR"'PHY) 60STON. M ... : G K H ... LL. 1980. 
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ZleW:~~~E~~~:~N~~;C~~~ ... ~~D '1~~~:H~~!!O~~D 1~!~~~~ "'GE POLITICS: ... N ... NALYSIS. (CRITICISM) 

ZIMM~:~~~: JOANNE. CONTINUlNG EOUC ... TION. (SHORT FICTIQNI FOUR QU"'RTERS. 29 IWINTER 19801. 

~~~~~R:~~. J~~"'~~~: C~~~6~~ci~E~~H~:~ ~6~T1oN) "'PAUCHEE QUARTERLY. 14 (SUMMER 1980), 25-2.9. 
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